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This dissertation is an attempt to understand and map the development of Persian 
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The rise of Persian musical literature as a part of Persian learned literature was a 
result of the political and cultural decentralization of the Abbasid Caliphate. Like 
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and commentaries (šarhs) on Arabic works played a crucial role in the rise and 
establishment of Persian musical literature. 

The most important conclusions to be drawn from the present study are that we 
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1500. 
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Transliteration system 

The transliteration system that has been used in this dissertation is based on 
the system employed by the Library of Congress with some modifications. 
Concerning hur f al-šamsiyyah, there are different opinions concerning 
transliteration of the sun-letters among philologists and other scholars who 
have to transliterate Arabic and Persian words. In any case, I have chosen 
not to write the form of these letters as pronounced but rather the form in 
which they are, e.g. Durrat al-t j instead of Durrat ut-t j. Regarding Persian 
names, I will not use iz fah between names of a person; however, I am going 
to add iz fah (-i [-yi if the word ends in a long ,  or ]) in other cases. 

Because of the fact that in this dissertation different books written by 
different authors who have employed different transliteration systems have 
been used, I will point out that there are differences between the systems 
used in these books and mine in quotations. In such cases I refer the reader 
to the translation systems that have been employed in these books.
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Introduction

Prelude
The New Persian language belongs to the few languages in the world that 
possess significant and substantial bodies of musical literature. Today we 
have a corpus of almost 200 treatises on music in Persian which has survived 
the ravages of history in a region which today is divided into different 
countries, among others Iran, Afghanistan, Tajikistan, parts of Uzbekistan, 
Turkmenistan, Turkey, Pakistan and India. In spite of the opposition that 
existed and to some extent still exists in this region towards music and 
musical activities, this corpus of surviving musical literature gives us a better 
picture of music during the almost ten centuries when this corpus was 
created.  This extant body of musical literature reflects and displays both the 
intellectual discussion on music and musical activities and even the 
development of the different approaches to music. This corpus not only 
belongs to the realm of Persian literature, but it is also part of the Persian 
musical heritage, and therefore it carries a major importance for our 
knowledge of the musical and intellectual development of the region. 

The emergence of New Persian began during the period of decline in the 
Abbasid caliphate and the decentralization of political power in the Eastern 
Islamic Empire towards the end of the 9th century. At that time the local 
traditions and cultures and thereby local languages had an opportunity to 
develop and flourish. This development resulted in the formation of Persian 
scientific writings or “learned literature” (Tauer [Rypka 1968: 421]). This
new type of literature had three different roots: 

the Arabic adab and scientific literature;  
pre-Islamic Sasanian scientific writings;  
Greek scientific literature.  

This literary activity embraces all written materials that had scientific and 
educational purposes including writings on various subjects such as 
philosophy, philology, history and biography, as well as geography, the 
exact sciences, natural sciences, medicine and pharmacology, astronomy, 
music, religion (Islam). However, it was subjects such as history, e.g. T r x-i
Bal‘am , geography, e.g. Hud d al-‘ lam min al-mašriq ila al-ma rib and 
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religion, e.g. Tafs r-i Tabar , that flourished first because of political and 
religious interests.

Persian writings on music emerged somewhat later, during the 11th

century, and then not as an independent genre of scientific literature. With 
the growth of the language and expansion of branches of knowledge writing 
on music became successively an independent genre in Persian learned 
literature. During its long and interesting history this genre has passed 
through many stages of change and development. This dissertation is going 
to study a part of this long, fascinating and unstudied history.    

The scope of the work
As the title of the dissertation indicates, this study will deal with treatises, 
tracts and works that are written on music in Persian. Consequently, the 
Arabic works written by the Persians during the 8th and 9th centuries, and 
even later, will not be included in this study. On the other hand, a number of 
compositions and treatises that were written in Persian in the regions that 
form present-day Pakistan, India and Turkey, dealing partly with particularly 
Indian and Turkish music, will be included in the study. This inclusion is 
motivated by the fact that cultural exchange between these regions has 
always been intense, and Persian has affected and has been affected by these 
regions. Furthermore, this inclusion is valuable and interesting both from a 
musicological and a musico-historical point of view.

According to Massoudieh (1996), ca. 200 treatises, tracts and works 
found in more than 2000 Mss written on music between the 11th and the 20th

centuries have come down to us. This study will deal with treatises and 
works written from the first half of the 11th century up to ca. the end of the 
15th century, when a new cultural era in Persian-speaking areas and thereby a 
new period of writing on music was embarked on. The beginning of a new 
era concerning writing on music from ca. 1500 has been one of the main 
reasons why I have chosen this terminal date for the study. In addition, most 
of the treatises and works written prior to the 16th century have been edited 
and published, which provides necessary sources and materials for a 
creditable and scientific study of the subject. By contrast, the number of 
critically edited and published works from the 16th century to the end of the 
19th century is so scanty that in order to have a good picture and a 
scientifically acceptable study of this period, we should have to wait for 
more editing and publishing of the treatises and works from that period.1 I 

1 One explanation of the scarcity of critically edited and published works from this phase is 
the general negative attitude towards this phase of the development of writing on music and in 
general of music itself. It should be pointed out that according to Massoudieh (1996), this 
period, i.e. from ca. the 16th century to the end of the 19th century, has been the most produc-
tive period in writing on music in Persian. During the 16th to the 19th centuries as many works 
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want to emphasize here that I have confined my study to the period between 
the 11th century and 15th century, not only because of the generally accepted 
point of view on this period, which regards it as the only Golden Age of 
Persian writing on music and in general Persian literature, but because of the 
reasons I have given above. 

Concerning Persian writings on music, one can find two main approaches 
to music, to wit: 

1. a religious approach; 
2. a non-religious approach; 

 Two types of format that have been applied are: 

1. as a separate and independent work or treatise;  
2. as a part or chapter (fasl, b b, baxš and so on) of a larger work, such 

as an encyclopaedia, a history book or a theological work.  

In a number of literary works (particularly verse, but also prose), writers 
and poets have employed some musical terms, often the names of maq m t
(modes), musical instruments and musicians, unsystematically and 
sporadically as a kind of “literary decoration”. For example, Man ihr
D m n  in his poems mentions names of modes like nawr z-i buzurg,
nawr z, r st, b dah and the names of musical instruments like ang,
m s q r, tanb r (Man ihr  D m n  1370 H.Š./1991: 165). Firdaws  in his 
monumental work Š h-n mah also mentions the names of many musicians, 
among others B rbad, Sargaš (Sarkaš) (Firdaws  1335, vol. v: 2489), the 
names of instruments, among others barbat, ang, n y (ibid. vol. i: 194),
tab rah (ibid. vol. iii: 999), j m (ibid. vol. ii: 604), rab b (rub b) (ibid. vol. 
iv: 1892), and the names of modes like sabz-dar-sabz, xusraw n , ganj-i-
b d war, ganj-i-s xtah (ibid. vol. v: 2491-2497). There is a very interesting 
story in V miq u ‘A r  by ‘Unsur  (c. 970- c. 1040) about the first 
construction of the barbat (see Hägg & Utas 2003: 106-112). 

In addition, a number of religious works, written by learned, Islamic 
authorities and Sufis, have dealt with the subject sam ‘ (audition, listening to 
music, music), even though no particular chapter or section in their works 
has been devoted to the subject. Among these works can be mentioned Asr r
al-tawh d f  maq m t al-šayx Ab  Sa‘ d by Muhammad b. Munawwar, 
Ta kirat al-awliy ’ by Far d al-D n Ab -Bakr Ibr h m ‘Att r Nayš b r ,

                                                                                                                            
were written as the period from 1000 to 1500 AD. However, almost half of the treatises and 
the works written during this period were composed in India and are on Indian art music 
(partly or entirely), and perhaps that is another reason for the lack of interest among Persian-
speaking scholars in editing and publishing them. Unfortunately, the interest among the Paki-
stani and Indian scholars in editing and publishing these treatises and tracts has also been very 
low.
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Mirs d al-‘ib d min al-mabda’ ila al-ma‘ d by Najm al-D n R z , Ma‘ rif 
by Bah ’ al-D n Muhammad b. Husayn Xat b  Balx . The treatment of the 
subject in these works is, generally, very concise (sometimes only a few 
lines), unsystematic and fragmentary. These works are consequently of 
minor importance in the development of the subject and generally the genre. 

At any rate, works of prose and poetry that do not have a separate or 
distinguishable chapter or section or part on music will not be included in 
this study.2 This approach is justified by the fact that it has generally been a 
custom in this region regarding writing learned literature to divide the work 
into defined sections or parts, i.e. fasls, baxšes, b bs and so on, with their 
own headings, in order to emphasize the importance of the subjects that have 
been dealt with.3 In other words, if a writer of a learned literary work wanted 
to deal with a subject profoundly and the subject was important enough for 
him and it was partly the purpose of his study, he would usually put a 
heading for that subject and would devote a defined chapter, section, or part, 
to that subject in his work. 

Nevertheless, there are a few exceptions where the authors have dealt 
with music extensively (often 100 to 250 words) without devoting a chapter 
(part, section) to the subject. Among these works can be mentioned, the 
Indian work Jaw hir al-asm r by ‘Im d b. Muhammad al-Na‘ar  (written 
some time between 1296 and 1315),4 A r z al-siy sah f  i‘r z al-riy sah by 
al-Samarqand  (written some times during the second half of the 12th

century),5 and Axl q-i Jal l  (1467-1468) by Jal l al-D n Muhammad 
Daww n  (830/1426-908/1502) (P rjaw d , 1375 H.Š./1996: 30-42). In any 
case, these works will, as was mentioned above, not be included in this 
study. Moreover, one work, namely Majm ‘ah-i lat yif wa saf nah-i zar yif
by Sayf J m Haraw  (written in ca. 803/1400) will not be included in this 
study, because the main part of the treatise is in Arabic, and only at the end 
of the work has the author employed a Persian poem ( azal) by a certain 
Mawl n  Mas‘ d Saf .6

2 However, I have to emphasise that for musico-historical studies these literary works will 
have value. 
3 In a considerable number of the copies of works the titles and headings have even been 
written in another colour, often red, than the text itself.  
4 The author writes concisely and fragmentally on the origin of the science of music, the 
instruments, pardah and r ga (mode), the number of modes and their relations to the days of 
a week and the months of a year and their connections to certain hours of a day (see Mas-
soudieh 1996: 179). 
5 The writer tells us about the invention of barbat by Pythagoras, and if the subtlety of the 
words and the beauty of the voice join together, sam ‘ will reach its highest perfection of 
beauty. He mentions the relation between the (four) strings of instruments and the four ele-
ments of nature and the four moods (see Massoudieh ibid.: 207). 
6 He (J m Haraw  1379 H.Š./2000: 138 f.) has also arranged a list of pardah-h (the Persian 
main modes) and r gas (the Indian modes) before the mentioned poem. The list is as follows: 

sar-pardah     rah w      saf h n
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The following six works are introduced in different treatises and 
catalogues:

I. q ‘ by Saf  al-D n al-Urmaw  (629/1230-693/1294) which was 
probably written after 1250 and which is introduced by Tarbiyat 
(1314 H.Š./1935: 236), D nišpaž h (1332 H. Š./1953, vol. iii/1: 
106), Munzaw  (1348-1351 H.Š./1969-1972: 3887);  

II. a commentary (Šarh) on al-Adw r by Mawl n  Nasrall h Q yin
which was mentioned in Šarh al-Adw r by al-Mar  (1370 
H.Š./1991: 110); 

III. a work with the heading Q n n-i ist f  by Am r Xusraw Dihlaw
(651/1253-725/1325), is introduced in Munzaw  (1348-1351 
H.Š./1969-1972: 3910); 

IV. Xul sat al-afk r f  ma‘rifat al-adw r (Summarised thoughts con-
cerning the knowledge of the modes) by a certain Ših b al-D n
Sayraf  which is introduced by Mahš n (1373 H.Š./1994, vol. 1: 
185), Munzaw  (1348-1351 H.Š./1969-1972: 3894); 

V. a book on the allowing of sam ‘ by an anonymous writer written 
presumably during the 11th century, is mentioned in Kašf al-mahj b
by al-Hujw r  al- aznaw  (1926: 524); 

VI. a Persian translation of a work with the title Far d al-zam n f
ma‘rifat al-alh n (The unique master of all times on knowledge of 
melodies) by the anonymous author of unyat al-munyat (1978: 4). 

Except for Sayraf ’s Xul sat al-afk r f  ma‘rifat al-adw r, where we know 
more about the work and its lost Ms, none of these treatises and works will 
be included in this study, because our knowledge about these works is next 
to nothing. Even in the cases of Q yin ’s commentary, which is mentioned in 

                                                                                                                            
d s kha      lalita     bibh sa/vibh sa

yak-bang-wa-n m    du-b ng-wa-n m   yak-bang-wa-n m
husayn       mux lif     r st
dhan sr /dhanashri   bar r      basanta/vasanta 

yek-b ng      du-b ng     n m-b ng
l-afkan      hij z     zawul 

gujar       ramakar      m lau/m lava

du-bang      yak-bang-wa-n m   du-b ng-wa-n m
šab b      ‘ir q     ‘ušš q
     -       mal ra     k nhara

yak-b ng-wa-n m    du-b ng-wa-n m   yak-b ng
b sal k      nah wand    b xarz 

In the poem, which is in the form of azal, the poet names different Persian modes and sug-
gests which modes should be played at which parts of a day. 
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Šarh al-Adw r by al-Mar , and the book on sam ‘, by an anonymous 
author that is mentioned by Hujw r , we are not altogether sure that they 
were in Persian. As regards Saf  al-D n al-Urmaw ’s and Xusraw Dihlaw ’s 
works, it is questionable whether these works existed at all. 

As for Far d al-zam n f  ma‘rifat al-alh n, we do not know who the 
author, or rather the translator, of the work is. The only information we have 
about the author is that he wrote another treatise on the theory of music 
entitled unyat al-munyat (ibid.). In that work he points out that his patron, 
the Governor of Gujar t, Am r Šams al-Dawlah wa’l-D n Ibr h m Hasan 
Ab  Raj , during the reign of F r z III (1351-1388) of the Tu luq dynasty 
(1320-1431), had a short time before the composition of unyat al-munyat 
persuaded him to translate the Far d al-zam n f  ma‘rifat al-alh n from 
Arabic into Persian (ibid.). In the Kit b al-m z n f  ‘ilm al-adw r wa’l-
awz n (Shiloah 1979: 394 f.), which is an Arabic music treatise, the author, 
who is also anonymous, mentions two works which he has used to write his 
treatise. The second work that he mentions as his main source is a treatise on 
music with the heading Far ’id al-zam n f  ‘ilm al-alh n by Šarf al-D n b. 
‘Al ’ al-Husayn  al-Ba d d . Presumably, it is the original Arabic work that 
our Persian translator has rendered. Unfortunately, no Ms of the original 
Arabic work has survived.7 Our knowledge about the Persian translation is 
also nil. Therefore, I have decided not to include this work in this study. 

According to Massoudieh (1996), Munzaw  (1348-1351 H.Š./1969-1972), 
D nišpaž h (1349/ H.Š./1970), there are a number of short writings on 
music in Persian where the dates of composition and the authors are 
unknown. There are many indications that they were written after the 15th

century, but we cannot be altogether sure. It is probable that in the future we 
will manage to find out the names of the authors or the date of these concise, 
anonymous and undated treatises and tracts, and that we will then discover 
even further works and treatises. I therefore want to emphasize that this 
study is based on our present gathered knowledge of the treatises, tracts and 
works that have come down to us and where we are to a large extent sure 
about the date of their composition. However, I believe that the main picture 
that this study provides will not be changed considerably in the future. 

The past is chaotic, and in order to make some kind of order out of this 
chaos and make it understandable, the most important element is some 
concept of time. Here, in order to bring order to the chaos concerning 
Persian writing on music and to have a time perspective I will employ, as a 
starting point, a chronological division of works based on the Christian 
reckoning of centuries, which is to some extent an “artificial chronological 

7 It seems that the work was a celebrated treatise, because the author of the Kit b al-m z n f
‘ilm al-adw r wa’l-awz n mentions it as the main source for his work beside al-Adw r of al-
Urmaw , which was an epoch-making work in the theory of music. In addition, to translate the 
work into Persian in India is further evidence of the significance of that treatise. 
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division” without any direct connection with the development and changes 
of the genre. Nevertheless, in the last part of the study, that is “Summary, 
Conclusions and Periodization”, this division will be revised to a division 
more relevant to the development of the genre. Concerning the dates of birth 
and death of authors and the dates of composition of their works, I will apply 
the lunar-Islamic calendar, i.e. al-hijr  al-qamar , before the solar-Christian 
one with a slash between them. However, as concerns the solar-Islamic 
calendar, i.e. al-hijr  al-šams , I will mark them by the initials H.Š.

Purpose and method 
This dissertation is a multipurpose study due to its interdisciplinary nature. 
The work on this dissertation began as an attempt to supplement 
Massoudieh’s work Manuscrits Persans concernant la musique and my 
purpose at the beginning was to update part of that catalogue8 and publish 
my work as an addendum to the catalogue. However, during the work I have 
become increasingly interested in the development of Persian musical 
literature, particularly the topical development of this learned literary genre. 
The result of this increasing interest is the present dissertation. It will make 
an attempt to illuminate the development of Persian writing on music 
between the 11th century and 15th century. This period has often been called 
the classical period of Persian literature by scholars and researchers in the 
field of Persian literature and we can also consider the period between the 
11th century and 15th century as the classical period of Persian writing on 
music. 

The first step towards creating a picture of the development of Persian 
musical literature is to introduce the works and treatises chronologically and 
to date them as accurately as possible. This step will not be easy due to the 
fact that a number of the treatises and tracts are undated, but fortunately we 
know who the authors of the works were. In such cases, I am going to take 
the day of birth and death of the writers as a guide to determine when the 
work may have been written. In some cases, the dates of the oldest extant 
copies of the works are starting points to determine a possible date of 
composition. In addition, I will go further and by means of the authors’ 
approaches and treatments of topics as well as a number of linguistically  
characteristic tendencies I will try to determine the date of compositions of 
these works as exactly as possible. 

Persian writings on music touch on three different fields, viz. music, 
religion and literature. Inevitably, these fields will also be dealt with more or 
less thoroughly in this study. 

8 From the 11th century up to ca. the end of the 15th century. 
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At any rate, the main purpose of the study is to map out and analyse the 
different stages of the development and change that the genre has passed 
through between the 11th century and the 15th century focusing on the 
thematical and topical development of it. My ambition is that this study will 
hopefully provide a better understanding of the mechanism of the 
development and changes of the genre. To achieve these purposes, a number 
of questions will be answered in the study. The most important and 
significant questions are: 

what types and categories of works dominate during each stage in the 
development of the genre? 
What kinds of topics are treated during each stage of development? 
What works mark turning points in the development?  
Are there some characteristic features during a certain period? 
Is it possible, based on these characteristics, to periodize writings on mu-
sic? 
What other facts than musical ones played important roles in the changes 
and development? 
Why were certain categories, subjects and topics dominant during a cer-
tain period? 
What stages of development or changes did the genre pass through during 
the time frame of the dissertation? 
What trends dominated each stage of the development, and how did they 
affect the choice of approach, types of texts and topics? 
What will a periodization of the genre look like? 

In order to grasp the development of the genre I will partly try in the last 
chapter to classify Persian writings on music with some help of 
Massoudieh’s (1996: 29 f.) and Shiloah’s classifications (1979: 12-14). It 
should be pointed out that although the study will mostly focus on the 
thematic and topical development of the writings on music, other aspects of 
the genre will also be discussed to the extent that they are relevant and 
significant.

The nature of this study involves different disciplines, i.e. philology, 
musicology and even to a limited extent religion and literary history. 
However, it is the written text that is the starting point for the study. It 
inevitably engages philological approaches and methods, i.e. textual 
analysis, textual comparisons, and, to a limited extent, textual criticism. 
Furthermore, this study also concerns the art of music, which to some extent 
involves a musical analytic approach to the body of material. This 
particularly applies to the theoretical and practical development of the music, 
e.g. change and development of the construction of modes, musical 
instruments, rhythmical modes, definitions of musical terms and music 
forms.
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This study does not have the intention of editing and publishing works on 
music that are still in manuscript form. Nevertheless, a few treatises and 
works on music that were written during the period covered by this 
dissertation are still in manuscript form, and in order to show and discuss the 
topics that have been dealt in these works I have to some extent to establish 
the texts of these Mss (see below). In addition, because of the difficulty of 
access to two published treatises, i.e. a Persian translation of Taqw m al-
sihhah and Šajarah wa Tamarah, I have been obliged to use Mss of these 
works in this study. 

The Mss that will be used in this study are thus as follows: 

I D-B, Ms. Or. Oct. 3511 (Tar nah -i Mawlawiyyah);
II D-B, Petermann 712 (Šajarah wa Tamarah);
III NL-Lu, Cod. 271 Warn (A collection of songs); 
IV S-Uu, Ovet 23 (A Persian translation of Taqw m al-sihhah);
V T-Is (4044) (Ris lah-i m s q  by ‘Abd al-Rahm n J m );
VI RF-SPan (C 612) (Ris lah-i m s q  by Muhammad Nayš b r )9.

There are different Western and indigenous10 concepts and theories on 
what should be considered as literature and, based on these theories and 
concepts, on what a literary genre is or should be. I do not have any intention 
here to enter into any deep discussion about the different theories on 
literature and the various definitions of the concept genre, which is beyond 
the scope of this study. But in order to avoid confusion it is necessary to 
explain what I mean by literature and literary genre in this study. 

For a long time fiction was considered as the only characteristic of 
literature and indeed literature was defined as fiction.  This was, initially, the 
view of Greeks like Aristotle and Plato. However, this definition of literature 
has changed and developed over time, particularly after the 1950s. The more 
recent view considers fiction as “one of the properties of literature rather 
than its definition” (Todorov 1973: 7 f. [taken from Fowler 1982: 6]). 

In this study, I employ the concept of literature in its broadest sense as it 
has also been used in the book History of Iranian literature by Rypka and in 
T r x-i adabiyy t dar r n (The history of literature in Iran), a multi-volume 
book by Saf . According to this concept, almost all types of written 
materials (except letters) which are addressed to a public can be considered 
as literature. In other words, non-fiction works and consequently also 
writings on music are considered as literature. This definition of literature 
will, naturally, widen the dimension of our definition of a literary genre. 

9 As for this work, I have used both the manuscript and the the published version of the work 
by P rjaw d  (Nayš b r , 1374 H.Š./1995). 
10 For a very interesting discussion on the concept of literature and genre in Persian literature 
the readers are referred to the forthcoming article “‘Genres’ in Persian literature 900-1900”
by Bo Utas. 
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An ideal taxonomy of literature into different types or genres has been a 
major concern of many writers, researchers and literature critics from the 
time of Plato and Aristotle (Fowler 1982: 235 f.), down to the present and 
many admit that “[g]enre is not an easy matter to discuss” (Chamberline & 
Thompson 1998: 1). Fowler (1982: 54) points out that our definition will 
vary with our purpose and knowledge. This is a pragmatic approach to the 
concept and a definition of it which can be a starting point for the definition 
of genre in this study. The term genre will here be used in the sense of a 
class, type or species of literature (for the definition of literature used in this 
dissertation, see above) which is characterized by dealing with a particular 
subject and having a definite and specified purpose. Here, two principal 
criteria for calling writings on music a literary genre have been that this 
corpus of written material has treated the subject music, although through 
different approaches, and that it has a general definite purpose, namely an 
educational and instructional purpose. 

The final part of the last chapter of the study, where I will first try to 
periodize each category (which can be called the micro periodization) and 
then the whole genre (the macro periodization) regarding its development, 
can be considered as the core of this study. 

To some extent, I agree with the notions that “[periodization] can give an 
impression of a facile totalization” (Jameson 1981: 27) and “it misrepresents 
the value of individual works” (Patterson [Besserman 1996: 51]). 
Nevertheless, even the severe critics of periodization have been obliged to 
admit that “it can be a ‘welcome and productive’ subject of study” 
(Besserman ibid.: 5). My point of view on the matter of periodization is that 
it is, despite the above-mentioned risks of misrepresentation and 
misinterpretation, a necessity for this type of study. I regard it as a necessity 
because, without a periodization, we remain in a “mess of details” and we 
will consequently fail to provide a total picture of the process of the change 
and development. 

It is my hope that this study will not only contribute to the illumination of 
Persian musical literature and its topical development but also the history of 
Persian (and even Arabic, Turkish and Indian) music and at the same time 
partly a contribution to the history of Persian learned literature. 

Sources
The importance of the Persian musico-literary heritage has come under focus 
in the works of a number of scholars, among others D nišpaž h, B niš, 
Massoudieh, Munzaw , who have tried to draw attention to this literary 
heritage over the past 40 years. Despite these efforts nobody, however, 
knows how many works and treatises and tracts have been lost or are still 
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lying unpublished somewhere in private collections or hidden from sight in 
libraries.

Here I am going to deal with almost the total corpus of Persian works and 
treatises on music from the 11th century up to the end of the 15th century. 
This corpus consists of some 50 treatises, tracts and essays which are either a 
part of larger works or independent treatises. Some of these treatises and 
works are preserved only in one manuscript, in other cases the number may 
run into tens. My concern from the beginning was that if it had been possible 
I would have tried to obtain all the Mss of works that I have dealt with here. 
However, after a closer consideration I realised that this would be unrealistic 
within the scope of this study, and therefore except in the cases of a few 
works (see above) this study will be based on published critical editions of 
the treatises and works. These published critical editions have, generally, 
been made by persons who have a good knowledge of the field, and the 
editors have also tried to compare as many old and reliable Mss as possible 
to establish the texts in published works. Therefore these critically edited 
and published works are, to a large extent, reliable materials to refer to. 

These primary sources, both in the form of manuscripts and edited and 
published works, are the main sources that the study will be built on. In a 
few cases, where I have not been able to gain access to the original works, I 
will refer to pieces of information that are found in different secondary 
sources, for instance in various catalogues. I was obliged to use these 
secondary sources, generally because of the unwillingness of the libraries 
where the Mss of the works are kept to allow access to these Mss or, in other 
cases, because of difficulties in establishing contact with these libraries. 

As has been pointed out above, in some cases I have had to use Mss of the 
works. In such cases I have tried to obtain and use the oldest available Mss, 
but I am aware of the fact that this does not mean that these Mss are the most 
reliable and correct Mss of the works in question. 

The most significant and applied secondary sources in this study will be 
various catalogues that have been published by different libraries. Three 
catalogues which have been compiled by Massoudieh (1996), Munzaw
(1348-1351 H.Š./1969-1972) and D nišpaž h (1349/ H.Š./1970) have been 
of particular use in this study. Furthermore, the main sources for the first 
sections of each chapter (i.e. Background) are five books, namely: CHI, vols. 
4 & 5; EI; Saf  (1338-1366 H.Š./1959-1987); Browne (1951-1956) and 
Rypka (1968). 

Previous research
During the second half of the 20th century intensive and fruitful efforts were 
made, particular by a number of Iranian scholars, in to edit and publish mu-
sical treatises and tracts that were written before the 16th century. However, 
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the first attempt to introduce the total corpus of Persian manuscripts on mu-
sic, which is the first step towards illuminating and mapping out the devel-
opment of Persian writing on music, was made by D nišpaž h towards the 
end of the 1960s. The result of this endeavour was published in the magazine 
Hunar wa mardum, nos. 95 – 100, under the title Sad-u s -u and  atar-i f rs
dar m s q (Some one hundred and thirty Persian works on music). The next 
attempt, which was based on D nišpaž h’s work, was made by A. Munzaw .
He has devoted part of the fifth volume of his work “Fihrist-i nusxah-h -yi
xatt -yi f rs ” (A catalogue of Persian manuscripts) to Persian Mss on music, 
introducing some 169 treatises and compositions. This volume was pub-
lished in 1972. Four years later D nišpaž h published his second work on 
Persian writings on music entitled Num nah-  az fihrist-i t r-i danišman-
d n-i r n  wa Isl m  dar in ’ wa m s q  (Example of the catalogue of the 
Iranian and Islamic scholars on in ’ and music) (1355 H.Š./1976). In this 
book, he has introduced the works and given samples from them. Besides 
these catalogues and lists of works on writings on music in Persian, Mašh n
(1373 H.Š./1994) presents and discusses in his book T r x-i m s q -yi r n
(The music history of Iran) many works written on music theory. The book 
is a valuable source above all for an understanding of the musical history of 
Iran.

The only scholar outside the borders of Iran who has tried to introduce 
some Persian works on music and their Mss is Storey. In his work “Persian 
literature: A bio-bibliographical survey” (Storey 1977) he introduces briefly 
some 47 Persian writings on music. Furthermore, one can find much 
valuable information on particular Mss in many excellent descriptive 
catalogues written in England, France, Germany, Russia, India, Pakistan, 
Tajikistan, Uzbekistan. Nevertheless, the most comprehensive catalogue that 
introduces almost the total corpus of Persian musical Mss was written by M. 
T. Massoudieh (1996). 

This study is the first study that tries not only to bring together all our 
present knowledge of Persian writings on music but to introduce a number of 
works that have not been noted in the above-mentioned catalogues. Another, 
and perhaps the most important aspect of the study, is also to try to penetrate 
and analyse this corpus of writings in order to throw light on the 
development of the genre and particularly its various approaches, categories 
and topics during the five first centuries of its development. As far as I 
know, it is the first study that deals with writings on music as a genre of 
learned literature with its own internal and external processes of change and 
development. 
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The arrangement of the work 
This dissertation consists of a main part and five appendixes. The main part 
starts with an introductory chapter (chapter one), dealing with the possible 
roots of Persian writing on music in the ancient world. Each chapter from the 
second chapter up to the sixth chapter will be divided into two sections. In 
the first section of each chapter I will discuss cultural, social, political, reli-
gious and economic circumstances and situations that directly or indirectly 
have an impact on the development of this genre of learned literature. In the 
second section of each chapter, which is headed “Exposition”, biographies of 
authors and their works will be presented. Some examples from the works in 
question will also be introduced in this section. The structure of these expo-
sitions is the same as that of a sonata form, in which generally speaking just 
the themes (here writers and works) are introduced. Detailed analyses of the 
works and deeper discussions of them will be presented in the last chapter of 
the dissertation. However, I shall devote a few words on the most character-
istic features of the works at the end of their presentation. The last chapter of 
the dissertation is headed “Summary, Conclusions and Periodization”, in 
which I will attempt to summarize and draw conclusions from what has been 
presented in the previous chapters. Here, I will also try to periodize the de-
velopment of the Persian writings on music particularly in connection with 
its topical development. 

The last part of the dissertation consists of five appendixes and a 
bibliography and an index. 

Definitions, explanations and other remarks 
In this study, I will use Persian (P rs -yi Dar , or just P rs ) for the language 
that was spoken and written during the 11th century up to the 15th century in 
a geographical area that stretched from what now forms the Iranian border to 
Iraq in the west, beyond the city of Delhi in the east and from present-day 
Uzbekistan in the north to the Persian Gulf in the south. In other words, 
Persian includes what now is called F rs in Iran, T jik  in Tajikistan and 
Dar  in Afghanistan. I have chosen to employ the phrase “Persian-speaking 
areas” to denote the areas that have been mentioned above. Nevertheless, I 
am aware of the fact that the employment of these terms is, to some extent, 
problematic. Still, it causes fewer problems than the usage of the word Iran 
that has often been misunderstood. 

Because of the interdisciplinary nature of the study, its readers will 
largely represent two groups of people with different backgrounds of 
knowledge, namely Iranists and musicologists. Consequently, sometimes 
some definitions and explanations of terms, concepts and pieces of 
information may seem unnecessary for one group, while for the other group, 
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who are unfamiliar with those terms and concepts, they are necessary and 
essential. One example is biographies of authors, which for a literary 
historian and a philologist who is familiar with Persian literature and is 
accordingly acquainted with these authors and writers, are unnecessary, 
while for a musicologist these biographies are necessary and, to some extent, 
essential pieces of information. Therefore, in order to create a balance 
between readers with different areas of knowledge, I am going to explain 
and define what I consider indispensable, necessary and essential for the 
understanding of the study by both groups. 

A number of musical and Sufi terms and concepts that have been 
employed in different treatises and tracts have been defined, explained and 
translated by experts and scholars, among others Farmer, Shiloah, 
Nicholson, B niš, Wright. However, a considerable numbers of these terms 
and concepts have not previously been translated or defined in English. In 
this regard I have met with two problems. Firstly, this study has, as pointed 
out, a time frame which covers the period from the 11th century to the end of 
the 15th century, and geographically a vast area which now forms different 
countries. Consequently, the usage and employment of one and the same 
term and concept differs from time to time and from place to place. To find 
an exact definition for these terms is almost impossible, and therefore 
definitions and explanations will differ according to time and place in the 
study. Secondly, owing to the fact that these terms belong to another culture, 
it has sometimes been difficult to find appropriate English equivalents, and 
therefore some translations and definitions have the nature of suggestion and 
interpretation rather than the explicit definition and translation. In a few 
cases, I will not define or translate the terms because this is beyond the scope 
of this study. In such cases I have just transcribed the terms without any 
definition.

As regards the translations, I have tried to use already existing English 
and French translations of the works in question. The names of translators 
will naturally be mentioned after each cited translated passage. However, a 
considerable number of translations have been done by myself. In such 
cases, I am not going to mention my name after the translated passage(s). 

The terms “musica speculativa” and “the Systematist School” which will 
occur several times in this study need to be defined and explained, 
particularly for those who are not musicologists or music anthropologists. 
The Latin term musica speculativa is used to name an approach to music 
theory that was established in ancient Greece by the Greek philosophers and 
scientists. It was based on a merely scientific and mathematical approach to 
music theory with very little connection to the music that was practised 
during that period, and it was an ideal musical system that the Greek 
scientist-philosophers used to speculate on. It was a part of encyclopaedic 
knowledge and thereby encyclopaedic works. 
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During the 13th century a new musical system and consequently a new 
“musical school” was established in the region. This school, which was to be 
termed the Systematist School, was presumably founded by Saf  al-D n ‘Abd 
al-Mu’min al-Urmaw . This system had another approach to the division of 
an octave into intervals which differed considerably from that of the earlier 
system. In the earlier system that had been established by al-F r b  and Ibn 
S n  an octave had been divided into 22 intervals, while in the new system 
an octave was divided into 17 intervals. The result of re-division of the 
octave into 17 intervals was that the intervallic relation between tones of a 
mode were changed, which, in turn, changed the division and arrangement of 
the modes into main modes, secondary modes and auxiliary modes. One 
explanation for the emergence of the new system in the works of music 
theorists of the 13th century is that the theorists gave up, to some extent, the 
speculative approach to music, grounding their work on a more practical 
approach to music (for further information see also the last chapter of this 
study). 

The term sam ‘ has often been translated audition, listening to music and 
even music. However, sam ‘ and sam ‘-sessions began as simple gatherings 
where Sufis merely read and listen to the Koran. Nevertheless, during its 
development other activities and elements (e.g. [vocal, instrumental] music, 
dance) were gradually adopted and added at these gatherings and became 
parts of this Sufi religious session. This process of change and development 
was still going on during the period that this dissertation studies. Therefore, 
a fixed definition of the term sam ‘ is not correct and valid for different 
periods of the process of the development, and we have to take this process 
of change and development into consideration. For this reason I will not 
define the term here but refer readers to the definition of various authors and 
writers in the text in the following chapters, thus putting the definition into 
its historical context. 
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Chapter 1
Roots

In the Introduction I have discussed briefly the roots of Persian learned 
literature. In this chapter I will first discuss the roots of Persian writing on 
music focusing on the development of this literary genre in the ancient world 
including pre-Islamic Iran and the Islamic world prior to the 11th century. 

Writing on music prior to the rise of  
the Arabic musical literature  
The geographical situation of the Iranian plateau (and the lowland X zist n)
played a very significant role for the cultural development of the people who 
lived there. Continuous cultural exchanges and contacts between these 
people and other ancient civilizations, i.e. the Mesopotamian civilizations 
(Sumerian, Akkadian, Babylonian, Assyrian), Indian, Chinese, Egyptian, and 
Greek, to a considerable extent determined the cultural development of the 
country. To find the roots of any cultural development and progress (and in 
our case writing on music) in Iran, Afghanistan and Tajikistan, we have to 
take this geo-cultural circumstance into consideration. Therefore, a brief 
history of writing on music among the neighbouring peoples and cultures 
prior to the 11th century will also be presented here. 

The textual evidence from ancient Mesopotamian, particularly Sumerian 
and Akkadian cuneiform texts, reveals that there existed much activity in the 
field of musical theory in Mesopotamia during the ancient period. According 
to Kilmer (Sasson 1995, vol. iv: 2601), many Sumerian and Akkadian 
cuneiform tablets inscribed with information relating to all aspects of music 
have come down to us. These texts describe, among other things, musical 
instruments, scales, tunings (Kilmer, [Reallexikon der Assyriologie 1993-
1997: 463-482]). The most significant texts among these written materials 
are, Neo-Assyrian Ikribu, Middle Babylonian Nabn tu, and eight cuneiform 
texts, which were written between the early second millennium and the 
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middle of the first and which describe the Akkadian “modal system” (Kilmer 
[Sasson 1995: 2606]).11

Concerning Egypt, it is interesting to note that in spite of the Egyptian 
concern about documentation of all aspect of their lives (Anderson [Sasson 
1995, vol. iv: 2555]), no written document or text devoted to music has 
come down to us, which indicates that this activity was not established 
among the ancient Egyptians (ibid.). However, there are fragments of hymns 
that refer to music. For instance, the hymns from Hathor’s temple at 
Dendara, show the role of music in the religious services. In one of the 
hymns in Hathor’s honour, in which there are references to music and 
musical instrument, one reads: 

We play the drum for your spirit, 
We dance for your majesty, 
We uplift you to the skies. 
For you are the mistress of the arched sistrum, 
Of the menat and the naos sistrum, 
The mistress of jubilation, 
For whose spirit music is performed.  

          [Ibid.]

It seems, according to our present knowledge, that in ancient China writing 
on music was not as established as in the ancient Mesopotamian 
civilizations, and that this literary activity began fairly late there. Lam 
(GEWM vol. 7: 128) mentions a document from the end of the fifth century 
BC, in which is discussed the use of music “as a means of governance and 
self-cultivation”. He (ibid.: 129) introduces another work on music written in 
ca. 907, namely Yuefu zalu (Miscellaneous notes on music) which partly 
deals with court music, musical instruments and musicians of the Tang 
dynasty (618-907) written by Duan Anjie. Another noteworthy work is Sima 
Qian’s historical work Shiji (Records of the grand historian), which was 
written about 100 BC and in which a chapter is devoted to Yue (music). 
Yingshi (ibid.: 115) notes that after this work Chinese writing on music 
became a part of the official histories of most dynasties. He introduces also 
another work on music, namely Yueshu yaolu (Treatise on music) written 
and published around the eight century. It is probable that the work was a 
result of the Greek impact on Chinese writing on music. 

Sanskrit writing on music in India also began fairly late, and almost all of 
the works that have come down to us were written after the first century AD. 
However, the problem is that we are not sure about the exact dates of 

11 In these Akkadian texts the following seven modes are described, išartu, kitmu, emb bu,
p tu, N d qabli, n š gabarî, qabl tu (see also Kilmer [Reallexikon der Assyriologie 1993-1997: 
472-474])   
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composition of the works. One of the earliest works on music in India is a 
part, or rather the third section of the third Khanda of Visnudharmottara, of 
the Pur na. The work treats of vocal and instrumental music. As mentioned 
above, it is not clear when the work was composed; nevertheless, Rocher 
(Gonda 1986: 252) mentions that al-B r n  used it extensively, suggesting 
that the text was written between the fifth and eleventh centuries.12 Another 
early significant Sanskrit work on music, which we also do not know the 
exact date of its composition, is N tya stra. The oldest commentary on the 
work by Udbhata (the 7th century) indicates, however, that the work was 
written prior to that century. It seems that the work was written between the 
1st and 2nd centuries AD (Rowell [GEWM vol. 5: 23]). N tya stra is the 
oldest and most comprehensive work on Indian dramaturgy. It is divided into 
thirty-six chapters of which six (in some editions seven), or rather from 
chapter 28 to 33, are devoted to music. According to the translation of the 
work (N tya stra 1999: 218-329), the chapters that deal with music have 
the following topics: 

The chapter XXVIII: Instrumental music 
Types of instruments; G ndharva music; The svara-s; Gr ma;
M rchan -s; The t na-s; The S dh rana svara; J ti-s; Am a-s;
The ten characteristics of j ti-s; The Ny sa and Apany sa. 

The chapter XXIX: Stringed instruments 
Application of j ti to rasa; Varna and alank ra; Alank ra-s; The 
characteristics of alank ra-s; Songs and their characteristics; 
Dh tu-s; Vrtti-s, Three kinds of V n  playing; The karana-s of 
Vipanc ; The bahirg ta-s.

The chapter XXX: Hollow instruments  
Svara and ruti; ruti-s and the placing of fingers; Svara-
s dh rana and k kal

The chapter XXXI: Rules of t la 
T la; Two types of t la; C paputa; T la of six syllables; The Ca-
turasra Tryasra; The hand and finger movements (p ta);
Udghatta t la; Method of showing t la; The s rita-s; Vardha-
m na (origin); The characteristics of Vardham na; Lay ntara 
and three rs rita-s; The limbs of the s rita; Vardham na and 
Lay ntara; The short s rita; Mukha (Upohana); Gana-s; s rita
concluded; Vardham na, its limbs and their t la-s; The t la-s of 

12 Three other suggested dates are: between A.D. 600 and 1000 (Kane 1962: 910), between 
A.D. 450 and 650 (Shah Visndharmottrara 1958: xxvi), between A.D. 400 and 500 (Hazra 
1958: 212). (For further information see Rocher, [Gonda 1986: 252]). 
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the limbs; The general rules of medium and long s rita-s; Song 
and vastu; Vid ri and vastu; Uses of the limbs; Vrtta; Uses of the 
Vid ri-s; Seven kinds of songs; The t la of vastu-s in songs; The 
Apar ntaka; Ullopyaka; Prakar ; Ovenaka; Rovindaka; Uttara; 
More details of the songs; The l sya-s; The varieties of l sya; 
Geyapada; Sthitap thya; s nap thya; Puspagandik ; Prac-
chedaka; Trim dhak ; Saindhavaka; Dvim dhaka; Uttamot-
tamaka; Uktapratyukta; The importance of t la; Laya-s; Yati-s; 
The three pani-s.

The chapter XXXII: The dhruv  songs 
The dhuruv  songs; The limbs of the dhuruv  songs; The seven 
limbs of the dhuruv ; The Avas nik  dhuruv ; Types of dhruv -s;
The Nibaddha and Anibaddha pada-s; The vrtta-s of dhruv -s; 
Description of the vrtta-s; Distribution of the gana-s and m tr -s;
The gana-s of the divisions; The gana-m tr -s of the Druta 
dhruv -s; The rsaka-s; The vrtta-s of the Narkuta (ka) class; 
The vrtta-s for the Khanjaka; The minor dhruv -s; The five as-
pects of dhruv -s; The five occasions; The occasions and rasa-s of 
the dhruv -s; Six types of dhruv -s and their use; The subject of 
dhruv -s; Dhruv -s suggesting time and movement; The vrtta-s
for dhruv -s; The language of dhruv -s; The procedure of 
dhruv -s songs; The rules about the graha-s; About songs; The 
qualities of singers and instrument players; The V n  player; The 
flute player; Performance of men and women; Varied characteris-
tics.

The chapter XXXIII: The Avanaddha instruments 
The Avanaddha instruments; The invention of Avanaddha in-
struments; Use of these instruments; Details of the instruments; 
The svara-s; Rules of Puskara instruments; Details of these; The 
syllable sounds in the Puskara-s; The five kinds of P niprahata-s;
The four m rga-s; The playing of the Dardura and the Panava;
The combined playing of the three Puskara instruments; The 
karana-s of the three Puskara-s; The three Yati-s; The three m r-
jan -s; M rjan  of V maka and the rdhvaka with earth; The 
three samyoga-s; The three gata-s; The eight s mya-s; The eight-
een j ti-s; Playing of the gata-s in the dhruv -s; The order of play-
ing; Playing of puskara-s in dance; The twenty prak ra-s; The 
seating of the singers and the instrument players; The perform-
ance of the p rvaranga; Playing for walking and other move-
ments; Playing for female characters; Playing of interludes (anta-
rav dya); Playing for the Pr s dik  and other dhruv -s; 
Udgh tya; The concluding; Special characteristics of the instru-
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ments; the qualities of hide; The preparing of the instruments; the 
installing of the instruments; Various details. 

Rowell (GEWM vol. 5: 24) introduces four other Sanskrit works on music 
written prior to the 10th century. These works are: the Dattilam, which deals 
with svara and t la, focusing on the ritual music during the Gupta Empire 
(320-535); the N radiyya iks , which was compiled between the 5th and 6th

centuries and which is partly on music, dealing with the history of the 
development of Vedic chant, the system of musical modes, the qualities of 
good and bad singing and instructions for young priests who are learning to 
chant the hymns of the S maveda; the Brhadde  (The great treatise on da ),
which was composed in the 9th century, is a description of provincial music 
(da ); and Abhinavabh rat , which is a commentary on N tya stra written 
by Abhinavagupta during c. 1000.13

Undoubtedly, one of the most important civilizations in the development 
and establishment of writing on music was Greece. The Greek influence on 
Arabic and Persian writing on music is obvious and well documented. It is 
probable that they inherited part of the Ancient Mesopotamian tradition of 
writing on music theory.14 The great ancient Greek philosophers, and 
scientists such as Aristotle, Euclid, Aristoxenus, and Plato, contributed to the 
definite establishment of scientific or speculative writing on music. One of 
the oldest Greek music theory works is Harmonika stoicheia or Elementa
Harmonica (Harmonic elements) by Aristoxenus (b. 375 or 360 BC d. ?). It 
is the first part of his large work, On music, which has been lost. In this work 
(Barker 1989, vol. 2: 126-184) the author discusses among other things, the 
definition of the science of “music”;15 melody (melos);16 intervals 
(diast ma);17 tetrachord; mode, scale (syst ma);18 also the theory (the ria-)
of scales (syst mat ); tonoi (note); species of consonances. Furthermore, 
fragments of his Elementa rhythmica, have come down to us. The author 

13 For further information on these works see Rowell, ibid..
14 Abraham (1988: 28) points out that Pythagoras, who is generally considered as the founder 
of the musica speculativa or the scientific theory of music, “... May have learned of the con-
nection between mathematical ratios and musical intervals from the Babylonians ...” 
15 He (ibid.: 126) writes: “The science concerned with melody has many parts and is divided 
into several species, of which the study called Harmonics must be considered one: in order it 
is first, and its character is like that of an element. For it is the study of first principles, which 
include whatever is relevant to an understanding of syst mata and tonoi.”
16 Concerning melody, Aristoxenus (ibid.: 128) explains that: “… melody has several differ-
ent natures, but only one out of all of them is that of the kind that is attuned [h rmosmenon]
and capable of being sung.”  
17 He (ibid.: 136) defines diast ma as follows: “An interval [diast ma] is that which is 
bounded by two notes which do not have the same pitch, since an interval appears, roughly 
speaking, to be a difference between pitches, and a space capable of receiving notes higher 
than the lower of the pitches which bound it, and lower than the higher of them. Difference 
between pitches lies in their having been subjected to greater or lesser tension.” 
18 The definition of syst ma according to Aristoxenus (ibid.) is that: “... A syst ma is to be 
understood as something put together from more than one interval.” 
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(ibid.: 185-189) in this treatise deals with time (chronos), different durations, 
i.e. primary (pr tos), two-unit (dis mos), three-unit (tris mos), and four-unit 
(tetras mos). 

This philosophical musico-literary activity continued and was developed 
during the Hellenistic period and the early Middle Ages by music theorists. 
Among the most important and influential works written during this period 
can be mentioned Ptolemy’s Harmonics (written some time during the 
second century AD). He in that work (ibid.: 275-391) has dealt with the 
following topics: 

Book One 
• Concerning the criteria in Harmonics 
• What the aim of the student of Harmonics is 
• How the height and depth that relates to sounds is constituted 
• Concerning notes and their differences 
• Concerning the principles adopted by the Pythagoreans in their 
postulates about the concords 
• That the Pythagoreans reason incorrectly about the causes of 
things to do with the concords 
• How the ratios of the concords may be more correctly defined 
• In what way the ratios of the concords will be demonstrated be-
yond dispute by means of the single-stringed kan n
• That the Aristoxenians are wrong in measuring the concords by 
the intervals and not by the notes 
• That they [the Aristoxenians] are wrong in assuming that the 
concord of a fourth consists of two and a half tones 
• How the octave can be shown, through perception, to be less 
than six tones, by the use of the eight-stringed kan n
• Concerning the division of the genera and of the tetrachords in 
each, according to Aristoxenus 
• Concerning the division of the genera and the tetrachords ac-
cording to Archytas 
• A demonstration that neither of the divisions [i.e., those pro-
posed by Aristoxenus and by Archytas] preserves what is truly 
melodic
• Concerning the division of the tetrachords by genus, according 
to what is rational [eulogon] and evident to perception [phai-
nomenon]
• The genera more familiar to the hearing - how many there are, 
and which ones they are 

Book Two 
• How the ratios of the familiar genera can also be found through 
perception 
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• Concerning the use of the kan n in connection with the instru-
ment called the helik n
• Concerning the forms [eid , ‘species’] of the first concords 
• Concerning the complete syst ma, and that only the double oc-
tave is of this kind 
• How the names of the notes are understood in relation to thesis
[‘position’] and to dynamis [‘function’,‘capacity’] 
• How the magnitude of the octave conjoined with a fourth ac-
quired the reputation of being a complete syst ma
• Concerning modulations with respect to what are called the 
tonoi
• That the outermost tonoi must be bounded by the octave 
• That we must posit just seven tonoi, equal in number to the spe-
cies [eid ] of the octave 
• How the differences between the tonoi may be soundly estab-
lished 
• That one should not increase the tonoi by the semitones 
• On the difficulty of using the single-stringed kan n
• Concerning the alterations to the kan n proposed by the music-
theorist Didymus 
• An exposition of the numbers making up the division of the oc-
tave in the changeless tonos and for each of the genera individu-
ally 
• Exposition of the numbers that make up the divisions of the fa-
miliar genera in the seven tonoi
• Concerning the things played on the lyra and the kithara

Book Three19

• How the ratios throughout the whole [system] can be employed 
and assessed by means of the fifteen-stringed kan n
• Methods for the division of the double octave by means of eight 
notes only 
• In what class the power [dynamis] of harmonia, and the science 
of it, are to be located 
• That the power of attunement [to h rmosmenom] is present in 
all things that are more prefect in their natures, but is revealed 
most fully through human souls and through the movements in 
the heavens 
• How the concords are attuned to the primary distinctions in the 
soul, along with the species proper to them 

19 Parts of the theory which is presented in this chapter is called “music of the spheres” and 
attributed to the Babylonians. We find this approach to music and music theory in early Ara-
bic works like Ras ’il al-ixw n al-saf .
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• A comparison between the genera of attunement [to h rmos-
menom] and the genera to which the primary virtues belong 
• How the modulations of attunement resemble those of souls in 
crises of life 
• Concerning the similarity between the complete syst ma and the 
circle running through the middle of the signs of the zodiac 
• How the concords the discords of attunement [to h rmosmenom]
are similar to those in the zodiac 
• That continuous sequence [to ephex s] among notes resembles 
the longitudinal movement of the stars 
• How the vertical movement of the stars is comparable to the 
genera in harmonica
• That the modulations between tonoi correspond to the lateral 
movements of the stars 
• Concerning the correspondence [analogia] between the tetra-
chords and the configurations in relation to the sun 
• Which are the first numbers in which the fixed notes of the 
complete syst ma may be compared with the first spheres that 
there are in the universe   
• How the ratios of the movements proper to each can be found in 
terms of numbers 
• How the interrelations of the planets are to be compared with 
those of the notes 

Two other influential music theorists during the Hellenistic and early 
Middle Ages periods were Aristides Quintilianus (with his celebrated work 
Peri mousik s, written during the second century AD) and Boethius (the 
author of De institutione musica, written some times during the beginning of 
the sixth century AD).   

The rise of Arabic musical literature 
The Arabic-Islamic writing on music began with the subjects that were, 
roughly speaking, based more on native traditions. The Arabic writings on 
music prior to the 16th century20 can be divided into three distinct periods. 
The first period begins from the rise of the Umayyads up to the beginning of 
the 9th century and the emergence of the Greek influenced speculative writ-
ing on music. Among the works which were written during this period can 

20 Because of the importance of the Arabic writing on music in the development of Persian 
writing on music even after the 11th century I will deal with it up to the end of the 15th cen-
tury. 
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be mentioned Y nus al-K t b’s Kit b f  al-a n , al-Xal l’s kit b al-na m
and Kit b al- q ‘ (Farmer 1940: 14).21

The second period runs from the emergence of Greek influenced 
speculative and scientific writing on music to the development of the 
“Systematist School” in the mid-13th century. In keeping with Shiloah (1979: 
2), the speculative writing on music theory emerged during the 9th century 
through the translation of ancient Greek and Roman music theory into 
Arabic first by the Christian philosopher and physician Hunayn b. Ish q (d. 
873). The genre was rapidly established and reached its highest perfection 
through the works of al-Kind , (with his work Ris lah f  ajz ’ xabariyyah f
al-m s q ), al-Saraxs  (with his Kit b al-madxal ila ‘ilm al-m s q )22. Two 
other key figures in this period were al-F r b  and Ibn S n . The most 
significant work of al-F r b  is Kit b al-m s q  al-kab r, in which he deals 
with following topics (MA): 

Livre de l’introduction 
Premier discours 

Définition de la mélodie; Musique théorique et musique 
pratique; Les instruments – Disposition musicale; Inven-
tion de la mélodie – Divers genres de musique produisant 
sur l’ame différents effets – Le talent musical: La voix et le 
jeu des instruments – Origines de la musique – Invention 
des instruments – Éducation musicale – La science théori-
que; Art musical théorique – Jugements des sens et de 
l’intelligence; Principes premiers; Ce qui est «natural» en 
musique. 

Deuxième discours 
Suite du précédent paragraphe: Sensations sonores 
«naturelles», Harmonie ou concordance; Sensations dis-
cordantes – Recherche des notes «naturelles»; Les inter-
valles musicaux; L’octave – Instruments destinés a pro-
duire les notes naturelles; Le Š hr dh – Le Luth – Grou-
pements de notes Homogènes, Gammes – Les intervalles 
premiers: L’octave, La quinte, La quarte et le ton – 
L’intervalle de «reste» ou limma – Division de la quarte en 
trios intervalles, Les genres – Discussion sur le demi-ton; 
Échelle formée de douze de demitons – Causes de l’acuité 
ou de la gravité des sons – Représentation des notes par 
des nombres; Idée théorique et pratique des notes – Les 

21 No Mss of these works have come down to us. 
22 Unfortunately, no Ms of the work has come down to us. 
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consonances – Les rapports simples; Produit et division 
(addition et soustraction) des rapports. 

Livre premier 
Premier discours 

Principes de physique: Production du son; Sa transmission 
– La note; Sa définition; Corps qui produisent des notes – 
Causes de l’acuité et de la gravité; Causes que l’on peut 
mesurer et causes que l’on ne peut apprécier; Rapports 
des notes – De l’intervalle musical: Double octave, Quarte, 
Quinte, Ton; Rapports consonants; Rapports dissonants; 
Les intervalles grands, Moyens et petits – Règles arithmé-
tiques pour l’addition, La division et la soustraction des in-
tervalles – Les diaphones, Différentes espèces d’intervalles 
consonants: Les grands ou les moyens ou symphones et les 
petits ou emmèles – Les genres. 

Deuxième discours 
Groupes plus grands que la quarte; Le groupe parfait ou 
double octave – Noms des notes dans le groupe; Notes fixes 
et notes mobiles – Tonalités – Mélange des notes et des in-
tervalles; Mélange des groupes et des tonalités – Évolution 
de la mélodie a travers les notes – Le rythme – Construc-
tion d’un instrument pour la vérification expérimentale de 
la théorie – De la finalité dans les mélodies. 

Livre duexième: Ou livre des instruments 
Premier Discours: le Luth; Ses toughes; Son échelle; Ses accords 

Les instruments considérés comme contrôle experimental 
de la théorie – Description du Luth; Ses touches et liga-
tures; L’accord usual; Notes a l’octave – Intervalles réal-
isés sur le Luth – Echelle du Luth; «Dynamis» et «notes 
singulières»; Leur Nombre – Consonance des notes du 
Luth entre elles – Sur la consonance du «limma» et du 
quart de ton; Consonance «accidentelle» – Extension de 
l’échelle de Luth; la cinquième corde – Accords autres que 
l’accord usual. 

Deuxième discouse 
Les Tunb rs; Le Tunb r de Ba d d; Touches équidis-
tantes et touches variables – Autres accords; Fixation des 
genres sur cet instrument – Le Tunb r du H r s n – Cor-
respondance des notes du Tunb r de H r s n avec celles 
de l’échelle du Luth – Autres accords – Les flutes; Acuité 
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et gravité dans les flutes – Variétés de flutes – Le Rab b – 
Autres accords du Rab b – Les harpes. 

Livre III: La composition musicale 
Premier discours 

Définition de la mélodie – Les groupes complets et incom-
plets – Tableaux des groupes; Consonances et dissonances 
– L’évolution – Le rythme – Rythme fondamental; Percus-
sions – Génération des rythmes en partant du rythme 
foundamental – Les rythmes conjoints – Rythmes disjoints 
– Percussions répépées – Percussions supplémentaires – 
Rythmes traditionnels des Arabes – Composition des mé-
lodies.

Deuxième discours 
Mélodies vocales; La voix humaine – Les phonèmes – La 
phrase – Adaptation de la parole a la mélodie; Notes vides 
et notres pleines – Chants a notes vides – Chants a notes 
pleines – Chants mixtes – Chants conjoints et disjoints – 
Composition des mélodies vocales – Début et finale d’un 
chant – Effets des mélodies; Leur embellissement; leur 
rapport avec les passions – Finale de l’ouvrage. 

As for Ibn S n , the two important works of  his on music theory are sections 
on music in al-Šif ’ and al-Naj t. In the chapter on music in al-Šif ’ he 
(ibid., tom. ii: 105-245) deals with the following topics: 

Prémier discours 
(art. I): Avant-propos 
(art. II): Définition de la musique; Causes du son; Son acuité; Sa 
gravité et leurs causes 
(art. III): Sur la connaissance des intervalles 
(art. IV): Les intervalles consonants de première classe 
(art. V): Les intervalles consonants de deuxième classe 

Deuxième discours 
(art. I): De l’addition et la soustraction des intervalles; Addition;  
Soustraction;
(art. II): Du Redoublement des intervalles et de leur division par 
moitié

Troisième discours 
(art. I): Du genre et de sa classification en espèces 
(art. II): Du nombre des genres 
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(art. III): De ce qui reste a dire des genres forts 

Quatrième discours 
(art. I): Du groupe 
(art. II): De l’èvoluion de la mélodie a travers les notes 

Cinquième discours 
(art. I): Les notes musicales (la rythmique) 
(art. II): Du rythme déclamé 
(art. III): Énumération des espèces de rythmes conjoints et  
disjoints (rythmes en faveur) 
(art. IV): Les rythmes Quaternaires, quinaires et sextaires 
(art. V): De la poésie et des mètres poétiques 

Dernier discours  
Article premier: De la composition de la mélodie  
Article deuxième: Des instruments 

This period can, in its turn, be divided into two phases. The first phase 
covers the period from the emergence of scientific treatises on music at the 
beginning of the 9th century to the beginning of the 10th century. The works 
written during this phase show clear influence from Greek music theorists, 
particularly Ptolemy, and their approaches to music. Among the most 
prominent authors of this phase can be mentioned al-Kind , and the authors 
of Ras ’il ixw n al-saf . The second phase runs from the beginning of the 
10th century up to the emergence of the Systematist School during the 13th

century. Under this phase the Arabic writers tried to approach music and 
music theory in a more strictly scientific way, rejecting topics like 
relationship between notes and parts of the soul, the relationship between 
harmony of the spheres and that of music. The two most significant persons 
during this phase are al-F r b  and Ibn S n .

The third period began with the emergence of the Systematist School and 
combination of musica speculativa and practica continuing up to the end of 
the 15th century, i.e. 1490s, and the decline of the Systematist School, and to 
some extent, also speculative music theory. The most celebrated works 
during this period belong to Saf  al-D n ‘Abd al-Mu’min al-Urmaw  who is 
probably the founder of this new school. The most siginificant work of his is 
Kit b al-adw r f  al-m s q  (The book of the cycles [of modes] in music) in 
which al-Urmaw  (1986) deals with  the following topics: 

Chapter one: On the acuity and gravity of notes 

Chapter two: On the division of frets 
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Chapter three: On the ratios of intervals 

Chapter four: On the causes of dissonances 

Chapter five: On the composition of consonance 

Chapter six: On the cycles and their ratios 

Chapter seven: On the rule [of tuning] of two-stringed instru-
ments

Chapter eight: On the tuning of the ‘ d and the derivation of the 
cycles from it 

Chapter nine: On the names of the common modes 

Chapter ten: On the partnership of the modes 

Chapter eleven: On the transpositions of cycles 

Chapter twelve: On the uncommon tunings 

Chapter thirteen: On the rhythmic cycles 

Chapter fourteen: On the influence of modes 

Chapter fifteen: Advice on musical practice  

However, the above-mentioned periodization is very rough, and I believe 
that a deeper study of the subject will show the necessity of a more detailed 
periodization of writings on music in Arabic before the 16th century. 

Besides the theoretical approach to music, other approaches, e.g. the 
religious, didactic and even medical, to music were also developed in Arabic 
from the 9th century onwards. Perhaps the most important approach to music 
after the theoretical one was the religious approach. And a corpus of treatises 
on the unlawfulness and lawfulness of music (mal h , in ’, sam ‘) was 
written by religious authorities and different writers from the 9th century 
onwards. With the formation of Sufism this approach developed during the 
10th century and many works on sam ‘ were written by Sufi leaders. Some 
of the most celebrated treatises on the unlawfulness and lawfulness of music, 
which were written during the 9th and 10th centuries, are: am al-mal h  (The 
censure of instruments of diversion [Robson 1938]) by Ab -Bakr b. ‘abd-
All h b. Ab  al-Duny , Kit b al-Sam ‘ (The book of Sam ‘) by ‘Abd-al-
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Rahm n al-Sulam , al-Ta‘arruf li-ma hab ahl al-tasawwuf (The knowledge 
of the doctrine of the followers of mysticism) by al-Kal b . (For a 
periodization of the development of sam ‘ see P rjaw d  1367 H.Š./1988: 
18-22).

Old- and Middle Persian and writing on music 
The immigrating Iranian-speaking people, who successively displaced the 
Elamites in the south and lowland X zist n and inherited their cultural 
achievements, had continuous cultural exchanges and contacts with the 
above-mentioned civilizations during their history, and they were affected by 
them and affected them. However, no written materials from pre-Islamic, 
and especially pre-Sasanian times have come down to us, and it is, therefore, 
difficult to obtain a good picture of the extent of cultural exchanges and, 
generally, cultural circumstances during the period. Even our knowledge of 
the Sasanian period is limited and insufficient. The most well documented of 
such cultural contacts and exchanges the Iranian people had were those with 
Greece and India and to a limited extent with China and Egypt. 

As we have seen above, in almost all of the neighbouring ancient 
civilizations writing on music had been established either as a part of 
scientific or religious or literary activities. Judging from the materials which 
have come down to us, it must, however, be mentioned that despite the 
constant contacts with these civilizations during the pre-Islamic period the 
Iranian peoples were not interested in writing on music in their own 
languages (Old Persian, Parthian, Middle Persian or other minor Iranian 
languages) until the eleventh century. Even when cultural exchanges with 
one of the most influential civilizations in this regard, i.e. the Greeks, were 
accelerated through a number of events,23 the Iranians did not show any 
interest in writing on music in Middle Persian, a genre that was already a 
part of learned literature or scientific writings in Greece. 

Regarding cultural exchanges with India, we know that Iran and India had 
constant cultural exchanges particularly during the Sasanian period. For 
instance, a number of Indian literary works were translated into Middle 
Persian under the Sasanians (Klíma [Rypka 1968: 53 and 55]),24 which 
suggests that the Iranians were not unacquainted with Indian literature. In the 
field of music, the import of many Indian singers and dancers during the 
Bahr m G r of the Sasanian also indicates the high level of the cultural 

23 Perhaps the most mentionable such events were the exile of the Nestorians from Byzantium 
and their settlement and establishment of many schools in Sasanian territories and the refuge 
of seven philosophers of the Academy in Athens in 529, in the Sasanian capital, Ktesiphon. 
24 Klíma (ibid.) mentions that there is a report in the D nkart stating that “King Sh p r I 
caused translations of Greek and Indian works to be made, which translations were to be 
incorporated into a collection of religious texts.” 
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exchanges between Iran and India during the Sasanian period. However, 
judging from the written materials that have come down to us, we can state 
that the Iranians did not show any interest in writing on music in Middle 
Persian even after the intensification of cultural exchanges with India, where 
writing on music to some extent was established, under the Sasanians. 

Middle Persian was a poor language where scientific terminology was 
concerned (Tabar  1361 H.Š./1982: 85), and therefore, Iranian scientists 
probably preferred to write in other languages, e.g. Syriac, Greek, than 
Middle Persian. Bah r (1369 H.Š./1990, vol. i: 158) also points out this 
tendency among Iranian authors and writes that many Iranian authors wrote 
their works in Syriac in particular. This is probably an explanation for the 
lack of writings on music in Middle Persian. It should also be pointed out 
that the destruction by Arab-Muslims was enormous regarding books and 
written materials, which they considered as unnecessary and superfluous for 
a Muslim and other people. Many books, treatises and tracts were burnt and 
destroyed particularly during the first three decades after the Arab-Muslim 
conquest of Sasanian territory. However, the last word has not yet been said, 
and perhaps later studies will show another picture of literary activities 
during the pre-Islamic period in Iran concerning writing on music. 

At any rate, one finds very short passages on music and references to 
music in different texts and writings in Middle Persian literature. For 
example, in Draxt-i as r k (1346 H.Š./1967: 77) the names of a few 
instruments are mentioned in verses number 101 and 102. The verses are as 
follows:

101. ang ud win ud kann r  ud barbat ud tamb r
The ang [the harp] and the vin [a type of Indian lute] and the kann r
[the lute] and the barbat [a type of lute] and the tamb r [a type of long 
necked lute] 
102. Ham g zan nd pad man sar y nd
 All (who) play, play on me.

In the Manichean (Parthian) text “gr wž wandag g b š h (hymns to the 
living self)” (Boyce 1975: 105) found in Turfan, we read the following 
passage:

- tbyl šnng ’wt nd pdxwn’d, srwd’n nw’g ’c hrw ’gwc. 
- The tabil (a type of drum), the ang (the harp) and the na (a type of 
flute) were played, songs (and) melody (were) everywhere. 

In Xusr v i Kav t n ut R tak (1982: 65) there is a very interesting passage 
on music, musicians, and musical instruments: 
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§ 13. 'pat-  s r-vin' ut barb t ut tamb r ut kann r ut 'har sr t ik mak 
ut 'pat-  patv ak guftan ut p dv z k kartan' avist t 'mart 'h-om.
Also I am master of playing the s r-v n (banquet vina), the lute, the 
s t r (?) and the kann r, and of giving answer (i.e. responding with 
song to instruments) and in dancing.  

The following passage in that text (ibid.: 77) also gives us some pieces of 
information about the different musical instruments used during the Sasanian 
period:

§62. ang-sr y vin'-sr y vin'-kann r-sr y ut s r-p k-sr y ut mustak-
sr y ut tamb r-sr y barbut-sr y n d-sr y dumbalak-sr y…
The harp-player, the vina-player, the long-necked-lute-player, and the 
Pandean flute-player and the cither-player and the lyre-player and the 
flute-player and the hand-drum-player …  

In spite of these examples, as noted above, the writing of the first work on 
music in an Iranian language took place as late as the eleventh century. Its 
emergence, with regard to the topics treated in the first work (see next 
chapter), was like the emergence of “Minerva from the head of Jupiter, fully 
equipped from the shadow of history.” (Lazard [CHI. vol. 4: 598]). 
Nonetheless, it should be borne in mind that when this genre emerged in 
Persian sixty works in various categories of the genre had already been 
written (see Shiloah 1979) in Arabic by Iranians and others. Iranian authors, 
therefore had much skill and experience in writing in this genre before the 
11th century, but neither the culturo-political circumstances were ready nor 
the new language mature enough to be employed for this genre of learned 
literature until the 11th century. 
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Chapter 2
Writing on music during the 11th century 

Background
The political and military decline of the ‘Abbasid Caliphate during the 
second half of the 9th century and the 10th century resulted in the rise and 
establishment of a number of local dynasties, which ruled over a vast area in 
the region from Transoxania to Egypt. Concerning Persian-speaking areas, 
during this period, called “the Iranian intermezzo” by Minorsky (1964: 244), 
a number of powerful Iranian local dynasties were established. Their 
territories stretched from Transoxania to the heart of the Abbasids capital 
Baghdad. However, the relations between these Iranian local dynasties were 
mostly tense, and their relations did not go further than their political 
ambitions. The most powerful military dynasty among these was the B yids 
(ca 320/932-448/1055), who had risen from the region of Daylam on the 
south shore of the Caspian Sea and who spoke Tabar . They managed to 
capture Baghdad, the capital of the ‘Abbasids, reducing the political power 
of the Abbasid Caliphs substantially. Another local Iranian dynasty, which 
ruled over the northeastern part of the Iranian plateau, was the S m nid 
(261/874-389/999), who had Dar , also called P rs -yi Dar , as their mother 
tongue.

At the beginning of the 11th century, two powerful Iranian local dynasties, 
i.e. the Saff rids and the S m nids, vanished from the political and military 
scene. A few other minor dynasties, however, managed to establish 
themselves in various parts of the Iranian plateau. The most important of 
these, which established themselves in the central part of Iran, was the 
K k yids (398/1007-443/1061). Nevertheless, the 11th century was, 
generally speaking, the period during which the Iranian local dynasties 
disappeared from the political and military scene of the region or were 
reduced to dependent states by becoming the vassals of Turkish dynasties. 
Besides the above mentioned K k yids, we can mention the Ziy rids
(316/928-470/1077). Beginning as a vassal of the S m nids, the first Turkish 
dynasty, the aznawids, established themselves in 367/998 after defeating 
the last S m nid ruler and lasted up to 583/1187. The second Turkish 
dynasty, the Saljuqs, rose not long after the establishment of the first one. 
Like the aznawids, they began their political career as vassals, but 
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successively they also managed to enhance their military and political 
power, establishing their dynasty in 429/1038. They were to dominate the 
political and military scene of not only Persian-speaking areas but also the 
vast area of the whole region for almost 150 years (429/1038-590/1194). 
With the emergence of Turkish dynasties, which utilized the two Sunni 
Islamic schools of Hanaf and Š fi‘  for their political ambitions, the 
religious climate hardened and became more tense after a period of relatively 
peaceful coexistence between different Sunni schools and Shi‘ism during the 
10th century and partly during the first half of the 11th century, when a Sunni 
Abbasid caliph was the religious leader of the East Islamic Empire and a 
Shi‘i B yid ruler was the political one. As a consequence of this religious 
policy, the persecution of non-Sunni thinkers and even non-Hanaf  and Š fi‘
thinkers was intensified. This religious policy caused socio-religious unrest 
in the region. Religious movements such as the Ism ‘ lis became more and 
more militarized in order to defend themselves against the aggression and 
religious oppression of the state, particularly during the Great Saljuqs. The 
Saljuq Empire (like that of the aznawids) was a military regime and 
depended on its huge army. Maintaining this army, which swallowed up a 
huge part of the economic resources of the realm, with the economic 
deterioration of the realm as a consequence, the Saljuq rulers started a 
sweeping land reform, which impacted profoundly on the economic, social 
and political situation in Persian-speaking areas.25

With the decrease of ‘Abbasid central power and the rise of local 
dynasties, who used their own languages as a political instrument to 
establish themselves in the area, Persian literature had the opportunity to 
develop. It, however, seems that the first Iranian local dynasty, the T hirids,
did not show any enthusiasm for promoting Persian, and Arabic remained 
the official language in the T hirid territory (‘Awf  1903, vol. ii: 2; Saf
1338 H.Š./1959, vol. i: 164). With the rise of the Saff rids the development 
of Persian literature accelerated; it was during this period that the first 
Persian prose, in the form of the learned literature, that has come down to us, 
i.e. (part of) T rix-i S st n, was written (X nlar  1348 H.Š./1969: 117). Yet, 
the growth of Persian as a literary language took place later during the 
S m nids. Learned literature began in Persian seriously during this dynasty 
and some significant works were produced, e.g. a translation of J mi‘ al-
bay n f  tafs r al-Qur’ n known as Tarjumah-i tafs r-i Tabar (translated 
under the reign of Mans r b. N h), Kit b al-abniyah ‘an haq ’iq al-adwiyah 
by Abu Mans r Muwaffaq b. ‘Ali al-Haraw , written between 350/961 and 
360/970 (Kiš warz 1345 H.Š./1966, vol. 1: 63), the translation of Ta’r x al-
rusul wa al-mul k, known as T rix-i Bal‘am , by Ab  ‘Al  Muhammad 
Bal‘am , translated and written in 352/963, Hud d al-‘ lam min al-mašriq 
ila al-ma rib (written in 372/982), Kit b al-mudxal il  ‘ilm ahk m al-nuj m

25 For further information see next chapter. 
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by Ab  Nasr Hasan b. ‘Al  Qum , written ca. 365/975; Kašf al-mahj b by
Ab  Ya‘q b Sijist n ,26 written towards the end of the 4th century or at the 
beginning of the 5th Islamic century.27 There are two different views and 
explanations concerning this explosion of prose and especially learned 
literature in this area during this period. The first one attempts to explain it 
as a conscious attempt by the Persians to replace the Arabic language with 
Persian in order to restore Iranian culture and language.28 The second one 
tries through a more everyday approach to explain the explosion of prose 
during the 11th century. This is that “there existed in Iran a wide public 
sufficiently interested in intellectual matters to wish to be informed, but not 
very familiar with the Arabic language” (Lazard [CHI, vol. 4: 631]), and this 
interest resulted in the explosion of Persian learned literary works during the 
second half of the 10th and 11th centuries. In any case, Arabic remained the 
lingua franca among most scholars, philosophers and writers. This 
dominance was to continue even during the next two centuries in the 
Persian-speaking areas, and many scholars, among them: al-B r n , Faxr al-
D n al-R z , Nasr al-D n T s , al-Š r z , al- az l , al-Xw razm , wrote their 
significant and celebrated works in Arabic. Towards the end of the 10th

century and at the beginning of the 11th century writings on Islamic 
mysticism and its principles also flourished and a number of very significant 
works on this subject were written in Persian. It should be noted that during 
this period Persian or rather Dar  was not yet able to “provide the whole 
vocabulary needed for dealing with matters of doctrine or science” (ibid.).
The task did not become easier when Persian authors attempted to produce 
technical vocabularies from Iranian stock (ibid.). The most successful work 
in this regard is perhaps D niš-n mah-i ‘Al ’ or Hikmat-i ‘Al ’ by Ibn S n
(Avicenna). This work is an epoch-making work in many aspects. 

Exposition
Persian writing on music, according to the works known to us, was 
presumably begun and established during the eleventh century. A total of six 
works from this century have come down to us. These works reflect the 
cultural, literary and, to some extent, religious and social circumstances 
dominating the century. Some of these works are of major importance and 
interest for our study, because they were to be the models for the coming 
works in the coming centuries. 

26 This work should not be confused with the Kašf al-mahj b by Hujw r  which will be pre-
sented fully later in this chapter among the first Sufi work dealing with sam ‘.
27 The original language of the work was presumably Arabic and the above-mentioned work 
is probably a Persian translation of the Arabic original. 
28 For details see Saf  1338 H. Š./1959, vol. 1: 164 f. 
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During the first half of the 11th century two works were written in this 
genre. These works are the chapter on music of an encyclopaedia, D niš-
n mah-i ‘Al ’ by Ibn S n  (completed by J zj n ); and the chapter on sam ‘
in the Persian translation and commentary on Kit b al-ta‘arruf li-ma hab ahl 
al-tasawwuf by al-Mustaml . We will begin our journey to the world of 
Persian writing on music with the earliest encyclopaedia in Persian and 
simultaneously a milestone in Persian writing on music. The work is the 
section on music in D niš-n mah-i ‘Al ’ (The book of wisdom of ‘Al ’). 

D niš-n mah-i ‘Al ’ by Ibn S n  and J zj n
The encyclopaedia was written by Ibn S n  and was dedicated to ‘Al ’ al-
Dawlah Ab  Ja‘far Muhammad b. Dušmanziy r of the K k yids (d. 
433/1041) in Isfah n. There are, however, some ambiguities about the author 
of the section on music. It seems that Ibn S n  was not actually the writer of 
the section on music that has come down to us. According to J zj n  (see the 
introduction to the section on mathematics of the D niš-n mah-i ‘Al ’ ), the 
section on mathematics which contains the chapter on music had been 
written first by Ibn S n  himself, but it was lost, and therefore J zj n
translated the section from al-Šif and al-Naj t and added it to D niš-
n mah. However, the generally accepted theory is that Ibn S n  died before 
managing to write the section on mathematics, and it was his pupil J zj n
who completed the master’s work by writing this section of D niš-n mah.29

Muhit-Tab tab y  (1359 H.Š./1980: 125) notes a very interesting point 
regarding imbalances between the sections on mantiq, il hiyy t and 
tab ‘iyy t of the work and the section riy ziyy t, which contains the chapter 
on music, writing that the sections on mantiq, il hiyy t and tab ‘iyy t are 
much more detailed than that of mathematics (riy ziyy t). This imbalance 
between different sections of the work probably indicates that the section on 
mathematics was written later and by another person, i.e. J zj n .
Furthermore, the usage of Arabic terms and words in the chapter on music is 
remarkable, which indicates also that the section on mathematics and 
accordingly the chapter on music is presumably a translation from Arabic 
into Persian. (I will return to this discussion later). It should be pointed out 
that many of the Mss of the encyclopaedia that have come down to us lack 
the chapter on music and the section on mathematics; besides, the oldest Ms 
which has the chapter on music is from the 16th century, which is almost five 
centuries after the composition of the work and inevitably to some extent 
corrupted. Accordingly, we can, with some reservation, say that it was not 
Avicenna who wrote the first Persian work on musical theory, but his pupil 
J zj n , although it was Ibn S n ’s aim to write it.  Short biographies of both 
authors are here presented. 

29 For further information see Muhit-Tab tab y , 1359 H.Š./1980: 125 f.. 
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Ab  ‘Al  al-Husayn b. ‘Abd-All h b. al-Hasan b. ‘Al  b. S n  known in 
the West as Avicenna was born at a village near Bux r  probably in 
370/980. Five years later his family moved to Bux r  where he began his 
studies and education. His father served as an official administrator for the 
Sam nids and was probably an Ism ‘ l .30 Soon after his father’s death he 
began working as an administrator. He led an adventurous life, which was 
not unusual for persons with a relatively high administrative position during 
this unstable political period.31 In around 1023 he went to Isfah n which was 
ruled by the K k yid prince ‘Al  al-Dawlah Muhammad and where he 
stayed the rest of his life until he died in Hamad n. Ibn S n  was active as a 
physician and scientist at the court of the prince for whom he wrote the 
D niš-n mah. He died shortly after arriving in Hamad n in 1037 and was 
buried there. He followed the encyclopedic conception of the sciences that 
had a tradition of uniting philosophy with the study of nature (Goichon, EI, 
s.v. Ibn S n ). His major and important works are in Arabic, among which 
can be mentioned his two celebrated encyclopaedias, i.e. al-Šif ’, al-Naj t,
and his famous medicine book al-Q n n. His Persian works are very few 
and are among his minor compositions. His most famous and celebrated 
Persian work is the D niš-n mah-i ‘Al ’ , also called Hikmat-n mah-i ‘Al ’
or ‘Al ’iyyah, which is the first encyclopaedia in Persian. Ibn S n  trained 
and educated a number of pupils who were to become prominent scientists 
and philosophers of their time. Among his pupils can be mentioned Ab
Mans r Husayn b. T hir b. Zaylah Isfah n ,32 Ab  al-Hasan Bahmany r b. 
Marzb n,33 and Ab  ‘Ubayd ‘Abd al-W hid b. Muhammad b. al-J zj n  who 
was presumably the author of the section on music of the D nish-n mah.34

We know nothing specific about Ab  ‘Ubaydall h J zj n , who was one 
of Ibn S n ’s disciples. He was probably born in the district of Gawzg n n
or Zawz n in Xur s n province towards the end of the tenth century. He 
began his studies probably in his hometown and later in Jurj n (Gurg n)
where he met Ibn S n . He was accepted in the circle of Ibn S n ’s pupils, 
and from that time J zj n  became one of Ibn S n ’s pupils and accompanied 
him as a disciple (mur d) throughout his life. J zj n  specialized in 
mathematics and compiled and completed a number of works, among them, 
the completion of the section on mathematics of al-Naj t, probably the
translation and re-writing of the section on mathematics in D nish-n mah-i 
‘Al ’ , the completion of the Ibn S n ’s biography and a commentary (šarh)

30 Bertel´s (1960: 115) states that Avicenna himself also became an Ism ‘ l  follower and 
therefore had to flee to Nayš b r when Mahm d of the aznawids, who was an orthodox 
Sunni, wanted him to serve at his court. 
31 It is said that he was a minister (waz r) several times (Goichon, EI, s.v. Ibn S n ).
32 He is the author of a treatise on music named al-K f  fi al-m s q in Arabic. 
33 Among his work can be mentioned Ris lah f  mar tib al-mawj d t, which has been trans-
lated into German. 
34 Goichon (EI, s.v. Ibn S n ) mentions his name al-Djuzadj n .
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on Ris lah-i Hayy ibn Yaqz n. He probably died in 438/1046 (Dihxud
1325-1341 H.Š./1936-1962: s.v. Ab  ‘Ubaydall h). 

The chapter on music in D niš-n mah-i ‘Al ’  was written between 1023 
and 1046. It contains ca. 4500 words and consists of three main parts. In the 
first part of the chapter the author(s) (SRFM: 17) define(s) the science of 
music, noting: 

 :
 .

 .
  .

Voici ce que dit notre illustre maître, Abou Ali al-Hosaïn ibn Abd-
Allah Ibn Sinâ (qu’ Allah lui fasse miséricorde!).  

L’art de la musique se compose de deux parties. La première est la 
composition (ta’lîf): elle a pour objet les notes; elle examine leur état 
de consonance et de dissonance. La second est la rythmique: elle a 
pour objet les temps qui séparent les notes, les battements qui se 
succèdent; elle examine leur état d’harmonie ou d’inharmonie. Ces 
deux parties ont pour but de créer les mélodies.  

[Avicenne 1958: 217] 

Then the author(s) (SRFM: 17) deal(s) with the topics such as note (na mah)
and sound ( w z), writing: 

 .

.

.

La note représente un son fondé sur l’aigu ou le grave, avec une durée 
déterminée. 

[L’intervalle est la liaison de deux notes qui diffèrent d’acité et de 
gravité]. Parmi les intervalles, les uns sont consonants, les autres 
dissonants (ce qu’ on dit: mutanâfir; en arabe). Celui qui est dissonant, 
c’est celui dont la liaison de deux ou trios de ses notes ne procure nul 
plaisir à l’âme et, qui plus est, lui pèse; la cause en est que le rapport 
entre ces deux notes n’est pas juste. [Au contraire], l’intervalle 
consonant est celui dont à l’âme un plaisir - plaisir causé par la 
justesse du rapport qui existe entre les deux notes.
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[Avicenne 1958: 217]35

Then they/he (SRFM: 17 f.) continue(s) the first part of this chapter to ex-
plain the causes of acuteness (t z ) and gravity (gir n ) of the sound, men-
tioning,  

 :
 .

 .

Dans les sons, le grave et l’aigu ont chacun leurs causes. Toutes les 
causes du grave sont celles que nous allons mentionner: longueur, 
épaisseur ou relâchement des cordes; [pour les instruments à vent], 
ampleur de l’orifice de sortie du son, éloignement de cet orifice par 
rapport au point où l’on soufflé; [pour les instruments de percussion,] 
mollesse ou dureté. Pour l’aigu, c’est le contraire de ces causes.  

[Avicenne 1958: 218]    

A considerable portion of the first part deals with dissonance (muttafiq) and
consonance (mutan fir) intervals; various types of intervals (ab‘ d) (the 
fourth, fifth, octave); various types of tetra-, and pentachords (ajn s); the 
various types of compound intervals (jam‘). Author(s) divide(s) compound 
intervals into two groups, namely perfect compound intervals and imperfect 
compound intervals. Then they/he (SRFM: 22) define(s) perfect compound 
intervals in the following way: 

 .

 .
 .

Parlons maintenant du groupe parfait. Nous dirons qu’il peut être 
conjoint ou disjoint. Le groupe conjoint est celui en lequel les 
éléments de la quarte, contenue dans une des deux octaves, la joignent 
à son analogue de l’autre octave. Le groupe disjoint est celui en lequel 
les deux octaves sont séparées par un intervalle de ton tanînî. Tout 
cela peut être variable ou invariable.  

[Avicenne 1958: 227] 

35 There are some minor differences between the Persian and French translation which do not 
in my judgment disturb the understanding of the content. 
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The second part of the chapter deals with rhythm ( q ‘) and its definition; 
beat (naqrah) and its definition; various types of rhythmic cycles (dawr-h )
with the help of an onomatopoetic system (ta, tan). In this part (SRFM: 22) 
one can read the definition of rhythm in following way: 

.
 .

 .

.

» «» «
.

Toute percussion de laquelle on passe à une autre se produit en temps 
dans lequel le souvenir de la première percussion n’est pas encore 
effacé, de sorte que les deux percussions se trouvent dans 
l’imagination tout comme si celles se confondaient; ou bien il n’en est 
pas ainsi.  

Le rythme se compose de percussions entre lesquelles se trouvent 
des temps du premier mode. Chaque temps entre deux percussions est 
tel qu’il permet la représentation de sa rapidité ou de sa lenteur sur 
lesquelles se construit la succession, de sorte qu’une percussion peut 
encore y intervenir ou ne le peut point, à moins que les deux notes ne 
paraissent aux sens enchainées et inséparables  (comme dans les trilles 
qui font paraitre les notes comme si elles étaient prolongées et non 
séparées).  

Dans le premier cas, où l’on ne peut faire insertion, ce temps est 
regardé comme le plus court d’évolution quant à la rapidité ou à la 
lenteur – par exemple, le temps situé entre t et n quand on dit tan.

             [Avicenne 1958: 227 f.] 

The last part of the chapter begins with a discussion on melody (lahn,
combination of notes); composition (ta’l f), the two types of the modulations 
(intiq l-h ). He notes (SRFM, p. 25), for instance: 

 .
.

 :.
 .

 .
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.

La mélodi se compose de notes qui, en puissance, forment des groupes 
parfaits ou imparfaits; puis la mélodie vient en acte, grâce aux 
évolutions continues qui lui échoient.  

Les évolutions simples sont de deux sortes: évolutions à sauts, 
évolution conjointes. 

L’évolution à sauts est celle qui passe d’une note à une autre qui ne 
suit pas immédiatement. L’évolution conjointe est celle qui passe 
d’une note à une autre qui la suit immédiatement.  

L’une et l’autre peuvent être ascendante ou descendante. Ce n’est 
pas que tout note soit toujours produite dans la mélodie par évolution ; 
elle peut l’être aussi par des arrêts, ce qui consiste en ce qu’on répète 
plusieurs fois la même note. 

[Avicenne 1958: 233] 

Then, the author(s) present(s) a few musical instruments and their fretting, 
especially barbat, writing (SRFM: 26): 

.

 .

L’instrument le plus connu est le luth [barbat] sur lequel sont adaptées 
quatre sortes de cordes. On a multiplié la corde de chaque sorte, mais 
de telle manière que chaque groupe a la capacité d’une unique corde; 
leur nombre est multiplié seulement a fin qu’elles résonnent plus haut 
et a fin d’en rendre possible divers enjolivements que nous 
éclaircirons plus tard.  

On établit l’instrument de façon que l’on place la touche auriculaire 
au quart de l’instrument ; par conséquent, chaque corde libre est, avec 
l’auriculaire et la même corde, dans le rapport du même et un tiers.  

[Avicenne 1958: 235] 

At the end of the last part of the chapter musical ornaments are dealt with. 
The author(s) (SRFM: 27 f.) consider(s) that there are two types of 
ornaments, 1. melodic ornaments ( n kih bi-na mat maxs s ast); 2. rhythmic 
ornaments ( n kih bi- q ‘maxs s ast), noting: 
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 ...
 ...

 . ..

Parmi ceux qui sont propres aux notes, on peut nommer le trille 
(tar’îd), le mélange des sons (tamzîg), la liaison (tawsîl, glissando), la 
superposition (tarkîb).  

[Avicenne 1958: 237] 
... Quant aux fioritures qui sont propres au rythme, elles consistent en 
accroissements ou en réductions qui peuvent affecter la quantité ou le 
nombre.  

[Ibid.: 239] 

Stylistically, the work, or rather the chapter, is so compact, concise and 
brief that it is often difficult to understand the definitions and explanations. 
However, it should be mentioned that writing in a concise and brief style and 
almost without any “linguistic decoration” was the dominant literary stylistic 
tendency during the 10th and beginning of the 11th centuries. The D niš-
n mah is definitely one of the last works written in this early style of Persian 
literary prose. 

Bertel´s  (1960: 118) points out the importance of this work for Persian 
(and Tajik) literature writing that it is the first attempt to create scientific 
terminology in Persian.36 Lazard (CHI, vol. 4: 631 f.) notes that the Persian 
authors of that time attempted to produce technical vocabularies from 
Iranian stock in their scientific and philosophical treatises and tracts. 
However, it is of interest to point out that almost all key musical terms in the 
section on music are in Arabic, and the author(s) did not attempt or perhaps 
were not able to employ the Persian equivalent terms or substitute the Arabic 
key terms with Persian ones. The following list shows the most important 
Arabic music theoretical terms that have been employed in the section: 

Bu‘d (pl. ab‘ d)    interval 
Ittif q       concordance
Jins (pl. ajn s)     tri- tetra- or pentachordal genre 
I‘tim d       the increase of rhythmic values 
Al-  bi-l-arba‘ah    the interval fourth 

36 He (ibid.) writes:  
-

,

.
This book has a very great significance for studying the history of Persian-
Tajik literature and its language Dar , since it is one of the first attempts to cre-
ate scientific terminology in the native language.  
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Al-  bi-l-xamsah    the interval fifth 
Al-  bi-l-kull     octave 
Al-  bi-l-kull marratayn  two octaves 
Naw‘(pl. anw ‘)    species  
q ‘ (pl. q ‘ t)    rhythmic mode 

Muttafiq      consonant 
Mutan fir      dissonant 
Naqrah       the rhythmic unite (beat) 
Baqiyyah      diatonic interval (a limma) 
Tan n        the interval the second  
Mulawwan     jins  constructed on chromatic intervals 
Muqaww       jins constructed on diatonic intervals 

As we can see, almost all the key musical terms in the chapter on music in 
the D niš-n mah are Arabic or had Arabic origins. In comparison, in this 
section Arabic terms are employed to a remarkably larger extent than in the 
other sections of the work, i.e. the mantiq, tab ‘iyy t and il hiyy t. Three 
hypothetical explanations of this tendency can be mentioned; 

1. the section is, as mentioned earlier, a rendering from Arabic into Persian, 
and the translator (J zj n ) preferred to employ musical terms in their 
original form and the original language, i.e. Arabic; 

2. there were no equivalent terms to these musical terms, either in Middle 
Persian, which the new language, i.e. Dar or P rs -yi Dar , was based 
on, or in Turkish, the third language from which Dar borrowed its vo-
cabulary; 

3. these terms were concepts and generally accepted by almost all musi-
cians, musical theorists, and scholars of that time, and therefore no Per-
sian author could and wanted  to substitute them by their Persian equiva-
lents.

In my judgment, all the three above-mentioned hypothetical explanations 
are, generally speaking, correct, and together they can explain the extensive 
usage of the Arabic musical terms in the chapter on music in the D niš-
n mah.

Šarh-i Kit b al-ta‘arruf li-ma hab ahl al-tasawwuf by Mustaml
The second work that will be studied in this chapter presents another 
approach to music and writing on music, i.e. the religious approach. This 
work is the chapter on sam ‘ of the commentary (šarh) on Ab  Bakr b. Ab
Ish q Muhammad b. Ibr h m b. Ya‘q b al-Bux r  al-Kal b ’s work Kit b
al-ta‘arruf li-ma hab ahl al-tasawwuf (The book on the knowledge of the 
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doctrine of the followers of mysticism) by Ab  Ibr h m Ism ‘ l b. 
Muhammad b. ‘Abdall h al-Mustaml .

We know little about Kal b  and his life. He was born presumably in 
Kal b , a district of the city Bux r , during the first half of the 10th century. 
Al-Kal b  studied fiqh in his hometown and was the pupil of a certain 
Muhmmad b. Fazl. It seems that he spent almost all his life in Bux r  where 
he died in 380/990. He was the author of another religious work, which has 
come down to us, namely Bahr al-faw ’id f  ma‘ n  al-axb r. His most 
significant work, however, is Kit b al-ta‘arruf li-ma hab ahl al-tasawwuf
(Arberry [al-Kal b dh  1935: xii]) which was presumably written during the 
second half of the 10th century. 

The commentary, which has sometimes been introduced wrongly as the 
Persian translation of Kit b al-ta‘arruf li-ma hab ahl al-tasawwuf, was 
written during the first half of the 11th century. The work is also called N r
al-mur d n wa faz hat al-mudda‘ n (The light of disciples and the disgrace of 
pretenders). The commentator, Mustaml , was also born in Bux r , which 
during the period towards the end of the 10th century was one of the most 
important cultural centres in the region.  Judging by his work, he had a good 
knowledge of fiqh, the “science” (‘ilm) of had t, and kal m.

As mentioned, Mustaml  has commented on different issues of al-
Kal b ’s work. He (Mustaml  1330/1911, vol. i: 2) explains the purpose of 
his commentary in the introduction in the following way: 

My companions asked me to compile a book in Persian that embraces 
[subjects such as] diy n t, mu‘ mil t (social relationship, rules of 
conduct), haq ’iq (mystical theory), muš hid t (contemplations),
rum z (signs), and iš r t (symbols) [all these words are Sufi or 
religious terms], in order that they may understand them and not make 
mistakes in their worship, for mistakes (in worship) in tawh d (unity, 
here Islam) is blasphemy. I responded with pleasure, and I based [my 
book] on a book that our spiritual leader (šayx) Ab  Bakr b. Ab  Ish q
Muhammad b. Ibr h m b. Ya‘qub al-Bux r  al-Kal ba , May God 
have abundant mercy on him, has composed. The name of it is Kit b
al-ta‘arruf li-ma hab al-tasawwuf. I have commented upon that book 
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so as to be blessed by the speech of the saints (p r n) and the leaders 
(mutaqaddim n) and in order to be a follower and not a novice, so that 
nobody finds errors in me. And what I have said I have proved by the 
verses of the Book of the most exalted God or by one of the traditions 
(axb r) of Mustaf  [the Chosen, i.e. the Prophet Muhammad], peace
upon him, or by (Islamic) jurisprudence (religious law). And in this 
book I have mentioned the belief, tawh d, diy n t, ahw l, maq m t,
haq ’iq, muš hid t, rum z, iš r t, speeches of the spiritual leaders, 
and stories which are based on the traditions relating to the [Sunni] 
people (sunnat wa jam ‘at). 

The original Arabic work is divided into 75 chapters, of which the last 
chapter is on sam ‘. This chapter in the original Arabic work is very concise 
and short, containing ca 190 words (al-Kal b  1388/1969).37 However, 

37 The whole Arabic text (al-Kal b ibid.: 190 f.) is as follows. It should be mentioned that 
there are some differences between the Arabic published edition and the Persian one regard-
ing the Arabic text. The differences of the Arabic text in the commentary will be shown 
within parentheses. A dash within parentheses means that the last word is lacking in the Ara-
bic text of the published commentary. 
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[Chapter seventy-five on sam ‘]
Audition is a resting after the fatigue of the (spiritual) moment, and a recrea-
tion for those who experience (spiritual) states, as well as a means of awaken-
ing the consciences of those who busy themselves with other things. It is pre-
ferred to other means of resting the natural qualities, because the soul is 
unlikely to cling to it or repose in it: for it comes and goes according to God’s 
decree. Those mystics who enjoy revelation and direct experience have no 
need of such helps, for they have means which transport their hearts to walk in 
the gardens of revelation. 

I heard F ris say: “I was with Q tah al-Mawsil , who had remained for forty 
years near a column in the mosque at Baghdad. We said to him: ‘Here is an ex-
cellent singer. Shall we call him to thee?’ He replied: ‘My case is too grievous 
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Mustaml ’s commentaries have made it a comprehensive and detailed 
chapter with more than 2500 words. The heading of the section (Mustaml
1330/1911, vol. 4: 195) is Qawlu-hum f  al-sam ‘ wa d ba-hu (their 
[Sufis’] opinion [doctrine] on sam ‘ and its rules of good conduct). 
Mustaml  deals first with the different opinions on sam ‘ and definition of it 
which the original Arabic text lacks, mentioning (ibid., p. 196): 

 ...

 ...

The religious leaders hold different opinions on the origin of sam ‘. A 
group have said the origin of sam ‘ is from when the Glorious God 
said ‘Am I not your Lord?’ [Koran VII: 172]. The first speech that 
they heard from God was that; and the sweetest sam ‘ that one can 
listen to is that from God … And a group have said that sam ‘ is the 
share of the spirit and not the “body”, because everything belongs to 
another thing, except for the soul since it is eminent supreme and it 
does not belong to anything else …  

He continues (ibid.: 197 f.) with the effects of sam ‘ on men through 
anecdotes and histories which have been taken from different sources: 

                                                                                                                            
for any person to release me, or for any words to penetrate me. I am entirely 
impervious’.”

When audition strikes the ears, it stirs the secret things of the heart: and a 
man is then either confused, because he is too weak to support the visitation, or 
his spiritual state gives him the power to control himself. Ab  Muhammad 
Ruwaym said: “The people heard, their first dhikr when God addressed them, 
saying, ‘Am I not your Lord?’ This dhikr was secreted in their hearts, even as 
fact (thus communicated) was secreted in their intellects. So, when they heard 
the (‘ f ) dhikr, the secret things of their hearts appeared, and they were rav-
ished, even as the secret things of their intellects appeared when God informed 
them of this, and they believed.” 
 I heard Abu’l-Q sim al-Baghd d  say: “Audition is of two kinds. One class 
of man listen to discourse, and derives therefrom an admonition: such a man 
only listens discriminately and with his heart present. The other class listens to 
music, which is the food of the spirit: and when the spirit obtains its food, it at-
tains its proper station, and turns aside from the government of the body; and 
then there appears in the listener a commotion and a movement.” 
 Ab  ‘Abdill h al-Nib j  said: “Audition stirs thought and produces admoni-
tion: all else is a temptation.” Al-Junayd said: “The mercy (of God) descends 
upon the poor man on three occasions: when he is eating, for he only eats when 
he is in need to do so; when he speaks, for he only speaks when he is com-
pelled; and during audition, for he only listens in a state of ecstasy.”  

[Translation by Arberry (al-Kal b dh  1935: 166 f.)]    
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...

And it has also been said that when Joseph was flung into the well, the 
Glorious God created a snake in the well which with euphonious voice 
praised God, so the horror of the well was changed into pleasure for 
Joseph by the pleasure of that audition (sama‘). And it has also been 
said that if Moses, peace be upon him, became afraid of something, 
his staff praised the glorious God, so Moses was relieved by the 
pleasure of that praise ...  

Then, the author (ibid.) adds: 

 ...

...

... It has been mentioned in the Tradition that when the people of the 
paradise are in the paradise, a wind, which has been called the wind of 
gracefulness, will suddenly blow under heaven and the leaves of trees 
will come in movement, creating songs, and that no ear has ever heard 
such a euphonious song ... 

After the introduction the commentary itself begins. The commentator 
first writes each sentence of the Arabic work and then comments on it 
comprehensively. The topics that have been dealt after the introductory part 
are, “the definition of sam ‘; different types of sam ‘; different classes of 
listeners and to which classes the sam ‘ are hal l (permitted) or har m
(forbidden); different degree of sam ‘.” (See even above for the original 
Arabic work and its translation). 

According to our knowledge, the chapter on sam ‘ in the work is the 
earliest Persian work which has dealt with the subject sam ‘, and it can be 
considered as the starting point for the religious approach to music in Persian 
musical literature. As we have seen, it is not just a translation of al-
Kal b ’s work but the commentator tried to widen and develop al-
Kal b ’s thoughts. Al-Mustaml  kept the main structure and topics of the 
Arabic work which were “the defination of sam ‘”, “the defence of sam ‘–
sessions and its legality”, “the effects of sam ‘ on men” and “different 
classes of listeners”. However, he added a long introduction to the chapter in 
which he dealt mainly with a topic which is not present in the original 
Arabic work, namely “the different opinions of religious leaders and Sufis 
on sam ‘”.
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Sad mayd n by al-Ans r
The third work written during the century is Sad mayd n by Ab  Ism ‘ l
‘Abdall h al-Ans r  al-Haraw , known as p r-i Har t. The author is among 
the most celebrated Sufi authorities and was born in Har t in 396/1005. He 
got his primary education in his hometown, and at the age of 20 he left there 
and went to Nayš b r to continue his studies. A few years later he returned 
to Har t and tried several times to make the pilgrimage to Mecca. During his 
travels Ans r  met many Sufi authorities of that time among whom the one 
who influenced him most was Ab  al-Hasan Xaraq n  (d. 1033). He became 
a Sufi master, educating a number of disciples. But after a while, he was 
forbidden to teach and preach and was even imprisoned in 1047 by 
influential theologians. He became blind towards the end of his life and died 
at the age of 84 in his hometown Har t and was buried there. He was among 
the first Persian authors to employ rhymed prose (nasr-i musajja‘) in his 
works. Among his most celebrated works can be mentioned Mun j t-n mah, 
Z d al-‘ rif n, the translation of Tabaq t al-s fiyyah, Kit b man zil al-
s ’ir n, Kit b-i sad mayd n. However, it must be pointed out that he was not 
literally the writer of his works, but it was his disciples who wrote down the 
master’s word and indeed Ans r  dictated his works (Utas 1988: 83). 

This is the case with Kit b-i sad mayd n (The book of hundred fields) 
which is actually Ans r ’s lectures on three yahs, nos. 29, 30, and 31, of the 
third s rah of the Koran which was taken down in writing by an unnamed 
pupil of his in 448/1056 (ibid.). The work is divided into one hundred very 
short chapters of which the eighty seventh is on sam ‘. The whole chapter 
(Ans r  Haraw  1341 H.Š./1962: 187-189) is as follows: 

 . .»
 «

 .
 : ... :

 .
 : . :

 : . :
 . :

 . :
 . : .    

Le quatre-vingt-septième terrain est l’audition. Du terrain d’être au 
large naît le terrain de l’audition. Dieu a dit: «Si Dieu avait reconnu en 
eux quelque bien, Il les aurait fait entendre.» (Coran, VIII, 23). 
L’audition consiste à éveiller du sommeil, à tirer du repos, et à donner 
de l’eau à la semence, si bien qu’on peut se demander: qui dort? qui se 
repose? qu’est-ce que la semence? L’audition est vivifiante. Ceux qui 
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s’y livrent sont au nombre de trios: le premier est celui qui attend de 
l’audition une signification et ce qui en découle; ... le troisième est 
celui qui attend de l’audition une révélation subtile, entre la voix, la 
signification et les allusions qu’elle suggère. Le premier reçoit 
l’audition avec trois choses: avec l’oreille du cœur, avec l’instrument 
du discernement, et avec le mouvement de la nature. L’audition 
l’empêche de savourer trois choses: le repos, les peines, les 
préoccupations. Le deuxième homme reçoit l’audition avec trois 
choses: l’oreille, la subtilité du regard, et la recherche du profit dans 
l’indigence. Cette audition lui apporte deux présents: le repos de la 
douleur et un point de sagesse. Quant au troisième homme, il reçoit 
l’audition avec trois choses: une âme charnelle morte, un cœur 
assoiffé, et un souffle enflammé, de telle manière qu’elle lui apporte 
une brise d’intimité, un souvenir de pré-éternité et une joie éternelle. 

[Translation by de Beaurecueil (Ansârî 1985: 141 f.)] 

Sad mayd n is much more limited in the treatment of topics in 
comparison with the earlier works and, as we can observe, the author deals 
with mainly two topics in this part of the work, namely “the definition of 
sam ‘” and “the different classes of listeners”. Nevertheless, the major 
contribution of the chapter to the development of Persian musical literature 
was not made by the treatment of topics, but rather by the employement of 
literary form, i.e. rhymed prose. It is indeed the earliest work in which a 
Persian author has attempted to use rhymed prose to write a musical literary 
work.

Kašf al-mahj b by al-Hujw r
Kašf al-mahj b (The unveiling of that which is hidden) is probably the most 
important and influential Persian Sufi treatise written during this period.38 It 
is also among the oldest and most comprehensive Sufi works written in the 
region. The author, Ab  al-Hasan ‘Al  b. ‘Usm n b. ‘Al  al- aznaw  al-
Jull b  al-Hujw r ,39 was born in Hujw r near aznah either in the last 
decade of the 10th or in the first decade of the 11th century (Nicholson [al-
Hujwírí, 1911: xix]). He studied in his hometown and Jull b, which was also 
a suburb of aznah. After his primary studies, al-Hujw r  left his hometown 
and the region of aznah and travelled “far and wide” to different parts of 
the region meeting many Sufis. He studied Sufism with a number of 
celebrated Sufis of his time during the journey. It is not clear why he ended 

38 Nicholson (al-Hujwírí, 1911: XVII) presents the work as “the most ancient and celebrated 
Persian treatise on Sufiism.” 
39 Žukowskiy (al-Hujw r  al- aznaw , 1926) introduces the author Ab  al-Hasan ‘Al  ibn 
‘Utm n ibn-ab  ‘Al  al-Jull b  al-Hujw r  al- aznaw .
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up in prison at Lahore, but it was probably because of his debts. In any case 
he died at Lahore between 465/1072 and 469/1076. Al-Hujw r  is the author 
of ten works, of which only Kašf al-mahj b li-arb b al-qul b has come 
down to us. 

Al-Hujw r composed Kašf al-mahj b during the last years of his life. The 
work is a comprehensive work on Sufism, in which the author tries to 
explain “a complete system of Sufism” (Nicholson [al-Hujwírí 1911: xx]), 
written for a certain Ab  Sa’ d Hujw r , probably one of his pupils.40 The 
place of composition of the book is probably Lahore during the period he 
was in prison. The work is divided into a number of b bs (chapters), of 
which eight are on sam ‘ (listening to music). The part of the work which 
contains these chapters is headed Kašf al-hij b al-h d  ‘ašar f  sam ‘ wa 
bay n anw ‘i-hi (“the uncovering of the eleventh veil: concerning sam ‘ and
various types of it”). This part is divided into ten b bs (chapters), of which, 
as noted, the eight concerning music and listening to music contains ca.
6400 words.41 The heading of each b b (al-Hujw r  al- aznaw 1926: 520-
546), which also presents the topic dealt with in the chapter, is as follows: 

Chapter on sam ‘ [audition42] of voices and melodies 

The chapter (b b) (al-Hujw r  al- aznaw  1926: 520) begins with the 
defence of sam ‘ by referring to the Koran and the Prophet Muhammad’s 
Traditions and anecdotes as well as the histories of the religious and Sufi 
leaders:

...

The Apostle said, "Beautify your voices by reading the Koran aloud;" 
and God hath said, "God addeth unto His creatures what He pleaseth"
(Kor. xxxv, I), meaning, as the commentators think, a beautiful voice; 
and the Apostle said, "Whoso wishes to hear the voice of David, let 
him listen to the voice of Abú Músá al-Ash‘arí." It is stated in well-

40 Nicholson (ibid.: xx) notes, “Hujw r ’s attitude in the book is that of a teacher instructing a 
pupil.”
41 Two other chapters (b bs) are headed: B b sam ‘al-Qur’ n (Chapter on the audition of the 
Koran), B b sam ‘ al-ši‘r (Chapter on the audition of poetry). 
42 Nicholson (al-Hujwírí 1911: 399). 
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known traditions that the inhabitants of Paradise enjoy audition, for 
there comes forth from every tree a different voice and melody. [43]

[Trans. Nicholson (al-Hujwírí 1911: 399)] 

Chapter on the rules of sam ‘

In this chapter al-Hujw r  al- aznaw  (1926: 524) writes that: 

 ...

You must know that the principles of audition vary with the variety of 
temperaments, just as there are different desires in various hearts, and 
it is tyranny to lay down one law for all. Auditors (mustami‘án) may 
be divided into two classes: (1) those who hear the spiritual meaning, 
(2) those who hear the material sound. There are good and evil results 
in each case. Listening to sweet sounds produces an effervescence 
(ghalayán) of the substance moulded in Man: true (haqq) if the 
substance be true, false (bátil) if the substance be false. When the stuff 
of man’s temperament is evil, that which he hears will be evil too. 

[Trans. Nicholson (al-Hujwírí 1911: 402)] 

Chapter on the various opinions regarding sam      

The chapter (al-Hujw r  al- aznaw  1926: 529) begins as follows:

...

43 There are a few differences between the original Persian text and the English translation, 
but they do not disturb the understanding of the text and therefore this translation has been 
used here. 
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The Shaykhs and spiritualists hold different views as to audition. 
Some say that it is a faculty appertaining to absence, for in 
contemplation (of God) audition is impossible, inasmuch as the lover 
who is united with his Beloved fixes his gaze on Him and does not 
need to listen to him; therefore, audition is a faculty of beginners 
which they employ, when distracted by forgetfulness, in order to 
obtain concentration; but one who is already concentrated will 
inevitably be distracted thereby. Others, again, say that audition is a 
faculty appertaining to presence (with God), because love demands 
all; until the whole of the lover is absorbed in the whole of the 
Beloved, he is deficient in love: therefore, as union the heart (dil) has 
love and the soul (sirr) has contemplation and the spirit has union and 
the body has service, so the ear also must have such a pleasure as the 
eye drives from seeing.  

 [Trans. Nicholson (al-Hujwírí 1911: 405)] 

Chapter concerning their different grades in the essence of sam ‘

The author in this chapter, which is the most comprehensive b b of this part 
of the book, says (al-Hujw r  al- aznaw  1926: 530) 

  ...

...

You must know that each Súfí has a particular grade in audition and 
that the feeling which he gains therefrom are proportionate to his 
grade … Audition is like the sun, which shines on all things but 
affects them differently according to their degree; it burns or illumines 
or dissolves or nurtures. All the classes that I have mentioned are 
included in the three following grades: beginners (mubtadiyán)
middlemen (mutawassitán), and adepts (kámilán). 

[Trans. Nicholson (al-Hujwírí 1911: 406 f.)] 

Chapter on wajd and wuj d and taw jud and their different grades 

At the beginning of the chapter (al-Hujw r  al- aznaw  1926: 538) Hujw r
defines the words (terms) wajd and wuj d, noting: 
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...

[You should know that] wajd and wujúd are verbal nouns, the former 
meaning “grief” and the latter “finding”. These terms are used by 
Súfís to denote two states which manifest themselves in audition: one 
state is connected with grief, and the other with gaining the object of 
desire. The real sense of “grief” is “loss of the Beloved and failure to 
gain the object of desire”, while the real sense of “finding” is 
“attainment of the desired object”. The difference between hazan 
(sorrow) and wajd is this, that the term hazan is applied to a selfish 
grief, whereas the term wajd is applied to grief for another in the way 
of love ... 

[Trans. Nicholson (al-Hujwírí 1911: 413)] 

Chapter on dance 

It is seldom in this type of work that authors deal with dance, and therefore 
this chapter of the work is unusual chapter in this category of Persian writing 
on music. The author (al-Hujw r  al- aznaw  1926: 542) considers that all 
types of dance are unlawful, however,  

 ...

 ...
...

… [W]hen the heart throbs with exhilaration [and palpitation takes 
control over the mind] and rapture becomes intense and the agitation 
of ecstasy is manifested and conventional forms are gone, that 
agitation (idtiráb) [that appears] is neither dancing nor foot-play nor 
bodily indulgence, but a dissolution of the soul. Those who call it 
“dancing” are utterly wrong […] It is a state that cannot be explained 
in words: “without experience no knowledge.”  

[Trans. Nicholson (al-Hujwírí 1911: 416)] 
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Chapter on the rending of garment 

Al-Hujw r  (al-Hujw r  al- aznaw  1926: 542 f.) explains that: 

...

 ...

[You should know that] It is a custom of the Súfí to rend their 
garments, and they have commonly done this in great assemblies 
where eminent Shaykhs were present. … Although the rending of 
garments has no foundation in Súfísm and certainly ought not to 
practised in audition by anyone whose senses are perfectly controlled 
– for, in that case, it is mere extravagance – nevertheless, if the auditor 
be so overpowered that his sense of discrimination is lost and becomes 
unconscious, that he may be excused (for tearing his garment to 
pieces);

[Trans. Nicholson (al-Hujwírí 1911: 417)]  

Chapter on the rules of polite conduct in sam ‘

The author believes that the nature of music is neither bad nor good, but it 
depends on the mustami‘’s (auditor’s) essence and nature (m yah). However, 
in the last b b the author sets down strict conditions for sam ‘, writing (al-
Hujw r  al- aznaw  1926: 544 f.): 
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...

[You should know that] The rules of audition prescribe that it should 
not be practised until it comes (of its own accord), and that you must 
not make a habit of it, but practise it seldom, in order that you may not 
cease to hold it in reverence. It is necessary that a spiritual director 
should be present during the performance, and that the place should be 
cleared of common people, and that the singer should be a respectable 
person, and that the heart should be emptied of worldly thoughts, and 
that the disposition should not be inclined to amusement, and that 
every artificial effort (takalluf) should be put aside. You must not 
exceed the proper bounds until audition manifests its power, and when 
it has become powerful you must not repel it but must follow it as it 
requires: if it agitates, you must be agitated, and if it calms, you must 
be calm; and you must be able to distinguish a strong natural impulse 
from the ardour of ecstasy (wajd). The auditor must have enough 
perception to be capable of receiving the Divine influence and of 
doing justice to it. When its might is manifested on his heart he must 
not endeavour to repel it, and when its force is broken he must not 
endeavour to attract it. While he is in a state of emotion, he must 
neither expect anyone to help him nor refuse anyone’s help if it be 
offered. And he must not disturb anyone who is engaged in audition or 
interfere with him, or ponder what he means by the verse (to which he 
is listening), because such behaviour is very distressing and 
disappointing to the person who is trying (to hear). He must not say to 
the singer, “You chant sweetly;” and if he chants unmelodiously or 
distresses his hearer by reciting poetry numerically, he must not say to 
him, “Chant better!” or bear malice towards him, but he must be 
unconscious of the singer’s presence and commit him to God, who 
hears correctly. And if he have no part in the audition which is being 
enjoyed by others, it is not proper that he should look soberly on their 
intoxication, but he must keep quiet with his own “time” (waqt) and 
establish its dominion, that the blessings thereof may come to him.  

[Trans. Nicholson (al-Hujwírí 1911: 418 f.)] 

He (al-Hujw r  al- aznaw  1926: 546) adds: 

 ...
...

… I, ‘Al  b. ‘Uthm n al-Jull b , think it more desirable that beginners 
should not be allowed to attend musical concerts (sam ‘h ), least their 
natures become depraved. 
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[Trans. Nicholson (al-Hujwírí 1911: 419 f.)] 

As we can notice, the number of topics treated in the section on sam ‘ of
the work explosively increased which indicates radical change and 
development in the writing on sam ‘ towards the end of the century. 
Furthermore, the treatment of each topic is considerably more 
comprehensive than in earlier works. This may be the reason why the fame 
of the work has gone beyond Persian speaking areas. Among the new topics 
which have been treated can be mentioned “on the rending of garment”, “on 
dance” and “the rules of polite conduct in sam ‘”. The last topic is of major 
interest for the development of Persian writings on music (I will dicuss the 
importance of the topic in the last chapter of the study). 

Q b s-n mah by Kayk w s b. Iskandar 
The fifth work, which is also a part of a large work, is the chapter on music 
in Q b s-n mah also Pand-n mah, Nas hat-n mah, Kit b al-nas hat written 
by ‘Unsur al-Ma‘ l  b. Iskandar b. Q b s b. Wušmg r of the Ziy rids in 
475/1082 in Gurg n. He was probably born in 1021. ‘Unsur al-Ma‘ l  came 
to power in 441/1049 when the Ziy rids had already become a subject of the 
Saljuqs. He is the next to last Ziy rid prince and, as mentioned earlier, this 
local Iranian dynasty disappeared from the political scene of the region in ca
1077. It seems that under ‘Unsur al-Ma‘ l  Kayk w s the political power of 
the Ziy rids was limited, and perhaps this circumstance allowed him to 
devote more time to cultural activities. He married one of Mahm d’s (of the 

aznaw ds) daughters (Y suf  [Kayk w s 1345 H.Š./1966: 13) and 
probably his son G l n-Š h, for whom the work was written, is a fruit of this 
marriage. However, it must be noted that there are some obscurities about 
him and his life. According to the author of the second part of T r x-i 
Tabarist n (wd, qism 2: 18)44 and Xw ndam r (1333 H.Š./1954, vol. 2: 442), 
he died in 462/1069.45 Nonetheless, the author himself mentions, according 
to all known Mss of the work, that he composed Q bus-n mah in 475/1082. 
Naf s  (Saf  1339 H.Š./1960, vol. ii: 899) states that after returning from 
Georgia the author stayed at the court of Š rz dah b. Mas‘ d b. Ibr h m of 
the aznaw ds till 508/1114 when he died. Saf  (ibid.) suggests that ‘Unsur
al-Ma‘ l  Kayk w s died between 492/1098 and 508/1114. 

Concerning the work, the above-mentioned contradictory information 
about the date of the author’s death has lead Badaw  (1335 H.Š./1956: 88-

44 The author of the first part of T r x-i Tabarist n is Muhammad b. Hasan b. Isfandiy r, but 
the identity of the author/s of the second part of the work, which was written later, is un-
known.
45 Dawlatš h Samarqand  (1337 H.Š./1958: 79) notes that ‘Unsur al-Ma‘ l  Kayk w s was 
killed during the war in Georgia, which corresponds with the date that was mentioned in 
T r x-i Tabarist n.
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99) to the conclusion that the work was actually written earlier, between 
457/1064 and 462/1069, and in the Tabar  language (dialect) (the author’s 
mother tongue), and the work that has come to us is indeed a Persian 
translation of that Tabar  work. What goes against Badaw ’s statement is 
that hitherto no Ms of the stated Tabar  version has been found (for further 
information see Mu‘ niyy n, 1340 H.Š./1961: 320). At any rate, this view 
has met with fierce opposition, and now almost all scholars agree that the 
work was written in Persian and that the date of composition is 475/1082. 
The author himself (Kayk w s 1345 H.Š./1966: 263) mentions the date of 
composition in the work in the following way: 

.

I began this book in year 475 [/1082]. 

The work is a book of moral precepts and rules of conduct and is divided 
into 44 b bs (chapters). In the thirty-sixth b b, which has the heading “dar 

y n wa rasm-i xuny gar ” (“on the custom and rule of the minstrelsy” 
[ibid.]) or “dar xuny gar ” (“on minstrelsy” [Kayk w s 1951: 111) the 
author deals with music, musicians, and minstrelsy giving instructions and 
advice on how the xuny gar (minstrel) or mutrib (musician) must behave 
before audiences. He (ibid.) begins the chapter in the following way: 

...

If you become a musician, my son, be sweet-tempered and light of 
spirit. Furthermore, keep your garments clean, fragrant and perfumed. 
Be polite of speech, and when you enter a house to play as a minstrel 
do not be sour-faced and reserved. Do not let all your musical modes 
be heavy ones nor yet all light ones; it is unsuitable always to play in 
one style, for not all men have the same character. They are as varied 
in nature as they are in their bodily composition, ... 

[Kai K ’ s ibn Iskandar 1951: 186] 

Then he (Kayk w s 1951: 111) continues: 

 :
 .

- .
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  ...

… And for that reason the musical experts have given the art and 
special pattern.

They invented the “Royal Melody” [Dast n-i Xusraw n ] to be 
played in an assembly where kings were present. Then they set down 
certain styles of playing in a solemn measure to which songs can be 
sung – styles which they also called modes [r h] – the measure being 
such as was appropriate to the disposition of old men and others of 
serious character. These heavy [solemn] modes were invented for such 
persons.  
 But, seeing that not everyone was old or of a serious disposition, 
they said, ”We have invented a mode [tar q] for the sake of old 
people; now let us invent one also for them that are young”. 
Consequently they sought about and invented poems which were in a 
lighter measure and suited to light modes. These they called 
“Nimble”; and matters were so arranged that after every “heavy” 
mode something was played in the light mode. In that way, at a 
musical session there was something both for the older people and 
also for the young ones.  

[Kai K ’ s ibn Iskandar 1951: 186 f.] 

The author (Kayk w s 1951: 111) considers that:  

When you are seated with a company, look about you. If the audience 
is composed of men of ruddy and sanguine complexion, let your 
music be largely on the bass strings; if the audience is pale and 
bilious, let the music be chiefly on the short strings; if your hearers are 
pale-faced, obese and large, play mostly on the bass; if they are dark-
complexioned, lean and melancholic, play on the lute [si-t rah46] for 
them. These modes [strings (my suggestion)] have been invented to 
suit the four different human temperaments;  

[Kai K ’ s ibn Iskandar 1951: 187] 

46 It is probable that either he means three higher strings of the instrument or the third string 
of the instrument.   
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On the order of performance of different pardah (melodic modes), he 
(Kayk w s 1345 H.Š./ 1966: 196) considers that:

 ] [

...

First sing (and play) something in the mode r st, then, in due order 
(play and sing), in all the modes such as the mode b dah, mode ‘ir q,
mode ‘ušš q, mode z rafkand, mode b sal k, mode sip h n, mode
naw , mode gu štah, and mode r huw ...  

He finishes the chapter with what he considers the kind of character a 
musician should have and some other advice on good behaviour before his 
guests and hosts (m zb n). He (Kayk w s 1951: 113) notes for instance: 

 ...

 .

If there is anyone in the company who applauds you, show yourself 
very much at his service, sing whatever he demands of you and thus 
attract the applause of the rest. ... Furthermore, it has been said that a 
minstrel should be deaf, blind and dumb. That is to say, he should not 
turn his ears in any direction that is not meant for him, nor look in any 
direction in which he should not look, nor report anything which he 
has seen or heard in a particular company. The minstrel with those 
qualities will never lack a host.  

[Kai K ’ s ibn Iskandar 1951: 190] 

The work consists of ca 800 words and is fairly concise. It was written 
according to the tradition and spirit of andarz or pand-n mak literature, 
which had its roots in pre-Islamic, i. e. Sasanian-Iranian tradition and Middle 
Persian literature. We can distinguish three main topics in the chapter, i.e. 
“how a musician should behave”, “how a musician should chose particular 
modes for different occasions” and “what rhythmic and melodic modes are 
more suitable for different peoples with different skin colour”. It should be 
pointed out that this chapter is the earliest didactic work that has survived. 
The chapter is interesting because of its practical information on music and 
musical performance. 
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Translation of al-Ris lah al-Qušayriyyah by Ab
‘Al  al-Hasan b. Ahmad al-‘Utm n
The last work which will be dealt with in this chapter is a rendering of the 
prominent Sufi Arabic work al-Ris lah al-Qušayriyyah (The Qušayr ’s 
treatise) written by Ab  al-Q sim ‘Abd al-Kar m b. Haw zin al-Qušayr .
The author of the original Arabic work was among the most prominent Sufi 
authorities of his time and was born in Ustuw  in the province of Xur s n in 
376/986. After getting his primary education in his hometown, he left for 
Nayš b r, which was one of the most important cultural centres of that time. 
Qušayr  became familiar with Sufism at Nayš b r and later he became a 
master of the Sufi path. He sojourned in Baghdad for a while teaching hadit.
He retuned to Nayš b r in 1063 and died there eleven years later in 
465/1074. Qušayr  is the writer of a number of tracts and treatises on Sufism, 
but the most celebrated of them is his treatise known as al-Ris lah al-
Qušayriyyah written in 438/1045. His influence was prominent on his 
contemporary Sufis.47

The Persian rendition of the work was presumably done by one of 
Qušayr ’s disciples named Ab  ‘Al  al-Hasan b. Ahmad al-‘Utm n . We 
know nothing about the translator other than what has been mentioned in the 
introduction of the second translation of the work. The introduction 
(Tarjamah-i ris lah-i Qušayriyyah 1345 H.Š./1966: 1) says: 

.

It has happened that the treatise that the master and the imam, the 
adornment of Islam, Ab  al-Q sim ‘Abd al-Kar m b. Haw zin al-
Qušayr , May God be pleased with him and satisfy him, has 
composed, the Xw jah imam Ab  ‘Al  b. Ahmad al-‘Utm n , May God 
have mercy on him, who was among the pupils and devotees of the 
Master, imam Ab  al-Q sim, May God purge his beloved soul, and 
who possessed various types of knowledge, rendered this treatise into 
Persian so that the ordinary people might draw benefit from it and no 
classes of people be without its profit. 

47 According to Fur z nfar (Tarjamah-i ris lah-i Qušayriyyah 1345 H.Š./1966: 72), Hujw r
used Qušayr ’s treatise to compose his Kašf al-mahj b.
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He was probably a native of Nayš b r and was, according to Fur z nfar
(ibid.: 75), son of a certain Ab  al-Hasan Ahmad b. ‘Abd al-Rahm n b. 
Muhammad Mahm  ‘Utm n .

Concerning the rendition, the translator omitted chapters and changed the 
order of the chapters. Furthermore, the translation was so poor that it had to 
be corrected, which was done later in the next century. The result of this 
correction was a second version of the translation, which will be presented in 
the next chapter. The chapter on sam ‘ contains ca 4000 words and belongs 
to the religious category. At beginning of the chapter (ibid.: 591 f.) one can 
read:

 ...

You should know that if the listener (mustami‘) does not have 
[religious] unlawful and sinful purposes [when] he listen to poems 
with enjoyable melodies and tunes and (he) does not lose control over 
his desires and it is not for sake of lahw (desire), it is, generally 
speaking, mub h (licit). And it was not at all unlawful that poems 
were sung (recited) before the Prophet, May God bless him, and he 
did not forbid singing (recitation) them, because sam ‘ was lawful for 
him ...   

Then, he (ibid.) went on through raw yats (histories, stories) about 
Muhammad and other significant persons in Islam to prove that sam ‘ is 
mub h and depends on how it is used. In this part (ibid.: 593 f.), for instance, 
he writes: 

 .

) ( .

And it is related from Ibn Jarr h that he allowed sam ‘. He was asked: 
“if at the day of judgement your good and bad acts will be judged, on 
which side will be sam ‘?”. He replied: “It is not either (accounted 
among my) good acts nor bad acts. It means it is mub h [it is 
permissible or licit]. But Sh fi‘ , may God be pleased with him, does 
not proclaim it unlawful and has made it as a reprehensive action for 
ordinary people for they do not choose it as their profession, and if 
they continually occupy themselves with sam ‘ for the sake of desire 
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their testimony should be rejected and [he] has counted it as 
unmanliness but not among the prohibitions.

Then the author deals with the power and effect of music and euphonious 
songs on men and animals, different types of sam ‘ and the rules of it 
fragmentally. The author has tried to illustrate his statements with many 
anecdotes and stories from the lives of the Prophet and other religious 
leaders and authorities. It should be pointed out that in the chapter in 
question different topics cross each other, and, to some extent, the chapter is 
unorganized and it is therefore difficult to trace the treatment of each topic 
clearly there. The central topics of the chapter are: 

the beauty of sam ‘;
the defence of sam ‘ through raw y t (stories) of the religious leaders;  
the effect of sam ‘ on men;  
different classes of listeners;  
the rules of good conduct in sam ‘ (fragmentally and concisely). 

The author’s attitude towards the sam ‘ is similar to that of Kal b -
Mustaml  (see above) and he considers that sam ‘ is mub h (licit). 
(Concerning this work, see also next chapter). 
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Chapter 3
Writing on music during the 12th century 

Background
The political and military dominance of Turkish dynasties in the Persian-
speaking areas continued during the 12th century, and the new politico-ethnic 
structure, i.e. the Turkish-Iranian, which replaced the Arab-Iranian one, was 
consolidated definitively during this period. Consequently, the Arab 
influence on the politics and culture of the East Islamic Empire was reduced 
considerably, and later in the 13th century, or rather after the capture of 
Baghdad by the Mongols, Arab influence and dominance vanished almost 
completely in the region. 

The internal struggles among the Saljuq princes for political power, which 
began after the death of Malik-Š h (in 485/1092), shook and disturbed the 
political stability of the Saljuq Empire, which in the end resulted in the split 
of the empire during the 12th century. With the splitting of the Saljuq state, 
its political and military dominance was remarkably reduced and its territory 
in Iran shrank to the province of Kirm n. In addition, the political vacuum 
after the split was utilised on the one hand by the Abbasid caliphs to reassert 
their political strength and on the other hand by the Xw razm-Š h rulers to 
found a sovereign state. I will return to the establishment of the Xw razm-
Š hs later in this chapter. In order to maintain their military machine, the 
Saljuq rulers first tried to increase taxation, but later they solved the problem 
by giving lands as salary to military leaders and even soldiers. This 
economic policy deeply affected the economic, political, and social 
circumstances in the country. The reform indeed changed the ethnic structure 
of the landlord class in the region, especially in the Persian-speaking areas, 
reducing the number of middle landlords of Iranian origin (dihq ns)
considerably; and towards the end of the century this social class almost 
ceased to exist in Iran. However, the large Iranian landlords managed to 
keep their lands and thereby their influence in the Saljuq state through 
administrative services to the state. 

During the second half of the 11th century and the first half of the 12th

century, Sunni Islam and thereby Sunni ‘ulam enhanced their role in 
society, particularly after managing to defeat other branches of Islam, 
especially the most threatening branch for them, i.e. Shi‘i Ism ‘ liyyah. 
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Political power was bound more closely to Sunni ‘ulam and other orthodox 
Islamic religious leaders. In addition, Sufism, which began partly as a protest 
movement against religious and social oppression, gained more ground and 
played a very significant role in the development of intellectual activities, 
especially in Iran. Simultaneously, Sufism itself went through the most 
important phase of its development, and after this phase Sufism consolidated 
and took its ultimate form with defined rules and customs. The formation of 
tar qahs (Sufi brotherhoods), which took place in this century, was a result 
of this development. 

As mentioned above, in the 12th century the Saljuq Empire began to 
disintegrate, and later towards the end of the century the Saljuqs vanished 
from the political scene the wider areas of the region. In this process another 
dynasty of Turkish origin, i.e. the Xw razm-Š hs, emerging from the 
northeastern part of the Iranian plateau, played a central role. From the 
beginning of the century the military power of the Xw razm-Š hs, who were 
Saljuq vassals, began to grow, and in the second half of the century, i.e. after 
the death of Sanjar, they gradually managed to free themselves from the 
Saljuqs and to become a sovereign state. In this regard, they followed 
exactly the same pattern of emergence as the two earlier Turkish dynasties 
(see chapter 2). The Xw razm-Š hs rapidly became the most powerful 
military and political force in the Eastern Islamic world. 

The Saljuqs’ religious policy affected intellectual activities in the region 
directly or indirectly. With the foundation of schools, which became famous 
under the name Niz miyyah, by Niz m al-Mulk first in Nayš b r and later in 
Baghdad on the one hand, intellectual activities were institutionalized and 
thereby intellectual activities stimulated. On the other hand, the main 
purpose of the foundation of these schools was education along with 
propaganda for the dominant religion, i.e. Islam, and in particular two 
Islamic schools, i.e. Hanaf and Š fi‘ , and therefore closed to others, both 
the religious and non-religious intelligentsias.48 Where non-Islamic science, 
e.g. philosophy, geometry, music, medicine, was limited, the Islamic ones, 
like fiqh, kal m, flourished and dominated research and study especially 
after the foundation of the Niz miyyah schools. Towards the end of the 
century, however, and after the emergence of the Xw razm-Š hs, who were 
not religious hardliners like their predecessors,49 it seems that the religious 
climate eased. 

With the spread of Persian in the region and the development of that 
language many literary works began to be written in Persian. 
Simultaneously, the language of prose works gradually became complicated 

48 The negative influence of these schools on the development of intellectual activity in the 
region has not yet been studied enough.   
49 Even at the beginning of the 13th century the Xw razm-Š h Muhammad tried to overthrow 
the Abbasid Caliph, who was recognised as the religious leader in the East Islamic Empire. 
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and artificial, and the use of linguistic decorations in prose works increased 
considerably. Sufi prose, however, continued the tradition of using simple 
language, perhaps because of the fact that the readers of these treatises and 
works were mostly ordinary people. It was during this century that Persian 
literature and in particular poetry began to be profoundly affected by Sufism 
and mysticism, and from this time up to the Safawids and the emergence of 
“the Safawid-style” or “Isfah n-style” (which is often called the Indian 
style) almost all Persian poems were influenced by Sufism. In poetry the 
new situation resulted in the consolidation of sabk-i ‘ir q (the Iraqi style). 
Perhaps one of the most striking tendencies of literature during this period 
was that authors and particularly poets escaped from reality, creating a 
fantasy and unreal world in their works, which in its turn resulted in the 
employment of a more artificial language with more linguistic decoration in 
poetry and prose (for further information see Saf  1338 H.Š./1959, vol. i: 
365). With the expansion of the Turkish dynasties, who made Persian the 
administrative and official language in their territories, Persian (P rs -yi 
Dar ) spread in the region. A significant role in this regard was played by the 
Iranian administrators and bureaucrats, who participated actively in the 
ruling apparatus of the Turkish state. With the spread of the language Islamic 
Iranian-Turkish art developed and impacted on the progress of art in the 
region. Hillenbrand (1999: 89 f.) points out the importance of Iranian (-
Turkish) art of the great Saljuqs and its influence on the development of 
Islamic art, comparing it with the role that late-medieval Italy was to play in 
the development of European art. As regards the Xw razm-Š hs, they 
probably adopted more Iranian cultural tradition than the two earlier 
dynasties. However, the short-lived and instable Xw razm-Š h state did not 
have a long-standing impact on Iranian culture,50 while the aznawids and 
Saljuqs ones, and particularly the latter, ruled over the country long enough 
to affect Iranian culture, art and literature. 

Exposition
Four works on music were written during this century. Moreover, there is a 
manuscript from this century of an undated and anonymous treatise which is 
also extant. All these four extant works are parts of larger works. They are; 
the section on sam ‘ in K miy -yi sa‘ dat by Ahmad al- az l ; the chapter 
on music in Had ’iq al-anw r f  Haq ’iq al-asr r by Faxr al-D n al-R z ;
the chapter on sam ‘ of the second rendering of al-Ris lah al-Qušayriyyah 
by an anonymous translator, and the chapter on sam ‘ in al-Tasfiyah f

50 Minorsky (1964: 46) states that the episode of the Xw razm-Š hs domination had no impor-
tance in the cultural life of Persia. 
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ahw l al-mutasawwifah. We begin with the presentation of K miy -yi 
sa‘ dat which is the earliest work from this century. 

K miy -yi sa‘ dat by az l
K miy -yi sa‘ dat (The alchemy of happiness) is one of the most celebrated 
religious books in Persian, dealing with the religious duties of the Muslims. 
The author, Ab  H mid Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Muhammad b. 
Ahmad al- az l  (also azz l ) al-T s , was one of the most prominent and 
influential theologians and Islamic jurists of his time and even all times. 

Al- az l  was born at T s in the province of Xur san, which is regarded 
as the cradle of P rs -yi Dar , in 450/1058 and died there in 505/1111. He 
studied theology and Islamic philosophy (‘ilm al-kal m) in his hometown 
T s and Nayš b r, which was one of the most significant centres of cultural 
activities during the period. az l  moved to Baghdad (478/1085) becoming 
the professor at the school (madrasah) founded by Niz m al-Mulk in 
484/1091. However, he left Niz miyyah and Baghdad and also his career as a 
jurist and theologian, partly in protest against the corruption of the ‘ulam of 
that time in Baghdad (Watt, EI, s.v. al-Ghaz l ), in 488/1095.51 After leaving 
Baghdad, he began a ten-year-journey to different parts of the region. He 
sojourned in cities like Mecca, Medina, Damascus, and Hebron, meeting the 
numerous religious leaders, Islamic professors and Sufi masters of that time. 
He returned in 1106 to Nayš b r, where he had once studied, and began 
teaching Islamic Theology. az l  became interested in Sufism before 
leaving Baghdad, and during his journey this interest increased. This resulted 
in the composition of his two celebrated works, i.e. Ihy ’ ‘ul m al-d n in
Arabic and K miy -yi sa‘ dat in Persian. And indeed these works are the 
product of this last phase of his life. Among his other significant works can 
be mentioned: Maq sid al-fal sifah, al-Iqtis d f  al-i‘tiq d, Mišk t al-anw r.
He was a critic of Avicenna, al-F r b , al-Kind  and other early Islamic 
philosophers, who had been deeply affected by Greek philosophy and 
Mu‘tazilism. az l  was a product of the religious climate created after the 
emergence of the Turkish dynasties, the time of dominance of two Islamic 
schools, i.e. Š fi‘  and Hanaf , and Aša‘rism at the expense of the other 
schools and branches of Islam. It was a time when theologians participated 
in scientific discussions and activity.

K miy -yi sa‘ dat is the most important work of az l  in Persian. It is 
stated (Saf  1339 H.Š./1960, vol. ii: 923) that K miy -yi sa‘ dat is a simple 
abridgement of the author’s most significant work in Arabic Ihy ’ ‘ul m al-
d n. According to Baldick (Morrison 1981: 89), however, there are a number 

51 According to Bertel´s (1960: 525), the political unrest at the accession of Barkiy r q (1094-
1105) to the throne was the reason that az l  left Baghdad, taking refuge first in Syria and 
later in 1107 in Mecca.  
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of differences between the two works, particularly in the four introductory 
chapters of K miy -yi sa‘ dat which, according to her, show other 
tendencies than Ihy ’ ‘ul m al-d n. The work was written after the author’s 
ten-year-journey in the region (or his escape-period) and for the common 
people of Xur s n. It took him ten years, from 490/1096 to 500/1106, to 
compile the work. The section on sam ‘ forms the eighth principle (asl),
heading “ d b-i sam ‘ wa wajd” (“the rules of listening to music and 
ecstasy”), of the second foundation (rukn) which has been headed “dar
mu‘ mal t” (“on the rules of conduct”). The section consists of ca 5000 
words and is divided into two chapters (b bs), each of which are in turn 
divided into two parts. The headings, and, at the same time, topics, of the 
section are ( az l  1361 H.Š./1982: 369-389): 

Part one: Concerning the lawfulness of sam ‘ and on what kinds 
of it are lawful and what kinds of it are unlawful 

He (ibid.: 370) begins the chapter in the following way: 

 ... ...

You should know that God has a secret in the heart of man, which is 
hidden still for him (man) like fire in iron. And if a stone hits iron, this 
fire will appear, also audition of a beautiful and melodious song brings 
it about that the essence of man comes to move, and it creates 
something in him that man does not have any control over. The reason 
is that there is a relation between the essence of the heart of man and 
the highest world which is called the world of spirit. ... The Islamic 
learned men (‘ulam ) have different opinions on whether sam ‘ is
lawful or unlawful.  

For instance, in this part (ibid.: 371-375) he considers that there are three 
kinds of sam ‘, namely: 

 ...
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 ...  ...
.

The first kind: he who listens in a negligent manner and for pleasure. 
This is the manner of the negligent people and the world (for these 
people) is just (a place) for fun and play, and this (sam ‘) is also part 
of it. It is not right to proclaim sam ‘ unlawful just because it is 
pleasurable, as pleasures are not unlawful. And those kinds of 
pleasures that are proclaimed unlawful are not unlawful because they 
are pleasant, but they are unlawful since they cause harm and 
destruction ... The second kind: he who has indecent intention in his 
heart; for instance, a man who in his heart feels love for a woman or a 
child, performs sam ‘ before them in order to increase his pleasure ... 
That is unlawful ... The third kind: he who has laudable intention in 
the heart which sam ‘ enhances. 

 ][
Chapter [where sam ‘ is unlawful] 

                
He (ibid.: 376-381) enumerates the laws concerning where and when sam ‘
is prohibited, writing: 

 ...
 ...

--

 ...-
 ...

 ...
 ...

 ...
...

You should know that even though we have declared sam ‘ licit, it 
can be unlawful on five occasions, and you should abstain from it ... 
The first occasion is that if you hear it from a woman or a child who is 
at age of puberty ... The second occasion is that if it is practised with 
the sur d [a type of bowed string instrument], the rub b [a type of 
string instrument], the ang [harp], barbat [a type of lute], or other 
string instruments or the Iraqi n y (reed) which have been prohibited; 
not because it is pleasurable (even if one plays untunefully and 
unmelodiously, it is also unlawful) but because it is the habit of wine-
bibbers, and all acts of these poeple have been prohibited just as wine 
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(itself). However, the tabl [drum], the š h n [reed], and the daf 
[tambourine] even if it has jingles, are not unlawful, because no 
prohibition has been placed on these (instruments) and they are not 
like string instruments ... The third occasion is that if there is a curse 
or scorn in the song, or cursing the true believer, ... Or it describes a 
known (famous) woman, since to talk about the beauties of women 
with men is not admissible ... The fourth occasion is that if the listener 
is young and has strong lust ... The fifth occasion is that if the 
common people make a habit of sam ‘ for the pleasure and 
enjoyment, that is licit, but on the condition that they do not make it a 
profession and do not pay too much attention to it ... 

Part two: On the effects of sam ‘ and its rules of good conduct  

az l  (ibid.) considers that sam ‘ has three different stages, writing, 

 :

You should know that sam ‘ (audition) has three stages: first fahm 
(understanding), and next wajd (ecstasy) and then harakat (motion, 
dance). 

Then he tries to explain each stage with the help of the Koran, anecdotes, 
histories and saying of religious leaders and holy men. 

The last part of the section, which deals with the rules of good conduct in 
sam ‘, is the shortest part of the section and consists of ca 380 words. The 
title and part of it (ibid.: 388 f.) is as follows: 

The rules of good conduct in sam ‘

 : :

 . :
 .

 ...

You should know that three things should be respected at sam ‘
(sessions): time, place, and companions. [Regarding time:] when the 
heart is busy (with something else), or when it is time for prayer, or 
when it is time for eating food, or when the hearts are more distracted 
and busy, sam ‘ is useless. As for place: if it is a passage, or an 
unpleasant and dark place, or it is at home of an oppressor, all time is 
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wasted. Concerning companions, it is necessary that whoever is 
present must be the man of sam ‘ (be there for the sake of sam ‘) ...  

In comparison with the section on sam ‘ of Ihy ’ ‘ul m al-d n, in which 
the author deals more comprehensively with the ‘ulam ’s point of views on 
sam ‘ and listening to music and even other topics, K miy -yi sa‘ dat is 
much simpler.52 In comparison with Hujw r ’s work Kašf al-mahj b,
K miy -yi sa‘ dat is also more compact and concise. az l ’s approach to 
the subject, however, is more systematic and methodical through his clear 
definition of rules and customs concerning listening to music than Hujw r ’s. 

Al-tasfiyah f  ahw l al-mutisawwifah by ‘Abb d
The second work which will be dealt with here is the chapter on sam ‘ in al-
Tasfiyah f  ahw l al-mutisawwifah (The refinement of spiritual states of 
Sufis) by Qutb al-D n Am r Mans r al-Muzaffar b. Ab  al-Husayn b. Ardaš r
b. Ab  Mans r al-‘Abb d .

‘Abb d  was born in the village of Sinj (Sinj n, Sing n) in the district of 
‘Abb d near Marw in 491/1097. After receiving his primary education from 
his father, who was a prominent preacher in that district, he went to Qazw n
and began preaching there. ‘Abb d  was sent to the caliph al-Muqtaf  by 
Sanjar in 541/1146, and “he found great acceptance in Baghdad” (Lambton 
[CHI vol. 5: 276]). He became so popular that the common people, 
according to Ibn al-At r, “abandoned their occupations to be present at his 

52 The headings of the section on sam ‘ in the Ihy ’ ‘ul m al-d n ( az l  wd, vol. 2: 266-301) 
are as follows: 

First chapter: Concerning the disagreements of the learned on the lawfulness of 
listening to music, and revealing the truth regarding disclosure 

Statements by the learned and Sufis on the lawfulness and unlawfulness (of 
sam ‘)

Presentation of proof of lawfulness of sam ‘

Presentation of arguments of people who are in favour of the prohibition of 
sam ‘ and response to these argues 

Second chapter: On the effects of sam ‘ and the rules of good conduct with re-
gard to them and they are in three stages 

)(
 (The first stage: Concerning understanding) 

)(
 (The second stage: After understanding and applying comes ecstasy [wajd]) 

The third stage of sam ‘: We will mention in this chapter the rules of good 
conduct of external and internal manifestation of sam ‘
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assembly.” (ibid.) ‘Abb d  was active as a preacher in the Niz miyyah school 
and a messenger for the caliph. He died during one of his missions as a 
messenger in the province of X zist n in 547/1152. He has written a number 
of works on Sufism, among others Man qib al-s fiyyah, Mi‘r j-n mah.

Al-Tasfiyah f  ahw l al-mutasawwifah, which is on Sufism and different 
forms of Sufis’ spiritual conditions and states and Sufi terms, is divided into 
an introduction and four sections (rukns [pillars]), each of which is in turn 
divided into a number of chapters and sub-chapters. The fifth martabah 
(stage) of the first qism (kind) of the third rukn, which is headed “dar ahw l”
(“on spiritual states”), is on sam ‘. It is relatively short and contains ca 950 
words. The author (‘Abb d  1347 H.Š./1968: 150) begins this section thus: 

 :
  .

 .

God the Sublime says: “And when they hear what has been revealed to 
the apostle, you will see their eyes overflowing with tears on account 
of the truth that they recognize.” You should know that sam ‘ is one of 
the affairs of Sufis masters. And as men obtain the necessities of sci-
ence and religion by listening, the truths of the Sufi path and the spirit 
and the repose of soul are also obtained by sam ‘ (audition, listening).  

After the introduction in which the author defines sama‘ he defends it, 
emphasizing the importance of sam ‘ for the soul. For instance, he (ibid.:
152 f.) writes:

 ...

.

There is no food and nourishment for the spirit and heart except 
sam ‘. One who does not have the fortune to gain from the domain of 
sam ‘, he does not have the mind of understanding or dignity of 
cognition. Such a person is closer to inanimate things than to animate 
… It is unlawful for the person who listens for pleasure. And it is 
permitted for the person who listens according to his spiritual states. It 
[sam ‘] is important for the people (followers) of affection (mystic 
love) and people possessing perfect knowledge, because a fish lives 
by water and the soul of lovers [of God] by sam ‘.
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At the end of the chapter, he (ibid.: 153) deals with the conditions of sam ‘:

 ...

And there are many conditions in sam ‘: the purity of time, presence 
of the heart, peace of mind, avoiding strangers, retreat and seclusion, 
and the honest dealing with friends and observance of politeness ...   

Besides this chapter, the sixth martabah of the same qism and rukn is also 
partly on sam ‘. It is headed “martabah-i šašum wajd wa harakat ast kih az 
sam ‘ pad d yad” (“the sixth stage is wajd [ecstasy] and harakat [motion] 
that sam ‘ causes”). He (ibid.: 154) mentions:  

.

You should know that the listeners (mustami‘ n) have different 
(spiritual) states and different movements when they perform sam ‘.
And these differences in motions and states is according to their 
perception of sam ‘. The dominant state of some peoples is suk n
(inaction, stillness) because of their knowledge of soul, strength of 
endurance, subtlety of mind, dignity of aspiration and entire 
engrossment with meanings. The dominant state of some other 
peoples is harakat (motion, movement) because of (their) excessive 
passion, uneasiness of heart, disturbance of mind and weakness of 
soul and the like. 

Then, he (ibid.: 154 f.) notes:

 . .. ...
 ....

The states of the masters of sam ‘ are three stages: the first (stage) is 
taw jud, the second stage is wajd (ecstasy) and the third stage is 
woj d (discovering, finding).   

In this chapter the author also deals in part with some rules of good 
conduct at the sam ‘-session. He (ibid.: 157), for example, mentions: 
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 ...
 ...

The further from takalluf (artificial effort) the better, for sam ‘ is the 
place of truth (sincerity), and artificial effort is q ti‘ al-tar q (against 
the path of Sufis), and brings with it much harm. And if there is a 
movement without artificial effort, the effect of sincerity will show 
(itself). ... Generally, there are many rules of good conduct in sam ‘,
the states of ecstasy and motion (harakat [movement, dance]) of 
listeners (mustami‘ n), and they cannot be appropriately explained in 
a book ... 

Concerning the treatment of topics, the chapters on sam ‘ in this work in 
comparison with the earlier work on the subject written during this century, 
i.e. K miy -yi sa‘ dat by al- az l , are of less importance for the 
development of the subject sam ‘. However, one aspect of the work has 
made it a good representative of its time and simultaneously a contributor to 
the development of Persian musical literature. As we know the author of the 
work was a celebated theologian of his time and we also know that during 
the first century of Persian writing on music the authors of the subject sam ‘
were solely Sufi leaders. What we notice here is the emergence of a new 
category of authors among the writers on the religious approach and the 
subject sam ‘. This development took place during the 12th century and 
‘Abb d  obviously contributed to it in a significant way. 

Had ’iq al-anw r f  haq ’iq al-asr r by Faxr al-R z
The third work which has come down to us from this century, is the chapter 
on music of one of the most celebrated Persian encyclopaedias, namely 
Had ’iq al-anw r f  haq ’iq al-asr r (The gardens of light on the truths of 
secrets) by Faxr al-D n Muhammad b. ‘Umar b. al-Husayn al-R z  known as 
Im m Faxr al-R z . The author was born in 543/1149 or 544/1150 at Rayy in 
the central part of Iran. He began his education and studies there. He left his 
hometown for Xw razm after his student years, hoping to find a job at the 
court. Anawati (EI, s.v. Fakhr al-D n al-R z ) states that he was obliged to 
leave Xw razm and return to Rayy because of the Mu‘tazil s, with whom he 
was engaged in relentless controversies. At any rate, a few years later he 
began serving at the court of ‘Al ’ al-D n Takaš of the Xw razm-Š hs, for 
whom he wrote his celebrated encyclopaedia Had ’iq al-anw r. He was 
most active in the territory ruled by Xw razm-Š hs, travelling a lot in their 
realm. In the end Faxr al-D n al-R z  stayed in Har t where he spent the last 
years of his life and died there. Al-R z  was an outstanding theologian and at 
the same time a prominent Islamic philosopher, definitely not, however, in 
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the way the early Islamic philosophers, like al-F rab  or Ibn S n  who had 
been strongly affected by Greek philosophy and sciences. Al- R z  was, like 
his predecessor al- az l , a follower of the Š fi‘  School in law and of Aš‘ar
theology and an opponent of Mu‘tazilism. He tried to reconcile (Greek) 
philosophy with Islamic theology, which was a very clear tendency among 
Islamic scientists during this period. Although he was an opponent of early 
Islamic philosophers, al-R z  was influenced and inspired by them. He wrote 
a considerable number of his major works in Arabic and only a few in 
Persian. Among his important Arabic works can be mentioned, Kit b al-
arba‘ n f  us l al-d n, Nih yat al-‘uq l, Šarh al-iš r t, Al-mab hit al-
mašriqiyyah. Among his Persian works can be mentioned Us l-i ‘aq yid,
Ris lah-i r hiyyah, Al-ixtiy r t al-‘al ’iyyah, and the most celebrated of 
them Had ’iq al-anw r f  haq ’iq al-asr r.

Had ’iq al-anw r f  haq ’iq al-asr r was the result of al-R z ’s sojourn 
in Xur s n, which was ruled by ‘Al ’ al-D n Xw razm-Š h Muhammad b. 
Takaš (who reigned from 567/1172 to 1172/1200). In some Mss the work is 
entitled J mi‘ al-‘ul m (Collector of sciences). There are three versions of 
the encyclopaedia, the first version deals only with 40 sciences, the second 
with 57 sciences and the third and last version, which was written in 
575/1179, deals with 60 sciences.53 R z ’s encyclopaedia is the second 
encyclopaedia in Persian that has a section on music and is of much wider 
scope than Ibn Sina’s/J zj n ’s.54 The section on the science of music (‘Ilm
al-m s q ) is, nevertheless, more concise and shorter than that of 
Avicenna/J zj n . The section consists of ca 800 to 1000 words, dealing 
with nine asls (bases, principals) of the science of music. Its topics and some 
parts of the work (R z  1372 H.Š./1993: 98-104) are as follows:55

The science of music 
And on this science we will mention nine of its principals with the 
help of God the Sublime

 :

53 X nlar  (1348 H.Š./ 1969: 368) mentions the date of composition as 547/1152 which must 
be wrong.
54 The work is the third Persian encyclopaedia. The second one, which does not have a section 
on music, is the Nuzhat-n mah-i ‘Al ’ by Šams al-D n b. Ab  al-Xayr in 477/1084. 
55 The cited parts of the work here is the edited and published version of the work by P r-
jaw d  (ibid.). I also have a microfilm of the Ms in DB (Ms. Orient, Oct. 263), but after a 
comparison I have decided not to use the Ms of DB here because the edited and published 
version by P rjaw d  is more correct than the Ms of DB.  
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 .
 .

 .
 .

The first principle: On the nature of sound and its different kinds 
You should know that the cause of the production of sound is 
vibration of the air that is caused by hitting a hard substance against 
another hard substance or pulling such a substance from another one. 
When that vibration is produced, it necessarily causes vibration in the 
air and that vibration reaches the ear. You should know that sounds 
are sometimes high and sometimes low, sometimes acute and 
sometimes grave. The causes of differences between the notes are 
gravity and acuteness, because, if the gravity and acuteness of sounds 
are proportional, tones are (also) proportional, and if they are not 
proportional, the tones also are disproportional.  

 :
The second principle: On the causes of gravity and acuteness of 
sound 

)(:
 :.

 .
 .

.

The third principal: On the names of the principal strings of the 
barbat
You should know that it has four strings: the first one, which is the 
thickest of all, has been called bam (bas), the second, which is the 
closest [string] to the first, has been called matlat, upon the rhythm of 
matlab. The third one, which is the closest [string] to the second 
[string], has been called matn , upon the rhythm of ma‘n . The fourth 
[string] has been called z r and is the thinnest of all [the strings]. 

:
 :

 .:
 .

 .
 .
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.   

The fourth principle: On what (the science of) music concerns 
You should know that the science of music consists of two subjects 
(discourses); one of them is on the conditions of notes with regard to 
whether there is dissonance or consonance, and the second [subject, 
discourse] is on the times which occur between the notes, and this 
subject is called the science of q ‘. There are two reasons when notes 
are combined in such way that they cause pleasure: the first one is 
because of the proportion between the combination of them, and the 
second one is because the sound is something that animals are familiar 
with naturally (instinctively). Because, if an animal is sad, (or) has 
pain, (or) is happy, it certainly produces different sounds. So, if these 
sounds are combined together according to their (sounds) acuteness 
and gravity in natural proportions, familiarity to them is the greater. 
And it will be in that way that the differences of those sounds cause 
the different emotional conditions and they cause enjoyment. Because, 
if a condition becomes permanent, it will be not enjoyable, and if it is 
changed, it will necessarily be pleasant. 

 :
The fifth principle: On the proportions of notes 

The chapter (ibid., p. 100) begins as follows: 

 .
 .

 ..

You should know that if a note is repeated, it will not produce any 
(intervallic) relation. But, if there are different notes, by combination 
of two of them an interval will be produced. If one of them is higher 
than the other one, [then] there is a proportion between them. This 
proportion is either consonant or not, i.e. it is dissonance.   

 :
The sixth principle: Concerning the relations of the kind that mu-
taf wit is like taf wut in theory 

The seventh principal: [without heading] 
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In this chapter the author continues the discussion about different intervals. 
At the beginning of the chapter, R z  (ibid., p. 102) mentions: 

 .
 .
.

You should know that there are some intervals that differ from these 
proportions (which have been explained in the previous chapter), yet, 
all of them are not dissonant, but they are ultimately proportional 
(consonant). The reason is that there is a kind of proportion in the zi‘f 
(double) proportion that there is not in other (types of) proportions, 
that is to say, their harmonies are of such a nature that each of them 
can substitute for the other, both in the throat and on the instrument. 

The chapters (principles) eight and nine (ibid., pp. 103 f.) are as follows:    

 :

 .
 .
.

The eighth principle: On each melody is proper for a particular 
condition 
The melody (song) that is suitable for happiness and gladness (joy) is 
when it begins with low melodies and goes up to sharp melodies, so 
the soul goes up from the descent to sadness to an ascent of joy and 
gladness. The melody (song) that is suitable for sadness and 
lamentation is that which (begins) with sharp notes and goes down to 
low notes, so that the soul comes down from the height of gladness to 
the depths of sadness. What is suitable for the power of thought and 
passion is heavy. And what is suitable for the power of sensuality is 
light.

:

 .
 .

 .
 .

 . .
 .
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 .
 .

 .
 .

 .
 .

 .

.

The ninth principle: On the superiority of this science 
Among the scientist-philosophers who for the first time deeply 
pondered on this science was Pythagoras. It is said that he was 
Solomon’s, May God have mercy upon him, pupil. So, he dreamed 
one night that someone told him, “wake up and go to the shore of a 
certain sea and get knowledge of science in that place.” In the 
morning, Pythagoras woke up and went to the shore of the sea, and he 
waited for a long time there, but he did not meet anybody who could 
teach him anything. He dreamed the same dream on the second night. 
And on the second day he went to the same place, but he came back 
without any result. On the third night he had the same dream. The 
third day came, and he understood that he should not trifle with that 
dream. So, he reflected very much (on that dream). There was a group 
of blacksmiths in that place, hammering on iron by sledges in a proper 
way. When Pythagoras saw them, he thought about these proportions 
and returned home. He decided to figure out the proportions of these 
sound. And when he figured it out after deep reflections, he built an 
instrument and stringed it. Then, he composed a song on tawh d (the 
unity) of God (All h) Sublime, the disapproval of this world and the 
exhortation to the doomsday according to the tradition of that time. He 
was singing this song with that instrument for people, and for this 
reason (because of this song) many people stopped thinking about this 
world and turned to (think about) the judgment day. So, this 
instrument was dear to the philosophers. And so, other philosophers 
studied and improved it till the time of Aristotle came. He reflected on 
it and constructed the instrument (called) the organ. Generally, 
nobody can ponder on this science and practise it except with the help 
of sharp thought, a clear mind and right nature. And if one combines 
the strength of this science (theory) with practice in this art, then he 
will be unique in his art. 

If we accept the notion that the section on music in D niš-n mah is a 
Persian translation and summary of Ibn S n ’s al-Naj t and al-Šif ’, the 
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section on music in Had ’iq al-anw r f  haq ’iq al-asr r is the earliest work 
on music theory which was originally written in Persian, and therefore it is 
of major importance for the establishment of Persian musical literature. The 
treatment of topics has been focused on the definition of sound, music and 
its creation and musical intervals. It is remarkable that al-R z  fails to deal 
with rhythm despite the fact that he himself points out that rhythm is the 
second most important discourse (subject) in the dicussion on music and 
music theory. It is not known why he fails to deal with the musical element 
of rhythm in the section on music of his encyclopaedia. Furthermore, the 
third principle is, in my judgement, placed badly without any coherence 
between the previous and the following topics.

The second Persian translation of al-Ris lah al-Qušayriyyah 
by an anonymous translator 
The forth work which has come down to us from the 12th century is the 
second Persian rendering of al-Ris lah al-Qušayriyyah. I have presented the 
author and the original Arabic work in the previous chapter. And as 
mentioned in that chapter, the work was translated first by a certain Ab  ‘Al
al-Hasan b. Ahmad al-‘Utm n , who was one of al-Qušayr ’s pupils and 
disciples. The second translation is an attempt to correct the first one (see 
chapter two). According to Saf  (1339 H.Š./1960, vol. ii: 889), the second 
rendering was done by Ab  al-Fut h ‘Abd al-Rahm n b. al-Nayš b r  during 
the second half of the 12th century. However, as has been noted in the 
introduction to the second translation (Tarjumah-i ris lah-i Qušayriyyah 
1345 H.Š./1966: 1) and as Fur z nfar (ibid.: 76) points out, it was 
Nayš b r ’s intention to translate or correct the first rendering, but he died 
before managing to do so. And no name is given in the introduction or other 
parts of the work concerning the translator of the second rendering, and 
therefore the translator of this rendering is anonymous. For information on 
the section of sam ‘ of the ris lah I refer the reader to the previous chapter. 

Ms of undated work copied during the 12th century 

Persian translation of Taqw m al-sihhah
As has been mentioned, an Ms of an undated Persian translation of a 
celebrated Arabic medical work, i.e. Taqw m al-sihhah (The table of health) 
which has a section on music, has also come down to us from the 12th

century. 
The author of the original Arabic work is Ab  al-Hasan al-Muxt r b. al-

Hasan b. ‘Abd n b. Sa‘d n b. al-Ba d d , known as Ibn Butl n, (d. 
458/1066). He was one of the most famous physicians of his time and writer 
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of a number of works on medicine and other subjects, among which can be 
mentioned Da‘wat al-atibb , Muxtasar J l n s (Elkhadem [Ibn Butl n, 
1990: 11 f.]). We do not know the exact date of the composition of the 
original Arabic work. We know only that it was written some time between 
1030 and 1066. The Persian translator and the date of translation of the work 
are also unknown. Nevertheless, the oldest Ms of the work, which is in GB-
Lbl (Or. 6288), and which was copied in 517/1123, suggests that it was 
translated before that date. It is probable that the translation was made during 
the second half of the 11th century not long after the composition of the 
original Arabic work. 

The work is a medical treatise arranged in tables. It is the only work 
written/translated in Persian that takes a medical approach to music and, 
although the work is just a rendering, it is a unique work in Persian. In the 
section (or rather two tables) on music the author deals with music therapy 
and the effects of music on nafs (the soul). This part begins with an 
explanation of the use of music to preserve health and how it can soothe 
pain. The section on music (Taqw m al-sihhah, Ms. S-Uu, Ovet 23 [for the 
Persian text see appendix 4]) begins as follows: 

Music is used for preserving the health, and it varies according to 
differences in the characters of peoples. This art was founded in 
ancient time to attract the spirit towards good manner, and then 
doctors used it to cure diseases, because the effect of the melody on a 
disturbed spirit is similar to that of drugs on a sick body. The 
influence of music on the spirits is obvious, for example, to ride 
camels by songs (hud ’) and the gladness of children when they listen 
to songs. Music gives joy and pleasure, and it helps people when they 
pray and study, and doctors make use of it to reduce pain, as well as 
workers use it to reduce their load. The best song is a song that 
preserves the proportion between rhythm, the correct tuning of cords 
(of each instrument) and the correct tuning of all the instruments (that 
play together). One can recognise the correct tuning of the cords by 
the harmonization of xinsir [the place of the little finger on the fret of 
instruments in the “finger modes system”] of each cord with mutlaq
[open string] of that which follows it. 

The first and second tables in this work (ibid.) have the following titles: 

On music and psychological states 

In this part (table) the author deals with the ode (sur d), song ( w z) and the 
organ (argan n), dance (raqs) and rhythm ( q ‘); and various feelings such 
as joy (š d ), shyness (xij lat), anger (xašm), and their benefits (manfa‘at),
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harmfulness (muzir) for different ages (sinn-h ) and temperaments (maz j-
h ), times (zam n-h ), and cities (šahr-h ).

Choices: On music and psychological states

In the second table the writer mentions the opinions of famous physicians 
and scientists on the above-mention subjects. The topics that have been dealt 
with in the section on music are: 

definition of music;  
the explanation of two musical elements, melody and rhythm;  
the medical usages of music (for example, for the treatment of the sciatic 
nerve);
the benefits and disadvantages of vocal music, instrumental music, and 
dance and rhythm for people of different ages, temperaments and natures 
in relation to the climate of the cities these people live in and the different 
seasons of a year (in the first table); 
F r b ’s opinions on melody, rhythm and dance, and Ish q Ibn Hunayn 
al-‘Ibad ’s opinions on the benefits of instrumental music, Socrates’, 
Galen and R z ’s opinions on the five feelings (joy, sorrow, shyness, an-
ger, fear) that are aroused by music (the second table); 
the five feelings that music arouses. 
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Chapter 4
Writing on music during the 13th century

Background
The weakness of the Xw razm-Š hs at the beginning of the 13th century, 
which was the result of constant conflict with the Abbasid Caliphs and the 
neighbouring Turkish rids and Qar -Xit yids and internal conflicts, was 
utilised by Genghis Khan, who had managed to gather different Mongol 
tribes, to start his expeditions in the region. The invasion of the Xw razmid 
territory began in 616/1219 and was completed in 1238. After the death of 
Genghis, the Mongols got assistance from Persian administrators and 
bureaucrats to continue their expeditions in the region.56 The most famous of 
these Persian administrators and bureaucrats was Nas r al-D n T s . The 
Mongols did not invade the whole Persian-speaking areas even long after the 
death of Genghis Khan. And the south and south-western provinces, which 
were under the control of the At begs dynasties such as the Sal urids of F rs
and the rulers of Lurist n, managed to escape the destruction that the eastern 
and north-eastern provinces suffered for a while by paying tribute to the 
Mongols. However, with the second wave of invasion, which was started by 
the grandson of Genghis Khan, Hülegü, the whole area and almost the whole 
of the Eastern Islamic Empire came under the control of the Mongols. They 
managed to capture the Abbasid capital Baghdad in 1258 and put an end to 
the dynasty and the theocratic regime that directly or indirectly ruled over a 
vast area for over five centuries. The capture of Baghdad and the fall of the 
last Abbasid Caliph was also the end of a period of decline in the eastern 
Islamic Empire. The establishment of the Il-Khans (1256-1335), which, 
according to Spuler (EI, s.v. l-Kh ns), became essentially an Iranian state, 

56 The presence of Persians and other Iranians in the administrative apparatus of non-Iranian 
dynasties played a crucial role in the continuation of the existence of the Persian-speaking 
people, their culture and art even during the hardest periods of their existence, i.e. the Arab-
Muslim and Mongol invasions’. “Such a flexibility allowed the Persians to come through 
many trials, but it has not been without its effects on the national character.” Minorsky (1964: 
248).
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contributed to the unification of the Persian-speaking areas and the 
enhancement of the cultural influence of the Persians in the region. The 
existence of Iranian elements in the ruling apparatus of the Il-Khans 
continued even later and Persian families such as the Juwayn  held high 
administrative positions in the ruling apparatus of the Il-Khans during the 
second half of the 13th century. It must be pointed out that the social and 
economic decline of the realm, and particularly the north-east provinces 
during the 13th century was not merely a result of the invasion, but it was 
also a result of mismanagement and political and social disarray during the 
rule of the Saljuqs and Xw razm-Š hs.

Regarding the economy, it was a disastrous period for the region. The 
invasion brought about the almost complete ruin of agriculture, which was 
the most important economic resource of the region and which had already 
suffered from the land policy of the Saljuqs (see previous chapter). Morgan 
(IE, s.v. Mongols) describes the economic circumstances during the second 
half of the century in the following way: “The 40 years of the pagan Il-
Khan d government before the accession of Gh z n in 694/1295 seem to 
have been characterized by ruthless and short-sighted exploitation.” This 
ruthless and short-sighted exploitation pushed the lands that the Il-Khans 
reigned over into economic collapse. And if z n had not begun his 
economic and monetary reforms, the economy of the realm would have 
collapsed totally. I will return to this discussion later. The huge economic 
resources spent on military expeditions, which were a characteristic 
tendency among the dynasties which ruled over the Persian-speaking areas 
after the 11th century was a burden on the economy of the areas. 

As regards the social structure of society, the conquest changed at once 
the ethnic structure of the ruling class but not the social one, and it was still 
the rulers and their families and “the men of the sword” (arb b-i sayf) or 
high military commanders who remained at the top of the social hierarchy. 
Persian administrators and bureaucrats (arb b-i qalam [the men of the pen]) 
remained among the high social classes in the Il-Khan society by keeping 
administrative posts in the ruling apparatus of the Mongols. 

The invasion of the Mongols, whose faith was a type of Shamanism, 
created a relaxed religious climate for almost eighty years in the region. 
Minorsky (1964: 248) discusses the religious climate, noting that: 

The vanguard of Chingiz-Kh n appeared in Khur s n about 1221, and 
till 1295  that is, during three-quarters of a century, or three 
generations  Persia lived under the rule of infidel governors and 
princes, who made no distinction among the creeds of their new 
subjects, who used Christian auxiliary troops, and who employed 
Jewish viziers alongside administrators hailing from the Far East. 
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The accession of z n was a turning point not only in the economic policy 
of the Il-Khans, but also in the religious policy. He was the first of the Il-
Khan rulers that converted to Islam. Nevertheless, the relaxed religious 
climate continued even during the reign of z n. This religious climate 
contributed partly to the resumption of scientific (mostly in the natural 
sciences), philosophical and artistic activities, which during the Saljuqs, in 
particular because of a harsher religious climate, had been remarkably 
restricted. This religious climate contributed also to the growth of Shi‘ism in 
the country and region. 

The first assault of the Mongols was a catastrophe for the whole region 
and especially for the eastern part of the Persian-speaking areas, which was 
the cradle of Persian literature and one of the most significant centres of the 
intellectual activities in the region. Consequently, cultural activities in this 
area were reduced considerably during the period. However, a process of 
assimilation between different cultures (particularly Chinese) began after the 
invasion, which contributed to the flourishing of cultural activities in that 
part of the Persian-speaking areas and even other parts of the areas that 
escaped the devastations of the Mongol warfare. We can see the effect of 
this process clearly in Persian miniature painting, architecture, and even 
music. 

Already from the middle of the 13th century literary activities began 
shifting from the east part of the Persian-speaking areas to the west. This 
process was accelerated after the invasion of the Mongols. According to 
Bah r (1369 H.Š./1990, vol. iii: 3 f.), with the invasion of the Persian-
speaking areas by the Mongols the decline of Persian literature accelerated 
too. However, this statement is not totally correct and we witness the 
flourishing of learned literature, particularly subjects such as history, the 
exact sciences (mathematics, geometry) and astronomy. This century was 
probably one of the most productive centuries where these subjects are 
concerned in the Persian-speaking areas. After the conquest of Baghdad and 
the fall of the Abbasids, Arabic lost its dominant status, and from this 
century onwards Persian authors began to write their works to a larger extent 
in Persian. As a consequence of this development, the number of Persian 
learned literary works increased considerably. Regarding poetry, the Mongol 
rulers did not, however, set a good example by supporting and patronizing 
this literary activity, and if the court patronized poets and poetry it was 
because of their Persian-speaking waz rs.

Exposition
As regards the writing on music, as far as we know, a total of nine works in 
different categories of the genre were written during the 13th century. In ad-
dition, there is an undated and anonymous translation of a celebrated Arabic 
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treatise on music theory and a very important and interesting undated work 
on music theory from this century which have also come down to us. Below 
we will continue our journey in the world of Persian writing on music with 
the chronological presentation of these works and treatises. 

d b al-s fiyyah by Najm al-D n Kubr
The first work, to be treated here, is on sam ‘, entitled d b al-s fiyyah 
(The rules of good conduct of the Sufis) by Ab  ‘Abdall h Ahmad b, ‘Umar 
b. Muhammad b. ‘Abdall h Xaywaq  Xw razm , known as Najm al-D n
Kubr  (also Najm al-D n Xw razm ). The exact date of the composition is 
unknown; it was written either towards the end of the 12th century or, more 
probably, at the beginning of the 13th century. 

The author of the work, Najm al-D n Kubr , was born at Xaywah in the 
region of Xw razm in 540/1145 and died in 618/1222, during the Mongol 
invasion of that region. He was one of the most eminent and respected Sufis 
of his time and educated a number of prominent disciples, such as Sayf al-
D n B xarz  (d. 659/1260), Najm al-D n R z  (d. 654/1256). Most of his 
works are in Arabic, but he has two works in Persian, namely al-S yir al-
h yir al-w jid ila al-s tir al-w hid al-m jid and d b al-s fiyyah.

Regarding d b al-s fiyyah, Beaurecueil (Q sim  [Najm al-D n Kubr
1363 H. Š./1984: 4]) has attributed the work to Xw jah ‘Abdall h al-Ans r
al-Haraw  (see above). However, Q sim  (ibid.) notes that the work was 
composed by Najm al-D n Kubr . In order to prove his statement, Q sim
(ibid.: 5) refers to Awr d al-ahb b wa fus s al- d b (see next chapter) by 
B xarz  (1345 H.Š./1946: 357), where the author mentions d b al-sufiyyah,
noting that the work was written by Najm al-D n Kubr . Q sim  (Najm al-
D n Kubr  1363 H. Š./1984: 5 f.) adds that five of the six Mss that have 
come down to us introduce Najm al-D n Kubr  as the author of the work, 
and that in no other source than the Ms. in the ‘Al  Pash  library in Turkey is 
the work attributed to Xw jah ‘Abdall h al-Ans r  al-Haraw . At any rate, the 
work is very compact and concise, dealing with seven Sufi d b (the rules of 
good conduct), of which number six is on sam ‘. The chapter has the 
heading “dar sam ‘ šin dan” (“on listening to sam ‘”), containing ca 380 
words. In this chapter the author writes down the rules of good conduct at 
sam ‘-sessions. The greater part of the chapter (ibid.: 35 f.) has been cited 
and translated below:

 .
 .

 : .
 .
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 :» «
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 .

 .
 : » «.

One should not practise sam ‘ in an artificial way (takalluf) and
should not practise it habitually. But, when it [the time of practising 
the sam ‘] comes, he should not neglect it, and he should respect the 
time with Truth [God] the Sublime. And when a w rid [a divine 
inspiration]57 comes upon him, he should be as calm as he can. But if 
it is a powerful w rid that makes him agitate [move], he should not 
move in an artificial way, because then the barakat [the blessing] will 
be lost at this time and he will not reach it. He should not ask anyone 
to support him in a state of emotion, but if one asks for his support, he 
should help him. 

But, three things are necessary concerning sam ‘: place, time, and 
friends [brothers] [i.e. participants]. The place should be an open place 
with open surroundings, so that strangers will not see the congregation. 
The listener (the participant in the session) should not be impudent in 
the session and sit drowsily. He should not scratch himself or blow his 
nose. He should abstain from being busy with his clothes, hair and 
beard and should not be absent-minded. He should not sing, and he 
should avail himself of the speech of Sufis (leader in sam ‘-sessions). 
Concerning time, devotees should know the time for sam ‘, and appar-
ently, it is better at night than during daytime, because there are many 
people in daytime, and it is at night that the distinction between s hib-i 
q l [the possessor of religious knowledge] and s hib-i h l [the posses-
sor of religious feeling] will appear. Let it be that s hib-i sam ‘ [the 
possessor of sam ‘, the doer of sam ‘] chooses sam ‘ before sleep for 
a snake-bitten person cannot sleep. At night the hearts are gathered 
(concentrated) and the minds are not distracted, and they [the Sufis 
who perform sam ‘] are secure from the sight of people and strangers. 

57 According to Sufis, it is a psychological condition state in which one can understand the 
meanings of things without thinking. Wajd (ecstasy) is a kind of w rid.
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[But] in reality, every moment is [the proper] time [for sam ‘], because 
when the proper time comes, day or night is the same. And because 
“the time is a sharp sword“, when the [proper] time comes, it does not 
wait, like a sword it cuts and passes every things in its way. It is also 
said: “the Sufi is on time”. 

If a Sufi says: “I am going to do sam ‘ tonight” he does not under-
stand Sufism. What does not belong to you, you should not care about. 
How do you know whether or not it will be given to you tonight. 

[But] When it is the right time, do not neglect it. When the mood 
(h l) of sam ‘ comes, it is the time [for sam ‘]. And if the garment be-
comes an issue and it falls [by itself] it is the time [for the fall of the 
garment], because delay is not approved in Sufism. Devotees should 
avoid antagonism and opposition and not perform sam ‘ except with 
their own group (class, kind). “1 will most certainly punish him with a 
severe punishment”. The companionship of a non-Sufi person (n jins)
is a severe pain [for s Sufi].  

The most significant aspect of the chapter is that the author has dealt only 
with the topic “the rules of good conduct in sam ‘”, which often formed the 
last part or chapter of the section on sam ‘ in earlier works, to be exact the 
works after Kašf al-mahj b (see above). Furthermore, the most important 
topics in the earlier works, e.g. “the defence of sam ‘”, “the opinions of 
religious leaders on the legality and illegality of sam ‘” are not dealt with in 
this work which suggests a radical change in the opinion of the writers on 
this subject concerning the treatment of the topics. 

Persian rendering of Ihy ’ ‘ul m al-d n
A Persian rendering of az l ’s celebrated Arabic work Ihy ’ ‘ul m al-d n
(The revival of the religious sciences) is the next work which will be 
discussed in this chapter. The original Arabic work was composed, as 
mentioned earlier, during the last decade of the 11th century.58 The translator 
is Mu’ayyid al-D n Muhammad Xw razm , who was a well-known scientist 
and Islamic mystic. He was born presumably in Xw razm in the north-
eastern part of the Persian-speaking areas. After the invasion of the region by 
the Mongols, he escaped first to Lahore and then to Delhi where he stayed 
till his death. The translation was done in Delhi in 620/1223 at the request of 
Ab  Sa‘ d Muhammad al-Junayd , the waz r of Šams al-D n al-Tatmaš. He 
explains (Xw razm  1364 H.Š./1985: 3 f.) how he got the order to translate 
the work in the introduction of his translation thus: 

58 For detailed information on the author and work see chapter three. 
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Since your humble servant arrived to the capital Delhi, May God 
make it more glorious, in the last months of the year six hundred and 
twenty [H.Q.], … I have enjoyed the generosity and kindness of the 
possessor of glory Mu’ayid al-Mulk, the king of ministers, ... Ab
Sa‘d al-Junayd . At a feast arranged by the great vizier, may his 
honour last, he (Ab  Sa‘d al-Junayd ) commanded and ordered that 
Ihy  ‘ul m d n should be translated into Persian, so that everybody 
could derive advantage from it. … Because the majority of people 
cannot understand Arabic, [and furthermore,] these truths, facts and 
kinds of knowledge [in that book] are difficult in their own nature and 
when the difficulty of Arabic is added to them, the obstacle of 
comprehension and the difficulty of perception will be doubled. 

Since the instigation of this desire was a divine favour and confirma-
tion, to obey that order and to comply with that command was under-
stood as indispensable and necessary [by me]. And with the greatest 
possible endeavour and enormous effort work on it was begun. 

In addition to the translation of the Arabic text, further explanations and 
interpretations of difficult phrases and sentences have been added to the 
translation by the translator. (For further information about the topics that 
the work deals with, see chapter three). It should be pointed out that the 
work is the earliest work on sam ‘ written in India. Xw razm ’s work thus 
contributed to the spread of the genre to other parts of the region. 

Dar ‘ilm-i m s q by B b  Afzal
The next work which will be studied here is a short treatise on the theory of 
music with the heading Dar ‘ilm-i m s q (On the science of music). The 
work was written by Afzal al-D n Muhammad b. Husayn b. Maraq  K š n
or K š , renowned as B b  Afzal.

The author was born in the village Maraq near K š n in the central part of 
Iran. It is not clear exactly when B b  Afzal was born; according to Saf
(1366 H.Š./1987, vol. iii/2: 1183), he was born towards the end of the 6th

Islamic century (the second half of the 12th century). He was a philosopher, 
and a poet with a tendency to Sufism which manifests itself more clearly in 
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his poems and less in his prose works [Encylopædia Iranica, s.v. B b
Af al). We know little about his life; it seems that he spent his whole life in 
Maraq writing his books (Saf  1366 H.Š./1987, vol. iii/2: 1183). Although 
his contribution to Persian culture is in the field of literature, B b  Afzal has 
written and translated many works on philosophy and scientific subjects. 
Among his prose works can be mentioned, J w d n-n mah, R hanj m-
n mah, Mad rij al-kam l, ‘Arz-n mah, Ris lah-i nafs-i Arast (translation).
Due to lack of information about his life a number of works of uncertain 
origins have also been attributed to him. He died in 667/1268 (Rypka, EI, 
s.v. B b  Afdal); however, at least two other dates for his death have been 
given, i.e. by Razaw , 610/1213 (Encylopædia Iranica s.v. B b  Af al); by 
Naf s , (Rypka 1968: 235) 1256 or 1265-6. 

The work is among the first treatises entirely devoted to the theory of 
music and has the heading Dar ‘ilm-i m s q (On the science of music).59 It 
is a very short tract dealing with the definition of w z (sound), lahn
(melody), na am (note), and q ‘ (rhythm) and the reciprocal connections 
between rhythm and melody (Massoudieh 1996: 35 f.; Munzaw  1348-1351 
H.Š./1969-1972: 3912). His approach to music and musical topics is that of 
Ibn S n  and F r b , and the Greek influence is remarkable in this treatise. 
The importance of the work lies in the fact that it is, as mentioned, among 
the first separate and independent works on music in Persian. However, the 
tract does not introduce any new approaches or new theoretical ideas 
regarding music and the theory of music in Persian. 

Had qat al-haq qat by Ahmad J m
The fourth work, which was written during the 13th century and has come 
down to us, is on sam ‘. It is entitled Had qat al-haq qat (The garden of 
truth) and was written by Ab  al-Fath Muhammad b. Mutahhar b. Ahmad 
J m. The book is the only work that was written during this period in the 
part of the country that was occupied by the Mongols during their first 
invasion. The author was descended from a famous Sufi family. His 
grandfather was Šayx Ahmad J m  who was a prominent Sufi master of his 
time and author of a number of works on tasawwuf. After studying with his 
father Šams al-D n and his uncle Zah r al-D n ‘ s  in his hometown J m,60

Ab  al-Fath became the master (p r) of Šayx-i-J m’s x niq h after his 
uncle’s, Zah r al-D n ‘ s ’s, death (Muwahhid [Ahmad J m 1343 H.Š./1964: 
11]). We know nothing more about the author. Had qat al-haq qat is the 
only work of his that has come down to us, and it is probably the only work 
he wrote. 

59 Munzaw  (1348-1351 H.Š./1969-1972: 3912) introduces the work under the heading Band
dar m s q (A part on music). 
60 The city is now called Turbat-i-J m
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The work (Ahmad J m 1343 H.Š./1964) is divided into a muqaddimah 
(introduction) and fourteen b bs (sections), of which the sixth is on sam ‘
and is entitled “f  sam ‘” (“concerning sam ‘ [audition]”). The section 
contains ca 2500 words and is divided into six fasls (chapters). The topics 
and headings of the section (ibid.: 87) are as follows: 

The first chapter: On the principles of audition 

In the next three chapters the author like T s  (Kitab al-luma‘ f  al-
tasawwuf) groups different types of sam ‘ in terms of ordinary, specific and 
the most specific types. Then he (ibid., pp. 88-93) describes each of these 
types in the three next chapters which are entitled: 

The second chapter: Concerning the ordinary sam ‘

In this chapter the author (ibid., p. 88), like Ab  Sa‘ d’s kitab al-luma‘,
groups the ordinary sam ‘ in four different kinds (naw‘), noting: 

.

You, may God make you successful, should know that ordinary sam ‘
is of four kinds: natural, sensual, desirous, and heretical. 

The third chapter: Concerning the special sam ‘ [sam ‘ of the 
chosen ones] 

Concerning specific sam ‘ the writer (ibid.: 89) mentions: 

 .

You, may God make you successful, should know that specific sam ‘
is of three kinds: the sam ‘ of the people that are frightened, the sam ‘
of the people who are hopeful, and sam ‘ of the soul. 

The three last chapters of the section (ibid.: 91-102) have the following 
headings:

The fourth chapter: On the most special sam ‘
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The fifth chapter: On the essence of sam ‘   

The sixth chapter: On the legality of sam ‘

The section has been “illustrated” by poems and verses of the Sufi masters. 
As we can observe, the author emphasizes different types of sam ‘ and 

the impacts of audition (sam ‘) on men with different psychological states in 
order to relieve them. Another important aspect of the work is that the author 
begins the section by dealing with the rules of good conduct in sam ‘ while
the topic of “the legality of sam ‘” was shifted from the initial part of a 
section (a chapter) in earlier works, e.g. Kašf al-mahj b by al-Hujw r ,
K miy -yi sa‘ dat by al- az l , to the final part of the section. It perhaps 
indicates that these topics have lost their importance in the dicussion on 
sam ‘.

Ris lah-i sirr-i sam ‘ by ‘Al ’ al-Dawlah Simn n
The first work that is wholly devoted to sam ‘ is the next treatise to be dealt 
with here. The treatise is headed Ris lah-i sirr-i sam ‘(The treatise on the 
secret of sam ‘) and was written by Šayx Ab  Mak rim Rukn al-D n ‘Al
al-Dawlah Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Ahmad b. al-Biy b nak , renowned as 
‘Al ’ al-Dawlah Simn n , who was among the most prominent Islamic 
mystics of the second half of the 13th century and the first half of the 14th

century. According to Xw ndam r (1333 H.Š./1954, vol. 3: 125), he was born 
at Simn n in the central parts of Iran in 659/1260. It is said that he was a 
Shi’i Sufi (Saf  1366 H.Š./1987, vol. iii/2: 808). ‘Al ’ al-Dawlah Simn n ,
like his father, worked at the d w n (the court) of the Il-Khans. But soon he 
left the court and devoted himself to religion and the study of Islam. His 
works include several treatises and books on Sufism and Islamic mysticism, 
among which can be mentioned Salwat al-‘ šiq n, Maš ri‘ abw b al-quds.
He has also a collection of poems (d w n). He died in Simn n in 736/1335. 

The work, as mentioned above, is on sam ‘ and was written in Simn n. It 
is the first and at the same time the last Persian treatise (prior to the 16th

century) that is completely devoted to the subject sam ‘ which has came 
down to us. We do not know the exact date of the composition of the 
treatise, but the only Ms of the work (11-m Maj m ‘ Fars , f. 189a-192b in 
the National Library [D r al-kutub] in Cario [Massoudieh 1996: 40 f.]), 
which was copied in 687/1288 and is in the author’s own handwriting, 
indicates that the treatise was written between 685/1286, when he left the 
court of Il-Khan Ar n-X n (683/1284-690/1291) returning to Simn n, and 
687/1288, when the Ms was copied. This treatise is on the effects of sam ‘
on the soul and mind, and how through sam ‘ one can reach the mystery of 
the divinity. 
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Persian rendering of ‘Aw rif al-ma‘ rif by Ab
Mans r M š ah
The first rendering of Šah b al-D n Ab  Hafs ‘Umar b. ‘Abdall h al-
Suhraward ’s (539/1145-632/1234) celebrated Sufi work, ‘Aw rif al-ma‘ rif
(The bounties of knowledge), is the fourth work on sam ‘ that was written 
during the 13th century.  

Al-Suhraward  was born in Suhraward in the province of Jib l (the upper 
part of the south-western region of present Iran) in 539/1145 and died in 
Baghdad in 632/1234. He was one of the most influential Sufi leaders of his 
time. He received his early education in Baghdad under guidance of his 
uncle Ab  al-Naj b who was also a prominent Sufi leader of his time. He 
stayed in Baghdad for the rest of his life and was active in the court of the 
Abbasid caliph al-N sir. The most important and celebrated work of al-
Suhraward  is ‘Aw rif al-ma‘ rif, the exact date of composition of which we 
do not know. The work was one of the most referred to works in Sufi circles 
of that time and later.     

‘Aw rif al-ma‘ rif (al-Suhraward  1393/1973: 160-189) is divided into 
sixty-three chapters of which chapters 22-25 are on sam ‘ and deal with the 
following topics: 

[Chapter 22] Discourse on the acceptance of the sam ‘ and its 
preference

[Chapter 23] Discourse on objections and refutation of the sam ‘

[Chapter 24] Discourse on the sublimation reached through the 
sam ‘

[Chapter 25] Discourse on respecting and attention to sam ‘

The Persian translator of the work is Ism ‘ l b. ‘Abd al-Mu’min Ab
Mans r M š ah. We know very little about the translator. He was probably 
born during the first half of the century and was active in India. He was one 
of ‘Abd al-Sal m S x  K mnaw ’s disciple, upon whose suggestion the work 
was translated. The translation was made in India probably in 665/1266 
(Munzaw  1348-1351 H.Š./1969-1972: 1086).
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Ašj r wa atm r by ‘Al ’ Munajjim
The next work, which is a part of a large work on astrology, is the section on 
music of Ašj r wa atm r (The trees and the fruits).61 The author is ‘Al  Š h
b. Šams al-D n Muhammad b. Q sim Dar n  al-Xw razm  al-Bux r , known 
as ‘Al ’ Munajjim. He was probably born in 623/1226 or 624/1227. He 
began his education in Bux r . It seems that he was in his hometown till the 
city was devastated by Ab ’s army in 671/1273. He left Bux r  and went 
first to Hamad n and then Iraq, staying there until the year 688/1289, when 
he began his pilgrimage to Mecca.  After this year we know almost nothing 
about his life, except that he was alive until 691/1292 and worked as a tutor 
for the vizier Šams al-D n Muhammad b. Sayf al-D n Ahmad-Š h b. Badr al-
D n Mub rak-Š h, for whom he wrote Ašj r wa atm r. It is not clear when 
and where he died. ‘Al ’ Munajjim is the writer of another work on 
astrology, which was a popular subject during the period, namely Ahk m al-
‘aw m, written in 690/1291 (Saf  1366 H.Š./1987, vol. iii/2: 1233), and a 
collection of poems (d w n-i ši‘r).

Ašj r wa atm r was probably written between 679/1280 and 691/1292,62

and deals with the science of astrology. It is divided into five sections 
(named šajarah [the trees]), each of which is in turn divided into a number 
of chapters (named tamarah [the fruits]). The chapter on music, which forms 
the third tamarah of the fifth šajarah (according to the Ms in D-B 
[Petermann 712]),63 is headed “dar nisbat-i ‘ilm-i m s q ” (“on the relation 
of the science of music [to other sciences]”) (ibid.). The author’s approach to 
music theory is similar to that of a scientist and not a musician, in that he 
considers music to be a part of mathematics (ibid., fol. 154): 

The science of music is a branch of the various branches of 
mathematics, and this word is a Greek word. The science of music is 
attributed to Hermes, by whom the science of astronomy was brought 
(into being). The definition of this science (music) is to know the 
relations between notes, and the modes and ratios of each of them, so 
it [the note] is the subject and the relation is the shape. The knowledge 
of the relations is solely based on mathematics and geometry. 

61 Some Mss of the work are also headed Atm r wa ašj r, Tamarah wa šajarah, Tamar t al-
ašj r.
62 According to Storey (1972-1977, vol. II/1: 62) the work was written in 686-7/1287-8. 
63 Massoudieh (1996: 41) mentions that “Le 6ème tamara du 5ème ša ara” is on music. 
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After this introductory part the work continues with the treatment of the 
topic “the knowledge and names of the w z t and the seven principal 
pardah-h .” In this part of the work the author (ibid., fol. 155) notes: 

 ...

You should know that the main modes are seven … and the mother of 
all modes is the mode of r st.

It is of interest that despite the general acceptance of the new school, i.e. the 
Systematist School, and new system, the approach of the author differs from 
that of the Systematist School, and the author considers that the mode of r st
is the most important mode, while in the new system the importance of the 
mode was reduced considerably and indeed the first circle (d ’irah-i awwal)
was ‘ušš q and not r st (P rjaw d  [Nayš b r  1374 H.Š./1995: 52]). It 
probably indicates that the musical tradition he represented differs from that 
of the writers and authors of the Systematist School (ibid.). Then the author 
deals with the relation between modes and planets and the musical 
circumstances that were current in that time. There is a passage in this work 
providing very interesting information regarding the flourishing of the theory 
of music and musical performance during this period which the author tries 
to explain through astrology. Munajjim (Ms in D-B [Petermann 712], fol. 
155) writes:

As regards the spread of this science, the reason is that the conjunction 
of M z n (the last day of the sun being in the sign of Libra), which has 
been mentioned, indicates the strength of musicians and attainment of 
perfection of this science.   

Then he (ibid.: fols. 155 f.) complains about the composition of difficult 
pieces of music in his time, noting: 

But in music difficult pieces are being composed nowadays. The 
predecessors attempted to compose easy, delightful and pleasing 
music and the newcomers are trying to compose difficult and 
delightful music. 
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The author (ibid.) continues the chapter with the discussion on rhythm 
(us l-i zarb). The concluding part of the chapter deals briefly with some 
practical advice. For instance, how to accompany the female and male 
singer; what instruments are more pleasurable and suitable for different 
types of music. He (ibid.) mentions the name of the instruments the ang 
(the harp), the ‘ d, n y-i ‘ir q (the Iraqi n y), the daf. He (ibid.) considers 
that the combination of the instruments the ang (the harp), the ‘ d, n y-i
‘ir q  is a good and pleasant instrumental combination, and the daf is also a 
suitable instrument for all kind of music. 

Although the author has a more speculative approach at the beginning of 
the chapter, in the end, as we have seen, he veers towards a more practical 
approach to music. 

It is interesting to mention that a considerable number of the Mss of the 
work lack the chapter on music which is puzzling. 

Kanz al-rum z by Am r Husayn  Haraw
Perhaps, one of the most significant works and a milestone in the genre 
which was written during this century is Kanz al-rum z by Am r Husayn
Haraw . The work is indeed the first work that employed verses to deal with 
the subject sam ‘. The poet was a prominent Sufi, poet and author who was 
born in a small town or village in the province of r in the central part of 
present-day Afghanistan, probably during the first half of the 13th century 
(Misgarniž d [Haraw  1367 H.Š./1988: 105]64). After his elementary 
education, he left his hometown and went to Har t and then Nayš b r to 
complete his education. He became one of Šayx Bah  al-D n Zakariyy  of 
M lt n’s (d. ca. 666/1267) devotees and spent three years of his life with 
him (T rix-i Firištah vol. II: 406; [taken from Haraw  1367 H.Š./1988: 
111]). Husayn  Haraw  is the author of three celebrated works, namely 
Nuzhat al-arw h, Z d al-mus fir n and Kanz al-rum z. All these works were 
completed during the period when the author was with Šayx Bah  al-D n
Zakariyy , and it was the Šayx who advised the author to compose these 
works (ibid., p. 105). Husayn  Haraw  died in Har t probably in 719/1319 
(Dawlatš h Samarqand  1337 H.Š./1958: 249). 

The date of the composition of the work is not clear. If we accept the 
statement of the author of Tar x-i Firištah, the work was written before the 
death of Šayx Bah  al-D n Zakariyy  in 666/1267 when the author was 
young. Nevertheless, Dawlatš h Samarqand  (ibid.) notes that these three 
works and two other of his writings were written when he was old (dar 

w n-i p r  [during old age]), which in my judgement is more probable. 
The work is a matnaw containing 930 distiches. It is divided into a 

number of parts each with its own heading. The part or section on sam ‘ has

64 He mentions that Husayn  Haraw  was probably born between 634/1236 and 641/1243.  
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the heading “dar bay n-i sam ‘” (“on the explanation of sam ‘”) consisting 
of 34 distiches. The poet (Haraw  1367 H.Š./1988: 161) begins this part by 
describing a majlis (session) of sam ‘ and how the attendants have entered 
the state of ecstasy by means of sam ‘:

      
           

The nightingale of the garden of desire (love) by the description of the 
friend (beloved) 

Has put the participants of the session outside themselves [have 
gone to ecstasy] 

Each one has composed a melody in (a state of) intoxication  
Has caused turmoil in the heaven and on earth 

Then, he deals with the rules of good conduct in sam ‘. For example he 
(ibid.) composes these verses: 

        
                  

...
                

...
                 

It is the session of the elites, and there is no place for the common 
people 

An experienced man (learned) should do it, for it is not a job for 
a novice

How can a sponger become a man of sam ‘
Only the true devout can win sam ‘

…
A hundred thousand in a doleful state are seduced there 

It is better for novices to avoid from this speech (sam ‘)
…
If it (ecstasy) comes without effort do not refuse it 

Do not reach intoxication by your own effort

A considerable part of the chapter is on the rules of good conduct in the 
sam ‘-sessions. As has been noted, the work is the earliest to employ verses 
in treating the subject sam ‘, and it is therefore a milestone in the 
development of Persian musical literature. 
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Durrat al-t j li- urrat al-Dub j by Qutb al-D n Š r z
The next work to be discussed here is the section on music of a very 
significant and celebrated Persian encyclopaedia, namely Durrat al-t j li-

urrat al-Dub j (Tauer [Rypka 1968: 481]) or al-Dabb j (Mišk t [al-Š r z
1317-1320 H.Š./1938-1941]), al-D b j (Bah r 1369 H.Š./1990, vol. iii: 160) 
(The pearl of the crown for the brow of Dub j), known also as Unm aj al-
‘ul m (Samples of sciences). 

The author, who was one of the most prominent scientists of his time, is 
Qutb al-D n Mahm d b. Mas‘ d al-Š r z . He was born in Š r z in 634/1236 
and began his studies there. Š r z  was one of Nas r al-D n T s ’s pupils for 
a short period, but after a while, he left Mar ah and began travelling 
through different parts of the region in order to find a job. According to Saf
(1366 H.Š./1987, vol. iii/2: 1229) and Wiedemann (EI, s.v. Kutb al-D n
Sh r z ), he practised music and could play the rub b in masterly fashion. 
Š r z  is the author of a number Arabic and Persian works in various 
scientific and even religious fields, among which can be mentioned al-Tuhfat 
al-sa‘diyyah, Miftah al-mift h, F  muškil t al-Qur’ n, Nih yat al-idr k f
dir yat al-afl k. He died in Tabr z in 710/1310. 

Durrat al-t j li- urrat al-Dub j was the culmination of the early tradition 
which had been established among the Persian scientists in the region during 
the 10th and 11th century. The work was written for F l-Š h b. Rustam b. 
Dub j of the Ish qwand am rs (princes), who ruled over the G l n
province.65 The exact date of the composition of the work is not clear; 
according to Massoudieh (1996: 209), it was written in 705/1305. However, 
X nlar  (1348 H.Š./1969: 210) mentions the date of composition as the year 
693/1293; Wright (1978: 1) ca 1300; D nišpaž h (1349 H.Š./1970, no. 94: 
30) 674/1275 or 705/1305. According to Mišk t (al-Š r z  1317-1320 
H.Š./1938-1941:   , ), however, the work was written after 693/1293 and 
before 693/1300. It is divided into a f tihah (introduction), which in turn is 
divided into three fasls (chapters); five jumlahs (books), each of which is 
divided into a number of minor chapters; and a x timah, which is divided 
into four qutbs (poles). The section on music constitutes the fourth fann (art)
of the fourth jumlah. This part is headed “‘ilm-i m s q ” (“the science of 
music”). The section on music (al-Š r z  1317-1320 H.Š./1938-1941: 148-
151) which consists of five maq lats (discourses) and an appendix, has the 
following heading and topics: 

The first discourse 

65 This local dynasty was overthrown by Muhammad Xud bandah in 706/1306. 
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Chapter one: On the definition of sound, and the faults that some 
newcomers have found in it, and the answer to it 

Chapter two: On the time of perception of sound by ear 

Chapter three: Concerning the definition of the note, and the 
faults that some newcomers have found in it, and the answer to it  

Chapter four: On the causes of acuity and gravity of sound and 
especially in notes 

Chapter five: On the qualities of production of notes by instru-
ments

Chapter six: On the supplements of notes 

Chapter seven: On the definition of melody, various kinds of it, 
and the qualities of each of them, and the places of employment of 
them

Chapter eight: Concerning the different kinds of the art of music 
and the definition of each of them 

Chapter nine: On the subject of music theory
-

Chapter ten: Regarding the principles of this science - concisely

The second discourse 

Chapter one: On the limit of the ratio of numbers 

Chapter two: On the fact that the ratio of tones depend on the ra-
tios of strings 

Chapter three: On the causes of the consonancy and dissonancy of 
intervals

Chapter four: Concerning the perfect consonancy 

Chapter five: On the definition of interval, combination of inter-
vals, and on the reason why some consonants do not appear as 
consonant

-
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Chapter six: On the various kinds of intervals - concisely 

Chapter seven: Regarding the rank of intervals concerning their 
consonancy 

Chapter eight: On the names of intervals 
-

Chapter nine: On the various kinds of intervals - comprehensively 

Chapter ten: On those notes that derive from the open string, or 
the half string – on differences of the transpositional modes 

Discourse three 

Chapter one: On the definition of iz fat (the additional intervals) 
and fasl (the separation) and different kinds of it  

Chapter two: On the definition of the division of interval into 
equal proportions, and how to do it 

Chapter three: The reason of the choice of division of the fourth 
into ab‘ d-i lahn (melodic intervals) among other intervals 

-
Chapter four: On the division of the fourth and the names of them 
- concisely 

Chapter five: Concerning the division of the fourth into three 
kinds in the comprehensive way 

Chapter six: On the division of the fourth into four kinds 

Chapter seven: On the rank of consonancy of the mentioned gen-
era

Chapter eight: On the cause that some of these kinds are common 
and some are uncommon 

Chapter nine: Concerning the division of the fifth into different 
kinds

Chapter ten: On remaining topics about the genera 
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Discourse four 

Chapter one: On the order of the fourth and tan n  (the second) in 
octave and compound interval and their classes and the names of 
each of them 

Chapter two: On the number of notes in each combination and 
the names of these combinations 

Chapter three: Regarding the classes of the combinations (of 
notes) - comprehensively 

Chapter four: On the explanation of the bahr [the seven kinds of 
interval the fourth] and naw‘ (Species) 

Conclusion 

Subject one: On the reason of the choice of ‘ d and quality of its 
construction 

Subject two: On the derivation of (the places of) frets (on the fin-
gerboard)

Subject three: On the explanation of a method of proportion of 
(the places of) frets 

Subject four: On the derivation of the mentioned genera from ‘ d
according to the seven (places of) the frets 

Subject five: Concerning the various kind of combination of notes 
and the derivation of them from ‘ d

Subject six: On the derivation of cycles of modes from the seven-
teen positions in an octave that are called tabaq t (transpositions) 
and the similarity of the tabaq t of the cycles of modes despite 
their differences in reality 

Subject seven: Regarding the derivation of combination of tones 
when tuning of strings is not in the ordinary way 
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Subject eight: On the explanation of the nature of the pardah (the 
principal modes), w z (the secondary modes), tark b (combina-
tion) and šu‘bah (the derivative modes) 

Here, the author shows clearly his critical points of view concerning the 
classification of modes by Urmaw , writing (taken from Wright 1978: 284): 

 .

If it is claimed that gard niy , for instance, is a tabaqah (a 
transposition scale) of tabaq t (sing. tabaqah) of [the mode of] 
isfah n, as the author of Adw r [i.e. Urmaw ] has claimed, we can 
state that [the mode of] b sal k is also a transposition scale of the 
transposition scales of [the mode of] ‘ušš q, so that this is not a mode 
either. 

The remaining topics are (al-Š r z  1317-1320 H.Š./1938-1941: 150 f.) as 
follows:

Subject nine: On the combination of scales with each other and 
the continuation of discussion about the famous maq m t

Subject ten: Concerning the effect of some scales in a concise way 

Subject eleventh: On the quality of transposition and its (differ-
ent) kinds 

Discourse five 

Chapter one: On the limit of q ‘ (rhythm] and a description of it 

Chapter two: On the q ‘ic [rhythmic] times and its various kinds 

Chapter three: On the q ‘ic division

Chapter four: Regarding the conditions [of relations] that are be-
tween the cycles and melodies 

Chapter five: On the rule of composition of melodies in general 
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Chapter six: On the explanation of the determination of purpose 
for each mode according to the usage of the present time 

Chapter seven: On the explanation of the manner of exercising the
‘ d

Conclusion 

On the explanation of the quality of recording melodies 

The section on music in Durrat al-t j is the most comprehensive and 
detailed writing on the theory of music that had been hitherto composed in 
Persian. It is also the first Persian work that describes and deals with the new 
approaches to modes and classification of them, i.e. as in the Systematist 
School, which was established by al-Urmaw . Furthermore, according to 
Wright (1978: 143), al-Š r z ’s work differs from that of al-Urmaw ’s where 
terminology and the scheme of classification are concerned. For instance, 

… Qutb al-D n’s views fail to coincide with those of Saf  al-D n even 
on such a basic issue as which modes constitute the w z t, for he 
places 60 muhayyir husayn in this class, while m ya and shahn z
( w z t for Saf  al-D n) are stated to belong to another group of 
modes.

[Ibid.]

With regard to Wright’s obsevation, we can state that the work not only 
introduced the new approach to the theory of music in Persian but it enriched 
Saf  al-D n al-Urmaw ’s theory or at least presented a critical approach to 
that theory. The topic of recording music was also new in Persian writing on 
music. 

Mss of undated works copied during the 13th century 
As mentioned, Mss of two undated works that were copied during this 
century have come down to us. These two works are Mujmal al-hikmah and
Ris lah-i m s q by Nayš b r . We begin with the oldest of them. 

Mujmal al-hikmat 
The first work is the section on music in Mujmal al-hikmat (The summary of 
science). The treatise is a Persian rendering and abridgment of the celebrated 
Arabic encyclopaedia known as Ras ’il al-ixw n al-saf  wa xill n al-waf ’.
The authors of the original Arabic work were probably a group of Islamic 
scholars active in Basra during the second half of the 10th century, who tried 
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to reconcile the Islamic and the Aristotelian and Neo-Platonic approaches to 
science. The date of the Persian translation is not known, nor the name of the 
translator. According to Saf  (1366 H.Š./1987, vol. iii/2: 1223) the translator 
of the work is Sar j al-D n Ab  al-Tan  Mahm d b. Ab  Ahmad b. al-
Urmaw  (594/1197-682/1283). ‘af  (ibid.) refers to the closing phrase of the 
Ms in IR-Ts (I‘tis m  1311 H.Š./1932, vol. ii: 57, No. 112) that says that 
Urmaw  is the translator of the work.66 But, the oldest Ms of the work, which 
is in D-B (Pertsch 1888: 158 f.; Ms. Diez. A Oct. 132), was copied in 
608/1211, and even if we assume that the work was written in 1211, it is 
hard to believe that a fourteen-year-old boy was able to translate such a 
difficult and complicated work into Persian. H jj  Xal fah (1362/1943: 1604)
mentions that the work was translated into Persian by a person who was a 
native of the Xur s n province.67 Concerning the date of the rendering, it can 
be stated that with regard to a number of specific linguistic (grammatical and 
syntactic) traits in the work, which are presented by B niš (SRFM: 31-34) 
and will be mentioned below, the Persian translation was done some time 
during the 11th century or at the beginning of the 12th century. The most 
significant of these linguistic traits are as follows: 

The usage of the 3rd sing. animate pronoun “ ” (he, she) for inanimate 
noun; for example (ibid.: 51): 

“It is called M war ’ al-nahr (Transoxanic) and it is prefect.”

The animate pronoun “ ” is used for the instrument barbat. Another 
example (ibid.: 53): 

 ...
“And if we say they have sound …” 

The animate pronoun “ š n” refers to the firmament or stars. 

The repetition of verbs; e.g. (ibid.: 48): 

66 This Ms was used by B nish (SRFM) as the main Ms for the establishment of the text he 
has published. 
67 He (ibid.) writes: 

Mujmal al-hikmat: In Persian, on the wisdom of mathematics, logics, natural 
science and theology, and the most of it (the work) are written in terms which 
were selected by a man from Xur s n, with omitting of redundant and explana-
tion of the terms from Ris ’il ixw n al-saf
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“The bigger and harder the material is, the stronger is the sound, and 
the softer and smaller (the material) is, the weaker its sound is.” 

The verb buwad (is) has been used four times here.  

The employment of the second verb in the infinitive form after the verb 
š yad (inf. š yastan; and also b yastan, taw nistan); e.g. (ibid.: 51): 

“In ‘ar z, it is not proper to bring three or four sabab-i mutlaqs  
together.” 

In translating this work, the translator, who is unknown, omitted some 
chapters of it.68 Furthermore, the work lacks the headings of the chapters 

68 The original Arabic work (Ris ’il ixw n al-saf ’ 1376/1957, vol. i: 183-241) is divided into 
the following chapters: 

Chapter on that the origin of the art of music is with the philosophers 

Chapter on the manner through which the sense of hearing perceives the 
sounds

Chapter on the combination and discord of sounds 

Chapter on the impact of sound on the physical conditions 

Chapter on the elements of melodies and their rules 

Chapter on the manner of the construction of [musical] instruments and their 
tuning

Chapter on the melodic movement of the spheres and [the similarities with] 
that of ‘ ds

Chapter on that the rules of speech is an art among other arts 

Chapter on the proportion of the members of the human body according to the 
rules of music 

Chapter on the nature of the melodies of the celestial spheres 

Chapter on the murabba‘ t (the four elements of existence) 

Chapter on the transposition of intonation of melodies 

Chapter on the genial sayings of the philosophers on music 
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employed by the authors in the original Arabic work. The Persian translation 
deals with: 

1. the definition and origin of music; 
2. the impact of music on soul and mind; 
3. the theory of sound, its production and perception, and various types of 

sound (hayw n [animal] and ayr-i hayw n  [non-animal]); 
4. classification of musical sounds and their different qualities; 
5. rhythm; 
6. musical instruments and the fretting of the barbat;
7. the relations between the strings of instruments and “four body liquids 

(safr [yellow bile], x n [blood], sawd [black bile], bal am [phlegm])”; 
8. Ptolemy’s, Pythagoras’s, and Aristotle’s opinions on the music of 

spheres, the establishment of the science of music by Pythagoras; 
9. the usage of music in different religious ceremonies and the purification 

of the soul with the help of music, and the moral effects of music. 

Ris lah-i mus q  by Muhammad Nayš b r
An Ms of another undated work has come down to us from this century. The 
work is a very interesting treatise on music, and it is among the first Persian 
works, if not the very first work, wholly devoted to music theory. The work, 
which is headed Ris lah-i mus q (The treatise on music), was written by 
Muhammad b. Mahm d b. Muhammad Nayš b r . According to D nišpaž h
(Nayš b r 1344 H.Š./1965: 99), he is probably the author of Tafs r-i 
bas ’ir-i Yam n . However, as P rjaw d  (Nayš b r  1374 H.Š./1995: 36) 
points out, ‘Awf  in his celebrated work Lub b al-alb b (‘Awf  1906: 281) 
mentions the name of the author of Bas ’ir Muhammad b. Mahm d b. 
Ahmad b. al-Nayšab r , whose name differs from that of the author of our 
treatise on music. P rjaw d  (Nayš b r  1374 H.Š./1995: 36) states that the 
author of Tafs r-i bas ’ir-i Yam n introduces himself (al-Nayš b r  1359 
H.Š./1980: 91) in his book as Muhammad b. Mahm d b. Muhammad al-
Nayš b r , whose name is the same as the author of the treatise on music. 

The author of Tafs r-i bas ’ir-i Yam n , al-Nayš b r , was born in 
Nayš b r in the province of Xur s n towards the end of the 11th century. He 
received his primary education in his hometown. He left Nayš b r for 

                                                                                                                            
Chapter on the various effects of the melodies 

There is no translation or summarising of the chapter on the impact of sound on the physical 
conditions, of the chapter on the melodic movement of the spheres and (the similarities with) 
that of ‘ ds (music), of the chapter on the proportion of the members of the human body 
according to the rules of music, and of the chapter on the murabba‘ t (the four elements of 
existence) in the Persian work. A comparison between Mujmal al-hikmah and D niš-n mah 
will reveal that the topics treated in Mujmal al-hikmah are much more alike those of ancient 
Greek and Hellenic, or rather neo-Platonic, works on music, while the author of the D niš-
n mah tries to approach music in a more strictly scientific way.   
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aznah after the death of his father. He became active at the court of 
Bahr m-Š h b. Mas‘ d III of the aznawids (1118-1157), for whom he 
wrote his work Tafs r-i bas ’ir-i Yam n . Due to psychological crises, al-
Nayš b r  changed his life-style at the age of forty, devoting himself to 
religion and religious activity (al-Nayšab r  1359 H.Š./1980: 5). He died 
some time during the second half of the 12th century. 

According to D nišpaž h (Nayš b r 1344 H.Š./1965: 99) and P rjaw d
(Nayš b r 1374 H.Š./1995: 39 f.), the Ris lah-i mus q was probably 
written during the first half of the 12th century and before al-Nayš b r ’s 
psychological crisis. Nevertheless, the only extant Ms of the work was 
copied in 663/1264. The work contains ca 800 words and is divided into an 
introduction and five short fasls (chapters). It begins (RF-SPan C612: 27b-
28b) with an introduction as follows (for the Persian text see Appendix 4): 

In the name of God, the Beneficent, the Merciful, and from Him we 
ask help  

Thus states the author of this book, Ust d ‘Ajab al-Zam n (the wonder 
of the time) nay, the master of Xur s n, Muhammad b. Mahm d b. 
Muhammad Nays b r , that, “I have heart and learned about the 
science of music in this way. I have added several other new things to 
the tas nif (songs) that God, exalted be He, bestowed upon me, by 
blessing and favours of the clear-sighted elders. I will mention a few 
words on it concisely for those who have the right nature. So that, 
when they read and understand it they may remember us in a positive 
way and pray for us. [I hope] they do not lose their warm session 
(meeting), not passing it to ignorant (incapable) persons, and try to 
make the souls of deceased masters satisfied with them. And success 
will be granted by God.

The first chapter mentions only the name of twelve pardahs. The whole first 
chapter is as follows: 

Chapter (1) 
You should know that the science of music is a noble science, and it 
has twelve pardahs [modes]: first, the mode of r st; second, the mode 
of mux lif-i r st; third, the mode of ‘ir q; fourth, the mode of 
mux lifak; fifth, the mode of husayn ; sixth, the mode of r huw ;
seventh, the mode of isfah n; eighth, the mode of m dah; ninth, the 
mode of b salik; tenth, the mode of naw ; eleventh, the mode of 
nah wand, twelfth, the mode of ‘ušš g.

The second chapter deals with six šu‘bahs (the secondary modes, also called 
w z t). Further, the author mentions the names of prominent musicians of 
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the Sasanian period like B rbad, and even later musicians like a certain 
Sa‘ d 69 and Kam l al-zam n Hasan N y , adding that they developed and 
enriched the modus-system. The whole second chapter is as follows: 

Chapter (2) 
You should know that these twelve pardahs (principal modes) have 
six šu‘bahs (secondary modes): first, z rkaš and it derives from the 
husayn and from the mode of m dah; second, bastah and it derives 
from mux lifak and from the (mode of) r huw ; third, ‘uzz l and it 
derives from the modes of naw and ‘ušš q; and fourth, nig r n and it 
derives from the b salik and isfah n; fifth, hij z and it derives from 
the ir q and nah wand; sixth, sipihr , and it derives from the modes of 
r st and mux lif-i r st, and this mode is played in (the region of) rum
(the present Turkey). The high register of the (the mode of) sipihr is
called s zig r  and it is z rafkandah-i buzurg which is not among the 
12 (principal) modes (parhah-h ) and neither among secondary modes 
(su‘bah-h ), [but] it derives from the mode of mux lif-i r st. And 
mux lif-e r st is played in three positions: in the lowest part (past ), 
dar r yi hang [in the mode?, or on the melody?], and in the highest 
part (t z ). When it reaches the highest part, it is called z rafkan, and if 
it is played in the mode of r st it is called salmak.

All that B rbad composed and played they did not contain more than 
the seven principal modes, in accordance to the seven constellations. 
When the time of Sa‘ d  came, he divided them into 12, when he 
served at Š h-Šarwah (court), and he was the pupil of B rbad. After 
him came other masters and composers, like Šams al-D n Muhammad 
Yahy  and Kam l al-Zam n Hasan N y , and they added the six 
(above-) mentioned secondary modes. Because the principal modes 
were 12 they constructed one secondary mode of every two principal 
modes, and there are not more than these. After that the masters tried 
and attempted (to add further modes), but they did not manage to do it. 
They opened every two principal modes from five places (on the fret?). 

In the third chapter the author discusses the eighteen b ngs (different register 
of a mode?) and the number of b ngs that each pardah (mode) has. The third 
chapter is as follows:70

Chapter (3) 

69 According to P rjaw d  (Nayš b r  1374 H.Š./1995: 41), he is probably Sa‘ d b. Misjah (d. 
101/719).
70 This chapter is the most complicated part of the treatise, and it has been impossible for me 
to understand and translate all the terms employed in this chapter.  
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You should know that the science of music consists of 18 b ngs: first, 
the mode of r st is (consists of) two b ngs; mux lif-i r st (is) two 
b ngs; m dah (is) two b ngs; ‘ir q (is) one and a half b ng; mux lifak
(is) one and a half b ng; b salik (is) one and a half b ng; naw  (is) 
one b ng; nah wand (is) one and a half b ng; r huw  (is) one b ng;
isfah n (is) one b ng; husayn  (is) one b ng; ‘ušš q (is) a half b ng
and it derives from upper part of the (mode of) r st, (and) if you play 
on an open string (abr šam) in the hang (mode) of r st, it becomes 
‘ušš q. There is not more than a half b ng between r st and ‘ušš q
and the other half b ng derives from bam71. Everybody should know 
this half b ng; and every song that is sung lower in the throat will be 
accord with z r72. A half z r and a half bam is a complete ‘ušš q. This 
is the mode of ‘ušš q and in no other way can it be recognized.  

The mode of r st is the king of all the modes, and all (other) modes 
are derived from it. Mux lif-i r st is derived from the upper part of it 
and that mode is called the mode of nayš b rah and the mode of 
nig r n. Everyone says the (mode of) mux lifak is derived from the 
mode of ‘ir q; (if) t z  (the upper register of the mode of) ‘ir q is 
played (sung) in past  (the low register of that mode), it is called 
mux lifak. If mux lifak is attached, its z r (the low register of the 
mode) will come with (its) bam, and out of it derives the r huw . And 
when r huw  is derived, its t z  (the law register of the mode?) grows 
into the husayn , and it is also called r w . The mode of m dah
derives also from the š btar-i (lower register [?] of the mode) the r st,
and the mode of naw  derives from it. It is also73 a b nq on the hang
(mode, melody), and if you biguš y  (open) this half b ng, it will be 
nah wand. T z -yi nah wand resembles (the mode of) mux lifak. The 
mode of buslik derives from š b-i (lower register [?] of the mode of) 
nah wand. Some persons have said that the mode of isfah n derives 
from the rgah -yi ‘ir q, and some other have said (it derives) from 
mux lifak and therefore the isfah n is not based on asl (principal) and 
modes [because] it become again [the mode of] s zg r 74, but that is 
z rafkand-i buzurg.

The fourth chapter is on which pardah is suitable for a certain part of an 
hour or day.  

Chapter

71 Bam can mean the lowest string of a string instrument or the lowest tone. Here, because of 
the conciseness of the treatise, it is not clear what the author means by term bam.
72 Z r means either the highest string of a string instrument, or sharp. 
73 In the Ms is written ham which means “also”. However, P rjaw d  (Nayš b r  1374 
H.Š./1995: 64) suggests that the word probably is n m (an half).  
74 It is a mode that derives from the combination of the modes of ‘ir q and isfahan.
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You should know that at the break of dawn the mode of m dah75

should be played, because the sun is also female. When the sun comes 
up you should play a piece of music in the mode of r st. And before 
midday the mode of ‘ir q, which is called majlis-afr z, should be 
played, and no other mode in the science of music is more euphonious 
than the mode of ‘ir q, and (in the same way) no other part of day is 
better than before midday. At midday again the mode of r st should 
be played, because B rbad finished the construction of r dx mah [a 
type of string instrument] at this time. It has been said that his fortune 
was at this time. When the day begins to lose its light (afternoon), [at 
the time of] the afternoon prayer the mode of b salik should be 
played, because it is the lowest of all modes, and the day is turning 
into the night, it is the mode of the Indians, (and it is played) till the 
sunset. After that, the mode of ‘ušš q should be played, because it is 
the last mode and the day is also coming to an end. At the evening 
prayer the mode of naw  should be played, because in the science of 
music there is nothing shorter than the mode of naw  and no part of 
the day is shorter than the evening. The Turks play this mode till the 
time of the night prayer. After that, the mode of mux lifak should be 
played so people sleep, because the mode of mux lifak is a mellifluous 
mode. After that, the mode of isfah n should be played, and at 
midnight (the modes of) ‘ir q and mux lifak and nah wand should be 
played; and the mode of isfah n is suitable for the night. Then, the 
mode of nah wand should be played, because the mode is tranquil. 
The Prophet, peace be upon him, sung the Koran in this [nah wand]
mode. These modes that I have mentioned are cold, wet and 
mellifluous. And when the daybreak begins, the mode of r huw
should be played till the time of sunrise. And the meaning of the 
r huw  is that one is relieved from fear, and at this time, when the day 
starts and people get rid of the darkness of the night, listening to music 
in this mode is relaxing. Then, the mode of husayn  should be played, 
and this time [of day] is called miy nj  sar y (between two places, 
[i.e. night and day]), and it is the first hour of the day and the last 
(hour) of night. And [because] husayn  is [derived from] the t z  of 
rahuw .

These twelve modes that have been explained should be played in 
twelve hours. And the šu‘bahs (the secondary modes) of each mode 
that is played, should also be performed with it at the same time so 
that it is clear [which šu‘bah belongs to which pardah]. 

The last chapter is on which mode is proper for certain people with different 
complexions, hair colour, eyes colour etc. He writes for instance: 

75 M dah means female. 
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Chapter  
Whoever has a fair complexion and is plump should listen to bass 
tones (modes) like the mux lifak and the like. And whoever has a red 
face and redhead and green eyes should listen to the opposite [modes], 
like the r st and ‘ir q. Whoever is black in complexion which inclines 
to yellow should listen to t z (the sharp) modes and the mode of sit
(the mode sig h?76). Whoever has a swarthy complexion and a fair 
face, to him should be played the mode/es (of) to his choice. For 
children [should be played] in the rhythmic mode of xaf f, because 
they are jovial. If the listening to music is for enjoyment, everybody 
will benefit from it.” 

It has been finished with the help of God and thanks to Him and we 
pray to Him and His messenger Muhammad and his followers. 

This treatise is so surprisingly unique, unusual, unexpected and 
exceptional for the time that D nišpaž h has stated that it is more likely that 
it was written later during the 13th century, when the only extant Ms of the 
work was copied. Therefore, I am very cautious about drawing any 
conclusion concerning this treatise, until another work from this period with 
the same characteristics comes to light. 

76 It is also a type of instrument with three strings. 
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Chapter 5
Writing on music during the 14th century

Background
The fourteenth century was an eventful century in the history of the region, 
and it can be divided into three different phases or periods: 

1. the period from the death of z n-X n in 1304 to the decline and fall of 
the Il-Khans in 1336; 

2. the period from the emergence and establishment of principalities (ca.
1336) to Timur’s assault in 1380; 

3. the assault by Timur and the invasion of a large part of the region by his 
army up to Timur’s death in 1405. 

The above-mentioned periods will be dealt with below. 
With the accession of z n and the implementation of his economic, 

fiscal, and monetory reforms the realm was saved from total collapse. As a 
consequence of the reforms the position of Iranian administrators and 
bureaucrats in the Il-Khan state was enhanced and strengthened. Another 
political development was the interruption of all links between the Il-Khans 
and the Great Khan, and perhaps z n’s conversion to Islam symbolised 
this development. Generally speaking, z n’s reign was a period of 
progress and relative prosperity in the realm. Nevertheless, his reign was too 
short to give a durable result, and after his death in 1304 the disintegration 
and thereby the decline of the Il-Khans accelerated. The total collapse of the 
Il-Khans took place after the death of Ab  Sa‘ d in 1335, but it was a process 
that began as early as the death of z n. The political vacuum that began 
with the weakness and decline of the Il-Khan Empire during the 1320s and 
1330s resulted in the rise and establishment of a number of principalities and 
local dynasties in different parts of the Il-Khanid territory. According to CHI 
(vol. 6: 1-4), we can group these principalities and local dynasties into three 
categories,

1. princes of the dynasty of Genghis Khan; 
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2. representatives of local dynasties or highly placed families who had 
served the Il-Khans as generals or senior servants of the state; 

3. religious adherents to Shi‘i or extremist movements.  

Among the most important principalities and dynasties of this period can be 
mentioned the Muzaffarids, Jal yirids, nj s and Sarbad r n. The most 
striking character of the second period is constant fighting between these 
dynasties and principalities for control over the lands. The assault by Timur 
in 1381 put an end to most of the principalities and dynasties. Timur, who 
managed to unite the Turkish tribes in Central Asia had, in a short time, 
conquered a vast area that stretches from Moscow to Delhi and from 
Samarqand to Brusa. He died in 1405, leaving a ruined and disorganised 
land (Minorsky 1964: 250).

The 14th century is one of the most interesting and significant centuries 
for the religious, or rather religio-political, development of the region. It was 
during this century that Islam again became the official religion of the realm 
after nearly 75 years. Furthermore, Shi‘ism gained ground among the 
population, resulting, among other things, in the rise of a Shi‘i state, i.e.
Sarbad r n, in the province of Xur s n. This period was indeed the first 
stage of the coming crucial political-religious development that was to take 
place over the two next centuries, which ultimately resulted in the 
establishment of the Shi‘i Safawid dynasty. Sufism continued to be one of 
the most important religious movements and a source of inspiration in the 
region.

The impact of Mongol, Chinese and especially Indian art and music on 
Persian art increased considerably during the century. The Chinese impact 
manifests itself in music through the usage of different Chinese instruments 
such as the p’ip’a, the yuèqín (the yüeh ch’in) and in the painting of 
miniatures through, 

… The treatment of landscape details and especially in the 
overlapping planes that lend depth to a composition … eye-catching 
individual motifs such as exotic creatures (the phoenix [often 
representing the simurgh, the bird of Persian legend], giraffes, 
elephants), plants (peonies, lotuses), blossoming trees, and the 
conventions for rendering water, fire and clouds.  

[Hillenbrand 1999: 208 f.]   

It should be pointed out that the impact of Indian art, literature and music on 
Persian was much deeper and wider than the Chinese. As an example, within 
the literary field the impact resulted in the creation of a new poetic style, that 
is sabk-i hind (the Indian style), which manifested itself in the work of Am r
Xusraw Dihlaw  (d. 725/1325). Regarding the musical impacts see below 
and chapter 7. 
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During the second period, the rise of the principalities contributed to the 
establishment of different cultural centres in the different parts of the Iranian 
plateau. It is the most significant and crucial cultural development in this 
century. In other words, if during the earlier periods there was only one 
dominant cultural centre in the Persian-speaking territories, during this phase 
of the 14th century we witness the establishment of three of four significant 
independent cultural centres in these territories. These cultural centres were 
the cities of Š r z, Isfah n, Kirm n in the central and southern parts of the 
Iranian plateau, and the cities of Tabr z and Sultaniyyah in the northeast part. 
In addition, a number of cultural centres outside Iranian territories, 
particularly in the northern part of India and Anatolia, were established. 
Nonetheless, Timur’s invasion disturbed and interrupted the development of 
cultural activity for a short time, and only after the establishment of the 
Timurid dynasty at the beginning of the 15th century did cultural activity 
accelerate once again and flourish in the realm. I will return to this 
discussion in next chapter.

Concerning literature, the 14th century, with its outstanding poets like 
H f z, Xujand , ‘Ubayd Z k n , is one of the Golden Ages of Persian poetry 
and literature, and some of the greatest works of Persian literature were 
indeed produced during the century. The spread of Persian in the region 
contributed to the rise and flourishing of literary centres outside the Persian-
speaking territories, particularly in India. As a consequence of this 
development, a new poetic style, i.e. sabk-i hind (the Indian style), which 
manifested itself in the work of Am r Xusraw Dihlaw  (d. 725/1325), was 
definitely established. It was, however, sabk-i ‘ir q (the Iraqi style) that 
became the dominant poetic style in poetry in the country and 
simultaneously sabk-i xur s n (the Xur s nian style) was almost 
abandoned. The poetic form azal was established as the most important 
form of poetry. Concerning prose, historiography continued to be the most 
prominent genre of the learned literature, and a number of important works 
in this genre were written. The literary tendencies like the usage of Arabic 
and even Mongolic (Turkish) words, the employment of artificial language 
with complicated syntax (for readers of the 20th century) continued in prose 
works of the century. 

Exposition
Concerning writing on music, from this century thirteen works and treatises 
have come down to us. Furthermore, there are two undated and anonymous 
treatises from this century which are also extant. We will begin with the 
earliest work written during this century, i.e. Sipahs l r’s treatise.
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Ris lah-i Firayd n b. Ahmad Sipahs l r dar Ahw l-i Mawl n
Jal l al-D n Mawlaw
The first work from this century is a biography with the heading Ris lah-i
Firayd n b. Ahmad Sipahs l r dar ahw l-i Mawl n  Jal l al-D n Mawlaw
(The Firayd n b. Ahmad Sipahs l r’s treatise on Mawl n  Jal l al-D n
Mawlaw ’s biography). The exact date of the author’s birth is unknown; 
there are three suggestions, 1. in 612/1215 (Naf s  [Sipahs l r 1325 
H.Š./1946: (4)]); 2. in 622/1225 (ibid.: (4 f.)); 3. between 610/1213 and 
615/1218 (Saf  1366 H.Š./1987, vol. iii/2: 1253). Nor do know much about 
his life except what he has mentioned in the introduction of his work. He 
became a devotee of the Mawl n  Jal l al-D n Mawlaw  (604/1207-
672/1273), one of the most prominent Persian poets and mystics of the 13th

century, in ca 632/1234 at the age of twenty or twenty-two.77 He mentions in 
the introduction (Sipahs l r 1325 H.Š./1946: 6) that he was: 

.

During forty years your humble servant was together with other 
leaders and lovers, each of whom were masters of their time and 
leaders followed by contemporaries and who in the external and 
internal knowledge were unique in the world and there was no one 
like them in piety and virtue. We have passed nights to days and days 
to nights in his [i.e. Mawlaw ] presence. 

In other words, the author stayed with Mawlaw  till the poet’s death in 1273. 
There is also ambiguity concerning the author’s death, he probably died in 
719/1319 or 729/1328 (Naf s  [ibid.: (5)]); in any case, it seems that he 
enjoyed longevity. 

There is also ambiguity regarding the composition of Ris lah-i Firayd n
b. Ahmad Sipahs l r dar ahw l-i Mawl n  Jal l al-D n Mawlaw ; it was 
most likely written between 719/1319 and 729/1328 (ibid.). Saf  (1366 
H.Š./1987, vol. iii/2: 1253 f.), however, suggests that the work was written 
either between 672/1273 and 684/1285, or between 684/1285 and 712/1312. 
He is sceptical of the date Naf s  mentions, arguing that the last part of the 
work, which deals with the biographies of the Sult n Walad’s and his sons’ 
and which differs in style of writing from the first part of the work, was 
written and added to work by another author or authors. 

As noted above, the work deals with the biography of Mawl n  Jal l al-
D n Muhammad b. Bah ’ al-D n Muhammad b. Husayn al-Xat b  Mawlaw

77 If we assume he was born in 1213. 
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al-Balx  al-Bakr . It (Sipahs l r 1325 H.Š./1946) is divided into three qisms
(parts), each of which is in turn divided into a number of fasls (chapters). In 
the third fasl of the second qism there is a section entitled “wa amm  bay n-i 
sabab-i sam ‘-i hazrat-i š n” (“now, on the reason that His Excellency 
performed sam ‘”) dealing with sam ‘ and why and how Mawl n  began to 
perform sam ‘ (sam ‘ kardan). The author (ibid.: 64 f.) first mentions that 
Jal l al-D n did not perform sam ‘, but after meeting Šams al-Tabr z ,
Tabr z  suggested him to do sam ‘:

Then he hinted, “Take part in sam ‘, since what you ask for will be 
enhanced in sam ‘”

On the lawfulness of sam ‘ and defence of the idea of sam ‘, the author 
(ibid.: 66) writes: 

 ...

...

On the lawfulness of sam ‘ for the men of God have been written 
many treatises, and the learned men consider it indisputable and 
lawful … All movements that sam ‘ brings forth in the seeker means 
something and a fact. For instance the turning around hints at tawh d
(the unity of God), and it is the state of Gnostic muwahhid
(monotheist, Islamic) that in this condition they see the beloved and 
desired one [i.e. God] in every direction and that in every direction he 
looks he enjoys His blessing ...  

Then the author deals concisely with the rules of good conduct in sam ‘. He 
notes (ibid.: 68) for instance: 

:

And to have an empty stomach is stipulated for our companions’ in 
sam ‘, for it enhances kindness and tolerance as our exalted lord 
states:
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Verses
O thou Man of sam ‘, keep your stomach empty [in sam ‘]        
     For the reed groans and laments since it is hollow  
If thou fill the stomach with a multitude of delicate foods         

Thou will be deprived of the beloved one, his kiss and the 
embracing 

The chapter is embellished with Arabic and Persian poems and contains 
ca 650 words. 

 To devote a chapter to the subject sam ‘ in this type of work, i.e. a
biographical work, made the work unusual and unique in Persian musical 
literature. It should be pointed out that sam ‘ played a very important role in 
the gathering of the Mawlawiyyah order and presumably this is why the 
author devoted a full chapter to it. 

Awr d al-ahb b wa fus s al- d b by Ab  al-Maf xir
Yahy  B xarz
The second work to be introduced here is among the most significant and 
outstanding works on sam ‘ and its rules. The work is a part of a celebrated 
Sufi book, i.e. Awr d al-ahb b wa fus s al- d b (The lovers’ incantations 
and seals of rules) by Ab  al-Maf xir Yahy  B xarz .

The author was the grandson of Sayf al-D n B xarz  (586/1190-659/1260) 
who was one of the most prominent Sufis of the 13th century and one of 
Najm al-D n’s Kubr ’s (see chapter 3) disciples. Ab  al-Maf xir was born in 
Kirm n in the central part of Iran towards the end of the 13th century. He 
received his elementary education in his hometown from his father, who was 
one of the relatively most famous Sufis of his time and who was the second 
son of Sayf al-D n B xarz  (see above). He left the town for Bux r , where 
he took over his grandfather’s x niq h in 712/1312. Ab  al-Maf xir
travelled much in the region, including visits to Morocco, Egypt, Syria, 
Minor Asia, Iraq, and met many mystics and Sufi leaders. He died in Bux r
in 736/1335 (Afš r [B xarz  1345 H.Š./1966: 26]). 

The book (ibid.) is on Sufism and its rules of good conduct, consisting of 
two parts; the first part, which is entitled “awr d al-ahb b” (“the lovers’ 
incantations”), is on worship, the religious principles for disciples and 
devotees, genealogical trees and biographies of the prominent Sufis. The 
second part has the heading “fus s al- d b” (“seals of rules” or “chapters on 
rules”), dealing with the rules of good conduct of Sufism and different 
opinions concerning these rules. In this part, which is divided into a number 
of fasses (seals [chapters]), the author deals with sam ‘ and the rules of 
sam ‘. The chapter is entitled “fass d b al-sam ‘ wa wasf al-sah h min 

lika wa al-ma‘l l” (“chapter on the rules of good conduct in sam ‘ and
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correct description of that and the reasons”), containing ca 16, 000 words. 
The section begins with an introduction in which the author discusses 
different issues and subjects briefly and concisely. For instance, he (ibid.:
180-196) talks about the importance of sam ‘, the defence of sam ‘, the 
effects of sam ‘ on men, the rules of good conduct in sam ‘. At the end of 
the introduction B xarz  (ibid.: 195 f.) criticises sam ‘ as it is performed at 
that time. For instance, he (ibid.) writes: 

] [
  ...

But, the sam ‘ which is performed by these people in our time is a 
name without meaning, [it is] a body without soul, and it is a ritual 
without sincerity ...   

The headings and topics (ibid.: 196) of the main chapters are as follows: 

The law of dance and tambourine in sam ‘    

In this chapter the author (ibid.) points out: 

.

And one who rejoices of desire for God and is glad in its joyous 
rapture is sincere at sam ‘. And the rapture should overcome him so 
intensely that if he perishes, he does not any control over it, and then 
the dance of such a truthful, passionate and subdued person is lawful 
and approved. 

And some of their rules of good conduct in sam ‘    

B xarz  (ibid.: 202 and 204) mentions in the chapter that: 

...
 :

 .
...
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And sam ‘ does not have a fixed time, so that, for instance, Friday or 
Monday should be appointed for sam ‘ and gathering. It is not proper 
and is against the Sufi path …  

There are two types of artificial efforts at the sam ‘, the first one is 
that one does sam ‘ and goes into sam ‘ and ecstasy artificially for de-
sire for fortune and worldly benefit. It is deceitful and treacherous. And 
the second type is the artificial effort that is made for seeking the truth, 
and through taw jud (taking pains) seeking wajd (rapture). This type is 
approved ... 

Concerning rules of good conduct of the Sufis [in the sam ‘-
sessions]    

Among the rules, which the author (ibid.: 206-209) mentions, are: 

 .
 ... .

 .
. ...  : ... .

.

When they [the Sufis] wish to perform sam ‘, if the spiritual leader 
[šayx] is present (in the session), they should not do sam ‘ without his 
permission. One who is not a Sufi should not be present in the 
gathering in the sam ‘-session … Propriety of conduct is that they do 
not tell the qaww l (musician, singer) “say this or sing that azal”, on 
the contrary, they should desire it from their heart. They should not 
utter it [their wish]. ... Three things should be respected in sam ‘:
time, place and companions. ... And it is better if the singer [qaww l]
has a beard, since some Sufi leaders have said that sam ‘ (music) of a 
beardless person [singer, musicians] should not be listened to. 

Parts of this chapter (ibid.: 208 f.) are taken from Najm al-D n Kubr ’s work 
d b al-s fiyyah. For example, the following passages (ibid.) with some 

changes have been cited from that book. (For a comparison between the texts 
and translation, see chapter 4: d b al-s fiyyah).

 .
 .

 ... . : .
 .
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.

On the law of the garment that is torn off at sam ‘

He (ibid.: 212) describes a situation in which a Sufi during sam ‘ goes into 
an ecstatic condition, writing: 

. ... 
  .

If at that time (in sam ‘) the robe of one who indulges in rapture (h l)
falls off, or the ecstasy situation causes him to throw his turban to the 
singer, all those present attendees should follow him, and they should 
take off their turbans and become bare headed however, only when 
this person is the spiritual leader of group or is a Sufi leader or master. 
… And if this act is done by youth at the presence of the Sufi masters, 
to follow them is not necessary for the Sufi masters.  

On the law of tearing clothes and rending garment 

Concerning the lawfulness and unlawfulness of sam ‘ and the as-
pect of denying it 

Aspect of denying sam ‘

The explanation of how sam ‘ and wajd do not affect senior-
ranking persons and scholars 

The explanation of the true nature of tearing in sam ‘

Commentary on the terms (that are used by) the qaww l [singer, 
musician] in sam ‘
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The following terms are described in this part of the book (ibid.: 239-253): 
mahabbat, šar b wa mud mah, šurb, durd, ka’s, dayr, zunn r, tars , tars -
ba ah, n q s, but, but-x nah, zulf, wajh, nam z, mihr b wa qiblah, masjid 
wa madrasah wa x naq h, man rah, ka‘bah, xar b t, š hid, kufr.

The work is amplified by the Traditions (had t) of prophet Muhammad 
and his closest followers and relatives and the speeches of Sufi leaders such 
as Suhraward , Sayf al-D n B xarz  and Persian and Arabic poems composed 
by different poets. Among the works that the author has used as sources can 
be mentioned ‘Aw rif al-ma‘ rif by Suhraward , d b al-s fiyyah by Najm 
al-D n al-Kubr  (see previous chapter). This work with its comprehensive 
definitions and descriptions of different aspects of sam ‘ and topics such as 
“the explanation of the terms that are used in sam ‘ by qaww l (singer and 
director of sam ‘ sessions)” is one of the most significant and distinguished 
works written on the theme sam ‘ in Persian.

Misb h al-hid yat wa mift h al-kif yat by ‘Izz
al-D n K š n
Another work on sam ‘ is the next work which is extant from the 14th

century. The work is entitled Misb h al-hid yat wa mift h al-kif yat (The 
lamp of guidance and the key of sufficiency). It is a very celebrated Persian 
work on tasawwuf and Islamic mysticism by ‘Izz al-D n Muhammad b. ‘Al
K š n .

The author was born at K š n in the central part of Iran during the second 
half of the 13th century. After his elementary education, he went to Isfah n,
becoming a disciple and follower of Šayx N r al-D n ‘Abd al-Hamad 
Isfah n . He became later one of the most prominent Sufi authorities of his 
time. K š n  was not only the author of a number of prose works on Sufism, 
but he was also a poet. However, his most prominent works are in prose. His 
two most celebrated prose works are Kašf al-wuj h al- urr li-ma‘ n  nazm
al-durr and Misb h al-hid yat wa mift h al-kif yat. He died in 735/1334. 

Misb h al-hid yat wa mift h al-kif yat, which has been incorrectly 
referred to by Clarke in his translation of parts of the work into English 
(Clarke [Sahraward , 1891]) as a Persian rendering of Suhraward ’s ‘Aw rif
al-ma‘ rif, is among the most prominent and most frequently quoted Sufi 
works written in Persian. It is (K š n  1323 H.Š./1944) divided into ten b bs
(sections) each of which is in turn divided into ten fasls (chapters). Generally 
speaking, the work is partly based on Suhraward ’s (d. 632/1234) 
distinguished work ‘Aw rif al-ma‘ rif, which has caused the 
misunderstanding among many Persian and European literary researchers 
that Misb h al-hid yat wa mift h al-kif yat is just a Persian rendering of that 
work. The ninth and tenth fasls of the fifth b b (ibid.: 179-202) are devoted 
to the theme sam ‘. The ninth chapter which is entitled “dar sam ‘” (“on 
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sam ‘”) begins with the definition of sam ‘ and continues with the author’s 
opinion on the legality of it, writing (ibid.: 179): 
         

 .

 .

.

Of the number of most laudable Suf -mysteries, denied by outward 
‘ulam , one is the assembly for: - (a) the sam ‘  (hearing) of the ghin
(song) and ilh n (lilt) [sic!]; (b) the summoning of the kaww l
(singer). The reason of denial is that this custom is innovation, for in 
the time of Muhammad, of the sah ba, of the t bi’ïn, of the ’ulam , of 
the ancient shaikhs this was not the custom. Some of the modern 
shaykhs have established the custom; and, since it is not opposed to 
the sunnat, held it laudable.  

[Trans. Clarke (Sahraward  1891: 29)] 

Then the author deals with the benefits of sam ‘ (faw ’id-i sam ‘). He 
considers that sama‘ has three benefits for Sufis. For instance, he notes 
(ibid.: 180):

 .

.

[One of the benefits (of sam ‘) is that] To the soul and the heart of the 
companions of austerity and the Lord of strife (against sin), 
weariness, sadness, kabz, and despair appear on account of many 
deeds. Then, for the repelling of this calamity, modern shaikhs have 
made a spiritual composition out of the sama' of sweet sounds, 
harmonious melodies and verses desire exciting; and made them eager 
for it at the time of need. 

[Trans. Clarke (Suhraward  1891: 29)]  

The whole of the tenth chapter is devoted to the rules of sam ‘, entitled 
“dar d b-i sam ‘” (“on the rules of [good conduct in] sam ‘”). According 
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to the author (K š n  1323 H.Š./1944: 194), among the most important rules 
in sam ‘-sesssions are: 

 . .

.

The first rule of sam ‘ is that, at an assembly of sam ‘, they should 
keep foremost sincerity of resolution and seek out its cause: - (a) If it 
be lustful desire, shun it. (b) If claim of sincerity, of desire, and of 
search for the increase of h l and for comprehending the blessing (of 
Gud) – be united, free from lust’s impurities, the grace of such an 
assembly (despite the absence of a shaykh, or man of sam ‘ of the 
brothers of concord, and of sincere seekers) is great gain. 

 [Trans. Clarke (Sahraward  1891: 34)]

Then, he (K š n  1323 H.Š./1944: 195) continues in the following way: 

.

At an assembly of sama', he who is present should sit with respect and 
gravity; should keep restrained the parts of the body from excess of 
motion, especially in the presence of shaikhs; should not become 
agitated with a little of the splendours of wajd; should not affect 
intoxication with a little taste of the pure wine (of love for God); nor 
voluntarily express either the shahkat (murmuring noise) or the za'k
(calling out). 

[Trans. Clarke (Sahraward  1891: 35)] 

As mentioned above, this work is among the most celebrated Persian 
works on sam ‘ and mysticism, and it was to be a reference work for the 
other writers and authors of sam ‘. The division of the part into two chapters 
suggests that the author tried to create a balance between the ealier treated 
topics like “the defination of sam ‘”, “the beauty of the voice”, “the defence 
of sam ‘ and sam ‘-sessions and its legality” and the newly treated topic
“the rules of good conduct in sam ‘”.
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Ris lah-i ang by Qamar
The fourth work which will be introduced here is an interesting treatise 
written by a certain Sir j al-Millat wa-l-D n Qamar  (Semenov 1960: 4021). 
It is not clear who the author of the work actually is. According to P rjaw d
(Nayš b r  1374 H.Š./1995: 48), the author is the famous Persian poet and 
satirist Sir j al-D n Qumr  (550/1155-625/1227 [ibid.]; b. ca 580/1184, d. 
before 712/1312 [Saf  1366 H.Š./1987, iii/1: 684, 690]). Naf s  (1363 
H.Š./1984, vol. I, p. 206), however, introduces another poet with the name 
Sar j al-D n Qumr  (Qamar ) Qazw n , writing that he died in 735/1334. 
Dawlatš h Samarqand  (1337 H.Š./1958: 261 f.) notes that Sar j al-D n
Qumr  (Qamar ) Qazw n  was contemporary with Salm n S waj  (d. 
778/1376) and the prominent satirist, ‘Ubayd Z k n  (d. 772/1371). He 
(ibid.) adds that there were rivalries between our author and S waj  and 
Z k n . It is obvious that P rjaw d  and Naf s  are talking about two 
different persons; the first one is a certain Sar j al-D n Qamar  Qazw n  who 
was born towards the end of the 13th century and died in 1334 and who was 
contemporary with S waj  and Z k n , while the second one is Sar j al-D n
Qumr mul , who lived between 1155 and 1227. Saf  (1366 H.Š. /1987, 
vol.iii/1: 684) is sceptical about the existence of another Sar j al-D n, writing 
that the poet that Dawlatš h Samarqand  and Naf s  have introduced is 
probably the same Sar j al-D n Qumr mul . Due to this confusion about 
the author of the work and because the Ms is not accessible to me, I will 
refer to the information that Semenov gives us. According to him (Semenov 
1960: 4021), it is more probable that the work was written by Sar j al-D n
Qamar  Qazw n , who died in the first half of the 14th century. 

He was born in Qazw n and was active at the court of Ab  Sa‘ d-X n (d. 
736/1335) (Dawlatš h Samarqand  1337 H.Š./1958: 261 f.). He also 
composed satires, which became one of the most popular literary genres of 
the period and reached its height of perfection in Z k n ’s works. 

The only Ms of the work is defective, which probably makes it difficult 
for Semenov to give a correct description of the work. It is, according to 
Semenov’s description (1960: 4021), written in both prose, or rather rhymed 
prose (saj‘), and verse. The treatise is entitled Ris lah-i ang (The treatise on 
the ang [harp]), dealing with the instrument ang in a poetic and literary 
way, describing how it reflects the musician’s feelings and emotional 
experiences. The Ms was copied in 745/1344. Because of lack of sufficient 
information about the work, it is difficult to classify it. 

Naf ’is al-fun n f  ‘ar ’is al-‘uy n by mul
The next work that will be studied here is the last encyclopaedia which was 
written during the period that this dissertation deals with. The work has 
chapters on both the theory of music and on sam ‘. This work is the 
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celebrated Persian encyclopaedia Naf ’is al-fun n f  ‘ar ’is al-‘uy n (The
treasure of the sciences in the brides of the springs) (Tauer [Rypka 1961: 
481]) by Šams al-D n Muhammad b. mul .

The author, as his last name indicates, was born at mul in the district of 
M zandar n on the south shore of the Caspian Sea. It is very likely that he 
was born towards the end of the 13th century. According to Storey (1977, 
vol. II/3: 355) and Saf  (vol. iii/2, p. 1274), he was a Shi‘i, which was the 
dominant Islamic branch in that district. He received his elementary 
education in his hometown, but he soon left there to complete his education. 
He traveled much to different parts of the region and different cities. After 
his student years, he took over the position of mudarris (professor) of the 
madrasah (the religious school) in Sult niyyah during the reigns of Ulj yt
(703/1304-716/1316) and Ab  Sa‘ d (716/1316-736/1336). With the 
beginning of political unrest in the province of arbayj n, which began 
after the death of Ab  Sa‘ d in 1336, he left the town. In the end he dwelled 
in Š r z, which was ruled at that time by Ab  Ish q Jam l al-D n Mahm d
nj  (d. 758/1357). During this period the city was one of the most, if not the 

most, important cultural and literary centres of the whole region. He began 
teaching there, and Naf ’is al-fun n is a product of this period of his life. We 
do not know the exact date of his death; according to Hajj  Xal fah 
(1362/1943: 500), he probably died in 753/1352 or a few years later. He is 
the author of several works, among which can be mentioned Šarh-i
Kulliyyat-i q n n-i Ibn S n , Kulliyy t-i q n n-i Šaraf al-D n l q .

The encyclopaedia Naf ’is al-fun n f  ‘ar ’is al-‘uy n was written, 
according to Tauer (Rypka 1968: 481), about 740/1339-40. But, Saf  (1366
H.Š. /1987, vol.iii/2: p. 1275) mentions that mul  finished the work in 
742/1341 or the year after. The work was written for the ruler of the city 
Ab  Ish q nj  (ibid.), while Tauer (Rypka 1968: 481) and Storey (1972-
1977, vol. ii/3: 355) state that the work was written for a vizier of the nj
prince Ab  Ish q whose name is unknown. It is divided into two qisms
(parts): the first qism, which is headed “‘ul m-i aw xir” (“the new 
sciences”), is in five maq lahs (discourses78) on eighty-five branches of 
science ( mul  1379/1959). In the tenth chapter of the first fann of the third 
discourse, which is on the science of tasawwuf, mul  deals with sam ‘ and 
the rules of it. The chapter is concise and brief and contains ca 800 words. In 
this chapter, the author discusses sam ‘ and its benefits, the rules of sam ‘
and which types of sam ‘ are permitted. At the end of the chapter the author 
deals very briefly with the rules of good conduct ( d b) in sam ‘. The 
chapter is based on the earlier works on sam ‘ especially ‘Izz al-D n
Muhammad b. ‘Al  K š n ’s Misb h al-hid yat wa mift h al-kif yat. The 
author has taken many sentences and even paragraphs from this work to 

78 The following discourses (ibid.) have been dealt with in this part of the work: 1. adabiyy t
(literature); 2. šar ‘ t (theology); 3. tasawwuf (Sufism); 4. ‘ul m-i muh war (philology). 
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write his own chapter on sam ‘. A comparison will show similarities 
between two works. For instance, one can read the following paragraph in 

mul ’s (1379/1959, vol. 2: 40) works: 

 .

 This paragraph taken from K š n ’s work (1323 H.Š./1944: 180-185) 
(underlined words have been omitted by mul  in his work)

 .

.

(For the translation of the passage see above) 

Another example, mul  (1379/1959: 42) (re-) writes: 

The same paragraph in K š n ’s (1323 H.Š./1944: 195) work is as follows: 

 .

.

(For translation of the passage see above) 
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The chapter is therefore of minor importance for the treatment of the 
subject sam ‘. To write on sam ‘ in an encyclopaedia is, however, unusual 
in Persian and even in Arabic, and indeed Naf ’is al-fun n f  ‘ar ’is al-‘uy n
is the only encyclopaedic work in Persian that deals with the subject. 

The second qism of Naf ’is al-fun n f  ‘ar ’is al-‘uy n ( mul
1379/1959, vol. iii), which is headed “‘ul m-i aw ’il” (“the ancient 
sciences”) and contains four maq lahs (discourses79), deals with seventy-
five sciences. In the fourth science of the third discourse of this qism the 
author discusses music and the theory of music. In contrast to the chapter on 
sam ‘, mul  deals with the subject somewhat comprehensively in this 
section of the work. The section contains ca 6 000 words and is subdivided 
into five b bs (chapters). The topics and headings of the section ( mul ,
ibid.: 73-109) are as follows: 

Section one: On sound and its supplements, in four chapters 

Chapter one: On the definition [of sound] and quality of its pro-
duction 

Chapter two: On the note 

Chapter three: On the causes of acuity and gravity of sound and 
notes and the quality of the production of notes by instruments 

Chapter four: On the meaning and various kinds and qualities of 
each of them 

 Section two

Chapter one: On the limit of the ratio  

Chapter two: On the definition of interval, combination (of inter-
vals) and its consonancy and dissonancy  

Chapter three: On the various kinds of intervals in concise and 
comprehensive way 

79 These topics have been treated in this qism:
1. ikmat-i ‘amal (the practical knowlegde); 2. us l-i ikmat-i nazar (the principles of  the 
theoretical knowledge); 3. us l-i riy z (principles of mathematics); 4. fur ‘-i tab ‘
(branches of natural science); 5. fur ‘-i riy z  (branches of mathematics). 
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Chapter four: Regarding the rank of intervals concerning (their) 
consonancy 

Section three 

Chapter one: On the definition of additional intervals and fasl (the
division) and various kinds of it and how to do each kind 

Chapter two: Regarding the definition of division of the interval 
into equal proportions and how to do it 

Chapter three: On the reason for the choice of division of the 
fourths into melodic intervals 

 Section four 

Chapter one: On the explanation of musical instruments  

The author (ibid.: 99) writes: 

 :

 :

 ... ...
...

You should know that the musical instruments, despite their plurality 
and varieties, are confined to two types: the chordophones, the 
aerophones. Moreover, the chordophones are of two types: the aw t
al-awt r, like the famous instruments the ‘ d, ang [harp], nuzhat [a 
type of zither], q n n [another type of zither], rub b [a type of lute], 
tanb r [a long-necked lute], and the qayr-i aw t al-awt r, like the 
‘anq [probably a type of zither], aw n -yi muhtazzah [?].80 The 
aerophones are also divided in two types: some of them produce the 
sound by means of human breath, for instance by means of the 

80 It was not clear to me what the author means here where he tries to group the chordophone 
into the aw t al-awt r (the string instruments) and qayr-i aw t al-awt r (the non-string 
instruments!?).  
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throat81, the surn , n y and the like, and some others without it 
(without human’s breath), like the organ. The philosopher Ab -Nasr
F r b  considers the throat to be the noblest of the instruments. ... And 
after that the aerophones, especially the n y ... and after that the 
tanb r that now is known as kam n ah.

Chapter two: On the explanation of the true of pardah (main 
mode), w zah (secondary mode), tark b (combination) and šu‘bah
(auxiliary mode). 

 Section five 

Chapter one: On the definition of rhythm ( q ‘), rhythmic modes 
and different kind of them 

Chapter two: On the division of rhythm     

The work is generally based on, or rather is a rewriting and copying of, 
al-Šir z ’s Durrat al-t j (see chapter four), and most of its parts have been 
taken from that work. The similarity between the headings and accordingly 
topics of these two works is also striking. However, the first chapter of the 
fourth section of the work, which deals with musical instruments and the 
categorization of them, is a new topic that has been introduced in this work. 

Persian rendering of Kit b al-adw r by Yahy  b. Ahmad K š
A Persian rendering of al-Urmaw ’s celebrated and epoch-making work, 
Kit b al-adw r (The book of cycles), is the sixth work that was written in 
the 14th century. 

The translation was done by ‘Im d al-D n Yahy  b. Ahmad K š  (K š n )
at the request of Jam l al-D n Ab  Ish q nj  in 746/1345. We know almost 
nothing about the translator; he was probably born, as his laqab indicates, at 
K š n towards the end of the 13th century. He was active at the court of 
Jam l al-D n Ish q nj  (reigned 1342-1356) for whom he made the 
translation.

The author (B niš 1377 H.Š./1998: 323) at the beginning of the work 
explains how he was ordered to translate al-Adw r, writing: 

 ... ...
 ... ...

81 The throat was counted as an instrument. 
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.

In this way says your poor humble, Asqar ‘Ib d-All h Yahy  b. 
Ahmad al-K š  ... that ... Sultan Šayx Ab  Ish q’s ... obeyed command 
and unrefusable order was that your indigent humble servant should 
translate from the Arabic to the Persian language the treatise that Saf
al-D n ‘Abdal Mu’min, may he rest in peace, has composed on the 
science of music. 

According to B niš (ibid.), the work is more than just a translation of 
Urmaw ’s al-Adw r. He states (ibid.) that K š  added some commentaries on 
Urmaw ’s explanations and descriptions. Like its original Arabic work, the 
translation is divided into fifteen fasls (chapters) (for the topics see chapter 
one [The rise of Arabic musical literature]).  

Tar qat-n mah by Faq h Kirm n
The next work is indeed the second work on sam ‘ in verse, and therefore of 
major importance for our study. The work carries the heading Tar qat-
n mah (The book of the Sufi path) and was composed by Xw jah ‘Im d al-
D n ‘Al  Faq h Kirm n .

The poet was born in the city of Kirm n. According to Hum y n-Farrux 
(Kirm n  1374 H.Š./1995: 18), he was born in 716/1316. Browne (1956, vol. 
III: 259), however, states that the earliest matnaw by him was composed in 
722/1322. If we accept the date Hum y n-Farrux gives, it will be hard to 
believe that a six-year old child could compose a poem in the matnaw  form, 
which is the longest classical verse form in Persian literature. At any rate, it 
is probable that he was born at the beginning of the 14th century. He received 
his elementary education in his hometown, where he spent his whole life, 
despite his wish to leave the town, which he expressed in his poems 
(Kirm n  1374 H.Š./1995: 18). He became one of the prominent Sufi masters 
and poets of his time. Browne (1956, vol. III: 258) writes that his fame arises 
chiefly from the fact that he was a rival of one of the most celebrated poets 
of that time, i.e. H fiz. In addition to Tar qat-n mah, which is one of his 
matnaw s, he has composed a D w n-i azaliyy t, four matnaw s with the 
titles Mahabbat-n mah-i s hib-dil n, M nis al-abr r, Suhbat-n mah, Dah-
n mah. According to Dawlatš h Samarqand  (1337 H.Š./1958: 284), he died 
in 773/1371. 

Tar qat-n mah is a long matnaw with ca 2800 verses and was probably 
composed in 756/1355 (Hum y n-Farrux [Kirm n 1374 H.Š./1995: 18]). 
The work is actually a versification of ‘Izz al-D n Muhammad b. ‘Al
K š n ’s Sufi treatise Misb h al-hid yat wa mift h al-kif yat (see above). 
Furthermore, the poet has used Suhraward ’s celebrated work ‘Aw rif al-
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ma‘ rif to enrich his work. Tar qat-n mah was written for Am r Mub ris al-
D n Muhammad b. Muzaffar (713/1313-765/1363). Tar qat-n mah is 
divided into an introduction and ten b bs (sections), each of which is in turn 
divided into ten fasls (chapters) (Kirm n 1374 H.Š./1995). The ninth and 
tenth fasls of the fourth b b are on sam ‘. The ninth fasl is entitled “dar 
bay n-i sam ‘” (“on the explanation of sam ‘”), containing 47 distiches, 
dealing with the definition of sam ‘ and the defence of it.  He (ibid.: 137) 
composes: 

...

Sam ‘ is among laudable activities   
Related to perfected and firm persons 

This tradition was not at the time of the Mission (Muhammad’s time) 
For he indulged completely in ecstasy and rapture 

In this sense it is sinful for the many 
But to a man of heart it is lawful 

Because it does not disturb the tradition, it is proper 
If a Sufi indulge in an ecstasy now and then 

The purpose of the spiritual men is gathering 
For they gain many advantages from attending in sam ‘

…
A beautiful song is nourishment to the soul 

Since it consoles wounded hearts 
If animals can be inclined towards a beautiful voice 

O my heart, it is not worthy (for us) to be less than animals  

The chapter concludes with two hik yats (stories) on the effect and power of 
sam ‘ on men. The tenth fasl, which contains 30 distiches, has the heading 
“dar d b-i sam ‘” (“on the rules of polite conduct in sam ‘”), treating 
some rules of sam ‘. For example, the poet composes (ibid. p. 140): 

...
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When a Sufi will perform sama‘
Having pure intention is the first condition 

At once he should strip off himself from his desire 
It increases the ecstasy of the seeker 

The presence of a master of piety  
Is necessary in the sam ‘ of the followers of reality  

There is also a need for brethren of purity  
 For talking is the cure for the pain of love  
…
Play, oh minstrel, a melody in sip h n [mode] 

For my fortune disappointed me again   
Perhaps I wave my hand by intoxication 

[Then] I may be released from the chain of existence for a while 

As has been mentioned, the work is in form and content based on ‘Izz al-D n
K š n ’s work. A comparison will show how deeply Kirm n  based his work 
on ‘Izz al-D n K š n ’s work. As we have observed, both works have two 
chapters of which the first one is on sam ‘ dealing with the definition, 
defence and benefits of it for Sufis, and the second one treats the rules of 
sam ‘. Regarding the content of the chapters, the opening distiches of the 
first chapter of Kirm n ’s poem (1374 H.Š./1995: 137) begins in the 
following way (for translation see above): 

These distiches remind us of the opening part of the first chapter on sam ‘ in
Misb h al-hid yat wa mift h al-kif yat by K š n  (1323 H.Š./1944: 179) 
(for translation see above): 

 .

 .

.
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The second chapter on sam ‘ of Kirm n  work which is entitled “on the rules 
of sam ‘” says (1374 H.Š./1995: 140) (for translation see above):  

These distiches remind us of the opening part of the second chapter on 
sam ‘, i.e. “on the rules of good conduct in sam ‘” in Misb h al-hid yat wa 
mift h al-kif yat by K š n  (1323 H.Š./1944: 180) (for translation see 
above):

 . .

.

 The treatment of topics is more comprehensive than Kanz al-rum z by 
Am r Husayn  Haraw  which was the earliest work that used verses. Another 
characteristic feature of the work is the treatment of “the rules of good 
conduct in sam ‘” in a separate chapter. To devote a whole chapter to this 
topic demonstrates once more the crucial importance of the topic during the 
century. 

Kanz al-tuhaf by Hasan K š n
Probably the most important treatise written during the 14th century on the 
theory of music and thereby a milestone regarding Persian writing on music 
is Kanz al-tuhaf (The treasure of rarities). According to Ethé (1903: 1491), 
Rieu (1895: 115), and Munzaw  (1348-1351 H.Š./1969-1972: 3903), the 
author of the treatise is anonymous. However, D nišpaž h (1349/ H.Š./1970, 
no. 94: 31) and B niš (SRFM: 57) mention that the author of the treatise is a 
certain Hasan K š n . They have based their argument on the following dis-
tiches in the work (ibid.: 92)  

Distich 11 

Although my birthplace and origin is K š n [my emphasis]  
 In Isfah n (the mode Isfah n) I will talk about your decency  
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Distich 14 

Oh Hasan [my emphasis], it is not good behaviour to cause 
inconvenience       

Praising has come to the end now I will pray 

We know nothing about the author except that he was born in K š n in the 
central part of the Iran and was a poet and musician, active at the court of the 
ruler of Š r z and Isfah n. In the preface the author praises a certain iy t al-
D n who according to B niš (ibid.: 57) could be a vizier or a high-ranking 
administrator who was the author’s patron. 

Regarding the date of composition, there are different points of view 
among researchers. Rieu (1895: 115), basing his view on the Ms (Or. 2361: 
V) in GB-Lbl, states that the work was written in 741/1340, 749/1348, or 
789/1387. Ethé (1903: 1491), basing his view on the Ms (No. 2067) in GB-
Lio, suggests as the date of composition 756/1355, or 764/1362. While 
D nišpaž h (1349/ H.Š./1970, no. 94: 31) and Munzaw  (1348-1351 
H.Š./1969-1972: 3903) suggest that the treatise was written in 746/1345. 
B niš (SRFM: 58) writes that it is very likely that the treatise was written 
between 741/1340 and 764/1362. The work with its ca 10, 000 words was 
the most comprehensive independent treatise hitherto written in Persian. 
Although the work is in prose, verses are employed as a sort of literary 
decoration, which was a literary trend during this period. The treatise is 
divided into a preface, in which the author explains by means of allegory the 
reason for writing the treatise, an introduction (muqaddimah) on the pre-
eminence of music which begins (ibid.: 94) as follows: 

The science of music is the most pre-eminent science, because most 
other sciences, among them the almagest, the science of mathematics 
and Euclid, the science of astrology, and the science of medicine, 
depend on it. 

Then he continues the treatise with a story (hik yat) on music and origin of 
music. The main part of the treatise is divided into four discourses (maq lat)
with the following headings and topics (ibid.: 95-128): 

 Discourse one: On the science of music 
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Part one: On the definitions and descriptions of music 

Chapter one: On the definition of music  

Chapter two: On the definition of sounds and notes 

Chapter three: On the quantity of sound 

Part two: On the causes of acuteness and gravity and their effects 

Chapter one: On the causes of the acuteness and gravity 

Chapter two: Concerning the proportion of compositional relation  

Chapter three: On the definition of intervals 

Chapter four: Regarding the explanation of genre and compound 
intervals in notes 

)(
Chapter five of the second part: On the explanation of the posi-
tions of frets on the fingerboard (a point) 

Discourse two: Concerning musical practice 

Part one: On the explanation of ‘ d and the tuning of its strings 
and the derivation of the cycle of principal modes and secondary 
modes from it 

Chapter one: On the explanation of ‘ d

Chapter two: On the tuning of strings of ‘ d

Chapter three: On the explanation of the positions of frets 

Chapter four: Concerning the names of some of the notes that are 
common among the practitioners of this art 

Chapter five: Regarding the names of famous principal cycles and 
their derivation from ‘ d

The writer (ibid.: 103) notes that: 
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 .
 .

 :
.... 

Some practitioners of this art have named the principal modes sur d
and others call them pardah. Each of these modes contains several 
peculiar w zes [secondary modes], which will be mentioned. There 
are twelve modes in total: 1. ‘ušš q, 2. naw ,3. b salik, 4. r st, 5. 
‘ir q, 6. isfah n, 7. z rafkand, 8, buzurg, 9. zang lah, 10. r huw , 11. 
husayn , 12. hij z .

[verses] 
It is ‘Abd al-Mumin who has arranged it in such a way 

If there is any fault, it is not ours     

Chapter six: On the derivation of the secondary modes ( w z-h )

Chapter seven: On the names of the auxiliary (additional) modes 
(murakkab t) that are the invention of the modernists 

Chapter eight: On the names of tones that are applied by people 
who practice this art and their qualities 

Chapter nine: On the explanation of some notes that are applied 
on some occasions 

In this chapter K š n  (ibid.: 107) mentions that: 

 ...
 .

.

Some types of mihnannah [?] melodies are that they should be sung at 
the beds of patients in hospital every morning ... and some other 
[melodies] should be sung at the time of pleasure and joy, like 
marriage feasts and banquets, so that they will be suitable for causing 
openness of the soul and increase of happiness. Some other [melodies] 
are sung by shepherds at the time of watering sheep and the time of 
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milking and straying cattle, so that their (the animals’) nature will be 
busy listening (to these melodies) and they will not be restive.    

 Chapter ten: On the definition and explanation of q ‘ (rhythm) 

Second part: On the description of the seven rhythmic cycles and 
elegant transposition (of them) 

Chapter one: On the explanation of the seven rhythmic cycles in 
the comprehensive way 

Chapter two: On the explanation of taq l-i awwal

Chapter three: On the explanation of taq l-i t n

Chapter four: On the explanation of xaf f-i taq l-i awwal

Chapter five: On the explanation of xaf f-i taq l-i t n

Chapter six: Concerning the explanation of ramal

Chapter seven: Concerning the explanation of xaf f-i ramal

Chapter eight: On the explanation hazaj

Chapter ninth: On the explanation of elegant transposition 

Discourse three: Regarding the construction of (musical) instru-
ments and their tuning 

Part one: On the construction of perfect instruments 

Chapter one: On the construction of ‘ d and the quantity of its 
measures (seizes) 

Chapter two: On the construction of the ašak [a type of fiddle] 
and its tuning  

Chapter three: On the construction of the rub b and its tuning  

Chapter four: On the construction of the mizm r [a type of double 
reed woodwind] and its tuning 
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Chapter five: On the construction of the b šah [a type of flute] 

Part two: On the construction of imperfect instruments and the 
twisting of the strings 

Chapter one: On the construction of the ang and its tuning  

Chapter two: On the construction of the nuzhah [a type of zither] 
and its tuning  

On this instrument the author (ibid.: 116) notes: 

 .
 .

 .
.

There is no euphonious instrument after the harp ( ang) except for the 
nuzhah. It has one hundred and eight strings. It is among the new 
instruments. It was constructed by our master Saf  al-D n ‘Abd al-
Mu’min. It is quadrilateral rectangular in shape and its angles are 
right. It should be made of salix wood or fir or boxwood which is the 
best of all. The wood of cypress is also good. 

Chapter three: On the construction of the q n n [a type of zither] 
and its tuning  

Chapter four: On the construction of the mu ann [a type of lute] 
and its tuning   

Chapter five: Concerning the spinning of strings made of silk 

Chapter six: Concerning the spinning of the strings made of gut 

Discourse four: On the advice that is useful for students of this art 
and the mention of poems that are suitable for composition 

Part one: On the advice to students of this art 

Chapter one: On the advice for minstrelsy 
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In this chapter, the author’s approach reminds us of Q b s-n mah and
‘Unsur al-Ma‘ l  Kayk w s. For instance the author (ibid.: 120) suggests: 

 ...
 ... ...

 .
--

-
-...

For the student of this art it is always necessary to respect his people 
and religion and always worship and be honest ... and he should to the 
best of his ability keep himself away from the forbidden things of the 
world and should always wear clean and fragrant clothes ... and he 
should always be smiling and glad ... And he should go to empty 
places from time to time and sing [practice] excellent songs and do it 
in such a way that he constantly has a clear voice. He should eat and 
drink things, which will be mentioned in other chapter, that make the 
voice open and clear –– and keep himself away from some other 
things, which will also be mentioned in a separate chapter, that make 
the voice hoarse and unclean ...           

Chapter two: On the rules of good conduct at assemblies and 
gatherings

K š n  (ibid.: 121) writes: 

 ...

 ...
.

And he should respect the time when he should play each mode ... and 
if he sings music and sees that the listeners enjoy it, he should repeat it 
twice or three times, but the repetitions should not exceed the 
moderate limits ... And if he sings a bas t  or haw ’ 82 with the 
accompanying of the instrument, when he has sung two or three times 
with the accompanying instrument, he should perform it once without 

82 Two vocal musical forms; for more information see next chapter. 
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singing, so that the listeners’ pleasure will increase and his voice will 
also rest. 

Chapter three: The discourse on Venus 

Chapter four: On the spices that open the voice 

Chapter five: On the spices that demolish the voice 

Chapter six: On the explanation of which mode should be played 
before different people 

The whole chapter (ibid.: 124) is as follows: 

 .
 .

 .
.

At the gathering of Turkish people, he [the musician] should play 
more in the modes naw and zang lah, and at the gathering of 
Ethiopians and Abyssinians, he should play in the mode ‘ušš q. At the 
gathering of Iranian and Iraqi people, he should play in the modes 
buzurg, z rafkand and zang lah. At a gathering of the ordinary people, 
he should play in the modes hij z and ‘ir q, and at a gathering where 
people who are in love are present, (he should play) more in the mode 
isfah n which creates a great state of delight in the soul. 

Chapter seven: On the effects of the modes (on soul) 

Chapter eight: On the explanation of when each mode should be 
played 

Part two: On the explanation of poems that are suitable for com-
position

Chapter one: On the explanation of generosity 
-83

83 B niš’s edited version of this treatise, which is based on the Ms in GB-Lbl, with number Or. 
2361, does not have the second and third chapters 
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Chapter four: On the explanation of music that causes tears 

Chapter five: On the explanation of the entertaining performance 

Chapter six: On the explanation of the preaching performance 

To devote a whole chapter to topics such as “the description of musical 
instruments and their constructions”, “how to spin different type of strings”, 
“the effect of different drugs on the quality of voice”, “the performance 
causing tears”, “the entertaining performance” has made this treatise almost 
unique. Regarding the definition and explanation of modes (adw r) and 
rhythm ( q ‘ t), the treatise is, however, based on Urmaw ’s approach to 
these musical elements, and the author does not present any new ideas or 
approaches concerning these elements, and therefore, to this extent, the work 
is not pioneering. Linguistically the work, with its usage of many Arabic 
words84 and complicated syntactic constructions, does not differ from the 
linguistic trend of that time. 

Xul sat al-afk r f  ma‘rifat al-adw r by a certain
Ših b al-D n Sayraf
Hum ’  in his book (1340 H.Š./1961: 172) refers a musical treatise by a 
certain Ših b al-D n Sayraf . The treatise is headed Xul sat al-afk r f
ma‘rifat al-adw r (Summarized thoughts concerning the knowledge of the 
modes) and was written for Sult n Uways (757/1356 – 776/1374). 
D nišpaž h (1349/ H.Š./1970, no. 94: 31) writes that the author was a 
musician and calligraphist. He (ibid.) points out that there are similarities 
between the name and occupation of the author and Xw jah ‘Abd-All h b. 
Mahm d Sarr f Sayraf  (d. 742/1341) who is the writer of a treatise on 
calligraphy. Due to lack of information about the author of the treatise on 
music, it is, however, difficult to determine whether these authors are the 
same person or not. Moreover, we know nothing about the treatise itself 
except that it is a commentary on al-Urmaw ’s celebrated work al-Adw r.
Hum ’  does not introduce any Ms of the work nor reveal where he has got 
his information, but he cites (Hum ’  1340 H.Š./1961: 172) the following 
sentence of the treatise: 

The seventy first circle in the tenth tabaqah (transposition) is isfah n
which is also called isfah nak and guw št (gawašt).

84 Parts of some chapters, for instance the third chapter of the second qism of the third dis-
course, are in Arabic. 
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Nevertheless, Mašh n (1373 H.Š./1994: 185) mentions that there was an Ms 
of the treatise in Tiqat al-Isl m Tabr z ’s private library, but it is not clear 
what happened to it. 

unyat al-munyat by Anonymous Author 
The next work, which is introduced in this chapter, is among the first of the 
Persian music theoretical treatises, if not the very first, written in India. The 
work is entitled unyat al-munyat (The pleasure of desire) and was written 
by an anonymous author at the request of the governor of Gujar t, Am r
Šams al-Dawlah-wa-’l-D n Ibr h m Hasan Ab  Raj . This work is perhaps 
the second work of the author. His first work was a translation of a 
celebrated and lost Arabic work with the title Far d al-zam n f  ma‘rifat al-
alh n (see also Introduction). 

unyat al-munyat is, according to Simms (GEWM vol. 5: 45), among the 
three most significant treatises on Indian music written during the 14th

century.85 It is partly a translation from various Sanskrit music treatises.86 In 
his work the author deals not only with music but also with dance, which has 
also made the work unique in Persian. The date of the composition of the 
treatise is ca 1375 (ibid.). 

The treatise ( unyat al-munyat 1978) is divided into two parts (qisms). 
The first part is divided into two sections (b bs), of which the first is in turn 
divided into four chapters (fasls) and the second into two chapters. The 
heading and topics of these two sections (ibid.: 9-65) are as follows: 

First section: On the knowledge of songs  
 :

Chapter one: On the explanation of surit and sur and gr ma and
r ga

 :
Chapter two: On the explanation of t la [rhythm], i.e. turuq

 :

85 The two other works are, according to him (ibid.), the Sanskrit Sudh kara by Simhabhupala 
written ca 1330, the Sanskrit Sa g ttopannisad-s roddh ra by Sudhakalasa written ca 1350. 
86 To refer to or comment on Sanskrit works on music and dance was a common trend among 
music theorists in India during the 14th, 15th and 16th centuries. Simms (ibid.) describes the 
situation regarding writing on music in Indian during the period 1300 to 1550 as follows: 
“Scholarly writings of this period generally reinforced the ancient canon, deliberately con-
solidating earlier scholarly views, they particularly reflected and commented upon Sarn-
gaveva’s thirteenth-century treatise, the Sa g taratn kara. At least seven such commentaries 
emerged during this time, constituting almost a genre of scholarship in themselves.” We can 
see the same trend in the region regarding Persian and Arabic authors’ commentaries on al-
Urmaw ’s al-Adw r and al-Šarafiyyah.
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Chapter three: On the explanation of some mufrad t [characteris-
tics] that are used in songs 

Chapter four: On the explanation of different kinds of songs 

Second section: On the knowledge of instruments 

 The author (ibid.: 51) begins the section in the following way: 

 ...

You should know that songs and dance will be enriched when 
accompanied by instruments. They are of two kinds: the first are the 
song instruments and the second the rhythmic instruments and there 
are of different kinds, some of them being played with two hands and 
others with one hand and some others with two fingers and others are 
blown by mouth, ...  

First chapter: On the explanation of song instruments 

Second chapter: On the explanation of rhythmic instruments 

Among the instruments that were described in this chapter (ibid.: 53-62) can 
be mentioned  m rak, pakawuj, d s , tula, gahuna, jahlari, kirki , muhr ,
b q, sing and k hal .

One important aspect of the work is that most of the musical instruments 
which are listed and described have also been illustrated through well-drawn 
sketches.

The second part is on dance and conditions for musical performance. This 
part of the treatise is also divided into two sections (b bs) of which the first 
is divided into four chapters and the second into eight chapters. The first 
section describes every feature of dance in relation to the limbs and their 
functions. All functions are classified. For instance, hands have sixty-six 
kinds of gestures, eyes have thirty-six functions and the nose more than six. 

The headings of two sections (ibid.: 67-107) are as follows: 

First section: On the explanation of dance 
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Chapter one: On the explanation of the movements of some parts 
of body  

Chapter two: On the explanation of the figures of hands and the 
gestures that use in the dance 

 Chapter three: On the knowledge of the somersault  

Chapter four: On the explanation of different kinds of compound 
dance that calls garan and ang r

The second section (ibid.: 108-114) is allocated to how musician, singer, 
recitator and dancer should behave while they participate in the court and 
ceremony. 

Second section: On the conditions and rules of good conduct in 
musical session, and participants (in the sessions), the perfections 
and imperfections of some participants and similar issues  

Chapter one: On the conditions of musical sessions 

Chapter two: On the conditions of the master of the musical gath-
erings 

Chapter three: On the rules of good conduct of the participants at 
the gathering  

Chapter four: Concerning the performer and singer, and their 
perfection and imperfection and the beauty and defect of voice  

The author (ibid.: 7) writes that the second section contains four further 
chapters, but in all Mss that come down to us, and naturally in the published 
version of the work, these four chapters are lacking. 

It is a comprehensive treatise and like other treatises written during this 
century deals in much more detail with musical instruments, and like Kanz 
al-tuhaf, it has, as mentioned, illustrations of the instruments. The fact that it 
deals with the topics “on dance” and “on the conditions and rules of good 
conduct in musical session” has made the work a unique and unusual treatise 
among the Persian theoretical works on music. 
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Persian translation of al-Adw r by As‘ad al-Samarqand
As noted, to translate and comment on al-Urmaw ’s treatise, al-Adw r,
became popular among theorists of the 14th century. And the next treatise 
that will be treated here is another translation of that treatise into Persian. 

The translator is Lutfall h b. Muhammad b. Mahm d b. Muhammad b. 
As‘ad al-Samarqand . He was probably born in Samarqand during the first 
half of the 14th century. The translation was made in 778/1376 (Massoudieh 
(1996: 201) or 798/1395 (D nišpaž h 1349 H.Š./1970, no. 94: 32) at the 
request of a prince. Massoudieh (1996: 201) mentions that the work is a 
translation of al-Adw r, while D nišpaž h (1349 H.Š./1970, no. 94: 32) 
mentions that the work is a šarh (commentary) which in my judgment is a 
more correct description of the work, because the period of merely 
translation of Arabic works into Persian had already been passed by in the 
12th century. The treatise is divided into two qisms (sections) each of which 
contains several chapters. For topics that have been dealt with in the work I 
refer the reader to the translation of al-Adw r by K š n .

Ma‘dan al-ma‘ n  by Yahy  Man r
Another work on sam ‘ written in India is among the works which have 
come down to us from this century. The work has the heading Ma‘dan al-
ma‘ n (the Mine of meanings) and was written by Šaraf al-D n Yahy
Man r  (or Man ri),87 who was an Indian-born prominent Sufi. 

The author was born at a village named Man r near Patna in 661/1263. 
After his elementary education, he went to Delhi to continue his studies 
there. He became a Sufi leader and was active in the western province of 
Bengal. He said to have died in 782/1380 (Massoudieh 1996: 177). If the 
date of his death is correct, he enjoyed longevity. He is the author of a 
number of works, among them Šaraf-n mah (Dihxud  1341 H.Š./1962, s.v.
Šaraf al-D n), Awr d wa iš r t (attributed to him, EI, s.v. Man r ).

The Ma‘dan al-ma‘ n is among the first works written by an Indian-born 
Sufi and writer on sam ‘. According to Massoudieh (1996: 177) the work is 
in two volumes and is divided into a number of b bs (chapters), of which 
number sixty is on sam ‘. The chapter is headed: 

Concerning sam ‘ and the explanation of the solution of lawful-
ness, disapproval and permission for it 

In this chapter the author has dealt with the definition of sam ‘ and whether 
it is lawful or not as well as different kinds of sam ‘.88 Judging by the 

87 Massoudieh (1996: 177) introduces the author as Munayr .
88 According to him (Massoudieh ibid.), there are four types of sam ‘:
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treatment of the topic, the work cannot have had any great impact on the 
development of writing on sam ‘ in the region.

Qas dah by anonymous poet 
D nišpaž h (1349/ H.Š./1970, no. 95: 56) and Munzaw  (1348-1351 
H.Š./1969-1972: 3901 f.) have introduced a qas dah in forty-five distiches 
by an anonymous poet. It was composed in 785/1383 (D nišpaž h 1349/ 
H.Š./1970, no. 95: 56). D nišpaž h (ibid.) and Munzaw  (1348-1351 
H.Š./1969-1972: 3901 f.) have presented the work very briefly but they have 
not mentioned what musical element/s is/are dealt with in this poem. The 
length of the poem indicates, however, that it presumably deals with the 
names of the maq m t (the modes) and šu‘ab t (the auxiliary modes) which 
became a very popular subject among musician-poets of that period. It 
should be noted that a very intensive discussion on the cycles of modes and 
which modes are the principle modes (maq ms, pardahs) and which are the 
secondary ( w zes, šu‘abs) was going on during the period. And to list the 
modes and their names has a direct connection with how and upon which 
traditions authors approach the modal system. It is not clear what has 
happened to the only extant Ms of the work, which was in the possession of 
Mustaf  Fayz . The importance of the work lies in the fact that it is the first 
work that deals with the subject theory of music, or rather the names of the 
modes, in verse. It should be pointed out that verses were already employed 
in Kanz al-tuhaf (see above) to mention the name of the twelve pardahs, but, 
it is the first work in which the whole text is devoted to names of modes in 
verse.

Mss of undated works copied during the 14th century
Mss of two interesting works that were copied between 1350 and 1409 have 
come down to us.  

A collection of hymns 
The first work, which will be dealt with in this part of the chapter, is a 
collection of twenty-seven songs or hymns that were sung by members of 
the Mawlawiyyah tar qah. The work is the first collection of songs or rather 
hymns in Persian. A large part of the hymns are in Persian; there are, 
however, verses in Turkish. The collector/s is/are anonymous and the date of 

                                                                                                                            
1. Sam ‘ licite conduit l’âme à se perdre en Dieu.  
2. Sam ‘ illicite est immoral et corrompt l’homme;  
3. Sam ‘ est à demi-interdit, si l’attention de l’homme est partagée entre Dieu et le 
    monde extérieur;  
4. Sam ‘ est toléré, lorsque l’attention du coeur en Dieu prédomine. 
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composition is not clear. The only existing Ms of the work which is in D-B 
was copied in 799/1397. 

The order has taken its name from the prominent Persian poet and Sufi 
Jal l al-D n Muhammad b. Bah ’ al-D n Muhammad Husayn al-Xat b,
known as Mawl n  Jal l al-D n Balx  or most known as Mawl n  Jal l al-
D n R m  (b. 604/1207, d. 672/1273). According to Yazici (EI, s.v. 
Mawlawiyya), it is probable that the poet’s followers were called the 
Mawlawiyyah already during the poet’s lifetime. The most striking feature 
of the order is the central role that sam ‘ played/plays in the religious 
customs and ceremonies of the order. And in their tikkah (gathering place) 
there was a special meeting-room which was called sam ‘-x nah (the house 
of sam ‘ [music]). It seems that musical ceremony began already during the 
poet’s time and was established under Sult n Walad, the poet’s eldest son, 
and particularly under ‘Arif elebi during the 14th century. And therefore, it 
is reasonable to suppose that the work was collected and written down 
during the 14th century, more specifically during the second half of the 
century. Each hymn, which is entitled y n, in the work bears the name of a 
particular pardah or m q m. One can read the following y n ([Tar nih -yi
Maulawiyya] D-B, Ms. Or. Oct. 3511): 

y n     Composed by      Language/s

(Bastah-) r st   Qutb al-N y  ‘Utm n Dadah   Persian, some verses in 
Turkish

(Bastah-) S z-i dil r Sult n Sal m-X n    Persian, some verses in 
Turkish

(Bastah-) Nah wand   -       Persian-Turkish 
Sab -yi b sal k   Ism ‘ l Dadah     Persian-Turkish 
Naw     Ism ‘ l Dadah     Turkish, some verses in 

Persian
Naw      Raf‘at Bayg      Persian, some verses in 

Turkish 
Sab      Ism ‘ l Dadah     Persian-Turkish
Bastah-nig r-i jad d   -       Persian some verses in
                Turkish 
Šawq-i tarab   Ism ‘ l Dadah     Persian-Turkish 
Panjg h       -      Persian, some verses in 

Turkish 
Husayn      -      Persian, some verses in 

Turkish
Dug h       -      Persian, some verses in 

Turkish
Bay t      K ak Mustaf  Dadah   Persian-Turkish 
Hij z     Qutb al-N y  ‘Utm n Dadah  Persian-Turkish
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Hij z     ‘Abd al-Rah m Afand  Persian, some verses in  
Turkish  

Hij z       -      Persian- some verses in  
Turkish

Bastah-nig r    S diq Afand      Turkish, some verses 
in 

Persian
‘Ir q       -      Persian-Turkish 
(Bastah-) ‘arab n Šayx Naqš  al-Mawlaw    Persian , some verses in 

Turkish
Nahuft     Husayn Dadah Ayy b    Persian, some verses in 

Turkish 
‘Ajam-i b salik   ‘Abd al-B q  Afand     Persian, some verses in 

Turkish 
(Bastah-) Sig h  ‘Atr  Dadah Afand     Persian, some verses in 

Turkish 
(Bastah-) ah rg h  ‘Utm n Dadah     Persian, some verses in 

Turkish 
(Bastah-) Ušš q   ‘Utm n Dadah Afand    Persian, some verses in 

Turkish 
Farahfaz     Dadah Afand      Persian 
Hij z     ‘Abd al-Rah m Afand    Persian, some verses in 

Turkish 

Some verses of Mawlaw ’s poems appear here and there in the poems of the 
collection.

The work is a quite comprehensive collection of songs, and as mentioned 
above, it is indeed the earliest work of the category “collections of songs” in 
Persian musical literture, and despite the employment of verses in Turkish, it 
is of major significance concerning Persian writing on music. 

Al-muxtasar al-muf d f  bay n al-mus q  wa us l ahk mah
The second Ms is headed al-Muxtasar al-muf d f  bay n al-mus q  wa us l
ahk mah (The useful résumé on the explanation of music and [its] principal 
rules) by an anonymous author. The Ms is among a miscellany that was 
written probably between 750/1350 and 812/1409 (D nišpaž h 1349/ 
H.Š./1970, no. 95: 45], Munzaw  (1348-1351 H.Š./1969-1972: 3905], 
P rjaw d  [al-Muxtasar al-muf d f  bay n al-mus q  wa us l ahk mah 1375 
H.Š./1996: 49]). The Ms is, unfortunately, defective, and therefore, it is 
difficult to describe the work completely. Nevertheless, as the title of the 
work indicates, it is a very short and concise treatise on music. That part of 
the work that is extant contains ca 250 words. It seems that on the first page 
of the work, which has been lost, the author deals with musical instruments. 
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This is evident from the second page of the work (ibid.: 56) which begins as 
follows:

 ... .
.

… As the great players of art of duhul (a type of drum) and barbat
have said, and they have constructed other kinds (of instruments). The 
n y-i anb n [the bagpipe], saf rah [?], rub b and kam n ah that the 
modernists have constructed for both playing and striking. 

The rest of the treatise deals with the names and order of the pardah-h
(modes). The rest of the work (ibid.: 56 f.) that has come down to us is as 
follows:

 :
 .

 .

 . . :

 .
 . . :

 . .

 . .
 ...> < .

 .

Now, this is what they [the masters] have commented on and 
explained about the pardah-h [the principle modes] and w z-h [the 
secondary modes]: the masters of this art have said is that the modes 
were originally divided into seven modes at the beginning by the 
predecessors according to seven planets. (But) the modernists have 
appeared and divided them (the modes) into twelve pardahs,
according to twelve signs of the zodiac, and they have stated that these 
twelve signs of the zodiac [i.e. modes] have been derived from the 
mode of r st. The mode r st is like a tree and other modes are 
branches of that tree, or (it) is like a city and other modes are like its 
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lanes, because whoever comes out from a lane will returns to the city 
again [we are still in the city]. There is no mode that is not associated 
with the mode r st.

Now the names of the modes: first, the mode r st; 2. the mode ir q;
3. the mode mux lifak, i.e. z rafgand, 4. the mode mux lif-i r st, i.e. 
isfah n; 5. the mode rah w ; 6. the mode husayn ; 7. the mode 
nah wand, i.e. zang lah; 8. the mode z rafgand-i buzurg; 9. the 
mode‘ušš q; 10. the mode m yah; 11. the mode b sal k; 12. the mode 
naw . The names of the modes are those that have been mentioned 
already.

Now, the names of w zh  [the secondary modes], namely the eight 
secondary modes that the masters have mentioned: first, salmak; 2. 
gard n dah; 3. gu štah; 4. nawr z; 5. his r, 6. hij z; 7. sit r, 8. 
bastah; other say ‘aš r n and still others say panjt r.

Now, concerning the explanation of the close relation between the 
modes which are similar. First, the modes r st and ‘ir q are similar 
(close to each other); and the modes mux lif-i r st and z rafgand-i 
buzurg are similar; and the mode naw is similar (close) to that of 
husayn , and the mode m yah is similar to that of b sal k. And the 
modes mux lifak and ‘ušš q do not have any relation with any other 
modes and these two modes are isolated from other modes. However, 
the high register [the upper tetrachord?] of the mode r st resembles 
‘ir q and … [illegible to read word/s] the low register [the lower 
tetrachord?] of the mode r st resembles ‘ušš q, and the high register 
[the upper tetrachord?] of ‘ir q, that is n mr z (?), resembles 
mux lifak.

And God knows better what is right than we, and to him is our 
destiny. Al-muxtasar al-muf d f  bay n al-mus q  wa us l ahk m has 
been finished. 

As we can see, the work reminds us of Nayš b r ’s approach to modes, in its 
usage of the musical terms, and the way of writing on the theory of music. 
The author, like Nayš b r , considers the most important mode to be the 
mode r st, while with the establishment of the Systemtist School during the 
second half of the 13th century a considerable change regarding the role and 
importance of this mode took place. Another interesting aspect of the work is 
that it first deals with the musical instruments and afterwards with the modes 
which was a very unusal order in dealing with topics found in works of 
musical theory. 
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Chapter 6
Writing on music during the 15th century 

Background 
Immediately after the death of Timur in 807/1405 his realm disintegrated; 
Xw razm was recaptured by the Golden Horde, and the province of 

arb yj n was reoccupied by the Turkmen Black Sheep (Qara-quyunl )
confederation. However, Timur’s son, Š hrux, managed to restore a large 
part of the lost area to his realm after military expeditions and political 
compromises, e.g. the installation of Qara-quyunl  vassals as governors of 
the province of arb yj n. Generally speaking, Š hrux’s period was a 
period of prosperity for the realm, despite constant military expeditions, 
particularly during the years between 1410 and 1430. After the death of 
Š hrux in 850/1447 the central control of the Timurid state was weakened 
and the realm fell into political and military unrest. One contributing factor 
to the political and military unrest after the deaths of Timur and Š hrux was 
that most provinces of the Timurid realm were governed by princes, and as 
long as the central power functioned, it could rein in the political ambitions 
of these princes, but the lack of a strong central power gave these princes the 
opportunities to strengthen their political power. 

With the political and military decline of the Timurids after the death of 
Š hrux the political and military scene of the realm in the second half of the 
century was dominated by two powerful Turkmen confederations, i.e. the
Qara-quyunl  (the Black Sheep) and the q-quyunl  (the White Sheep). 
With the emergence of these two dynasties the centre of political power 
shifted once again from the north-eastern part of the country to the 
northwest. The second half of the century can be characterised as a period of 
rivalry between these Turkmen dynasties and the striving of the Timurid 
princes for their political survival. Furthermore, during the period, a new 
contender for political power emerged, i.e. the Qizilb š confederation which 
consisted of seven uym qs (tribes). They utilised the Safawid Sufi order for 
their political ambitions to take power. Towards the end of the century the 
political and military power of this Turkmen Shi’i ul t confederation was 
enhanced, and at the beginning of the 16th century they established the 
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Safawid dynasty. Even during the 15th century they were a powerful military 
factor in the north-western region of the country, and the defeat of the Qara-
quyunl  by the Aq-quyunl  without the assistance of Qizilb š was 
unthinkable. 

During the 15th century some crucial political and military developments 
outside the Persian-speaking areas took place, which to some extent affected 
the whole region and even beyond it. The most important development was 
the conquest of Constantinople by the Ottomans in 1453 and the definite 
establishment of the Ottoman Empire as the most powerful state in the 
region and eastern part of Europe. 

Concerning religion, although Š hrux and his successors were Sunni 
believers, the realm enjoyed an atmosphere of religious relaxation. These 
circumstances contributed to the development and flourishing of the Shi‘i 

ul t and to a limited extent also to other branches of Shi‘ism. It was during 
this century that even a Sufi order like Safawiyyah converted to Shi‘i ul t
under the impact of the Qizilb š. We witness also the flourishing of other 
Sufi orders such as Hur fiyyah, Naqšband . However, Sufism during the 15th

century differs considerably in character and nature from that of the 14th

century. A considerable number of Sufi orders became militant and directly 
involved in the struggle for political hegemony. The Safaw order is a good 
example of this tendency among a number of Sufi orders of that time. 

During the first half of the century Har t became the most significant 
centre of cultural and literary activities. Another important centre in this 
respect was the city of Samarqand. The role that the court of Š hrux and his 
son B ysun ur and other Timurids’ rulers, e.g. Ul -Big, Ab  Sa‘ d, Sult n
Husayn B yqar , who were enthusiastic patrons of art and literature, played 
in this regard is decisive.89 Apart from these two north-eastern cities Š r z
and Tabr z, which had been the most significant political and cultural centres 
in the previous century, continued to be important cultural centres. 

Concerning literature, according to Y rš tir (1334 H.Š./1955: 56), Saf
(1364 H.Š./1985, vol. iv: 124) and Rypka (1968: 292 f.), the 15th century is 
the last Golden Age of Persian classical poetry, and usually the death of J m
(898/1492) symbolized the decline of Persian poetry.90 However, perhaps the 

89 Hillenbrand (1999: 223) points out the flourishing of art and painting and the role of the 
Timur ds rulers and princes writing, “Some forty artists were active in his atelier, including 
not only painters but also scribes, illuminators, gilders, tent-makers, designers, bookbinders, 
leather workers and sculptors.”  He continues (ibid.: 224), “The patronage of the last Timurid 
prince, Sultan Husain b. Mansur b. Baiqara (reigning 1468-1506), was on a scale to rival that 
of his contemporary Lorenzo de’ Medici in Florence.” 
90 This point of view has been challenged by other scholars and writers, among others Shaf ‘
Kadkani, Šibl  Nu‘m n , Šam s . For instance Shaf ‘  Kadkani (Morrison 1981: 135) writes: 
“No matter what criterion of literary judgment we employ, S ‘ib will emerge considerably 
greater than J m ; it is not known who was originally responsible for this notion-whoever it 
was, he was ignorant or ill-informed as far as direct contact with the course of the history of 
Persian poetry was concerned and for the most part the basis of his information rested on the 
statement of tazkireh-writers, some of whom castigated the poetry of the Safawid period.” 
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most significant development concerning poetry took place towards the end 
of the century when the sabk-i ‘ir q disappeared from Persian poetry and 
the intermediate poetic style, i.e. sabk-i wuq ‘ (the Style of wuq ‘
[happening, incidence]), which manifested itself first in B b  Fa n ’s (d. 
925/1519) azals, emerged. Concerning prose, almost all researchers and 
scholars are unanimous on “the poor quality of the prose” during this 
century. According to Shaf ‘  Kadkani (Morrison, 1981: 143) the most 
important works in prose during the century are Nafah t al-uns min hazr t
al-quds and Bah rist n by J m . The most important type of learned prose 
was still history writings, and a number of celebrated history works, e.g.
Zafar-n mah by Šaraf al-D n ‘Al  Yazd , ubdat al-taw r x and Mujmal al-
taw r x by Fas h  Xw f , were written. The other types of learned literature 
also flourished under the patronage of Timurids’ rulers and princes in 
particular. In addition, a new Shi‘i religious-literature was established during 
this century. In the 15th century the role of the rulers in India and the 
Ottoman realm in the development of the Persian literature increased 
remarkably and the Persian language strengthened its role as the dominant 
language in the region. However, it was first during the next century, i.e. the 
16th century that we were to witness this development clearly. 

Exposition     
In the 15th century a total of eight works on music were written. In addition, 
there are extant from this century the manuscripts of two undated and 
anonymous treatises. Of these eight treatises written during the century four 
have been written by one of the most prominent musicians and music 
theorists of the time in the region, namely ‘Abd al-Q dir b. ayb  al-H fiz
al-Mar , known as Ibn ayb . It would not be incorrect to call the 15th

century ‘Abd al-Q dir’s century. Three of these four works by al-Mar  are 
among the most celebrated works ever written on music theory in Persian. 

J mi‘ al-alh n by ‘Abd al-Q dir al-Mar
We shall begin the presentation of ‘Abd al-Q dir b. ayb  al-H fiz al-
Mar ’s works with the earliest treatise of him, namely J mi‘ al-alh n, but 
first a short biography of him. 

‘Abd al-Q dir b. ayb  al-H fiz al-Mar  was born in Mar ah in the 
province of arb yj n, which became one of the most important political, 
cultural centres of the realm under the Il-Khans. According to Saf  (1364 
H.Š./1985, vol. iv: 108) and Mašh n (1373 H.Š./1994: 199), he was born in 
754/1353, which in my opinion is more likely (for more information see 
below). However, B niš (al-Mar  1370 H.Š./1991: 24) mentions that he 
was born probably in 768/1366. It is likely that his father, Jam l al-D n,
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played a decisive role in his musical education. His title H f z indicates that 
he could recite the Koran by heart, which was very much appreciated among 
people of that time.91 ‘Abd al-Q dir left his hometown when he was quite 
young, going to Tabr z to join the court of Sult n Husayn of the Jal yirids as 
a musician. After the capture of Tabr z by Timur in 788/1386, he escaped to 
Baghdad and continued to serve as the chief minstrel at the court of Sult n
Ahmad, the son of Sult n Husayn. He was captured after the conquest of 
Baghdad by Timur and was sent to Samarqand. According to B niš (ibid.:
29), he stayed there until 799/1396, and then he returned to Tabr z, serving 
as a musician at the court of M r n-Š h, the son of Timur. ‘Abd al-Q dir was 
obliged to escape once again to Baghdad and to the court of Sult n Ahmad 
of the Jal yirids, who tried at that time to retake the territories he hade lost to 
Timur. After the recapture of Baghdad by Timur, al-Mar  was captured. 
He managed, however, to escape death once again thanks to his outstanding 
musical talent. He continued as a musician at the court of Timur himself. 
After the period of unrest between Timur’s death and the accession of 
Š hrux to the throne, al-Mar  became active at the court of Š hrux. It was 
during this period that he wrote or completed almost all of his significant and 
celebrated treatises on music, and it was indeed the most important period of 
his life as far as theoretical and writing activities are concerned. He stayed in 
the region that was ruled by the Timurids until his death in the plague 
epidemic in Har t in 838/1434. He was not only a very celebrated singer and 
an outstanding ‘ d-player,92 but also a celebrated composer. In his work 
J m‘ al-alh n (al-Mar  1366 H.Š./1987: 243-252) he names some of his 
compositions, among which can be mentioned thirty nawbat-i murattabs that 
he composed for Sult n Husayn of the Jal yirids and dawr-i ‘adl for Š hrux.

‘Abd al-Q dir al-Mar ’s first treatise, which is entitled J mi‘ al-alh n
(Encyclopaedia of music), according to Farmer (EI, s.v. ‘Adb al-K dir b. 
Ghayb ) is al-Mar ’s most important treatise on music. It seems that there 
were two different versions of this work. The first and probably incomplete 
version of the work, which al-Mar  wrote for his son, N r al-D n ‘Abd al-
Rahm n, was written first in 808/1405. But eight years later, i.e. in
816/1413, he wrote a new version which is probably the complete one; and 
this is the version that has come down to us. The first version was written 
during the period that al-Mar  was active at the court of Timur, while the 
second and complete version was written during the author’s sojourn in 
Har t, when he was the chief minstrel at the court of Š hrux. The work is 
divided into a muqaddimah (introduction), twelve b bs (sections), and a 

91 ‘Al š r Naw ’  (1363 H.Š/1984: 123) confirms that statement, writing: 

.
One of his accomplishments was [to recite] the words of God [the Koran] by 
heart. 

92 Naw ’  (ibid.: 313) calls him ‘Abd al-Q dir-i ‘ d (‘Abd al-Q dir the ‘ d-player). 
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x timah (conclusion). In addition, an introductory prayer and a prayer for the 
Sult n form the preface of the work. The headings and topics of the treatise 
are as follows (al-Mar  1366 H.Š./1987): 

The Introduction  

He defines (ibid.: 7) the word m s q in the following way: 

 ...
.

You should know that m s q  (music) is a Greek term (word), and it 
means melody ... Music consists of combinations of the consonant 
notes on a verse in a circle of the q ‘ic [the rhythmic] circles. 

The first chapter of the introduction: On the definition of music 

The second chapter of the introduction: On the quality of the in-
vention of the art of music 

The third chapter of the introduction: Concerning the subject of 
music

He (ibid.: 9) considers: 

 ..

Because the subject of every science is that the elements of that 
science are discussed, so the note is the subject of music. Some 
scholars have said that the subject of this science is melody. 

The fourth chapter of the introduction: Concerning the principles 
of this science 

The fifth chapter of the introduction: Concerning what the ulti-
mate propose of this art is 

Section one 
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Chapter one: On the definition of sound  

Chapter two: On the definition of note 

Chapter three of the first section: On the cause of perception of 
sound and note by the sense of hearing 

Chapter four of the first section: On the explanation of the causes 
of gravity and acuteness [of notes]  

Section two

Chapter one of the second section: On the repartition of the frets 
according to the author of Adw r [al-Urmaw ]

Chapter two of the second section: On repartition of the frets in 
such a way that the amount and proportion of the interval of baqi-
yyah [the semitone of 90 cents93] will be clear  

Chapter three of the second section: On repartition of the string, 
and the portion of si r [the lesser intervals] by which the por-
tions of the ratios and the place of the seventeen notes (on the fret) 
and similar issues on one string will be clear   

Section three 

Chapter one of the third section: On the explanation of intervals, 
and concerning their ratios 

Chapter two of the third section: On joining the intervals to each 
other  

Chapter three of the third section: On [the derivation of] the in-
tervals from each other  

93 “A small logarithmic unit used in the accurate description of musical intervals, based on 
frequency ratios. The interval, in cents, between two tones of frequency f1 and f2 is 3986 log10
(f2/f1). 100 cents is equal to one equally tempered semitone.” The New Grove Dictionary of 
Music and Musicians (2001), s.v. “cent”. 
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Chapter four of the third section: On the explanation of the rules 
of dividing the intervals into two equal parts 

Chapter five of the third section: On the explanation of the causes 
of dissonancy 

Section four 

Chapter one: Regarding some of the classes of genres [tetra-
chords, pentrachords] and the ratios of their intervals and num-
bers 

Chapter two of the fourth section: On the combination of conso-
nants of the type of the fourth and fifth 

Chapter three: On the classification of the cycles based on the 
joining (iz f t) of the types of the second genre to the first genre 

Section five 

Chapter one: On the instruction [of tuning] of the two stringed in-
struments  

Chapter second of the fifth section: On the instruction [of tuning] 
of the three-stringed instruments 

Chapter third of the fifth section: On the four-stringed instrument 
which is called the ancient (qad m) ‘ d

Chapter fourth of the fifth section: On the fifth-stringed instru-
ment which is called  the prefect (k mil) ‘ d

Section six 

Chapter one: On the explanation of the famous cycles (modes) and 
concerning the ratio of intervals and their numbers and the 
method of derivation of them from the fret of ‘ d

Chapter two of the sixth section: On the transpositional cycles and 
their rules 
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Al-Mar  (ibid.: 113) has defined the term tabaq t in the following way: 

.

By tabaq t is meant that after the derivation of an interval, genre or 
mode from its original place (on the fret), it is also derived from other 
places than its own original one.

Chapter three of the sixth section: On the ascertainment of the six 
secondary modes, and on how the most superior of all scholars, 
our master Qutb al-D n, may God cover him with mercy and for-
give his sins, has criticised the author of al-Adw r, may God have 
mercy upon him, and the answers to it (the criticism) which your 
humble servant has given based on research, 

Chapter four of the sixth section: On the explanation of the 
twenty-four šu‘ab t (the derivative modes) and the method of 
derivation of their notes from the fret. 

Section seven 

Chapter one: On the confusion of intervals with each other  

Chapter two of the seventh section: On the explanation of the 
partnership of the notes of the modes with each other 

Chapter three of the seventh section: Concerning the order of 
genres in the transpositional ab‘ d-i ‘uzm (the larger intervals) 
and regarding their numbers 

Section eight 

Chapter one: On the explanation of famous cycles (modes) in 
jam‘-i t m (the prefect modal system) in such a way that each 
mode will be classified with its similar species  
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Chapter two of the eighth section: Concerning the names of con-
sonant notes in Arabic and Greek 

The Arabic names and their Greek equivalent that have been mentioned in 
this chapter are (ibid.: 162) as follows: 

Arabic      Greek94       
1. Taq l al-mafr z t   Proslambanomenos
2. Taq l al-ra’ s t    Hypat  hypat n    
3. W sitat al-ra’ s t   Parhypat  hypat n
4. H ddat al-ra’ s t  Lichanos hypat n
5. Taq l al-aws t   Hypat  mes n
6. W sitat al-aws t  Parhypat  mes n
7. H ddat al-aws t  Lichanos mes n
8. Al-wust     Mes
9. F silat al-wust    Paramesos (Lichanos mes n)95

10. Taq l al-munfasil t  Trit  diezeugmen n (Parhypat  mes n) 
11. W sitat al-munfasil t Paran t  diezeugmen n (Hypat  mes n) 
12. H ddat al-munfasil t N t  diezeugmen n (Lichanos hypat n) 
13. Taq l al-h dd t   Trit  hyperbolai n (Parhypat  hypat n) 
14. W sitat al-h dd t  Paran t  hyperbolai n (Hypat  hypat n) 
15. H ddat al-h dd t  N t  hyperbolai n (Proslambanomenos) 

Chapter three of the eighth section: On the relation between prin-
cipal modes (pardah-h ), secondary modes ( w z t) and derivative 
modes (šu‘ab t)

Section nine 

Chapter one: Concerning the mustaw  and mun‘akis fretting 

Chapter two of the ninth section: On the explanation of the un-
common tuning (istix b)

Chapter three of the ninth section: On the explanation of the way 
of finding tarj ‘ t96 on the strings of the ‘ d

94 The equivalent Greek names have been taken from Barker (1989, vol. 2: 265). 
95 The names within brackets have been mentioned by al-Mar  as the Greek equivalent of 
the Arabic terms.  
96 The ornamentations of the melody by playing on another string than the string that the 
melody is played on. 
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Section ten 

Chapter one of the tenth section: On the explanation of the rules 
of difficult grips on the frets of the ‘ d and their similarities and 
differences 

Chapter two of the tenth section: On the instruction on singing in 
the throat, and on the comprehensible and incomprehensible 
combinations [of the genres] 

Chapter three of the tenth section: Concerning the transposition 
[of melody] 

Chapter four of section ten: Concerning the names and ranks of 
musical instruments 

The author (ibid.: 198 f.) classifies the musical instruments in the following 
way:97

 : .
.

 :

:
 :

.
 :

.
  :

And they are of three kinds: the first kind: the chordophones, the 
second kind: the aerophones and the third kind: bowls, copper bowls 
[Percussions, or rather idiophones]. 

Regarding the chordophones, it should be known that the most 
perfect instrument after the human throat is the new perfect ‘ d on 
which ten string are stringed in such a way that every two strings are 

97 Concerning the percussion instruments, the author mentions the names of those instruments 
that have definite pitches and can be tuned. 
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tuned the same, so ten strings are like five strings. And we will here 
mention the names of some of the different kinds of the instruments: 

As for the chordophones, the perfect ‘ d, the old ‘ d, tarab al-fath,
šašt y, tarab-r d, tanb r-i širw niyy n, Mongolian tanb rah,
r hafz y, qupuz-i r m (Byzantine qupuz [also q p z]), awz n,
n ytanb r, rub b, mu n , ang, ikr , q n n, kam n ah, ižak, yakt y,
tarant y, s z-i dull b, s z-i yib -yi murassa‘, tuhfat al-‘ d, šidir
[also šudur ], p p [the pipa], y t n, šahr d, r dx n .

Concerning the aerophones, the n y-i sif d [the white n y], zamr-i 
siyah-n y, surn , n y-i balab n, n y- wwar ( wur?), naf r, b r ,
m siq r, ab q, ar an n, n y-anb n.

As regards the k s t, t s t (the idiophones), the instruments of k s t
(the bowls), t s t (the copper bowls) and alw h-i f l d (the steel plate 
[a type of the glockenspiel]). 

Section eleven 

Chapter one: On the cycles of rhythmic modes according to the 
predecessors 

Chapter two of the eleventh section: On the cycles of rhythmic 
modes that are commonly used now 

Chapter three of the eleventh section: Regarding the rhythmic cy-
cles that have been innovated by your humble servant  

Chapter four of section eleven: On the mention of the rules of 
dux l (the beginning or entrance of melody and rhythm) in 
tas n fs (musical pieces) 

The author (ibid.: 230) mentions three main kinds of entrance/beginning
(dux ls), i.e. dux l-i ma‘(the simultaneous entrance of the melody and the 
q ‘ [the rhythmic mode]), dux l-i ba‘d (the subsequent entrance of the q ‘)

and dux l-i qabl (the prior entrance of the q ‘).

Section twelve  

Chapter one: On the effect of the notes of the modes 
 :

Chapter two of the twelfth section: Concerning as bi’ (the [six] 
finger modes) and the ancient way 
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 :

Chapter three of the twelfth section: On practical advice and the 
way of composition of tasn fs (musical pieces) in different forms of 
this art, like naw bit, bas yit, zarbayn, kull al-zur b, kull al-na am,
naš d-i ‘Arab, i‘m l, p šraw, zaxmah and haw y

Although the author has noted that there is a concluding chapter and the 
editor, i.e. B niš, mentions also this interesting concluding chapter, there is 
no such chapter in the edited and published version of the work.98

As we can see, the treatise covers almost all aspects of musical theory and 
to some extent even musical practice as well as topics such as “instruction on 
singing in the throat”, “how to practice”, “the rules of dux l (the beginning 
or entrance of melody and rhythm) in tas n fs (musical pieces)”, “how to 
compose music”, “the explanation of difficult grips on the frets of ‘ d” are 
new not only in Persian writing on music, but even in writing on music in 
the region. 

98 According to the preface (d b ah) of the work (ibid.: 5), the last chapter would have dealt 
with the following topics:   

The conclusion  

Chapter one: On how the virtuosos of this art should behave at a 
session  

Chapter two: Concerning [the idea that] at each gathering 
should be sung [the songs] that are suitable for that gathering 

Chapter three: On the rules of practising this art 

Chapter four: On the Mongolian way of making music (talh n)
and the names of their tunings and mu‘tadiliyy t (consonants?) 

Chapter five: Concerning the names of virtuosos of this art 

Chapter sixth: On the explanation of the principal modes (šud d)
that are played on the ‘ d and with which one makes music and 
accompanies and plays music in such way that the pleasure-
seeking listeners will cry, laugh and fall asleep out of pleasure, 
[but] under the condition that they are not opponents and fanat-
ics and are [really] listening to music  
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Maq sid al-alh n by ‘Abd al-Q dir al-Mar
Al-Mar ’s second treatise which has come down to us is Maq sid al-alh n
(Purports of melodies). The treatise is less detailed, and consequently, 
shorter than J mi‘ al-alh n. The work has been dedicated to different 
persons in different Mss. According to Ms in GB-Ob (Ouseley 264 [Sachau 
& Ethé MDCCCLXXXIX: 1060 f.]), the treatise written for Prince M rz
B ysun ur (d. 837/1434), while according to the Ms in NL-Lu (Cod. 271 [1] 
Warn [de Jong & de Goeje MDCCCLXV: 302-305]) it was dedicated to 
Ottoman Sult n Mur d II (824/1421-855/1451). Tarbiyat (1314 H.Š./1935: 
261) states that the treatise was written for Š hrux. The date of composition 
according to the Ms in GB-Ob (Ouseley 264 [Sachau & Ethé 
MDCCCLXXXIX: 1060 f.]), which is in the author’s handwriting, and the 
Ms in NL-Lu (Cod. 271 [de Jong & de Goeje MDCCCLXV: 302-305]) is 
821/1418 (Shiloah 1979: 172). Sachau & Ethé (MDCCCLXXXIX: 1057-
1063) state that it is probable that Maq sid al-alh n is just another, but 
shorter, version of J mi‘ al-alh n. On fol. 1a of the Ms in GB-Ob (Ouseley 
264 [ibid.]), which is in another handwriting and written and added later, the 
work has been headed Ris lah-i lahniyyah, and on fol. 1b of the same Ms it 
has been entitled Ta‘r f-i ‘ilm-i m siq . Tarbiyat (1314 H.Š./1935: 261) has 
introduced another treatise on music by al-Mar  with the title Lahniyyah. It
is probable that the treatise he has introduced is the same as Maq sd al-
alh n because nowhere has al-Mar  mentioned that he has a treatise with 
the heading lahniyyah.

The treatise begins with a preface, in which the author prays God and the 
Sult n who is his patron. Then, it continues with a muqaddimah 
(introduction) in which, according to the Ms in GB-Ob (Ouseley 385 
[Sachau & Ethé MDCCCLXXXIX: 1057-1063]), the author relates a story 
taken from the ah d t (the prophet Muhammad’s Traditions) on 
Muhammad’s appreciation of beautiful sounds. The main part of the treatise 
is divided into twelve b bs (chapters). The heading and topics of these 
twelve b bs are (according to the Ms in GB-Ob, No. OUSELEY 264 [ibid.], 
which is in the author’s handwriting) as follows: 

) (

[Section 1] On the definition of music, sound and note, interval, 
combination of intervals (notes) (jam‘), the causes of gravity and 
acuteness (of notes), and on the subject and principles of this art 

) (
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[Section 2] On the repartition of the frets on strings, and the ratios 
of intervals and their number (how to calculate them), and the ex-
planation of the causes of dissonancy, and the way of joining in-
tervals together and [the derivation of] them from each other, and 
the combination of intervals, and the customary tunings (istix b t-
i ma‘h d) [of instruments] 

) (

[Section 3] On the explanation of different types of the fourth, 
fifth, and the order of cycles of their “joining intervals” (iz f t)

) (
[Section 4] Concerning the explanation of famous cycles, i.e. the 
twelve modes, and the reference to their transpositions 

) (

[Section 5] Regarding the six secondary modes ( w z t) and how 
our master, Qutb al-D n Š r z , has criticised the author of al-
Adw r [Saf  al-D n] and the answer to that criticism that your 
humble servant has given based on study 

) (
[Section 6] Regarding the explanation of the twenty-four deriva-
tive modes (šu‘ab t) and the method of derivation of them from 
the frets  

) (

[Section 7] Concerning the explanation of the confusion of inter-
vals with each other, and the partnerships of notes of the modes, 
and the explanation of the relation between the main modes 
(maq m t), the secondary modes ( w z t) and the derivative 
modes (šu‘ab t)

) (
[Section 8] Concerning buh r (seven kinds of the fourth) and 
anw ‘ (different types of the octave) and transpositions of notes 

) (
[Section 9] Regarding the rhythmic modes ( q ‘), and explanation 
of the six finger modes, and the ancient way, and the beginning [of 
the melody and rhythm] in musical pieces 
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) (
[Section 10] On the impact of notes of the modes [on the soul], and 
the practical instructions, and the way of composition of different 
types [forms] of musical pieces 

) (
[Section 11] Concerning the method of finding [proper] accompa-
niments on strings, and the uncommon tunings (istix b t)

) (

[Section 12] Concerning the instructions on singing by the throat, 
and on the combinations of notes (tark b t) and the main modes 
(šud d), i.e. the uncommon tunings, and the way that some [kinds 
of] genres are practised, concerning the derivation of the modes, 
and regarding the names of notes in the perfect system (jam‘-i
t m) in Arabic and Greek, and the names and ranks of musical in-
struments

As we can see, the similarities between the topics of Maq sid al-alh n and
J mi‘ al-alh n are striking. We can, therefore, draw the conclusion that 
Maq sid al-alh n is an abridgement of Jami‘ al-alh n. It must, however, be 
pointed out that the author approaches subjects more systematically in Jami‘
al-alh n than in Maq sid al-alh n.

Šarh-i Adw r by ‘Abd al-Q dir al-Mar
As mentioned in the previous chapter, to comment on al-Urmaw ’s al-Adw r
became a popular subject during the 14th century; but the most prominent 
and celebrated commentary on that work was written during the 15th century 
by ‘Abd al-Q dir b. ayb  al-H fiz al-Mar . This šarh (commentary) is the 
next treatise to be dealt with here. 

The Šarh al-Adw r or Šarh-i Adw r (The commentary on al-Adw r) is
probably the last treatise on the theory of music that al-Mar  wrote. We do 
not know the exact date of the composition. Nevertheless, according to the 
additional part of the work, Zaw ’id al-faw ’id (Additional benefits) (which 
is also called Faw ’id-i ‘ašarah  [Ten benefits]), it was composed after the 
two above-mentioned treatises. The work has the heading Zubdat al-Adw r
(the Summary of al-Adw r) in some Mss. This appendix to the Šarh al-
Adw r is indeed a summarised version of J mi‘ al-alh n and can be 
considered as a concise independent treatise. However, ‘Abd al-Q dir
himself in the muqaddimah (al-Mar  1370 H.Š./1991: 77) emphasizes that 
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Zaw ’id al-faw ’id forms the last part of the treatise (see below). Besides, 
two very short treatises on two instruments, i.e. S z-i alw h-i f l d (the
Instrument with planks of steel]) and S z-i yib (the Instrument of yib ),
which have been introduced as two independent works in Massoudieh (1996: 
295) and Munzaw  (1348-1351 H.Š./1969-1972: 3898), have been added by 
B niš in his edition of the work. He argues (al-Mar  1370 H.Š./1991: 35) 
that these two works are too short to be independent works, and therefore he 
has added these two one-page treatises to the last part of the Šarh-i Adw r.
At any rate, each chapter of the treatise begins with passages quoted from al-
Urmaw ’s al-Adw r and then commentaries on them by al-Mar . The 
heading and topics of the fifteen fasls and the additional parts (al-Mar
1370 H.Š./1991) are as follows: 

The first chapter: On the definition of notes, and the explanation 
of [the causes of] gravity and acuteness 

The second chapter: On the different kinds of fretting 

The explanation of the calculation of the interval B 

The calculation of the ratio between notes of the interval J 

The explanation of the method of derivation of the interval J and 
the ration of the numbers of the h šiyatayn (the two notes that 
form an intervals), and the explanation the tiq l (the seventeen 
notes of the first octave) and similar to them 

The partition of frets in another way  

The third chapter: On the ration of the intervals 

The interval: It is the sum of the differences of the two notes [of an 
interval] with regard to the gravity and acuteness 

The explanation of the confusion between the interval which is 
based on the ratios of mitl and sab‘at-i ittis ‘ and the interval
tan n

The method and rule of the construction of an interval from an-
other 
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The method of the bisecting the intervals  

The fourth chapter: Concerning the causes of the dissonancy 

The fifth chapter: Concerning the composition of the consonances 
(mul yim)

The sixth chapter: On the [cycles of] modes and [their] ratios 

On the explanation of different types of  al-kull (octave) in  al-
kull murtay n (double octaves) 

The seventh chapter: Concerning the rules of [the tuning of] the 
two-stringed instruments 

The eighth chapter: Regarding the ‘ d and the tuning of its 
strings and the derivation of the modes from it 

The explanation of the mustaw and mun‘akis fretting

The ninth chapter: On the names of the famous modes 

The explanation of the six secondary modes 

The tenth chapter: On the partnership of the notes of the cycles 

The eleventh chapter: Concerning the transpositions of the cycles 
of modes 

The twelfth chapter: On the uncommon tuning (istix b)

The thirteenth chapter: On the rhythmic cycles 
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The fourteenth chapter: On the effect of notes  

The second part of the discourse: On the explanation of the 
method of performing and composition of musical pieces  

The fifteenth chapter: On practical instructions 

The ancient way: taq l-i awwal-i mutlaq

The conclusion, and it consists of the ten beneficial additions 

Concerning this additional part, al-Mar  (ibid.: 291) notes: 

 ...

In the book of “the commentary on Adw r” I discussed and explained 
what was the manner of solution of its problems with many benefits 
and additional points based on study and practicing. Furthermore, [I 
used] the book which I entitled Maq sid al-alh n and which I wrote 
before this book and after the book “Jami‘ al-alh n”. [Here] I will 
write ten benefits at the end of this commentary from the words of the 
Predecessors, so the students who possess good taste and are 
enthusiastic will gain from them. I have entitled this book Zaw yid al-
faw yid (Beneficial additions). 

Benefit one: On the order of the transposition of the fourth in the 
perfect modal system (jam‘-i t m)

Benefit two: The explanation of the famous cycles of modes and 
the calculation of the ratio of their notes, and the signs of the or-
der of the modes, and the transposition of the joining intervals 
(iz f t) in letters 
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Benefit three: the explanation of the twenty-four derivative 
modes, and the manner of their derivation from the (different) 
parts of strings 

Benefit four: the explanation of the figures of the notes of the fa-
mous modes with the similar [figures] in the perfect modal sys-
tem/the double octave (jam‘-i t m)

Benefit five: the explanation of some classes of the fourth, and the 
method to calculate them  

Benefit six: The explanation of maw jib99 which according to the 
terminology of predecessors is called the six finger board (as bi‘-i 
sittah) and the rhythmic cycles, and the names of notes that are 
used in the cycles and the cycles that are used in melodies 

Benefit seven: The explanation of the [different] types of musical 
pieces (forms) used in practicing this art, and the way they can be 
composed on the condition that will be mentioned 

The author (ibid.: 336) mentions, 

 .
 . . . . .

 . . . . . .
 . ..

The predecessors composed songs on Arabic verses. Before the 
different types of musical pieces/forms (asn f-i tas nif) was naš d-i 

99 The author (ibid.: 329) explains the term in the following way: 

 You should know that the six finger modes (as bi‘-i sittah) were known and 
common among the predecessors, and they acted in this way. According to 
their terminology, different types of the fourth were called maw jib and
as ba‘, and they called the six maw jib (maw jib-i sittah) also the six finger 
board (as bi‘-i sittah). 
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‘arab (Arabian naš d). Then, there was bas ’it, aqw l-i mufradah 
(simple qawls) and naw bit.  The names of the different types of 
musical pieces are: 1. naš d-i ‘arab; 2. bas t; 3. nawbat-i murattab; 4. 
kull al-zur b; 5. kull al-na am; 6. kull al-zur b wa al-na am; 7. 
zarbayn and its additional things; 8. ‘amal; 9. naqš, 10. sawt; 11. 
haw ’ ; 12. p šraw; 13. zaxmah; 14. murassa‘‘.

Then he describes each form, exemplifying them by his own works. For 
instance, he (ibid.) describes bas t and nawbat in the following way: 

... : . .
 . ...

As for bas t, it was created after the naš d-i ‘arab. The bas t is a piece 
of music on merely Arabic verses upon the [rhythmic] cycle of taq l-i
awwal or taq l-i t n or ramal. It is of two types: it may or may not 
have sawt al-wasat (intermezzo), but it must have the tašiyy‘ah 
(repetition with changes in verses, words of the verses, 
ornamentations) ... Regarding nawbat, it consists of four pieces: first, 
qawl; second, azal; third, tar nah; fourth, fur dašt ... 

   

Benefit eight: The explanation of the method of derivation of units 
of time (naqar t) and ornamented accompaniments (tarj ‘ t), and 
their division on the strings, and the names of different kinds of 
melodic tools ( l t-i alh n), i.e. instruments (s z-h )

Chapter concerning the names of the musical instruments 

The ninth benefit 

Chapter one: On the explanation of the rhythmic cycles in addi-
tion to the mentioned six cycles 

Al-Mar  (ibid.: 374) mentions: 
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 .

 .:
.

In these time the kings of the world have shown an interest for this 
science, and they have practiced it themselves. They wanted your poor 
and humble servant [to compose] unusual and new rhythmic cycles 
unlike the mentioned six old cycles. According to their command, I 
have invented unusual cycles and composed tas n f (musical pieces) 
of good quality on these cycles and presented them [to kings], and 
they regarded [these cycles and music pieces] as acceptable and 
pleasurable, and they have named each cycle with a special name. I 
will mention five cycles of these cycles here, so that students 
understand that there are other cycles than the [six old] cycles to 
invent, because neither the blessing has disappeared, nor has the giver 
becomes mean. The names of the cycles are: the cycle of zarb al-fath,
the cycle of al-rab ‘, the cycle of š hzarb and m ’tayn and the cycle 
of ‘adl.

Chapter two: concerning the explanation of the beginning and 
ending of musical pieces 

The author (ibid.: 379) notes: 

 . :
 .

As for the beginning, it is in such way that when a tasn f is, for 
instance, performed on the rhythmic cycle of taq l-i t n , which the 
masters in the practicing [of this art] call xaf f and its cycle is sixteen 
beats (naqrah), the beginning/entrance (dux l) happens either on the 
first beat (naqrah-i awwal) or on the second, or the third and in this 
way up to the sixteenth beat. The entrance at the beginning of every 
song is in three kinds: the simultaneous (ma‘) [entrance of the melody 
and the rhythmic cycle], the (qabl) [entrance of the rhythmic cycle] or 
the subsequent (ba‘d) [entrance of the rhythmic cycle].  
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Now, the tenth advantage: The explanation of transpositions, and 
explanation of the muttafiqah and muxtalifah combinations, and 
the explanation of different kinds of ornaments by [using] the 
movement of the throat in melodies 

Chapter concerning the instructions on singing, i.e. the famous 
melodies that are produced by the throat of the human, and the 
explanation of the muttafiqah and muxtalifah combinations, and 
the various kinds of ornaments that are produced by movement of 
the throat in the uvula in the melodies that musicians called mar-

lah

Chapter concerning the names of virtuosos of this art 

As mentioned earlier, Šarh al-Adw r is, according to our knowledge, al-
Mar ’s last work on music theory and is indeed a gathering of his all 
experiences and knowledge on musical theory and practice and therefore 
perhaps his most significant work.

Collection of songs by ‘Abd al-Q dir al-Mar
The last work by al-Mar , which will be dealt with here, is among his 
minor works in its present form. It is a collection of songs in the popular 
vocal musical forms of that time, e.g. tasn f, ‘amal, qawl, bas t, in both 
Arabic and Persian. Massoudieh (1996: 132) writes that the work is 
presumably one of al-Mar ’s works, but he is not altogether sure. 
Nevertheless, Xw ndam r (1333 H.Š./1954, vol. 3: 578) mentions a rub ‘
(quatrain) that al-Mar  had composed upon receiving news of Sult n
Ahmad’s death, and that he had sung the quatrain for Š hrux of the 
Timurids. The quatrain which Xw ndam r (ibid.) notes is as follows: 

      
       

Oh ‘Abd al-Q dir, do let fall down blood from the eyes every moment
 You cannot fight against the tyranny of destiny 
Since that royal epithet of the world suddenly 

Passed away when he aimed to go to Tabriz  

These verses form the two last verses of the collection of songs ([al-Mar ], 
Ms NL-Lu, Cod. 271). Furthermore, the poet introduces himself as ‘Abd al-
Q dir (ibid.) on several occasions in the work. The date of composition is 
unknown, but in a hemistich of one of the songs in the work (see below) the 
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poet writes that he is 82 years old which suggests that the work was written 
probably in 8371333 or 838/1334. The verses (ibid. fol. 64b) in which the 
poet mentions his name and age are as follows: 

 • •
 •

Oh God, by your gracefulness forgive a sinner • whose eighty-two 
years [of life] was nothing but sinfulness • Forgive ‘Abd al-Q dir the 
sin that he has committed • what is his sin before [your] forgiveness 
because you [God] are [the greatest] forgiver    

If we assume that the work was written by ‘Abd al-Q dir al-Mar , he 
will have died a few months later after finishing the work. In such a case the 
birth date which is suggested by Saf  (1366 H.Š./1987, vol. iii/1: 273) and 
Mašh n (see above) is more correct than that of B niš (see above), because 
on the assumption of the date B niš has suggested ‘Abd al-Q dir al-Mar
would have died at the age of seventy, but, as we have seen, the author of the 
collection who introduced himself as ‘Abd al-Q dir, mentions that he is 
eighty-two-years old. 

At any rate, the forms, modes and rhythmic cycles of the songs which are 
employed in the work are (Ms NL-Lu, Cod. 271): 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.
12.
13.
14. (sic!) 
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
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21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

1. Tasn f in the mode of r st in the [rhythmic] cycle of taq l-i awwal that is
waraš n 16 naqarahs (beats, units) 

2. ‘Amal in the mode of hij
3. ‘Amal in the ah rg h  al-arba‘ 
4. Qawl in the derivative mode of sab , i.e. the nawr z-i ‘arab in the sik h,

i.e. the bu‘d-i  mujannab, in the rhythmic cycle of xaf f-i taq l
5. Bas t in the mode of ‘ušš q in the rhythmic cycle of muxammas 8 

nagrahs  (beats)
6. Qit‘ah in the nawz z-i asl
7. Qit‘ah in the nawz r-i ‘arab 
8. Qawl in the šahn z
9. Sawt in the ‘aš r
10. ‘Amal rab ‘iyyah in the nawr z ’arab and nawr z-i asl and nawr z-i 

‘ajam and nawr z-i x r and nawr z-i bay t , its q ’ (rhythm) in the 
cycle of f xt as has been mentioned [kam marr ?] and the rhythmic 
cycle of waraš n and the cycle of bad ‘ and the cycle of man ‘

11. Tasn f-i p r-n mah that I have composed on the topic of my old age and 
weakness, in the mode of r huw , in the [rhythmic] cycle of ramal 12 
naqrahs [beats]

12. ‘Aml also on old age, in the mode of z rafkand that is k jak also, in 
muxammas 8 naqrahs (beats)

13. Tars ‘ in tašiyy‘ah 100

14. ‘Amal in isfah nak in the cycle rhythmic zarb al-f h (sic!)
15. Qit‘ah in sikah-i z wul 

100 It is in this song that the poet introduces himself as ‘Abd al-Q dir mentioning that he is 
eighty-two years old. (For the verses and the translation, see above). 
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16. Ta’l f-i taw l in [the mode] r st
17. Tarjamah 
18. Sawt 
19. ‘Amal dar muhayyir-i bas t in the rhythmic cycle of ramal-i taw l
20. Dar tašiyy‘ah-i tars ‘
21. Dar his r-i asl
22. Sawt in the rhythmic cycle of  farah-i muxammas 
23. ‘Amal in the dug h
24. Tašiyy‘ah
25. ‘Amal in the gawašt 
26. ‘Amal in the panjg h
27. Tars ‘ in the b zgašt (return, repetition)
28. Sawt 
29. ‘Amal in the mode of sab , i.e. nawr z-i ‘arab mahatt (descent to) the 
30. mujannab 
31. ‘Amal in the mode of ‘ir q
32. ‘Amal dar isfah nak 
33. Tašiyy‘ah
34. ‘Amal in the mubarqa‘
35. ‘Amal in the gawašt 
36. The last, in the mode of z rafkand in the rhythmic cycle of muxammas    

The work is the earliest collection of secular songs in Persian musical 
literature. The collection is interesting and important from a music 
theoretical aspect because the author (collector) has not only noted the form 
and mode of a number of pieces there, but he has also mentioned the 
rythymic cycles of them.101

Naq wat al-adw r by a son of ‘Abd al-Q dir al-Mar
Another treatise on music theory is the fifth work that will be dealt with in 
this chapter. The treatise was probably written by one of ‘Abd al-Q dir al-
Mar ’s sons, namely ‘Abd al-‘Az z. However, al-Mar  mentions at the 
beginning of his treatise J mi‘ al-alh n (al-Mar  1366 H.Š./1987: 2) that 
he has two sons, namely N r al-D n ‘Abd al-Rahm n, for whom he wrote the 
first incomplete version of J mi‘ al-alh n (Sachau & Ethé 
MDCCCLXXXIX: 1057), and Niz m al-D n ‘Abd al-Rah m, noting that 
they are twelve years old and seven years old respectively when he wrote the 
work. He does not mention that he has another son with the name ‘Abd al-

101 A deeper study of this collection and the musical pieces presented there can presumably 
help us to understand the connection between the poetic meters, the musical form, the modes 
and the rhythmic cycles. 
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‘Az z. Farmer (EI, s.v. ‘Abd al-K dir b. Ghayb ), however, informs us that 
he had a third son of whom he writes: 

A son [of ‘Abd al-Q dir], ‘Abd al-‘Az z, who is thought to have 
settled at the Ottoman court after 1435, was the author of a music 
treatise, the Naq wat al-Adw r (“The Select of the Modes”), 
dedicated to the Turkish Sultan Muhammad II (d. 886/1481). 

But he does not mention where he got this information. If ‘Abd al-Q dir al-
Mar  had a third son, he must have been born after 1413, i.e. the date of 
the composition of J m‘ al-alh n, because as pointed out above al-Mar
does not mention anything about his third son  ‘Abd al-‘Az z. Regarding the 
third son, we do not know anything about him expect what Farmer has 
written about him (see above). 

Naq wat al-adw r (the Purity of the cycles) is divided into an 
introduction (muqaddimah), twelve chapters (b bs) and a conclusion 
(x timah). The structure, the topics, and to some extent the headings of the 
treatise are similar to the three more comprehensive above-mentioned works 
by ‘Abd al-Q dir al-Mar . According to Massoudieh (1996: 3), the work 
deals with the following topics in each chapter: 

Intr. Des enseignements du Prophète (raw y t, Ah d t) à propos de la 
qualité d’une belle voix. 
(1) De la définition du son, de la note, de l’intervalle, du système 
modal et la signification du terme m s q  (musique), l’objet de cet art 
et son but final. 
(2) De la qualité de la production du son et de la note par les 
instruments mélodiques et les causes d’acuité et de gravité. 
(3) Du partage de ligatures sur les cordes et du rapport des intervalles 
et [de leurs] nombres et les causes de la dissonance. 
(4) De la règle de l’addition des intervalles, leur division et la division 
par moitié, la manière de faire des adjonctions de la quarte et la 
composition consonante basée sur les espèces de la quarte et de la 
quinte. 
 (5) De l’arrangement des cycles à l’aide des adjonctions des 
intervalles, les cycles en usage, c’est à dire 12 maq m, 6 w ze et 24 
šu‘ab t et la façon de les faire sortir des touches des cordes. 
(6) De la détermination des cycles en se basant sur les 17 places de 
l’octave aiguë qui s’appelle tabaq t.
(7) De la communauté des notes des cycles et les rapports de certains 
parde-h  (ligatures), w z t et šu‘ab t.
(8) Sur les espèces de genres et sur les mutations. 
(9) Les cycles de q ‘.
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(10) Sur la règle de préluder [les cycles métriques-rythmiques] en 
tas n f, le nombre de leurs battements, les six anciens doigtés, les 
accords non-usuels et la façon de trouver les notes 
d’accompagnement. 
(11) De l’enseignement du chant, du nom des instruments mélodiques, 
de l’effet des notes des cycles et la façon de composer les tas n f.
(12) Comment les praticiens de cet art doivent observer les 
cérémonies des séances [musicales] et ce qu’ils doivent chanter de 
convenable lors de la séance, faire de la musique à la manière des 
mongols, les noms de leurs accords [instrumentaux] et mu‘tadiliyy t.
(Épilogue): Des noms des praticiens de cet art et les šud d qu’on 
execute au luth. 

The significance of the work lies in fact that it is among the first, if not the 
very first, Persian treatises on music theory written in the realm of the 
Ottoman Empire. Otherwise, Naq wat al-adw r is nothing other than 
another version of Jami‘ al-alh n.

Music treatise by Mi‘m r
The fifth comprehensive work on music theory which was written during the 
century is ‘Al  b. Muhammad Mi‘m r’s, known as Ban ’ , treatise. Although 
Mi‘m r is mostly known as a poet in Persian literature, this treatise indicates 
that he was skilful in music and music theory. 

‘Al  b. Muhammad Mi‘m r’ was born in Har t some time in the middle of 
the 15th century. He was a son of a mason (bann ) (Naf s  EI, s.v. Bann ’ )
named Muhammad Sabz Mi‘m r (Xw ndam r 1333 H.Š./1954, vol. iv: 348) 
and therefore he chose the pseudonym (taxallus) Ban(n) ’  (also Ban(n) y ).
However, Safwat & B niš (Mi‘m r 1368 H.Š./1989: šiš [six]) and Saf  (1364 
H.Š./1985, vol. iv: 393 f.) mention his taxallus without tašd d on the “N”,
i.e. Ban ’ .102 He spent his childhood and youth in his native town and 
studied there. He came in contact with ‘Al š r Naw ’  who had supported 
and encouraged him at least during a short time. Nonetheless, after disputes 
with ‘Al š r Naw ’ , Mi‘m r was obliged to leave his hometown and 
sojourned for a while first in Š r z and then in Tabr z at the court of prince 
Sult n Ya‘q b of the Aq-Quyunl . It was during this period that he 
composed one of his most celebrated poetic works B -i Iram (Mi‘m r 1368 
H.Š./1989: haft [seven]). After the death of his patron Sult n Ya‘q b in 
896/1490, he returned to his hometown Har t. But, he had, once again, to 
leave Har t for the court of prince Sult n ‘Al  of the Timurids in Samarqand. 
After the conquest of the town by Šayb n -X n in 906/1500 and after a short 
period in prison, Mi‘m r joined Šayb n -X n’s court as a court poet, staying 

102 Utas (1973: 76-78) writes his name as Bin ’ .
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there until the defeat of Šayb n -X n and the capture of the province of 
Xur s n by Š h Ism ‘ l, the founder of the Safawid dynasty and his Qizilb š
troops in 916/1510. According to Xw ndam r (1333 H.Š./1954, vol. iv: 349), 
he was slain two years later in 918/1512 during the massacre by Am r Najm 
T n , the grand Vizier of Š h Ism ‘ l. Among his works can be mentioned 
Šayb n -n mah, and his collection of poems (d w n).

According to Š štar  (1348/1969: 307) and Naf s  (EI, s.v. Bann ’ ),
Mi‘m r wrote two short treatises on ‘Ilm-i adw r (The science of the cycles 
[music]). Hitherto, however, no other treatise by him has been found other 
than the one that has been published by Safwat & B niš. There are three 
possible hypothetical explanations concerning Š štar  and Naf s’s statement. 
The first one is that the treatise that has come down to us and which is 
divided into two discourses (maq lahs), was written first as two different 
treatises, but later the author rewrote them as one work. However, this 
possibility is slight because Š štar  mentions that the two treatises were on 
adw r (modes), while the second discourse of the present work is on q ‘
(rhythm) and not on adw r. Furthermore, no Mss of those two stated 
treatises have hitherto been found. The second explanation is that these two 
treatises have been lost. The third possibility, which in my judgement is 
more plausible, is that the information Š štar  gives us is not completely 
correct, because Š štar  mentions only those two treatises and says nothing 
about the present work that has come down to us. Ergo, we can draw the 
conclusion that Mi‘m r did not write any other treatise on music than the 
treatise that we are going to introduce below. 

The only known Ms of the work, which is in the author’s own 
handwriting, is dated 888/1483, and this is plausibly the date of the 
composition of the treatise. According to Safwat & B niš (Mi‘m r 1368 
H.Š./1989: haft and hašt [seven and eight]), the work was probably written 
for ‘Al š r Naw ’  (d. 906/1500). If Safwat & B niš’s statement is correct, 
Mi‘m r wrote the treatise in Har t. The treatise begins with a preface 
(xutbah), which contains a poem ( azal) about music, prayers and a 
statement of the reason why the author has written the treatise. The main part 
of the treatise is divided into a muqaddimah (introduction), two maq lahs
(discourses) and a x timah (conclusion). The headings and topics of the 
treatise (ibid.) are as follows: 

[Discourse one] 

Introduction: On the definition and division of music 

Chapter on the division of intervals

Chapter on the division of famous intervals 
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Chapter on the explanation of the causes of dissonancy 

Chapter on the explanation of consonant combination [of inter-
vals]

Chapter on the explanation of the study on the famous and infa-
mous cycles, and the explanation of the ratios that are between 
them

Chapter on the explanation of the reason for derivation [of inter-
vals] from ‘ d and its tuning 

Chapter on the explanation of the main modes  

According to him (ibid.: 62-68) the twelve main modes (d ’irahs) are: 
‘ušš q, naw , b sal k, r st, zang lah, isfah n, husayn , hij z , z rafkand,
r huw ,‘ir q, buzurg.

Chapter on the partnerships of notes of the cycles [of modes] 

Chapter on the explanation of derivation of the transposed modes 
(tabaq t) of the famous modes (daw yir) from the various parts of 
a string 

Mi‘m r defines (ibid.: 77) tabaqah in the following way: 

.

You should know the cycles that appear in other positions than their 
[original] positions are called tabaq t.

Chapter on the explication of the secondary modes ( w z t)

Chapter concerning the definition of the derivative modes 
(šu‘ab t)

According to Mi‘m r (ibid.: 91-100), the names of twenty-four derivative 
modes are: dug h, sig h, ah rg h, panjg h, ‘aš r , m h r, nawr z-i x r ,
his r, nawr z-i bay t , nahuft, ‘uzz l, awj, nayr z, burqa‘, rakb, sab ,
hum y n, nah wand, z wul , bastah-nig r, r y-i ‘ir q, x z , muhayyir
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The second discourse: On the science of the rhythmic cycles ( q ‘)

Chapter on the introductory explanation to the discussions on q ‘

Chapter on the explication of cyclic q ‘ t that are common 
among the practicing musicians 

Chapter regarding the instructions on the way of derivation of the 
melodies from the different parts of a string 

This chapter is among the most interesting chapters of the treatise, because 
in this chapter the author partly explains (ibid.: 124) how to write down 
music. However, his explanation is very concise and it is difficult to 
understand his system of writing down music. 

Chapter regarding the different kinds of music pieces  

The whole part (ibid.: 125 f.) is as follows:          
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You should know that the melody [here musical piece/form] is of two 
types: the measured and the unmeasured. But the measured musical 
piece is such that it is on a cycle of the q ‘ic (rhythmic) cycles and 
the unmeasured is contrary to that and it is named naw xt. But the 
measured musical pieces which are famous are seventeen: 1. p šraw;
2. sawt; 3. naqš; 4. ‘amal; 5. bas t; 6. qawl; 7. azal; 8. qawl-i 
murassa‘‘ ; 9. kull al-na am; 10. kull al-zur b; 11. kulliyyat; 12. 
nawbat; 13. tar nah; 14. fur dašt; 15. mustaz d; 16. r xtah; 17. naš d-
i ‘arab.
 Regarding p šraw, it is a musical piece/form that does not have 
verses [i.e. it is an instrumental musical form]. It has buy t [sections; 
the word literally means houses] at least three [sections] and a maxi-
mum at the composer’s will, but at the end of each buy t a šakl (fig-
ure?) should be repeated and that šakl is called sarband and it is com-
posed on the light rhythmic cycles (bahr-h ). Sawt is a piece of music 
that has verses, and it has a repeated x nah (section) which some peo-
ple have called it haw y . The ‘amal is a musical piece/form based on 
verses. It consists of two sar-x nahs, a miy n-x nah and a bazg y
(repetition?). The naqš is similar to the sawt, their differences beging 
that naqš is [stylistically] more elegant in contrast to sawt and it hap-
pens that two miy n-x nahs (interludes, intermezzi) and a b zg y
(repetition103) are composed for it. The bas t is [a musical piece/form] 
that has two sar-x nahs (introductions?) without b zg y (repetition). 
The qawl is [a musical piece/form] that has two sar-x nahs (introduc-
tions?) and a b zg y (repetition) without miy n-x nah (interlude, in-
termezzo) based on Arabic verses. The azal is similar to qawl based 
on Persian verses. The qawl-i murassa‘ is [a musical piece/form] that is 
based on Persian and Arabic verses. The kull al-na am is [a musical 
piece/form] that contains the sum of all the famous modes based on the 
seventeen notes. The kull al-zur b is [a musical piece/form] that con-
sists of all the famous rhythmic cycles. The kulliyy t consists of the 
collection of all modes [jam ‘-i jam‘-h ] and all rhythmic cycles. The 
nawbat consists of four pieces: first, qawl; second, azal; the third 
which is, of course, composed on the poetical metre of the rub ‘
(quatrain) and [it is] the tar nah; and the fourth [is] fur dašt. Master 
‘Abd al-Q dir, spirit of God is his spirit, has added another piece and 
named it mustarz d, for according to him the nawbat consists of five 
pieces. The r xtah is indeed a p šraw based on prose, and if it is versi-
fied, the [composer’s] aim is to make fun and joke of something of 

103 It is not clear what are the differences between various denominations for the repetition, 
i.e. b zg y, tašiyy‘ah, b zgašt, in music during the 15th century. On one hand, it is suggested 
that there are probably different types of repetitions during this period. On the other hand, it is 
possible that all these terms mean the same thing and they are just different denomination of 
one phenomenon in music, i.e. the repetition.   
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somebody and not the verse itself. The Arabic naš d is composed in 
such a way that its verses are not on any cycle of the q ‘ik (rhythmic) 
cycles. As for its tar nahs [?], it is on one of the [rhythmic] cycles. 

In comparison with previous treatises and especially with those of ‘Abd 
al-Q dir b. ayb  al-H fiz al-Mar , the work covers fewer musical 
theoretical fields, and consequently, deals with fewer topics. And already 
topics such as musical instruments, the names of famous musicians and 
virtuosos, which were very popular among theorists of the second half of the 
14th century and first half of 15th century, in this treatise, have vanished. 
However, the topic musical form (aqs m-i lahn) still forms a chapter/part of 
the work. 

Ris lah-i m s q by ‘Abd al-Rahm n J m
The next work to be written in the 15th century is a ris lah (treatise) on 
music by N r al-D n ‘Abd al-Rahm n J m , the celebrated Persian poet and 
Sufi.

The author was born in Xarjird near Har t in 817/1414. He spent almost 
his entire life in Har t and died there in 898/1492. He began as a follower of 
the Naqšband  Sufi order, and later became a leader of that Sufi order. He is 
famous, however, as a poet rather than Sufi leader, and his literary influence 
is remarkable on both Persian and Turkish literature (for further information 
see Gibb, 1900). As pointed out earlier, his death is generally placed as the 
beginning of the decline of classic Persian (Dar ) literature. In addition to his 
celebrated poems, J m  has written a number of prose works, among others 
Nafah t al-uns,Bah rist n,Tahq q-i ma hab-i s fiyy n and his Ris lah-i 
m s q (treatise on music).  

The treatise was written, according to Munzaw  (1348-1351 H.Š./1969-
1972: 3909), in 890/1485. It begins with a preface, which contains a 
rub ‘iyyah (quatrain) and a tamh d (prolepsis), and continues with a fasl
(chapter) on the impact of melodies and rhythm on the soul, and on the 
pleasures that music gives audiences. The main part of the treatise according 
to the Ms in T-Is (no. 4044) is divided into two main fasls (chapters) and a 
number of sub-chapter (fasls):

Chapter one: On the science of composition  

In the first main chapter or section, which is in turn divided into some fasls
(sub-chapters), J m  deals with the subject of composition (ta’l f), i.e. tones,
intervals, the twelve main modes maq m t, the six secondary modes 
( w z t) and the twenty-four sub-modes (šu‘abs), and the derivation of them 
from ‘ d.
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)(
Chapter [two: On rhythm] 

In this chapter the author deals with the rhythmic element and different types 
of cycles of rhythm ( q ‘), i.e. muwassal and mufassal, and some famous 
cycles. 

In comparison with other treatises on music written during the century the 
work is concise and short and covers limited musical fields. However, it 
confirms the appearance of a new type of writer concerning treatises on 
music theory, namely poets or poet-musicians. Further, it seems that the 
Sufis had also become writers of theoretical treatises on music. (For further 
information see “Summary and conclusions”). 

Maq sid al-adw r by Mahm d b. ‘Abd al-‘Z z
b. Xw jah ‘Abd al-Q dir b. ayb  al-H fiz al-Mar
The second treatise that was written in the Ottoman realm is the next treatise 
that will be treated here. The work was given the heading Maq sid al-adw r
(Purports of modes) and was probably written towards the close of the 15th

century by the grandson of ‘Abd al-Q dir, Mahm d (Farmer EI, s.v. ‘Adb al-
K dir b. Ghayb ; Munzaw  (1348-1351 H.Š./1969-1972: 3906). 
Nevertheless, Shiloah (1979: 174) introduces the treatise with the heading 
Muxtasar f  ‘ilm al-m s q , writing that it is one of Ibn ayb ’s (‘Abd al-
Q d r al-Mar ’s) works. Tarbiyat (1314 H.Š./1935: 254), for his part, 
states that the treatise was written by the son of ‘Abd al-Q dir al-Mar ,
N r al-D n ‘Abd al-Rahm n. It was dedicated to the Ottoman Sult n,
B yaz d b. Muhammad (1448 or 1453-1512). We know very little about 
Mahm d b. ‘Abd al-‘Az z b. ‘Abd al-Q dir Mar . His father was 
employed as a musician at the court of Sult n Muhammad II (d. 1481), and 
presumably his son took over his father’s position as a court musician. 

The treatise is divided into an introduction and eight chapters.104 In the 
Muqaddimah (introduction) the author is concerned with the beautiful voice 
in the Koran reading. The first chapter is on the definition of the note 
(naqmah), interval (bu‘d), melody system (ja‘m), the definition of the term 
m s q (music), and the purpose of music. The second chapter concerns 
sound and causes of acuity and gravity. The third chapter deals with reparti-
tion of the frets on the strings and the causes of dissonances (mutin fir). In 
the fourth chapter the author deals with intervals (ab‘ d), and in relation to 
intervals, the instruments of two, three and four strings, and genres (ajn s).
The fifth chapter concerns the common cycles of the twelve modes 

104 All information here on Maq sid al-adw r is based on the information in Shiloah (1979: 
174).
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(maq m t), the sub-modes (šu‘ab t).105 The sixth and seventh chapters are 
on the combination of different modes and the scales of transposition (šud -
d t) respectively. The last chapter concerns rhythm ( q ‘) and six rhythmic 
modes. 

Mss of undated works copied during the 15th century 
Two Mss of anonymous authors from this century have also come down to 
us. They are as follows: 

Bay n-i qata‘ t-i n
The first undated work is a one-page treatise with the heading Bay n-i
qata‘ t-i n  (The explanation of Chinese [metal] pieces [or rather bars]). 
There are three Mss of the work which have survived and come down to us. 
The oldest one, which is in IR-Tm with No. 832, was copied in 837/1433 
(D nišpaž h 1349/ H.Š./1970, no. 99: 43); Munzaw  (1348-1351 H.Š./1969-
1972: 3921). Munzaw  (ibid.: 3898) introduces a treatise with the heading 
S z-i n (Chinese intrument), mentioning that the author of the work is al-
Mar . It is probable that this treatise and Bay n-i qata‘ t-i n are the 
same. This interesting work is about the construction of the percussion 
instrument, Chinese metal bars. 

Dar as m -i daw zdah maq m
The second work is also a very short and concise treatise with the heading 
Dar as m -i daw zdah maq m (On the names of the twelve modes).106 The 
only extant Ms of the work, which is in IR-Tss, with no. 565 (ff. 122a –
123a), has many mistakes and the list is confusing and, therefore, unreliable. 
However, there are some pieces of information regarding the tark b t
(combinations) in this treatise that are interesting, if they are correct. Parts of 
the treatise (al-Mar  1370 H.Š./1991: 38 f.) are as follows: 

 . . . . . .
 . . . . . . .
 . . . . . . . . . .
 . . . . . . . .

 . . . .. ..

105 The number of the šu‘ab t (auxiliary modes) were twenty-four, while in this treatise the 
author has presented only twenty three of them. In addition, there are differences between the 
names of šu‘ab t in this work and other works written in Persian-speaking areas which can 
indicate the differences in the musical systems of these regions. However, it should be pointed 
out that there were disunity regarding the šu‘ab t (auxiliary modes) among the music theorists 
of that time. 
106 Munzaw  (1348-1351 H.Š./1969-1972: 3902) introduces the work under title Qaw ‘id-i
us l wa fur ‘ (The main and secondary rules). 
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 . . . . .  . .  . .
 . . .. . . .

. . . . . ...
One: r st; two: ‘ir q; three: isfah n; four: z rafkan; five: buzurk
[buzurg], six: zangulah; seven: r haw ; eight: husayn ; 9: hij z ; 10: 
b sal k; 11: naw ; 12: ‘ušš q.

Concerning the tark b t (combinations): bastah-nik r [bastah-
nig r]; nayr z; banjk h [panjg h]; isfih nak; z lkaš [z rkaš?]; s r n;
z r-kaš dah; ‘aš r n; nik r [nig r]; kard niyah [gard niyah]; b sal k;
muhayyir; wajh-i-husayn ; qar a ; r y-i ‘ir q known as nahuft; 
sipihr; husayn -yi ‘ajam; ‘uzz l; nah wand; hum y n; bahr-i-n zuk; 
his r; hiz z-i turk ; hij z-i buzurk [buzurg]; mux lifak; hij z-i
mux lif; r hat al-arw h; naw ; ‘aš r n; ‘ir q-i m yah; z wul; 
mubarqa‘; zamzam; nawr z-i r y; rakb-i nawr z; z rafkan; s zk r;
nah wand; r y-i his r; awj-i r st; m yah-i nawr z-i ‘ajam; sabz-
andar-sabz; niš w rak [niš b rak?]; ‘ir q-i ‘ajam; hij z-i ‘ajam; 
sik h [sig h]; m yah, ‘ušš q-i m yah; nikarn k [nigarn k], ‘uzz l-i 
‘ajam.

In the above-mentioned list the name naw is mentioned first among the 
twelve main modes (maq ms) and then also among the combinations. In 
addition, the combinations nah wand and ‘aš r n are mentioned twice. The 
list, therefore, is confusing and to some extant unreliable. 
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Chapter 7
Summary, conclusions and periodization 

Summary and conclusions 
The rise of Persian musical literature as a part of Persian learned literature 
was a result of the political and cultural decentralization of the Abbasid 
Caliphate. According to the treatises, tracts and works that have been found, 
Persian writing on music took shape in the first half of the 11th century. In 
comparison with other genres of Persian learned literature, writing on music 
was, however, established fairly late. This perhaps indicates that the genre 
was not established in the Middle Persian literature and in the region where 
New Persian began to emerge, due to lack of interest in it. Like most other 
genres of learned literature in Persian, translation and abridgements of and 
commentaries (šarh) on Arabic works played a crucial role in the rise and 
establishment of Persian musical literature. 

Before we go further we need a system of classification of the works 
presented in the six previous chapters in order to make it easier to understand 
the process of development of the genre. This system can be essentially 
based on the authors’ approaches to subjects. The types of subjects or texts 
and the literary forms, i.e. prose or verse/rhymed prose, can be other 
parameters in the classification of the genre. 

As we have seen, the authors of this literary genre had different 
approaches to music. We can identify two main approaches, that is to say the 
religious approach and the non-religious approach. 

As for the non-religious approach, we can, in my opinion, recognize and 
classify five types or categories of texts. They are theoretical texts, didactic 
texts, medical texts (both psychological and physical), texts in verse/rhymed 
prose and finally collections of songs. The theoretical texts are the most 
common type among these five types, while, in the four other categories 
very few works have been written during the time-frame of this study. 

The religious approach is, in contrast to Arabic where it has a wider 
scope, confined entirely to the field of sam ‘. Three main categories of texts 
are also distinguishable in this type of approach, that is to say factual prose 
texts, texts in verse/rhymed prose107 and collections of songs. The most 

107 Meskoob (1992: 106) points out that the employment of verse/rhymed prose presumably 
eased the memorization of the contents of the works. 
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frequent type of texts among these three categories is factual prose texts, 
whereas, according to our knowledge, in the two other types altogether less 
than five works are to be found. 

It is clear that each of these different approaches and categories of texts 
respond to different demands of their times. However, two features bind 
them together as a literary genre: 

1. they are on music;
2. they are essentially written for enlightening, educational and learning 

purposes.

Below, I am first going to summarize and draw conclusions from what 
has been presented in the six previous chapters, and then I will suggest a 
periodization of Persian writings on music in accordance with the 
classification and the conclusions. 

The 11th century 
During the first century of the development of the genre, the 11th century 
AD, a total of six works were written. Two of these works have the non-
religious approach to music and four the religious. In addition, two translated 
works, which were presumably written during the 11th century, are also 
extant. The first one is Mujmal al-hikmah, which is a rendering and 
abridgement of Ras ’il al-ixw n al-saf , and the second one is a translation 
of Taqw m al-sihhah. Interestingly enough, all these Persian works on music 
were written during a period when sweeping political, social, and cultural 
developments began to result in the disappearance of local Iranian dynasties 
and the establishment of Turkish dynasties in the Persian-speaking areas.108

The four surviving works of the non-religious approach (here I have also 
included Mujmal al-hikmah and Taqw m al-sihhah among the works written 
during this century) represent three different categories of texts, namely the 
theoretical, the didactic, and the medical texts. They also exemplify two 
different traditions, i.e. the Greek tradition and a more native tradition. All 
these works form chapters or sections of larger works, namely of an 
encyclopaedia, of a pand-n mah (book of counsels, [Rypka, 1968: 37]) and 
of a medical work. 

The works that represent the music theoretical texts, the chapters on 
music in the D niš-n mah and Mujmal al-hikmah, belong to a type of music 
theory that has been termed musica speculativa, which has its roots in Greek 
learned literature and the Greek philosophers’ approaches to music and 
music theory. These two works also outline two different Greek traditions; 

108 But it should not be forgotten that the two Turkish dynasties of the period, i.e. the 
aznawids and Saljuqs, had Persian as their official language. 
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the first one is the Aristotelian tradition, which is exemplified by D niš-
n mah, and the second is the Neo-Platonic, which is represented by Mujmal 
al-hikmah. The Aristotelian tradition that is presented in D niš-n mah has a 
more strictly scientific and descriptive character than the Neo-Platonic 
tradition, which has been presented in Mujmal al-hikmah, and which 
emphasized the “doctrine of ethos, cosmological speculation and 
numerology” (Wright, EI, s.v. M s k ). The chapter on music in Mujmal al-
hikmah is the only work in Persian which is entirely based on the Neo-
Platonic tradition and approach to music. These two trends are clearly seen 
in definitions, explanations, and the choice of topics. For instance, the topics 
of various intervals and tetrachords, on the one hand, are lacking in Mujmal 
al-hikmah (even in the original Arabic work), whereas they are the most 
significant topics in D niš-n mah, shaping the main part of the section. On 
the other hand, D niš-n mah with its strictly scientific approach to music 
theory avoids dealing with topics like the relation between the four strings of 
the instrument barbat and the four body liquids (safr [yellow bile], x n
[blood], sawd [black bile], bal am [phlegm]) or the moral and medical 
effects of music on people.

The most important topics that are dealt with in the theoretical texts of the 
11th century are: 

the definition of the science of music and its scope (D niš-n mah, Mu-
jmal al-hikmah);
the definition of sound (theory of sound, classification of sound, the cause 
of acuteness and gravity) (D niš-n mah, Mujmal al-hikmah);
the psychological impacts of music on people and animals (Mujmal al-
hikmah);
the two main elements of music, i.e.

melody (note, interval, different types of intervals and tetrachords, 
combination of tones [composition]) (D niš-n mah);

rhythm (definition of rhythm, the various species of rhythm, beat, 
rhythmic cycles [with the help of an onomatopoetic system]) 
(D niš-n mah, Mujmal al-hikmah [very concisely]);109

the most common musical instruments in connection with their tunings 
and frets (D niš-n mah, Mujmal al-hikmah);
the various types of melodic and rhythmic ornamentation of melody, 
(D niš-n mah);
the music of the spheres (Mujmal al-hikmah).

It should be borne in mind that the two written works on music theory are 
translations and summaries of Arabic works and, in comparison with Arabic 

109 The treatment of rhythm in Mujmal al-hikmah is generally based on the ‘ar z (the Arabic 
poetic metrics). 
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works like al-F r b ’s Kit b al-m s q  al-kab r or the section on music in Ibn 
S n ’s al-Šif ’ or Ras ’il al-ixw n al-saf , they are entirely colourless. The 
works, however, clearly display the theoretical orientations, trends and 
discussions of their time, a time when music theory was not an independent 
subject but a part of the science of mathematics and philosophy, and 
therefore the concern of scientists, philosophers and mathematicians and not 
musicians. 

According to our knowledge of Pre-Islamic times, in this case the 
Sasanian period, music was not dealt with in any didactic work (pand-n mak 
or andarz-literature).110 The first and at the same time the last such work in 
Persian was written in the Islamic period and during the 11th century. The 
work is Q b s-n mah. It is a unique work in Persian musical literature. 
Furthermore, the chapter is the only work prior to the 13th century that deals 
with the practical aspect of music, containing very valuable and illuminating 
pieces of information concerning practical music customs of that time. The 
main topics that are treated in this chapter of the work, and thereby the topics 
that are found in the didactic texts of the 11th century, are, 

how a musician should behave; 
how a musician should chose particular modes for different occasions; 
what rhythmic and melodic modes are proper for different peoples with 
different colour of skin. 

These topics were to be absorbed later in the theoretical treatises and works 
written during the 13th and 15th centuries, like Kanz al-tuhaf, and J mi‘ al-
alh n.

Significantly, the chapter on music of Q b s-n mah is the only work on 
music in Persian written prior to the 13th century and the rise of “the 
Systematist School” that mentions the names of the modes (pardahs). In this 
chapter is mentioned the names of ten modes most of which were to re-
emerge in both Arabic and Persian works of the mid- and late 13th century. 
The names of modes which are mentioned in these works are either identical 
with Q b s-n mah, e.g. r st, naw , ‘ir q, ‘ušš q, or with some 
modifications, e.g. sip h n which is modified to isf h n, or b dah to m dah.
It perhaps hints that there is a concept of modes with somewhat clear 
structures in Xur s n and in nearby provinces already during this period. It 

110 It should be remembered that this category, the didactic category, was established in Ara-
bic in the 9th century, and a number of works were written on this category by Arabic authors. 
Among the earliest Arabic works on this category can be mentioned Kit b al-t j fi axl q al-
mul k by (attributed to) al-J hiz (b. 780 - d. 868) written during the reign of the Abbasid al-
Mutawakkil (232/847-247/861), Kit b adab al-nad m in verse by Ab ’l Fath Muhm d b. al-
Sind  al-Ma‘r f bi-Kuš jim (d. 961 or 971) (for further information on these works see 
Shiloah 1979). 
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seems that these names and probably their structures gradually spread to 
different parts of the region along with the Persian language itself. 

Another unique work in Persian is the Persian translation of Taqw m al-
sihhah which is the only treatise that deals with the medical effects of music 
during the period this dissertation studies. This type of texts, as well as 
didactic texts, did not manage to establish themselves in Persian musical 
literature even after this period. The most significant topics which are treated 
in this work and thereby this category of texts are: 

the definition of music;  
the explanation of two musical elements, melody and rhythm; 
the medical uses of music; 
the five moods or simple psychological states (joy, sorrow, timidity, an-
ger, fear) that music arouses; 
the benefits and disadvantages of vocal music, instrumental music, and 
dance and rhythm for people of different ages, temperaments and natures 
in connection with the climate of the cities these people live in and the 
different seasons of the year; 
the opinions of famous Islamic and Greek philosophers and scientists on 
melody, rhythm, dance, the benefits of instrumental music and the psy-
chological states of joy, sorrow, timidity, anger and fear. 

To sum up what has been said about the non-religious approach and the 
different categories of texts in which it occurs during the 11th century, it is 
not musical practitioners who are the authors of the different categories of 
this approach. This fact played a decisive role in the choice of topics. Thus, 
it is not incorrect to state that the sections on music of D niš-n mah and 
Mujmal al-hikmah diverge from the musical practice of their time. But it is 
difficult to judge to what extent. On the other hand, Q bus-n mah, which 
was written by a non-musical practitioner but definitely a person with 
somewhat good knowledge of the musical practice of his time, which is 
reflected in the treatment of topics, has a firmer basis in the musical practice 
of the period. Because of the fact that the author was not a practitioner of 
music, it is also difficult, however, in this case to judge to what extent the 
work is based on the musical practice of its time. 

Writing on sam ‘ began in Arabic in the 10th century as a response to 
intensive attacks on sam ‘ and the sam ‘-sessions by orthodox religious 
leaders who claimed that it was an innovation and contrary to Islamic law 
and therefore unlawful (P rjaw d  1367 H.Š./1988: 18). It must be also 
added that the growth of Sufism itself and its rituals and the spread of it to 
different parts of the region is perhaps another reason for this development 
which we witness during the 10th century. At any rate, writing on sam ‘ was 
established during this period through works by Ab  Nasr Sarr j T s , Ab
’Abd al-Rahm n Sulam  and other Sufi authorities and leaders. Five frequent 
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topics of this early stage of the development of the writing on sam ‘ in 
Arabic were: 

the beauty of voice; 
the definition of sam ‘;
different opinions of religious leaders and authorities about sam ‘;
defence of sam ‘-sessions and its legality (through the Koran, 
Muhammad’s Traditions, the early Islamic leaders and authorities); 
different classes of listeners. 

As regards the religious approach and the category of factual prose texts 
in Persian, in contrast to the theoretical category, at least one out of three 
works in this approach written during this period, i.e. Kašf al-mahj b, shows 
more originality and the work is among the most celebrated Sufi works 
written in the region during this period (and even later). Nevertheless, the 
limited spread of Persian at that time left it unknown to Arab-speaking 
authors and readers. 

The section on sam ‘ in Hujw r ’s Kašf al-mahj b indicates radical 
changes in the treatment of the subject sam ‘ and its topics during the 
second half of the 11th century. This section is a milestone regarding Persian 
writing on sam ‘ because of its originality of ideas and the treatment of a 
number of topics for the first time in this type of text in Persian. For 
instance, the topic “the rules of good conduct in sam ‘”, which later was to 
be the central and the most important topic in this category, “the conditional 
(religious) legality of dance in sam ‘-session” and “the rending of the 
garment” are treated separately and comprehensively for the first time in this 
work. Broadly speaking, to deal with these topics shows a move from a 
defensive attitude to a more offensive one. Yet, the four main topics of the 
section, to wit:  “the beauty of voice”, “the definition of sam ‘”, “different 
opinions of religious leaders and authorities about sam ‘” and “defence of 
sam ‘ and its legality”, are based on earlier Arabic works, and therefore do 
not introduce new ideas. 

Although Mustaml ’s commentary on Kal b ’s Ta‘arruf li-ma hab al-
tasawwuf is less important in the development of the factual texts on sam ‘
in the region due to the fact that the work is based on an early Arabic work, 
it is significant for New Persian and Persian musical literature. It is the first 
treatise that deals with the subject sam ‘ in Persian which has been found. 
The author’s rejection of just translating the Arabic work suggests that he 
considers that the original work has to be adjusted to the new time and new 
tendencies.111 The change of the heading of the chapter from f  sam ‘
(concerning sam ‘) in the original Arabic work to qawlu-hum f  al-sam ‘ wa 

111 It seems that to comment on an earlier work was often an effective way of adjusting old 
ideas to a new phase in Persian. 
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d ba-hu (“their [Sufis’] doctrine on sam ‘ and its rules”) (with a particular 
emphasis on rules of sam ‘ in the heading) reinforces the above-mentioned 
idea. However, because the work was on the threshold of the new phase of 
the treatment of subject sam ‘ and its topics in the region, it cannot show 
clearly the tendencies of the new era and stage of the development. 
Furthermore, the commentator partly failed to deal with the topic “the rules 
of sam ‘” which was to feature in works written during the coming era. 

The first translation of the Ris lah-i Qušayriyyah by Ab  ‘Al  al-Hasan b. 
Ahmad al-‘Utm n , is of minor importance in the development of the 
category in Persian due to the fact that it is merely a translation, and not even 
a successful one, of an Arabic work which itself was not, in my opinion, a 
successful work regarding the treatment of the topics of the subject sam ‘.112

As has been noted, the translator omits paragraphs and sentences of the 
chapter, but we do not know for what purposes and aims he does so. One 
speculation, besides many others, is that the translator considers that a 
number of the stories and anecdotes in the original Arabic work are 
redundant and unnecessary, and by cutting them out he feels that he makes 
the work easier to read. 

The importance of the field (mayd n) of sam ‘ in Ans r ’s Sad mayd n
does not lie in the treatment of the topics, but in the employment of rhymed 
prose (natr-i musajja‘) in writing on sam ‘. We can consider the work as the 
first attempt to introduce the category of verse/rhymed prose texts in the 
genre.

It is of interest to note that, from the evidence of the surviving works, no 
treatise or tract was written on the banning of music,113 even though a 
number of tracts and treatises on this subject had already been written in 
Arabic during the 10th century, at a time when intensive discussions on the 
lawfulness or unlawfulness of music and sam ‘ was going on. 

The locations of the composition of the works are also interesting. The 
first Persian work on music, i.e. D niš-n mah, was written in Isfah n in the 
central part of present-day Iran, one of the areas where P rs -yi Dar  was, 
presumably, established relatively early. Nevertheless, the K k yids, who 
ruled over this part of the region at that time, did not have P rs -yi Dar as
their mother tongue but the Tabar , which was the language spoken by the 
people who lived on the shore of the Caspian Sea. According to Nuzhat-
n mah-i ‘Al ’  by Šahmard n b. Ab  al-Xayr, ‘Al ’ al-Dawlah, for whom the 
work was written, was not satisfied with D niš-n mah, thinking that it was 
too difficult to understand (Muh t-Tab tab y  1359 H.Š./1980: 125). The 
reason for ‘Al ’ al-Dawlah’s dissatisfaction was probably that he spoke 

112 I am saying an unsuccessful work because of the author’s unsystematic and fragmentary 
treatment of the topics in the chapter on sam ‘.
113 This category was to establish itself in the genre five centuries later during the Safawid
period.
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Tabar and had Tabar as his mother tongue and was therefore to some 
extent unfamiliar with P rs -yi Dar , which was the language that Ibn S n
and J zj n  had brought with them to his court (ibid.). However, this 
linguistic circumstance changed rapidly, and forty years later, one of these 
rulers who did not have Persian as his mother tongue but, like ‘Al ’ al-
Dawlah, spoke Tabar , i.e. ‘Unsur al-Ma‘ l  Kayk w s, wrote a book in 
Dar or P rs -yi Dar . Furthermore, thanks to the aznawids, Persian also 
began to spread rapidly to the east. The place of composition of the Kašf al-
mahj b, which is Lahore, is an example of this development. The other three 
works, viz. Sad mayd n by Ans r , the translation and commentary on Kit b
al-ta‘arruf li-ma hab ahl al-tasawwuf, and the first translation of al-Ris lah
al-Qušayriyyah, were written in the area that has been known as the cradle 
of New Persian (Dar ). It should be remembered that it was during this 
period that the province of Xur s n began to lose its central role in the 
development of Persian and thereby Persian literature. 

It should be borne in mind that the 11th century was still the epoch of the 
dominance of the Arabic language, and that Persian would only be able to 
challenge Arabic first two centuries later. 

The 12th century 
As concerns the 12th century, four works about whose dates of composition 
we are sure have been found. The two approaches employed in these works 
are the non-religious and religious which are present in two categories of 
texts, i.e. theoretical and factual prose texts respectively. 

Regarding the non-religious approach and music theoretical category, 
only one work from this century has survived. It is the section on “the 
science of music” in Had ’iq al-anw r by Faxr al-D n al-R z . The work is a 
continuation of the encyclopedic tradition that was established by Ibn 
S n /J zj n  and Mujmal al-hikmah in Persian. It shows, therefore, strong 
influence from the approach to music of the Greek and early Islamic scholars 
and philosophers, and is generally based on the Aristotelian tradition of 
Greek writing on music theory. In a comparison with the Daniš-n mah, the 
author of Had ’iq al-anw r deals, however, with topics that are less strictly 
scientific and objective. For instance, the eighth principle of the section 
where the author deals concisely with different types of melodies or songs 
and their suitability for particular psychological conditions or the last 
principle of the section, which is on the invention of the first instrument by 
Pythagoras, clearly display this tendency in the work. It is interesting to 
point out that the author did not mention anything about rhythm, and he 
failed to deal with that topic, which was one of two main topics that almost 
all music theoretical treatises and tracts had hitherto treated. We do not know 
why R z  did not deal with rhythm. Nevertheless, the principles on the 
intervals (5-7) shape the most important part of the section. These principles 
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are based on the Ibn al-Zayl ’s theory of the intervals (P rjaw d , [Faxr al-
D n al-R z , 1372 H.Š./1993]). The significance of the section lies in the fact 
that it is the first original Persian work on music theory which is not a 
commentary or a translation of an Arabic work. 

It is of interest to note that no Persian work on music theory was written 
in the territories that were ruled directly by the aznaw ds or Saljuqs, the 
dynasties that dominated the political scene of most of the Persian-speaking 
area during the 11th and 12th centuries, and it seems that they showed no 
interest in this type of texts in Persian, while writing on music theory in 
Persian was the interest of local dynasties.114 However, the situation changed 
during the period of the Xw razm-Š hs and, as we have seen, the only work 
about whose date of composition we are sure, i.e. Had ’iq al-anw r, was 
written for ‘Al ’ al-D n Xw razm-Š h Muhammad b. Takaš. During the 12th

century, the interest in music theory, and accordingly its development, 
remained broadly the concern of the court, and it is still philosophers and 
scientists who are the authors of the works on music theory. 

During the 12th century, the religious approach and the subject sam ‘ and 
factual prose texts still continued to dominate the Persian writings on music, 
and of the four surviving works from this century, three belong to this 
approach and this category of texts, which was actually the most frequently 
treated type of texts of writing on music both in Persian and Arabic during 
the 12th century. 

It is true that the section on sam ‘ of K miy -yi sa‘ dat is nothing more 
than a rendering and abridgement of Ihy ’ ‘ul m al-d n, but it is still an 
important work in Persian due to the fact that it was translated and 
summarized by the author himself who was one of the most prominent 
theologians of his time not only in Persian-speaking areas but also in the 
whole region.115 He is the first Persian theologian to write on music, or rather 
on sam ‘, in Persian. K miy -yi sa‘ dat also displays the growing 
importance of Persian among theologians who had hardly considered Persian 
a “proper language”. In comparison with earlier works written on sam ‘
during the century, az l ’s treatment of topics is more systematic and 
methodical, showing a definite improvement in dealing with the category. 

114 It should be noted that a decrease in the production of scientific treatises and works took 
place after the seizure of power by particularly the Saljuqs, and these two dynasties did not 
generally show any interest in scientific and encyclopaedic writings.   
115 az l  is considered to be an Islamic theologian rather than a Sufi writer, although he 
played a very significant role in the development of Sufism. Bertel´s  (1960: 525) emphasises 
that az l  was not a Sufi, writing:  

, , , ,
‘

- .
Though during the years of study in Nayš b r he was also connected with local 
Sufi circles, he was not at all a Sufi, and as he says, his interests were directed 
mainly to the subtleties of Aš‘arian theology – scholasticism. 
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‘Abb d  is the second celebrated theologian to write on sam ‘ in Persian. 
His work, in comparison with that of az l  is, however, less systematic and 
methodical. All the same, this work shows the general tendency during the 
century and indicates the increased significance of New Persian as an 
appropriate language for religious usage and purposes. It also displays a 
second important tendency regarding the factual prose texts during the 
century namely, the arrival of a new type of writer, i.e. theologians, on the 
scene. This development had a decisive effect in the religious legalization of 
sam ‘ in the region. 

In conclusion, one would have expected that, regardless of their 
approaches, the number of works written on music in the 12th century would 
have increased, especially in view of the spread of Persian in the region. But 
as we have seen, in this century only four works survived whose dates of 
composition we are sure about. If this decrease had been confined to the 
Persian-speaking areas, we would have been cautious in our conclusions, but 
we also witness the same tendency regarding Arabic writing on music.116 It, 
therefore, suggests that the 12th century there followed was, generally, a 
period of stagnation concerning the production of this literary genre not only 
in Persian-speaking areas but also in the whole region. Two possible 
explanations for this decrease in production can be, 1) lack of support and 
interest concerning this literary genre from especially the courts and higher 
social classes and 2) the political and social unrest, which profoundly and 
negatively affected intellectual activities in the region. 

The 13th century 
With the invasion of the Mongols, major political, economic, social, cultural, 
religious and literary changes began to take place in the region during the 
13th century. Under the first assault by the Mongols the area that is 
considered to be the cradle of Persian language and literature, i.e. Xur s n,
was badly affected. The shift of the cultural and literary centre from the 
northeast to the central and south-western parts of the Persian-speaking 
areas, i.e. the central part of present-day Iran had, however, already begun 
during the 12th century. The second assault, which resulted in the conquest of 
Baghdad and the fall of the Abbasids, interrupted cultural and literary 
development for a short time. With the fall of Baghdad, Arabic also lost its 
importance as the lingua franca among scholars in the region, and Persian 
began in part to replace it. Towards the end of the 13th century cultural and 
literary activities were accelerated and intensified once again. 

116 According to Farmer (1940: 43-45) a total of 11 works were written during the 12th cen-
tury, while during the previous century, i.e. the 11th century, the number of written works on 
music is 18. However, Shiloah (1979: 14) mentions the number of works written during the 
11th century as nineteen and during the 12th century also nineteen. It must also be pointed out 
that there is obscurity in both catalogues regarding the dating of the composition of the works.  
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A total of eight works on music for which we are sure about the dates of 
composition were written during the century. Furthermore, a work which 
was presumably written at the beginning of the 13th century, that is to say 
Najm al-D n Kubr ’s d b al-s fiyyah, and a very interesting Ms of a 
Persian work on music theory, i.e. Nayšab r ’s treatise on music, have also 
come down to us. The three categories of texts represented by these extant 
works are the categories of the theory of music, factual prose and 
verse/rhymed prose. 

Concerning the non-religious approach, three works on music theory were 
written, of which the most significant one is the section on music in al-
Š r z ’s encyclopaedia, Durrat al-t j. This work manifests two crucial 
developments that took place during the second half of the 13th century: 1) 
the fusion of the musical practice of that time with speculative approaches to 
music theory (see also below); 2) the establishment of writings on the theory 
of music as a musico-literary activity. One important result of the above-
mentioned developments was a more comprehensive and detailed treatment 
of music theory and its topics by authors. If we compare the topics treated in 
three earlier works on music theory, viz. D niš-namah, Mujmal al-hikmah
and Had ’iq al-anv r f  haq ’iq al-asr r, with those of Durrat al-t j, we can 
clearly see this development. 

As for the fusion, we can, as has been pointed out above, distinguish 
between two main sources in this fusion: firstly, the earlier speculative 
approach to the theory of music, which was established by al-Saraxs , al-
Kind , al-F r b  and Ibn S n  in Arabic and Ibn S n -J zj n  in Persian and 
which was generally developed in Baghdad and nearby provinces, and 
secondly, the musical practice of that time. It will not be fallacious to state 
that the foremost source of the musical practice in this fusion was the 
musical practice of the province of Xur s n (and its modal system) which as 
it spread, adopted and assimilated other musical practices of the region.117

One fact that leads us to this conclusion is the appearance of fanciful names 
of Persian modes (pardahs), which were mentioned in Q b s-n mah 200 
years earlier, in both Arabic and Persian works on music theory written after 
1250.118 Doubtlessly, the Arabic tradition of musical practice, particularly 

117 Like the New Persian language itself. 
118 However, it was in al-Šif ’ by Ibn S n  that for the first time in an Arabic work on music 
theory the names of the four modes are mentioned. These four modes are salmak , mustaq m
(Arabic translation of r st), ispah n and naw . Three of these modes were mentioned in 
Q b s-n mah. Nevertheless, the number of modes mentioned in Q b s-n mah is ten, and the 
names of two other modes are lacking in the chapter on music. It is probable that the mode 
salmak  is one of the two modes that have not been mentioned in Q b s-n mah. It should also 
be remembered that it was not the first time that the province Xur s n, which was much wider 
than the present province of Xur s n in present-day Iran, contributed to the development of 
the music of the region. For instance, al-F r b  in his celebrated work Kit b al-m s q  al-
kab r based his theory of division of strings, which played a central role in his description of 
intervals, on the instrument Tanb r al-Xur s n . The adoption of this instrument in connec-
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rhythmical patterns or circles, are also adjusted and assimilated into the new 
system. 

Durrat al-t j is the first Persian work on music theory to deal with the 
intervallic analysis of the modes in order to explain the modal system 
practiced during that period. The importance of Durrat al-t j also lies in the 
author’s critical approach to the modal system presented by al-Urmaw  in al-
Adw r (for further information see Wright 1978). This critical approach puts 
the work in sharp contrast to earlier works in the same category, which are 
just shadows of the ideas that had been introduced in Arabic works (even a 
work such as Had ’iq al-anv r f  haq ’iq al-asr r). Consequently, the 
section on music in Durrat al-t j contributed to the enrichment of 
discussions on theory of music in the region. Hence, Durrat al-t j is the first 
Persian work of such importance that it was acknowledged beyond the 
Persian-speaking area. In other words, the work was the turning point 
regarding the role of Persian writings on music in the development of the 
music theory of the region, and indeed after this work the period of 
dominance of Persian writings on music theory in the region began. 

The attention to and interest in writing down music increased towards the 
end of the 13th century, and it was from this period that a chapter in some 
treatises was devoted to that topic, and Durrat al-t j was, in fact, the first 
Persian music theory book that dealt with the topic “the recording 
melodies”.119 One reason for this interest and attention can be the 
composition of more complex musical pieces during that time. Munajjim 
mentions this new compositional trend among the composers and musicians 
of that time in a complaining tone (see chapter four). This trend contributed 
presumably to more individualization of the musical language of composers 
and musicians. 

The shift from encyclopedism to specialization in writing on music theory 
in Arabic was brought about as early as during the first part of the 13th

century by al-Urmaw ’s two celebrated works, i.e. Kit b al-adw r and
Ris lah al-Šarafiyyah, while in Persian still during this century works on 
music theory were written by philosophers and scientists who applied the 
encyclopedic tradition. It is presumably an explanation of al-Š r z ’s more 
speculative approach to the modal system than al-Urmaw ’s, which was to 
be criticized by al-Mar  later. Nonetheless, Durrat al-t j is, in my 
judgment, the last successful work in the spirit of the encyclopedic tradition 
in the whole region. That is another important aspect of this work. After this 
work the role of encyclopedism in the development of music theory came to 
an end. 

                                                                                                                            
tion with music theory was probably a significant contribution in the process of the fusion 
which took place in the work of al-Urmaw .
119 The first attempt to write down music was made by al-Urmaw ; however, he did not deal 
with writing down music as a topic in music theory.  
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It should be emphasized that the development of music theory, which 
took place during this century, was a result of changes in the musical 
practice of that time, and the newly-established Systematist School just 
adjusted theoretical approaches to those practical changes. 

Among the two other works in music theory, K š n ’s treatise, “On the 
science of music” (Dar ‘ilm-i m s q ) is of major importance for the 
development of Persian writing on music from the point of view that it is 
among the first treatises, if not the first, that have been entirely devoted to 
music theory. The contribution of K š n  in the development of Persian 
writing on music is that through his treatise he aided the establishment of 
writing on music as an independent literary genre. From this century 
onwards, to write on music was recognized as an independent field of study 
in Persian learned literature. This development had a direct impact on the 
background of writers of this genre. (I shall return to this discussion later in 
this chapter). 

Concerning Munajjim’s work Ašj r wa atm r, although the author’s 
approach to music theory was based on encyclopedism, his definitions and 
explanations differ in some respects from those of earlier works on the 
subject. The work was written almost 45 years later after al-Adw r and 
seven or eight years before Durrat al-t j, but the author’s approach to modes 
diverges considerably from those of al-Urmaw ’s and Š r z ’s, even in the 
most basic elements as the number and order of the main modes (pardahs).
Judging from Munajjim’s approach, the structure of the modal system he 
introduces differs from that of al-Urmaw ’s and Š r z ’s. For instance, he 
talks about seven main modes and later about seven secondary (far‘ ) modes 
derived from the seven main ones. It indicates the existence of other modal 
systems that are used in various parts of the region, beside a dominant modal 
system, during this period (and presumably even later). Nevertheless, the 
rhythmic system that Munajjim introduces in this chapter is, in general, 
similar to that of al-Urmaw . Interestingly, the work has pieces of practical 
information that are unusual in this type of work, e.g. the reason why music 
theory was popular during the period, how to accompany a female and a 
male singer and what instruments are the most pleasurable and suitable for 
different types of music. 

As regards Nayš b r ’s treatise, D nišpaž h (Nayš b r 1344 H.Š./1965: 
99) and P rjaw d  (Nayš b r  1374 H.Š./1995: 36-40) state that it was 
written prior to 1124 and that it is the first Persian treatise to be wholly 
devoted to the theory of music. It seems that the author of the treatise had a 
very good knowledge of the musical practice of his time and was 
presumably a musical practitioner. The treatise however follows another 
pattern or approach to music theory that drastically and radically differs from 
the period that D nišpaž h has suggested for the composition of the work. 
As we have seen, almost all works on the theory of music written prior to 
this work follow a clear pattern and treatment of certain topics, which almost 
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always begin with the definition of sound, acuteness and its gravity, 
definition of notes, melody, and at the end a definition and explanation of 
q ‘ (rhythm or the rhythmic modes), whereas this treatise does not follow 

this pattern. Besides, the employment of the key term b ng that began to be 
used, according to works that have been found, first at the beginning of the 
16th century,120 is very confusing. Another problem regarding the date of 
composition proposed by D nišpaž h is that this is the only work written in 
this way and manner at this time, and no other work of this kind from the 
suggested century by D nišpaž h has come down to us. Therefore, we have, 
in my judgment, reasons to doubt the date proposed by D nišpaž h for the 
composition of the work. Even if we assume that the treatise was written one 
or two years before copying the extant Ms, which was copied in the 13th

century, it is, to some extent, still an unusual work for its time in Persian 
writings on music in view of its totally practical based approach to music 
theory and the employment of the key term b ng. In any case, Nayš b r ’s 
treatise, together with al-Š r z ’s Durrat al-t j, is a milestone regarding 
writing on music theory in Persian. Another important aspect of the treatise 
is that it is written by a musical practitioner for people who want to learn to 
practice music. Indeed, it is the first Persian treatise written by a musician 
for musicians, which has come down to us. In other words, the treatise 
represents another tradition regarding writing on music that Shiloah (1979: 
6) describes as a “written form of an oral course provided by the author for 
musicians and laymen”. 

Briefly, the second half of the 13th century is one the most important 
periods in the development of writing on music theory in Persian. In the 
words of Wright (1978: 1), 

The latter half of the thirteenth century constitutes one of the most 
important periods in the history of Arab and Persian musical theory. It 
witnessed the emergence of a corpus of theoretical writings that not 
only demonstrate a considerable degree of originality, but also provide 
the framework within which all the major theorists of the following 
two centuries were to operate. 

This century is also very significant in the development of the religious 
approach to music and the subject sam ‘. During the century the only 

120 In no other work prior to the end of the 15th century is the term b ng mentioned. This term 
was to be of central importance for the description of the modal system presented in the trea-
tises written after the 15th century. Among the works which were written after the 15th century 
and which employed the term b ng can be mentioned Bihjat al-r h by ‘Abd al-Mu’min b. 
Saf  al-D n, written some times during the 16th century, and a treatise on music probably by 
‘Abd al-Rahm n Sayf aznaw , written probably at the beginning of the 16th century. To this 
extent, in my opinion, we can date it among the work written much later than D nišpaž h has 
suggested, but exactly when, I regard as a major question. 
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treatise that was entirely devoted to sam ‘, i.e. Ris lah-i sirr-i sam ‘ by 
‘Al ’ al-Dawlah Simn n , was written. It suggests the increasing importance 
and interest in this subject. Furthermore, it suggests a tendency to more 
specialization of the treatment of the subject sam ‘ in Persian. 

Although Xw razm ’s translation of Ihy ’ ‘ul m al-d n, and Ab  Mans r
M š ah’s translation of ‘Aw rif al-ma‘ rif are merely renderings of two 
celebrated Arabic works, they have contributed to the establishment of the 
category and thereby Persian as a religious language in India. Another 
interesting and significant development which generally speaking began 
during the 13th century was the increased contribution of Indian-born authors 
in the development of Persian musical literature (I shall return to this 
discussion later in this chapter). 

During the 13th century a new stage in the treatment of the topics of the 
factual prose texts takes shape. The authors from this period begin to deal 
with the rules and manner of sam ‘ as the main and central topic of their 
works, while topics like “the various opinions of religious leaders and 
authorities on sam ‘” and “the legality or illegality of sam ‘” lose their 
importance. As a result, these topics are often dealt with either in the last 
part of the section/chapter (e.g. F  jaw z al-sam ‘ in Had qat al-haq qah) or
very briefly and concisely or have disappeared from the works ( d b al-
s fiyyah, see also below). 

Probably the most important contributor to the establishment of the new 
tendencies in the category is Najm al-D n Kubr  with his work d b al-
s fiyyah. At first sight Najm al-D n Kubr ’s work seems too short and 
concise to have any crucial significance for the development of the factual 
prose texts. But closer consideration reveals that the author’s treatment of 
only one topic, i.e. “the rules of good conduct in sam ‘” ( d b-i sam ‘) was 
revolutionary, and it was indeed a turning point regarding the treatment of 
the topics in this category in Persian (and even in the region). Interestingly, 
the author did not at all bother to defend sam ‘ and sam ‘-sessions even in a 
few words at the beginning of the chapter, which was, as mentioned, a 
feature in earlier stages of the development of the subject. Therefore, the 
chapter definitely suggests the beginning of a new phase of the development 
not only in Persian but also in the whole region regarding the writings on 
sam ‘.

After the section on sam ‘ in Sad mayd n no attempt was made to apply 
either rhymed prose or verse to write a work in Persian musical literature 
until the second half of the 13th century and by Haraw  in his Kanz al-rum z.
After this work the authors began to apply this category more frequently and 
a number of poems on sam ‘ and even theory of music were to be composed 
during the coming centuries. 

To sum up, we witness an increase in production (quantitative 
development) in this literary genre after a period of stagnancy during the 12th

century. The increase was partly a result of the intensification of literary 
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activities after a period of decline and partly a result of support from the 
courts, aristocrats and other patrons from higher social classes.121 We can 
observe four characteristic tendencies during the century: 

the treatment of only one topic ( d b al-s fiyyah);
a more detailed and comprehensive treatment of the topics (Durrat al-
t j);
the first sign of the shift from encyclopedism towards specialization 
(K š n ’s treatise Dar ‘ilm-i m s q );
the establishment of the genre (musical literature) as an independent genre 
in Persian literature (Dar ‘ilm-i m s q , Ris lah-i sirr-i sam ‘).

The 13th century was just a “prelude” to the coming century and the first 
Golden Age of Persian musical literature.  

The 14th century 
Despite the political and social unrest, which characterizes the 14th century, 
the cultural and literary activities not only continued but were also 
intensified thanks to support from the courts of different principalities in the 
region. Persian strengthened its dominance as a literary and scientific 
language in the region, and the production of Persian literature and scientific 
writings outside the present Persian-speaking areas, that is, in present-day 
Turkey, India and Pakistan, increased remarkably. Generally, we also note a 
considerable increase in the production of Persian writings on music in the 
whole region. The period between ca 1330 and 1380, when a large part of 
the Persian-speaking areas was ruled by different principalities who were 
eager patrons of art and culture, was the most productive period of this 
century. 

Perhaps the most important work written on music theory during the 14th

century is Kanz al-tuhaf. This treatise has already drawn the attention of 
many specialists due to its comprehensive treatment of musical instruments 
and unique illustrations of them. However, this treatise deserves more 
attention. The work is one of the landmarks in Persian writing on music due 
to the fact that it is the first Persian treatise written by new categories of 
authors, that is to say musicians and musician-poets (I have not taken into 
accounted Nayš b r ’s treatise because of the ambiguities concerning the 
date of composition of the work which were discussed earlier in this 
chapter). Moreover, this treatise is among the earliest works, if not the first 
work, that manifests the impact of Indian musical literature on Persian (I 
return to this discussion later). The treatment of new topics in the treatise is 

121 It should be noted that during the 13th century, according to Shiloah (1979) and Farmer 
(1940), the number of Arabic works on music increased considerably too. 
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another significant aspect of the work. The two first discourses (maq lahs)
in this treatise, which were written under the influence of the al-Urmaw  and 
his theory concerning the systematization of the modes, are of minor 
importance. In these discourses almost all the theoretical discussions of 
music treated in al-Urmaw ’s books were considerably simplified and 
summarized. However, the most interesting and significant parts of the 
treatise are the third and fourth discourses where new topics, i.e. “musical 
instruments” and “practical advice to music students”, are introduced (see 
also below). Moreover, Kanz al-tuhaf is the first work that returns to the 
tradition of Q b s-n mah and the pre-Islamic tradition of pand-n mah, in
treating such topics as “how a musician should behave before audience”, 
“what a musician should play in different situations”. In other words, the 
work is the first surviving treatise on music theory in Persian that absorbs the 
didactic texts in texts on musical theory. 

As noted above, Durrat al-t j was the climax of encyclopedism in Persian 
writings on music theory, and after this work the tradition almost died out, 
and only one work worth mentioning was to be written in this tradition, 
namely mul ’s Naf ’is al-fun n f  ‘ar ’is al-‘uy n. Although the work is, 
generally, nothing but a concise version of Durrat al-t j, in one aspect 

mul ’s work, nevertheless, diverges from that of Š r z , namely in its 
treatment of the topic “musical instruments” which is lacking in Š r z ’s 
Durrat al-t j. To treat this topic separately reflects the increased interest and 
importance of this topic during the 14th century. 

Anther significant development during the 14th century is that musica 
speculativa is adjusted more to musica practica in treatises on music theory. 
This trend is an outcome of the engagement of musical practitioners in 
writing on music theory and theoretical discussions. Some clear signs of this 
development, besides the discussions of modes and scales based on music 
practice, are the interest in instruments and other musical practical aspects of 
music in the works written during the 14th century. The discourses “on the 
construction of musical instruments and tuning them” and “on the advice 
that is useful for students of this art and in the mention of poems that are 
suitable for composition” in Kanz al-tuhaf, and the chapter “on musical 
instruments” in Naf ’is al-fun n, well exemplify this development. 

One general tendency among 14th century’s Persian authors was, as 
mentioned above, the relatively comprehensive treatment of musical 
instruments in a distinct chapter. It is obvious that dealing with the 
instruments and particularly the classification of them was a necessity of that 
time, since there had been an increase in numbers of musical instruments 
adopted from China, India and Mongolia during the previous century. 
Presumably, dealing with this topic partly reflects the impact of Indian 
musical literature on the Persian one. According to our knowledge, the 
Sanskrit book N tya stra, is the oldest treatise in the world to deal with 
musical instruments comprehensively in connection with their constructions, 
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tunings, classification, etc. (for more information about the work see chapter 
one).122 And we know, during this period many works in Sanskrit, among 
them even musical treatises, were translated into Persian. These translated 
works provided a good basis for knowledge about Indian (Sanskrit) musical 
literature among Persian authors. These facts can support our above-stated 
hypothesis that the influence came partly from India and Indian musical 
literature to Persian. However, it should not be forgotten that at least in two 
early important Arabic works, i.e. Kit b al-m s q  al-kab r by al-F r b  and 
al-Šif ’ by Ibn S n , the topic is treated comprehensively, and therefore we 
can add that the interest in the topic is also partly a resumption of a trend that 
was established three centuries earlier in Arabic but was abandoned until the 
14th century. 

To write on “musical instruments” indicates probably that music itself, or 
to be exact instrumental music, had undergone changes, and that the role of 
instrumental music in music increased during the century. Some 
instrumental music forms, which were to be described in the musical 
treatises from 15th century, e.g. zaxmah, pišraw, were possibly created 
during this period (see also below). 

Another outcome of the intensification of the cultural exchange with the 
Indian sub-continent was an increase of production of Persian musical 
literature in India. It was during this century that the first Persian treatise on 
Indian music theory, i.e. unyat al-munyat, was written. As has been 
pointed out, it was through this type of work that many Persian theorists and 
writers were to get in touch with Indian music and Indian music theory and 
thereby Indian musical literature. 

Al-Urmaw ’s approach to modes (adw r, maq ms) and sub-modes
(šu‘bahs) and his new modal system had aroused many discussions among 
music theorists and musicians already during the 13th century. One result of 
these discussions was that the names of the modes, secondary modes and 
sub-modes and their grouping became a subject of interest among the writers 
of music treatises, and a number of very short works (often one or two 
pages, and often in verses but also in prose), in which the authors grouped 
and listed the names of modes and sub-modes, came into existence from the 
14th century onwards.123 The first work of this type is a Qas dah by an 
anonymous poet in 45 verses, which belongs to the verse/rhymed prose 
category. 

122 This work had a crucial role in the establishment and development of Indian musical litera-
ture and was presumably the most referred to work and celebrated work on music in India. 
123 The importance of grouping modes shows itself in Iranian art (classic) music in the form of 
different rad fs (order, grouping of dastg hs and their g šahs) by different musical authori-
ties. It seems that this difference in opinions on grouping the modes decreased in Iran during 
the 19th century through the dominance of M rz  ‘Abdall h’s rad f. We can, however, still see 
differences in grouping and order of g šahs in M rz  ‘Abdall h’s rad f which are taught by 
Iranian musicians today. 
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Furthermore, as a consequence of the intensive discussions on al-
Urmaw ’s treatise, al-Adw r, and his theory, a new type of treatise of 
theoretical texts on music, which were called šarh (commentary), began to 
develop during the 14th century. According to the treatises and works that 
have come down to us, writing šarh within this category of texts began 
during this century with one of the most important Persian commentaries on 
al-Adw r (Mašh n, 1373 H.Š./1994, vol. 1, p. 185), that is to say ‘Im d al-
D n Yahy  b. Ahmad K š ’s Kit b al-Adw r and continued with Xul sat al-
afk r f  ma‘rifat al-adw r by Ših b al-D n ‘Abdall h Sayraf  and al-
Samarqand ’s Kit b al-Adw r.

This century was a notably productive and creative period as regards the 
religious approach, and a number of prominent treatises on sam ‘ were 
written in Persian. Probably the most significant treatise written on sam ‘
during this period is, in my judgment, the section on sam ‘ of B xarz ’s 
Awr d al-ahb b wa fus s al- d b, in which the author deals with almost all 
aspects of the subject. For instance, there are separate chapters on such 
topics as “the rules governing what garments should be put on in sam ‘”,
“the explanation of crying in sam ‘”, “the definition of terms used in sam ‘
by musicians (qaww ls)”. Dealing with these topics shows clearly a further 
development of the treatment of the factual prose texts. This work is in fact 
the most comprehensive work on sam ‘ in Persian, and it can be regarded as 
an encyclopaedic work on the subject sam ‘.

Another important work written during the period is the chapter on sam ‘
in Misb h al-hid yat wa mift h al-kif yat by K š n . This work is the most 
quoted Persian work regarding sam ‘. Even though the work is based on 
Suhraward ’s ‘Aw rif al-ma‘ rif, the chapter on sam ‘ from the point of 
view of contents, form and treatment of topics diverges remarkably from that 
of Suhraward , which has made Misb h al-hid yat wa mift h al-kif yat a 
relatively good representative of the tendencies of its time. For example, 
while some of the topics that were central in the earlier periods of the 
development such as “the opinion of the religious leaders on sam ‘”, “the 
legality or illegality of sam ‘” were treated very briefly in the work, the 
topic “the rules of good conduct in sam ‘” was treated comprehensively. 

The subject sam ‘ and the factual prose became so important and popular 
that even in a biographical work like The Firayd n b. Ahmad Sipahs l r’s
treatise on Mawl n  Jal l al-D n Mawlaw ’s biography (Ris lah-i Firayd n
b. Ahmad Sipahs l r dar ahw l-i Mawl n  Jal l al-D n Mawlaw ) or an 
encyclopedic work like Naf ’is al-fun n, a whole chapter was devoted to the 
subject. The chapter on sam ‘ in the last mentioned work is, however, a 
summarizing and rewriting of K š n ’s work Misb h al-hid yat wa mift h
al-kif yat. It should be pointed out that Naf ’is al-fun n is the only 
encyclopaedia in Persian that deals with the subject sam ‘ prior to the 16th

century. 
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The newly-established category in both approaches of the genre, the 
verse/rhymed prose category, was further developed through the two works, 
i.e. a qas dah by an anonymous poet and Faq h Kirm n ’s matnaw .

With the collection of songs of the Mawlawiyyah path (tar qah) another 
new category of the religious approach, i.e. the collections of songs, was also 
established. The work is the first and only work in this type of text of the 
religious approach. 

Briefly, according to the works that have come down to us, the 14th

century shows the following tendencies: 

an increase in the production of musical literature, particularly with non-
religious approach; 124

the musical and musical literary exchanges with India and China intensi-
fied;
as a result, particularly Indian and Persian musical literature affected each 
other to a much larger extent than the previous century; 
the categories of the authors began to change and new types of authors, 
e.g. musician-poets, musicians, music theorists and Sufi-poets, began to 
participate more and more in the composition and writing of works in the 
genre;
the theoretical works on music reflect more the musical practice of their 
time;
commentary (šarh) writing theoretical treatises on music was established; 
the new category of texts “collections of songs” in the religious approach 
was formed and established; 
the last period of the development of writing on the subject sam ‘ came to 
an end towards the close of the century;125

new topics began to be treated in the both approaches of the genre. 

All these developments suggest that the first Golden Age of Persian writing 
on music begins with the 14th century.   

The 15th century 
Under the patronage of the Timurid court the development of court art 
accelerated at the beginning of the 15th century. It was during the first half of 
this century that the most important Persian treatises hitherto on music 

124 During the 14th century as many works were written as throughout the whole of the 12th

and 13th centuries together.  
125 After this century, which was one of the most important periods for the development of the 
non-religious approach and its different categories in the region when some of the most cele-
brated works on sam ‘ were written, the production in this class of approach almost totally 
stopped, and it seems that it was to hibernate until the middle of the 16th century when once 
again the discussions on the legality and illegality of sam ‘ and music were to reawaken. 
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theory were written, and despite the dominance of just one musician and 
music theorist, namely ‘Abd al-Q dir al-Mar , the first three decades of 
the century represent the climax of the development that began with al-
Š r z ’s Durrat al-t j on music theory. 

If the 10th century was the epoch of al-F r b , and the 13th century the 
epoch of al-Urmaw  and consequently the epoch of Arabic writing on music, 
the 15th century is undoubtedly the epoch of al-Mar  and Persian writing 
on the theory of music. Nevertheless, this century indeed marks the end of an 
epoch concerning writing on music theory (see also below). During this 
century the Greek-Islamic speculative, scientific and mathematically based 
tradition, which was developed by al-Kind , al-F r b  and later al-Urmaw ,
came to an end. With the beginning of the 16th century this approach to 
music, which mainly focuses on topics such as intervals and the derivation of 
intervals from strings of string instruments like barbat and ‘ d, almost 
vanished, and was replaced by a less speculative approach which produced 
works that were easy to understand, e.g. by employing anecdotes, poems and 
tasn fs.126

During the previous centuries the main groups of authors of treatises and 
tracts on the theory of music consisted of scientists, encyclopedists, 
philosophers, like al-R z , al-Š r z , mul , whereas in the 15th century, in 
particular, we witness a striking change in this regard, namely that musicians 
and poet-musicians have totally taken over this literary activity and have 
become the only classes of authors of theoretical treatises on music. It was, 
to some extent, a result of the change in attitude towards music and writing 
on music, in which music theory was no longer considered to be a part of 
“the science of mathematics” but a musico-literary activity. After the 15th

century and as a consequence of the changes and developments during the 
period, the musica practica approach was to be the dominant approach to 
music theory, while the musica speculativa was to die out completely. We 
can already see such tendencies in the treatises and tracts written during the 
15th century. 

Among the new topics that came to be more focussed on by music 
theorists and writers during the 15th century can be mentioned: 

126 A comparison between the topics treated in the treatises written prior to the 16th century 
and after it will show this change of thinking about music theory. The first two treatises with 
such a new way of writing on music theory in Persian are Bihjat al-r h (in some Mss with the 
heading Bihjat al-arw h) by a certain ‘Abd al-Mu’min Saf  al-D n and a treatise on music 
(Ris lah-i m s q ) that is attributed to ‘Abd al-Rahm n Sayf al-D n aznaw . The use of 
popular folk elements in other genres of art can also be seen in poetry and painting. (For 
further information see Morrison [Shaf ‘  Kadkan ’s article] 1981; Canby 1999; Savory 1980; 
Šam s  1362 H.Š. /1983). This development in musical literature was, partly, a result of the 
engagement of poet-musicians and musicians in the writing of musical theoretical treatises. 
This different way of writing on the theory of music has often been interpreted as the decline 
of scientific writing on music in Persian by most scholars, among others Farmer (1940:  9), 
B niš (1376 H.Š. /1997: 56), Farhat (1989: 5). 
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the musical forms [J mi‘ al-alh n, Šarh al-Adw r, Maq sid al-alh n, 
Mi‘m r’s treatise on music]; 
practical instructions for performing music [J mi‘ al-alh n, Šarh al-
Adw r, Maq sid al-alh n]; 
different instrumental and vocal techniques [Šarh al-Adw r]; 
the names and short memoirs of the most celebrated music theorists and 
musicians (Šarh al-Adw r).

As was mentioned above, interest in musical form was enhanced, and 
almost all significant treatises written during the century have a chapter on 
that topic. The interest in form in music theoretical treatises can, in my 
opinion, be a result of developing a more practically oriented music theory. 
Moreover, it was, probably, a result of a strong demand among musicians of 
that time for a clearer structure in music. This development can also be a 
result of an increased diversification between instrumental and vocal forms 
during this period. At any rate, the establishment of form as a significant 
musical parameter in this category took place during this century. 

Towards the end of the 15th century interest in the topic “musical 
instruments” declined considerably. This tendency was to show itself 
distinctly in treatises written in the 16th century, in which this topic almost 
vanished. We can already observe this development in the works written 
during the second half of the century and in the works of Mi‘m r and J m .
These works hardly mention any other instrument than the ‘ d and then only 
in connection with the intervals in their treatises. 

Concerning the category of collections of songs of the non-religious 
approach, only one work which was written by al-Mar  has survived from 
the century. This work, in which the melodic modes and rhythmic modes 
that are employed for each song are mentioned, is, even in its present shape 
and form, one of the most valuable works from this century. It was to be a 
model for the works that were to be written during the 16th, 17th and 18th

centuries.
Judging by the works which have come down to us, the production of 

tracts and treatises on sam ‘ stopped almost totally. Even a poet-Suf  like 
J m  preferred to write on music theory rather than on sam ‘. The 
disappearance of the religious approach, that is to say sam ‘, is to some 
extent expected, because after the 14th century there was no longer any 
reason to write on sam ‘ which was accepted by almost all religious leaders 
and authorities.127 However, I prefer not to draw any other conclusion before 
further studies. 

127 It is necessary to remember that the subject sam ‘ emerged and was formed during the 
religio-social circumstance of its being attacked by orthodox religious leaders, but during the 
15th century, when the region enjoyed a religiously relaxed atmosphere, was different, and 
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It should be pointed out that the development during the 15th century was 
qualitative rather than quantitative, because, as we have seen, the number of 
the works written during this century, judging by what has survived, did not 
increase. Furthermore, four works were written by just one music theorist, 
i.e. ‘Abd al-Q dir al-Mar , and three out of these four works are so similar 
to each other that they can be considered as one monumental work written 
and revised by one person during different periods of his life. 

Geographically, almost all significant treatises on music which were 
written during the 15th century were produced in the northeastern part of the 
Persian-speaking area, that is the area which was ruled by the Tim rids. If 
this area was the most important centre for the production of the treatises on 
sam ‘ during the 11th century, during the 15th century it again became the 
most significant centre for the production of treatises on music theory. It is 
obvious that the Timurid court played a decisive role in this regard. 

To sum up, the first half of the century was the climax of Persian writing 
on music theory. New topics, e.g. “musical forms” (the most important of 
these new topics), “the explanation of beginning and ending a musical 
piece”, “the names of virtuosos of this art”, began to be treated during this 
century. 

Nevertheless, the production of musical literature was reduced during the 
second half of the century. It was a consequence of the almost total stop in 
the production of works with the religious approach. One significant 
development was the intensification of the mutual influences between 
Persian and Turkish musical literature through the composition of the first 
Persian music theoretical treatises in the Ottoman realm. The end of the 
century was indeed the end of a period which can be called the classical 
period of writing on music which had lasted for almost five centuries.  

Periodization: Time and feature 
In this final part of the last chapter I will suggest a time division in the 
development of Persian musical literature written from the beginning of the 
11th century to the end of the 15th century. The periodization which will be 
suggested here is based on the classification that has been introduced at the 
beginning of the chapter. Here, I shall attempt to define the most common 
tendencies in each period of the development of each approach and category 
of texts in order to trace the general features that are valid for the 
development of the genre as a whole. It should be emphasized that the 

                                                                                                                            
almost all opposition to sam ‘ had stopped. The subject was to re-emerge during the 16th

century when once again music and listening to music and thereby sam ‘ were considered 
unlawful activities. 
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suggested periodization is based on works that have come down to us and on 
our present knowledge of these works. 

Micro periodization: periodization of the approaches 
and their categories
Non-religious approach 
Below, I am first going to deal with the periodization of the non-religious 
approach and its five categories of texts and then the religious one and its 
three different categories of texts. 

Theoretical texts 
This category of texts forms the main body of the works and treatises written 
in the non-religious approach of the genre. According to my suggestion, we 
can divide the development of the theoretical texts on music into two main 
phases;

the period from the first half of the 11th century and the writing of D niš-
n mah up to the second half of the 13th century or rather before the writ-
ing of Durrat al-t j;
the period from the writing of Durrat al-t j up to end of 1500. 

Here, I will borrow two terms from European music history to name and 
distinguish these two main phases in the development of the theoretical texts 
on music in Persian, namely the terms ars antiqua and ars nova.128 In my 
opinion, these two borrowed terms well describe the developments that took 
place during the period of almost five centuries that this dissertation has 
studied. It should be emphasized that I will employ the terms in connection 
with theoretical development in the first place. In other words, here the term 
ars antiqua partly indicates the old music theory and ars nova the new music 
theory. As regards the term ars nova, I believe, however, that the theoretical 
development that took place during this period were the results of practical 
developments in music as well as the changes of attitude towards writing 
music theory. As far, however, as the practical developments in music are 
concerned, it is difficult to prove that these developments took place due to 
the lack of written music in the form of notes. 

Ars antiqua 
The ars antiqua period which began with the first Persian work on music 
theory, D niš-n mah, is not a completely homogeneous period and during 

128 In European music the terms ars nova is used of practical and theoretical development that 
took place particularly in French music during the 14th century, as opposed to the ars antiqua 
of the 13th century France.  
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this period we witness different tendencies. Therefore, it can, in its own turn, 
be divided into two different phases, an early phase which begins with 
D niš-n mah during the first half of the 11th century and ends in the first 
half of the 12th century, and a second phase which begins from the second 
half of the 12th century up to the end of the 13th century, yet before the 
composition of Durrat al-t j.

Perhaps the most general feature of the early phase of the ars antiqua is 
the total dominance of musica speculativa and Greek-Arab developed music 
theory. The two works from the first phase, D niš-n mah-i ‘Al ’ , Mujmal 
al-hikmah, clearly show this general characteristic tendency. Due to the fact 
that Arabic musico-literary works were the main source of inspiration and 
information for Persian authors during this phase. The direct impact of the 
Arabic musical literature including its treatment of topics is constantly 
present in the works written during this phase. Furthermore, translation was 
the only way to write treatises and works during this early period of musical 
writing in Persian. 

As we have seen, no separate treatise or tract that was fully devoted to 
music theory was, as far as we know today, written during this phase, and 
the two surviving treatises formed parts of a larger encyclopedic works. This 
is another striking feature of the first phase of the ars antiqua period. The 
Persian authors not only translated from Arabic, but they also summarized 
and abridged these works and this made conciseness another characteristic 
feature of the works written during this phase. 

In addition, we can clearly see the existence of two different and separate 
views on music theory, i.e. the Aristotelian one which was to a large extent 
employed in D niš-n mah-i ‘Al ’  and the Neo-Platonic one which was 
applied in Mujmal al-hikmah. In other words, in the first phase of the ars
antiqua the differences between the two existing views, i.e. the Aristotelian 
and Neo-Platonic, in speculative music theory was clear. 

The category of authors can also be a factor to be considered in the 
characterization of the phase, because if we look at the background of the 
authors we can observe that they were not professional musicians, but rather 
scientists, mathematicians and philosophers. As a consequence, the works 
were often written for students of science and philosophy and not for 
musical students. 

The second phase of the ars antiqua, which began during the second half 
of the 12th century, can be considered as an intermediate phase between the 
ars antiqua and the coming ars nova. The most characteristic feature of the 
second phase is, in my judgment, the considerable decrease of the direct 
influence and impact of Arabic music theoretical literature on Persian works. 
I speak of direct influence because the works and treatises from this phase 
are no longer direct translations or summarizations of Arabic works.  
However, the indirect influence of Arabic music theoretical works, at least in 
the early part of the phase, continued to a large extent. We can have a good 
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example of such an indirect influence of Arabic works in  Had ’iq al-anw r
f  haq ’iq al-asr r and the discussion on intervals which forms a major part 
of the work, and which, as already mentioned, is based on Ibn al-Zayl ’s 
theory of the intervals. It should be pointed out that also the indirect Arabic 
influence was to decrease considerably towards the end of the phase. 

One interesting tendency during the second phase was that the Persian 
authors from this phase began to discuss their local musical traditions as an 
alternative to the dominated speculative approach to music theory in the 
region. We can clearly see this tendency in works like Ašj r wa atm r by 
‘Al ’ Munajjim and Ris lah-i mus q by Nayš b r . As a consequence of the 
above-mentioned development, the first signs of a decrease in the dominance 
of musica speculativa manifest themselves too. The two above-mentioned 
works also display this characteristic feature. 

The second phase of ars antiqua also shows another significant 
development. It was during this phase that writing on music theory began 
establishing itself as an independent musico-literary activity. Maraq
K š n ’s treatise “On the science of music” (Dar ‘ilm-i m s q ) and Ris lah-i 
mus q by Nayš b r  distinctly show this development which also 
characterizes the phase. 

Judging by the surviving treatises and works, the second half of the 13th

century was the most productive period of the second phase of the ars
antiqua period, while the production of works almost totally ceased between 
1180 and 1260. 

Ars nova 
As has been discussed earlier, new approaches to music and music theory 
appeared in the works written during the second half of the 13th century in 
Arabic and later in Persian. This was presumably partly the result of the 
fusion between the Greek-Arab-Islamic music theory tradition, which mainly 
developed in Baghdad, and Persian music practice that had its base in the 
local traditions of the area that today includes the Xur s n province in Iran, 
parts of Afghanistan and Transoxania. In other words, a new era in the 
treatment of music theory dawned during this time. 

The period ars nova begins with al-Š r z ’s epoch-making section on 
music theory in the encyclopaedia Durrat al-t j. This work, as pointed out 
earlier, is a milestone in Persian writing on music theory. The work shows 
some of the characteristic features of the earlier period, i.e. ars antiqua, of 
which the most important are, the scientific and philosophical background of 
the writers and the fact that it is part of an encyclopaedia. The work, 
however, can be considered as the first work written during the ars nova 
period, due to the following factors: 1) the comprehensive treatment of the 
topics; 2) the originality of the ideas in the work and its independent attitude, 
as well as the critical approach to the broadly accepted modal system in the 
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region that was introduced by al-Urmaw ; 3) its more music-practical based 
approach to music theory than the three earlier encyclopedic works. 

As for the whole period, we can characterize it in the following way: 

notable increase in production;  
considerable increase in the number of new topics (Durrat al-t j, Naf ’is
al-fun n f  ‘ar ’is al-‘uy n, Kanz al-tuhaf, unyat al-munyat, J mi‘ al-
alh n, Maq sid al-alh n, Šarh-i Adw r, Mi‘m r’s music treatise); 
a more comprehensive treatment of the topics (Durrat al-t j, Šarh-i Ad-
w r, Maq sid al-alh n, J mi‘ al-alh n);
a noteworthy growth in the contribution of Persian music theoretical 
works in the development of the category in the region (Durrat al-t j,
Mar ’s treatises); 
encyclopedism definitely dies out;129

the rise and dominance of new classes of the authors, i.e. poet-musicians, 
musicians, poets, music theorists (the authors of Kanz al-tuhaf, J mi‘ al-
alh n, Maq sid al-alh n, Šarh-i Adw r, Naq wat al-adw r, Maq sid al-
adw r, and two treatises on music, i.e. Mi‘m r, J m );
as a result of the above mentioned development, musica speculativa lost 
its importance and dominance on a large scale and musica practica gained 
much more ground among the authors130 (Kanz al-tuhaf, J mi‘ al-alh n,
Maq sid al-alh n, Šarh-i Adw r, Naq wat al-adw r, Maq sid al-adw r,
al-Muxtasar al-muf d f  bay n al-mus q  wa us l ahk m);
the intensification of music theoretical exchanges with China and espe-
cially with India and, later, Anatolia ( unyat al-munyat, Far d al-zam n
f  ma‘rifat al-alh n, Šarh-i Adw r,131 Naq wat al-adw r, Maq sid al-
adw r);
the category of music theory became the most written category of all the 
categories of the genre; 
the insertion of didactic and partly medical texts into the theoretical ones 
(Kanz al-tuhaf, J mi‘ al-alh n, Maq sid al-alh n, Šarh-i Adw r.

Verse/rhymed prose, medical and didactic texts and collections of songs 
The four texts categories which are here labeled as verse/rhymed prose, 
medical, didactic and collections of songs are less frequent in the genre. A 
total of five works were written in these four categories of texts, that is to 
say one work in medicine (A Persian translation of Taqw m al-sihhah), one 
work in didactics (Q bus-n mah), one work containing collection of songs 
(al-Mar ’s collection of songs), and two works in verse/rhymed prose 
(Ris lah-i ang and a Qas dah). These works individually do not show any 

129 Naf ’is al-fun n f  ‘ar ’is al-‘uy n is the last encyclopedic work in Persian.  
130 The treatment of new topics was a result of this development. 
131 The presentation of a number of Chinese instruments. 
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development of their own categories due to the fact there are too few works 
to base a judgement concerning changes in the categories, but they give us a 
better picture of the whole development of the non-religious approach. 

As for medical texts, the only work of this type of text is just a translation 
of a famous Arabic work; no original work was written in this category of 
texts in Persian. The only treatise in the didactic category of texts, i.e. 
Q b s-namah, is, however, an original work and has its roots in Middle 
Persian literature in a type of text that has been named pand-n mak and 
andarz-n mak (book of counsels) literature. But to our knowledge music 
was not treated in this type of text until the 11th century, i.e. in Q b s-
namah. These two categories of non-religious approach disappeared after the 
first century of Persian musical literature, but most of the topics treated in 
them (especially in the didactic texts) were to be absorbed in theoretical texts 
of the 14th and 15th centuries. 

The verse/rhymed prose category and the collections of songs were 
established much later than the two above-mentioned categories in Persian 
musical writing. Their emergence was a result of the rise of new classes of 
authors in the genre, i.e. poet-musicians and professional musicians, which 
took place during the 13th century. 

Religious approach 
Factual prose texts 
As we have seen, the factual prose texts were the most common category 
within the religious approach during the centuries under discussion. In terms 
of my suggestion, we can divide the development of factual prose texts into 
two distinctive phases: 

the initial period which covers nearly the whole of the 11th and 12th centu-
ries;
the climax of the factual prose texts which begins with Najm al-D n Ku-
br ’s short but significant treatise d b al-s fiyyah and lasts to the end of 
the 14th century. 

According to the works and tracts available to us, at the beginning of the 
15th century all activity regarding writing on sam ‘ ceased and a period of 
silence began which lasted to the middle of the 16th century. 

Initial period 
The early period of the development of the factual prose category began 
during the first half of the 11th century and ended in the late half of the 12th

century. In order to get a more correct picture of the development, we can 
divide the initial period into three separate phases. 
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The first phase, which can be regarded as the opening phase of the initial 
period, began with the composition of the earliest treatise on sam ‘ (i.e.
Mustaml ’s commentary on Kal b ’s Ta‘arruf li-ma hab al-tasawwuf)
during the first half of the 11th century and ended in ca 1070, to be exact, 
before the composition of Kašf al-mahj b. During this phase, the impact of 
Arabic works is more or less obvious on Persian ones. Beside the above-
mentioned work, the first Persian translation of Qušayr ’s treatise also 
belongs to this early period. 

The second phase, which can be considered as the zenith of the initial 
period, began with the composition of Kašf al-mahj b and lasted to the 
middle of the 12th century, or rather, down to the composition of al-Tasfiyah
f  ahw l al-mutasawwifah by ‘Abb d . The most important works of the 
initial period, to wit Kašf al-mahj b and K miy -yi sa‘ dat, were written 
during this phase. One noticeable development which took place at this time 
was the emergence of a new class of writers, i.e. theologians, writing factual 
prose on sam ‘.

The third and last phase of the initial period was a period of inactivity and 
silence which lasted ca fifty years or the whole of the second half of the 12th

century. According to our present knowledge, no work or treatise was 
written during this period. 

As a whole, we can characterize the initial period of the development of 
the factual prose texts in the following way. The category of factual prose 
texts was the most common category of the genre. Contrary to the theoretical 
category of the non-religious approach, the factual prose texts from the 
beginning played a relatively important role in the development of the 
religious approach and the genre in the region. The direct impact of Arabic 
in this category is less noticeable in comparison to music theoretical texts. 
The class of authors of the works consists of two types of writers, namely 
theologians and Sufis. As we have seen theologians dominated the classes of 
writers on sama‘ in the later part of the period and actually the two last 
works of the period, K miy -yi sa‘ dat and al-Tasfiyah f  ahw l al-
mutasawwifah, were written by theologians. All the works written during the 
initial period were parts of larger works on Sufism and indeed no treatise or 
work which was entirely devoted to the factual prose texts was written 
during the period. 

The most common topics in this category during the period were: “the 
definition of sam ‘”, “different opinions of religious leaders and authorities 
about sam ‘”, “defence of sam ‘-sessions and their legality (through the 
Koran, Muhammad’s traditions, the early Islamic leaders and authorities)” 
and “the rules of (good conduct in) sam ‘”. The last-mentioned topic always 
formed the last part of the chapter or section of the works and it was almost 
always treated briefly. If we look at the three surviving works from this 
period, Kašf al-mahj b, K miy -yi sa‘ dat, al-Tasfiyah f  ahw l al-
mutisawwifah, we can notice this tendency. 
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The climax 
The second period of the development of factual prose texts was the most 
productive and creative period of the category in Persian, and indeed the 
production of works was redoubled in comparison to the earlier phase. The 
period began with a section on sam ‘ of Najm al-D n Kubr ’s concise 
treatise d b al-s fiyyah and lasted into the second half of the 14th century. 
One of the most significant features of the period was that the authors made 
less use of the Koran and Muhammad’s Traditions and the speeches of 
religious and Sufi leaders, and instead focused on the social and ritual 
aspects and rules of sam ‘. Furthermore, the authors of the 13th and 14th

centuries argued more rationally (During EI, s.v. Sam ‘).
It was during this phase that there was written the first and only Persian 

factual prose work that was entirely devoted to the subject sam ‘, “The
treatise on the secret of sam ‘” (Ris lah-i sirr-i sam ‘) by ‘Al ’ al-Dawlah 
Simn n . The development indicates that the factual prose category was 
definitely established and was recognized as a religio-musical literary form. 

Another noticeable development was the introduction of this category in 
India through works like the first Persian translation of ‘Aw rif al-ma‘ rif
and Ma‘dan al-ma‘ n . Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that the works 
written in India were generally not appropriate representatives of the 
tendencies of their time. 

One of the main characteristics of the period was the comprehensive 
treatment of the topic “the rules of good conduct in sam ‘-sessions”. The 
authors began to deal with this topic much more comprehensively and 
exhaustively than in the earlier period and it became the main topic of the 
category. As a consequence, topics like “the beauty of song”, “the positive 
opinions of religious leaders and Sufi authorities on sam ‘”, “the legality of 
sam ‘” lost their central roles in this category and they were either treated 
briefly in the beginning of the works, for example in Misb h al-hid yat wa 
mift h al-kif yat by ‘Izz al-D n Muhammad b. ‘Al  K š n and Awr d al-
ahb b wa fus s al- d b by Ab  al-Maf xir Yahy  B xarz , or disappeared 
totally from the works, for instance in d b al-s fiyyah by Najm al-D n
Kubr , or were shifted from the initial part of the work (chapter or section) 
to the last part where they were treated briefly, for example in Had qat al-
haq qat by Ahmad J m. Moreover, new topics begin to be taken up and 
discussed during the period. Among these topics can be mentioned “the 
commentary on the terms (that are used by) the singer and musician at 
sam ‘”, “the explanation of the true nature of tearing at sam ‘” in Yahy
B xarz ’s treatise and “the benefits of sam ‘” in ‘Izz al-D n Muhammad b. 
‘Al  K š n ’s work. 

Broadly speaking, the treatises and works from this period are either more 
comprehensive or focused more on one or two specific topic/s. And indeed 
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the most comprehensive work on sam ‘ in Persian, viz. Yahy  B xarz ’s 
treatise, was written during the phase. 

New classes of authors also appeared and the subject sam ‘ began to be 
treated in other type of works than religio-Sufi works, to be exact, in the 
encyclopaedic work Naf ’is al-fun n f  ‘ar ’is al-‘uy n by mul . It 
displays the increased popularity of the subject and of factual prose texts 
among the writers of the genre in this period.

As we have seen, the production of factual prose treatises and tracts on 
sam ‘in Persian almost ceased during the 15th century.132

Texts in verse/rhymed prose and collections of songs 
A total of four works in two other categories of texts of the religious 
approach, i.e. texts in verse/rhymed prose and collections of songs, were 
composed between the 11th and 15th centuries. In these two categories, 
collections of songs were the least frequent ones, while a few tracts were 
composed in the verse/rhymed prose category. 

As early as during the first century of Persian musical literature the first 
attempt to introduce the category of verse/rhymed prose texts was made by 
al-Ans r  in Sad mayd n. Even though we come across verses in the prose 
works from the 11th century onwards,133 we have to wait almost two 
centuries for the next work entirely written in verse on sam ‘, i.e. Kanz al-
rum z. During the 14th century another work in verse, viz. Tar qat-n mah by 
Faq h Kirm n , was written in Persian. After this century, this category of 
texts ceased to exist. Generally, we can state that the category was 
established during the 13th century when the class of authors began to change 
and a new class, Sufi-poets, established itself. The topics treated in this 
category were under the strong influence of the factual prose texts of the 
period in which they were composed. 

As for the category of collections of songs, only one work of this type 
was written during the five centuries this study has dealt with, and it is, as 
mentioned, the least written category using the religious approach. Although 
we are not altogether sure about the exact date of composition of this 
collection, it was probably written during the second half of the 14th century 
when the only Ms of the work was copied and when writing on sam ‘
became very popular.

132 The production of works in Arabic, however, continued even during the 15th century and a 
few insignificant works were written. Among these works can be mentioned: Al-Ans r ’s
commentary on the al-Ris lah al-Qušayriyyah, Ibn Za d n’s Farah al-sam ‘bi ruxs al-sam ‘
(for more information about these works see Shiloah 1979: 59 and 227). 
133 For example, there are verses in Kašf al-mahj b (Arabic verses), K miy -yi sa‘ dat,
Had qat al-haq qah (both in Persian and Arabic). 
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Macro periodization: periodization of the genre 
Despite different parameters and models in periodization of each of the two 
above-mentioned approaches and their categories of texts, there are some 
prevalent features which bind them together and which make them constitute 
a literary genre. We can with the help of these characteristic features 
periodize the development of the genre regardless of its approaches and 
categories.

According to my suggestion, the development of the genre can be divided 
into five distinctive periods: 
   
1.  The initial period: ca 1000-1110  

The most distinctive features of the period are, as we have seen, that the 
direct impact of Arabic musical literature was perceptible during the whole 
period. Consequently, most of the works were translations or abridgements 
of Arabic works and treatises. Because of social, religious and even political 
circumstances, the religious approach and the category of factual prose texts 
were predominant in this period.134 The genre had not yet been recognized as 
an independent literary genre, and all the works written during the period 
formed minor parts, sections or chapters of larger works. As a result, almost 
all works from this period were brief and concise in comparison to later 
periods.135

Last but not least, the writers of the genre consist of scientists, 
philosophers and Sufi authorities. 

2.  The first intermezzo: ca 1110 up to 1175   

This period which lasted ca sixty years was a period of decline. The 
production of works and treatises in both approaches was remarkably 
reduced. The only work of which we are sure about its date of composition 
during the period is al-Tasfiyah f  ahw l al-mutasawwifah by ‘Abb d .136

3.  The period of establishment: ca. 1175-1299 

This period began with the first Persian original work on music theory which 
was not translation or abridged Arabic work, namely Had ’iq al-anw r f
haq ’iq al-asr r by Faxr al-R z  and Najm al-D n Kubr ’s significant 

134 Of a total of eight works surviving from this period five belong to the religious approach 
and three to the non-religious. 
135 The only exception in this regard is Hujw r’s Kašf al-mahj b.
136 The average time distance between the composition of works and treatises during the 
earlier period was 15 years (regardless of their approaches). 
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treatise “The rules of good conduct ( d b) of the Sufis” on the subject 
sam ‘.

The most notable feature of the period was that Persian musical literature 
became more and more independent. This development particularly 
accelerated by the fall of Abbasid Empire and the capture of Baghdad by the 
Mongols, when the Arabic language and its influence and dominance 
reduced considerably in the region, and Persian began to play a more 
creative and important role in the development of musical literature. As a 
result of the decreased influence of Arabic musical literature on particularly 
the musical theory category of texts, more original works were written in 
Persian. Thanks to this development, musical literature was established as an 
independent genre in Persian through the writing of treatises and works that 
are entirely devoted to one of the categories of the genre.  

There was a tendency among some of the authors of the period to treat the 
topics more individually137 and the focus shifted from some topics to other 
ones.

Another development, which would clearly manifest itself later in the 
next period, was the emergence of new classes of writers, i.e. Sufi-poets and 
musician-poets. As a result, a new category of texts, texts in verse/rhymed 
prose, was established. The development was to have a significant impact on 
the choice of topics and the treatment of them. 

4.  The first Golden Age: ca 1300-1435 

In my periodization of the Persian musical literature, the period which began 
with Š r z ’s Durrat al-t j and B xarz ’s Awr d al-ahb b wa fus s al- d b
and ended with the death of al-Mar  forms the first Golden Age of the 
genre in Persian literature. The period, which lasted ca 130 years, had as 
characteristic features that the variety of the topics increased and many new 
topics in both the religious and non-religious approach began to be dealt 
with by the writers. 

From this period, the impact of Persian musical literature on neighbouring 
regions began.138 The area that was deeply affected by Persian influence was, 
in the first place, the Indian sub-continent, but the influence even reached 
parts of Minor and Central Asia. 

The changed political, religious and social circumstances in the region 
resulted in the dominance of the non-religious approach and specifically of 
the theoretical category. 

Generally, it was the most productive period during the five centuries that 
this dissertation has studied. The average time distance of composition 

137 The d b al-s fiyyah by Najm al-D n Kubr  is the clearest example of this tendency. 
138 This impact was to endure for almost four centuries or to be more exact before the emer-
gence of European influence. 
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between the works was ca eight years during the period, while during the 
most productive earlier period it was 15 years.  

One of the most noticeable changes and at the same time a characteristic 
feature of the period was that poet-musicians, poet-Sufis and musical 
practitioners almost totally replaced the earlier classes of writers of the 
genre. The immediate consequence of this development was that new topics 
began to be treated. 

Furthermore, the most comprehensive and influential and important 
works in the genre, not only in Persian-speaking areas but in the whole 
region, were written during the period. 

5.  The second intermezzo: ca 1435-1500  

The period which began after the death of al-Mar  and ended with the 
death of J m  in 1497 was a period of decline in production. Probably, one 
of the most significant changes which took place during the period was the 
total stop in the production of works and treatises in all categories of the 
genre except the musical theoretical one. In addition, no new ideas or 
theories were introduced during the period, and all treatises and works were 
based on the ideas and theories that were presented during the previous 
period.

As we have seen, the number of topics treated in the works was also 
considerably reduced. However, it was during this period that the impact of 
Persian musical literature on Ottoman Turkish became clearer. As a result, 
the two first treatises on musical theory, i.e. Naq wat al-adw r by one of al-
Mar ’s sons and Maq sid al-adw r by the grandson of al-Mar , were 
written within the territory of the Ottoman Empire.139

This “intermezzo” led up to a period of intensification concerning the 
production of Persian musical literature which runs from the 16th century to 
the beginning of the European influence towards the end of 19th century. 

Already from the end of the 15th century we can observe the beginning of 
crucial changes and developments that will determine the direction of 
musical writing in coming centuries. 

139 It is possible that these two works are just another versions of al-Mar ’s main work 
‘J mi‘ al-alh n, re-written by his son and grandson in order to find a job at the court of the 
Ottomans sultans. 
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Epilogue

At the beginning of the 16th century, the region was divided into three main 
political zones, i.e. the Ottoman realm, the Safaw d realm and the Mogul 
realm, and interest in the Persian language and its literature was to be a 
common cultural characteristic and tendency within these three realms from 
the 16th century up to the 19th century.140 This geographical expansion of 
Persian literature is an explanation of the increase in the production and the 
flourishing of new ideas in Persian literature after the 16th century. 

Concerning writings on music, we shall meet new tendencies within the 
musical theoretical texts, which were to diverge radically from the Greek-
Islamic-Arabic scientific and mathematical tradition. After a period of tacet,
the religious approach appeared once again, and this time other subjects of 
approach, e.g. the religious illegality of music, were treated. The impact of 
Persian on its neighbouring regions was to continue and even grow, 
particularly in northern India. Shortly, a new important and exciting period 
in the development of Persian musical literature was to begin, a period which 
was, according to Massoudieh’s catalogue, to be the most productive one in 
Persian musical literature, and at the same time a period that has been the 
least studied and the most prejudged. This was a period when neighbouring 
regions were to play a more pivotal role in the development of the genre than 
the earlier periods, and a period when the European impact was to begin. 

I hope that the existing prejudice against this period will successively 
decrease, and more serious research about the period will begin. As the first 
step, it is crucial that more works from this period be critically edited and 
published. This important step will help us towards a better understanding of 
the period and thereby the process of the development of Persian writings on 
music in particular. 

I also hope that the libraries where these treasures have been lying for 
decades will use new technology and be more willing to allow scholars and 
specialists to have access to manuscripts of these works, and that they do not 
let these treasures lay there year after year and century after century without 
being used. They are part of mankind’s intellectual achievement and do not 

140 Perhaps, we can add a minor political zone in these main zones, i.e. Transoxania and parts 
of the Central Asian area, which was ruled by Turkish-Uzbek dynasties and which was also to 
play a minor role in the development of Persian during some periods of the time between the 
16th and 18th centuries.  
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belong only to a nation, a country or a group of people, but are also a legacy 
that has been left to all of us humans. 

My hope is that this study will be continued and include the period from 
1500 up to 1800 AD. Although such a study seems very problematic just 
now because of the huge bulk of materials and works from this period and 
the lack of enough edited and published works, I believe that such a study 
will remove many ambiguities and prejudgments as well as answer many of 
our questions about the rise and decline of Persian writing on music. As long 
as we do not have such a total picture of the development, which also 
includes the period between 1500 and 1800, our understanding of the 
development of Persian writings on music is incomplete. 
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Appendix 2 

A list of the most frequently treated topics  
in Persian writings on music

(1000-1500 AD)

Non religious approach 

Theoretical category 

Etymology of the word music 
Definition of the science of music  
Origin/definition of music 
Innovators of music 
Definition of sound 
Production of sound (by musical instrument and human beings) 
Causes of acuteness and gravity of notes  
Definition/explanation/names/rank of modes, scales, cycles of 
modes (maq m, pardah, w z, šu’bah)
Definition of intervals/explanation of different types of them 
(ab‘ d, jins, jam‘,dissonance, consonance, iz f t), transposition 
of intervals (tabaq t)
Connection between strings and intervals and derivation of in-
tervals from the musical instruments  
Notes/combination of notes (ta’l f)
Ornamentation 
Instructions on composition of melody  
Definition of rhythm 
Various types of rhythm  
Connection between melody and rhythm 
Musical forms 
Musical instruments (construction of musical instruments/ tuning 
of musical instruments/ names of strings of musical instruments/ 
classification of musical instruments)
Advice on performance and practicing of music (advice on per-
formance of different types of music/ advice on the time of per-
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formance of music/advice on performance of music for different 
races and persons/advice on exercising music  
Impact of music on the soul 
Connection of music with other subjects 
Recording of music

Category of collections of songs 
Secular Songs (non-religious approach) 

Didactic category
The behaviour of a musician  
The choice of modes for various occasions and times of the day 
The choice of modes in a performance 
The choice of rhythmic and melodic modes for different types of 
people (races, ethnic groups) and with different natures 

Medical category
The definition of melody and the effect of various types of 
melodies on soul and body 
The definition of rhythm and the effect of various types of 
rhythm on soul and body

Verse/rhymed prose category
The Names of main modes, auxiliary modes (non-religious ap-
proach)
The names of instruments (non-religious approach)

Religious approach 

Factual prose category
The beauty of voice 
The definition of sam ‘
Different classes of listeners and to which classes the sam ‘are 
permitted or forbidden 
Different degrees of sam ‘
The opinions of religious leaders and authorities on sam ‘
The legality or illegality of sam ‘
Classification of various types of sam ‘
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The rules of good conduct in sam ‘
The rules of dance in sam ‘-sessions
The rules of the tearing of garments in sam ‘-sessions
Sam ‘ of sufi leaders 
Benefits of sam ‘
The effect of sam ‘on people in different psychological condi-
tions

Category of collections of songs 
Sufi Songs 

Verse/rhymed prose category 
The definition of sam ‘
On appreciations of sam ‘
The rules of good conduct in sam ‘
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Appendix 3 

Classification of Persian works on music
(1000-1500 AD) 

The Initial Period: ca 1000-1110 

Total: 9 

1

D niš-n mah-i ‘Al ’
Ab  ‘Al  al-Husayn b. ‘Abd-All h b. S n  & Ab  ‘Ubayd ‘Abd al-W hid b. 
Muhammad b. al-J zj n

   Approach: non-religious  
Category: theoretical 

   Date:  between 1023 and 1046 
   Place:  Isfah n

Dedicated: ‘Al ’ al-Dawlah of the K k yids 
Mss:  18  
Published: 1941, 1992 

2

Šarh-i Kit b al-Ta‘arruf li-ma hab Ahl al-Tasawwuf
Ab  Ibr h m Islm ‘ l b. Muhammad b. ‘Abd-All h al-Mustaml

   Approach: religious 
Category: factual prose 

   Date:  during the first half of the 11th century 
   Place:  Bux r
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Written for: the author’s companions 
Ms:   1  
Published: in India 1912 

3

Sad Mayd n
Ab  Ism ‘ l ‘Abd-All h al-Ans r  al-Haraw

   Approach: religious 
Category: verse/rhymed prose 

   Date:  448/1057 
   Place:  Har t

Written for: the author’s disciples   
Mss:  4  
Published: 1962 

4

Kašf al-Mahj b li-Arb b al-Qul b
Abul-Hasan ‘Al  b. ‘Utm n b. ‘Al  al- aznaw  al-Jull b  al-Hujw r

   Approach: religious
Category: factual prose 

   Date:  between 1065 and 1076 
   Place:  (probably) Lahore 
   Written for: a certain Ab  Sa‘ d al-Hujw r

Mss:  4 
Published: in Russian 1926 

5

Q b s-n mah
‘Unsur al-Ma‘ l  Kayk w s b. Iskandar b. Q b s b. Wušmg r b. Ziy r

   Approach: non-religious 
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Category: didactic 
   Date:  475/1082 
   Place:  the province of Tabarist n

Written for: the author’s son, G l n-Š h
   Mss:  53  

Published: 1868, 1916, 1922, 1951(in England), 1963, 1964, 1985 

6

Tarjumah-i Ris lah-i Qušayriyyah 
Ab  ‘Al  al-Hasan b. Ahmad al-‘Utm n

   Approach: religious    
Category: factual prose 

   Date:  during the second half of the 11th century 
   Place:  (probably) Nayš b r

Translated for: - 
   Ms:    1  

Published:  1967 

7

K miyy -yi Sa‘ dat
Ab  H mid Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Ahmad al- az l
(al- azz l ) al-T s

   Approach: religious 
   Category: factual prose  

Date:  (finished) 1106 
   Place:  Nayš b r

Written for: ordinary people 
Mss:  189  
Published: 1862, 1871, 1874, 882, 1894, 1976 

8
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[A Translation of] Taqw m al-Sihhah
Translator: anonymous 

   Approach: non-religious 
Category:  medical 

   Copied:  ? (written before 1123; probably during the 11th century )  
   Place:  ? 
   Dedicated: ? 
   Mss:  3 (the oldest copy is from 517/1123) 

9

Mujmal al-Hikmah
Translator: anonymous  

   Approach: non-religious 
Category: theoretical 
Date: before 608/1211; presumably during the 11th century 

   Place:  (probably) the province of Xur s n
   Written for: ?  

Mss:  42 (the oldest Ms was copied in 608/1211) 

The First Intermezzo: ca 1110-1175

Total: 1 

1

Al-Tasfiyyah f  Ahw l al-Mutisawwifah
Qutb al-D n Am r Mans r al-Muzaffar b. Ab  al-Husayn b. Ardaš r b. Ab
Mans r al-‘Abb d
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   Approach: religious 
Category: factual prose 

   Date:  during the first half of the 12th century  
   Place:  ? 
   Written for: ordinary people 

Ms:   1  
Published: 1968

The Period of Establishment: ca 1175-1299 

Total: 10 

1

Had ’iq al-Anv r f  Haq ’iq al-Asr r or J mi‘ al-‘Ul m
Faxr al-D n Ab  ‘Abd-All h Muhammad b. ‘Umar b. Al-Husayn al-R z

Approach: non-religious 
Category: theoretical 
Date: the last redaction was completed 575/1179 (Tauer, 1968: 

480)  
   Place:  the province of Xur s n

Dedicated: written at the command of the Khw razm-Š h ‘Al ’ al-D n
Takaš

   Mss:  40 
Published: 1993 

2

Tarjumah-i Ris lah-i Qušayriyyah 
Translator: Anonymous 
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   Approach: religious 
   Category: factual prose 
   Date:  during the second half of the 12th century  
   Place:  Kirm n
   Written for: - 
   Ms:   1

3

d b al-S fiyyah
Ab  ‘Abdall h Ahmad b. ‘Umar b. Muhammad b. ‘Abdall h Xaywaq
Xw razm  (known as Najm al-D n Kubr )

   Approach: religious 
Category: factual prose
Date: towards the end of the 12th century and more probably at 

the beginning of the 13th century 
   Place:  the province of Xw razm 
   Written for: - 
   Mss:  6  

Published:  in France 1960, in Iran 1984 

4

[A translation of] Ihy ’ ‘Ul m al-D n
Translation: Mu’ayyid al-D n Muhammad Xw razm

Approach: religious 
Category: factual prose 

   Date:  620/1223 
   Place:  Delhi 
   Written for: Ab  Sa‘ d Muhammad al-Junayd

Mss:  18  
Published:  1972, 1973, 1980, 1986 

5
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Dar ‘Ilm-i M s q
Afzal al-D n Muhammd b. Husayn Maraq  K š n  or K š  (known as B b
Afzal)

Approach: non-religious 
Category: theoretical 
Date:  before 1268 

   Place:  K š n
   Written for: ? 

Mss: 5
Published: 1952-1958

6

Had qat al-Haq qat
Abul-Fath Muhammad b. Mutahhar b. Ahmad-i-J m

   Approach: religious 
Category: factual prose 

   Date:  642/1244 
   Place:  the province of Xur s n

Written for: ? 
Mss:  2  
Published: 1944

7

Ris lah-i Sirr-i Sam ‘
Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Ahmad Biy b n  (known as ‘Al ’ al-Dawlah 
Simn n )

   Approach: religious 
   Category: factual prose

Date:  (probably) toward the end of the 13th century 
   Place:  Simn n

For:   one of the author’s pupils 
   Ms:   1 (copied in 687/1288) 
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8

[A translation of] ‘Aw rif al-Ma‘ rif
Translator: Ism ‘ l b. ‘Abd al-Mu’min Ab  Mans r M š ah

   Approach: religious 
Category: factual prose 

   Date:  665/1266 (Munzaw  [vol. II: 1]) 
   Place:   India 
   Dedicated: ‘Abd al-Sal m S x  K mnaw
   Mss:  6   

    
9

Ašj r wa Atm r or Atm r wa Ašj r also Tamarah wa Šajarah 
‘Ala’ al-D n ‘Al -Š h b. Muhammad b. Q sim al-Xw razm  al-Bux r

   Approach: non-religious 
Category: theoretical 

   Date:  between 679/1280 and 691/1292 
   Place:  ? 

Written for: Šam al-D n Muhammad b. Sayf al-D n Ahmad Mub -
rakš h

Mss: 79 

10

Kanz al-Rum z
Am r Husayn  Haraw

   Approach:  religious 
   Category: verse/rhymed prose 
   Date:  towards the end of the century 
   Place:  (probably) M ltan 
   Written for: - 
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   Mss:  35  
Published: 1989

The First Golden Age: ca 1300-1435

Total: 23 

1

Durrat al-T j li- urrat al-Dub j (al-Dab j)
Qutb al-D n Mahm d b. Mas‘ d al-Š r z

   Approach: non-religious 
   Category: theoretical
   Date:  between 693/1293 and 699/1299-1300
   Place:  the province of G l n

Dedicated: Dub j b. F l-Š h
   Mss:  52 

2

Ris lah-i M s q
(A certain) Muhammad b. Mahm d b. Muhammad Nayš b r

   Approach: non-religious 
Category: theoretical  

   Date:   ? 
   Place:  the province of Xur s n

Dedicated: - 
Ms:   1 (copied in 663/1264)  
Published: 1965, 1995 
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3

Ris lah-i Firayd n b. Ahmad Sipahs l r dar Ahw l-i Mawl n  Jal l al-
D n Mawlaw
Firayd n b. Ahmad known as S pahs l r

   Approach: religious 
Category:  factual prose 

   Date:  720/1320 (according to Nicholson and Naf s )
   Place:  Qawniyah 
   Written for: - 

Mss:  3 

4

Awr d al-Ahb b wa Fus s al- d b
Abu al-Maf xir Yahy  B xarz

   Approach: religious 
Category: factual prose 

   Date:  724/1323 
   Place:  Bux r
   Written for: sufi disciples and devotees 

Mss:  2 
Published: 1946 

5

Misb h al-Hid yat wa Mift h al-Kif yat
‘Izz al-D n Muhammad b. ‘Al  K š n

   Approach: religious 
Category: factual prose 

   Date:  before 1334 
   Place:  (probably) Isfah n
   Written for: - 
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   Mss:  9  
Published: 1944 

6

Ris lah-i ang
Sir j al-Millat wa-al-D n Qamar  Qazw n

   Approach: non-religious 
   Approach: verse/rhymed prose (?) 

Date:  during the first half of the 14th century 
   Place:  ? 
   Written for: ? 

Ms:   1 

7

Naf ’is al-Fun n f  ‘Ar ’is al-‘Uy n
Šams al-D n Muhammad b. mul  Hanaf

   Approach: religious/non-religious 
   Category: factual prose and theoretical
   Date:  between 740/1339 and 742/1341 
   Place:  Š r z
   Dedicated: Jam l al-D n Ab  Ish q nj

Mss:  28 (which have the chapters on music theory and sam ‘)
Published: 1959 

8

Kit b al-Adw r
Translator: ‘Im d al-D n Yahy  b. Ahmad K š  (K š n ) al-Q z

   Approach: non-religious 
   Category: theoretical 
   Date:  746/1345 
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   Place:  probably Š r z
For:   Jam l al-D n ab  Ish q nj
Mss:  4 

9

Tar qat-n mah 
Xw jah ‘Im d al-D n ‘Al  Faq h Kirm n

   Approach: religious 
Category: verse/rhymed prose

   Date:  ca 756/1355 
   Place:  ? 

Dedicated: Am r Mub riz al-D n Nuhmmad Muzaffar 
   Mss:  2 
   Published: 1995 

10

Kanz al-Tuhaf  
Hasan K š n

Approach: non-religious
Category: theoretical 

   Date:  between 1340-1362 or 1387 
   Place:  Š r z or Isfah n
   Dedicated: iyy t al-D n

Mss:  5 
Published: 1992 

11

Xul sat al-afk r f  ma‘rifat al-adw r
By a certain Ših b al-D n Sayraf

Approach: non-religious
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Category: theoretical 
   Date:  some times between  (757/1356 – 776/1374) 
   For:   Sult n Uways
   Ms:   1 (missing) 

12

unyat  al-Munyah 
Anonymous 

   Approach: non-religious
Category: theoretical 

   Date:  776/1374 
   Place:  Gujarat (India) 
   For:   Ibr h m Hasan Ab  Raj
   Mss:   2 

13

Kit b al-Adw r
Lutf-All h b. Muhammad b. Mahm d b. Muhammad b. As‘ad al-Samar-
qand

   Approach: non-religious 
Category: theoretical 

   Date:  778/1376 
   Dedicated: Am rz dah Sayyad
   Mss:  2

14

Ma‘dan al-Ma‘ n
Šaraf al-D n Ahmad b. Yahy  Man r

   Approach: religious 
Category: factual prose
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   Date:  before 1380 
   Place:  the province of Bengal (India) 
   For:   -   
   Mss:  7 

15

A Qas dah  
Anonymous 

  Approach: non-religious 
  Category: verse/rhymed prose 
  Date:  785/1383 
  Place:  ? 
  Dedicated: - 
  Ms:   1 

   
16

Tar nah-h -yi Mawlawiyyah  
Collector: anonymous 

   Approach: religious 
   Category: collections of songs 
   Date:  presumably during the 14th century 
   Place:  ? 
   For:   -  
   Ms:   1 (copied in 799/1396)

17

Al-Muxtasar al-Muf d f  Bay b al-M s q  wa Us l Ahk mah
Anonymous 

   Approach: non-religious
Category: theoretical 
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   Date:  presumably during the 14th century 
   Place:  ? 
   For:   - 
   Ms:   1 (copied some times between 750/1350 and 812/1409)

18

A Collection of Songs
(Probably by) ‘Abd al-Q dir b. ayb  al-H fiz al-Mar

   Approach: non-religious 
   Category: collections of songs 
   Place:  ? 
   Date:  presumably between 1425-1435  
   For:   ? 
   Ms:   1 

19

J mi‘ al-Alh n
‘Abd al-Q dir b. ayb  al-H fiz al-Mar

Approach: non-religious 
Category: theoretical 

   Date:  816/1413 
   Place:  Har t
   For:   Author’s son N r al-D n ‘Abs al-Rahm n
   Mss:  5  

Published: 1987 

20

Maq sid al-Alh n
‘Abd al-Q dir b. ayb  al-H fiz al-Mar

   Approach: non-religious 
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   Category: theoretical 
   Date:  821/1418 
   Place:  (probably) Har t
   Dedicated: to different person in different Mss 
   Mss:  12  

Published: 1966 

21

Šarh-i  al-Adw r  also Zubdat al-Adw r
‘Abd al-Q dir b. ayb  al-H fiz al-Mar

   Approach: non-religious 
   Category: theoretical 
   Date:  between 1419 and 1433 
   Place:  (probably) Har t
   For: 
   Mss:  7 
   Published: 1991 

22

Bay n-i [S z-i] Qata‘ t-i n    
Anonymous  

   Approach: non-religious 
   Category: theoretical 
   Date:  (probably) 1433 
   Place:  ? 

For:   ? 
   Mss:  3 (the Ms of MK was copied in 837/1433) 

23

Dar As m -yi Daw zdah Maq m or Qaw ‘id-i Us l wa Fur ‘
Anonymous 
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   Approach: non-religious 
Category: theoretical 
Date:  ? 

   Place:  ? 
   For:   - 
  Ms:   1 (copied some times in the 9th Islamic century H. Q. [15th

century])

The Second Intermezzo: ca 1435-1500

Total: 4 

1

Naq wat al-Adw r    
‘Abd al-‘Az z ‘b. Abd al-Q dir b. ayb  al-H fiz al-Mar

   Approach: non-religious 
   Category: theoretical 
   Date:  between 855/1451 and 886/1481 
   Place:  Ottoman realm 
   For:   Sult n Muhammad II 
   Mss:  2 

2

A Music Treatise     
‘Al  b. Muhammad al-Mi‘m r (known as Ban ’  or Bann ’  also Ban y )

Approach:  non-religious 
Category: theoretical 
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Date:  1483 
Place:  Har t
For:   - 
Ms:   1  
Published: 1989 

3

Ris lah-i M s q          
N r al-D n ‘Abd al-Rahm n J m

   Approach: non-religious 
Category: theoretical   

   Date:  890/1485 
   Place:  (probably) Har t
   For:   - 
   Mss:  53 (see also below)  

Published: 1965, 1912, 1933, 1960

4

Maq sid al-Adw r
Mahm d b. ‘Abd al-‘Az z b. ‘Abd al-Q dir b. ayb  al-H fiz al-Mar

Approach: non-religious 
Category: theoretical 
Date: towards the end of the 15th century or the beginning of the 

16th century 
   Place:  Ottoman realm 
   Dedicated: Sult n B yaz d b. Muhammad – X n of the Ottomans 
   Mss:  3



Appendix 4 

The only founded Ms of Nayš b r ’s treatise on music

 RF-SPan, C612 (ff. 27b-28b).
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Appendix 5 

An Ms of the Persian translation of Taqw m al-sihhah

 S-Uu, Ovet 23, fol. 32.  
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